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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation investigates how interpretations are differentiated between and within 

Japanese focalizers (toritate-joshi) and also their English counterparts. There are four 

main proposals in this thesis. 

First, I propose that focalizer interactions must be analyzed independently from 

general focus interactions. The ordinary assumptions made for 'focus' (e.g. 'new 

information', binary distinction against 'topic', etc.) do not capture focalizer interactions 

accurately, and raise serious questions such as that of'second occurrence' (Partee 1991). 

This thesis illustrates how focalizer interactions are differentiated from 'focus' 

interactions. 

Second, I suggest that the interpretation of focalizers consists of two major parts: 

'declaration' and 'indication'. The two-way representation is largely inspired by Horn's 

(1969) 'presuppositional' analysis, but with a different distinction between interpretations. 

This thesis separates context-free and 100% warranted propositions ('declaration') from 

propositions that may or may not appear depending on the context ('indication'). 

Third, I assume that the interpretation of focalizers is differentiated by the 

strength of the indications. Adopting Leech's (1974) argument that the probability of a 

potential (lexical) meaning is relative to context, I fiirther develop the assumption that the 

strength of the potential meaning of a given indication is relative to context. A variety of 

interpretations of focalizers results from this relative strength of indications. 

Last, it is thoroughly claimed throughout the thesis that the interactions between 

the target of a focalizer ('self) and its comparative items ('others') must be deeply 



considered to capture the three claims above. One of the important adjustments to the 

previously proposed analyses is that the 'scalar value' (e.g. Fauconnier 1975a, 1975b) 

relates to how the interpreter considers 'others', and is not fully determined by the lexical 

entries of a focalizer. 

A variety of factors are actually involved in the interpretation of focalizers. 

Therefore, potential discussion topics and observations of focalizer interactions are also 

displayed in detail, without analyzing them, for future study. 



ABBREVIATIONS 

ACC Accusative 

ATTR Attributive 

CAUSE Causative 

CLS Classifier 

COMP Complementizer 

CON J Conjunctive 

DAT Dative 

DECL Declarative 

FP Final Particle 

GEN Genitive 

IRR Irrealis 

LOC Locative 
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NOM Nominative 

NONPAST Non-past 

PASS Passive 

PAST Past 
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TOP Topic 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1. Goal of the present study 

The goal of this thesis is to provide a detailed analysis of the use and the interpretation of 

Japanese ''toritate-joshi" (particularizing particles)' such as -dake 'only', -bakari 'only', 

-sae 'even', -mo 'also'.^ To assist in the analysis of toritate-joshi, their English 

counterparts only, even, also are also discussed thoroughly. Hopefially this study will 

contribute to the dissemination of the interesting properties of toritate-joshi and provide a 

new view for the analysis of their English counterparts. 

In the literature these morphemes from various languages are called "focus 

particles", "focus sensitive operators", "focus adverbs", etc. We adopt the terminology of 

the Prague School "focalizer". When we refer specifically to those of Japanese, we call 

them "toritate-joshi", as previously mentioned. Hence, the term "focalizer" is used to 

refer to those particles of English in this thesis. 

Our focalizer analysis is defined as follows: 

(1) Focalizer analysis 
The study of the focalizer-targeted item in context. 

' I have no better translation of toritate, which literally consists of tori 'taking' and tate 'standing' 'setting 
up', the meaning of which in this context would be something like 'specializing' or 'particularizing'. 
^ Numata (1986, 2000) calls them toritate-shi rather than toritate-joshi. Some call them toritate-joji, others 
toritate-ji. Joshi literally means 'helping {jo) morpheme {shiy, i.e. dependent morpheme. Ji is another term 
for 'dependent morpheme'. They all mean 'dependent morpheme for toritate'. 



A focalizer modifies some particular part of an utterance. For example, in the sentence 

only John came, the focalizer only particularly refers to John, not to the verb came or the 

sentence John came. We express the interaction as ''John is the target of only", following 

Vallduvi (1990), throughout this thesis. This thesis is a study of the additional 

information about the target introduced by the appearance of a focalizer. 

The term "context" in this thesis must be captured by a broader notion that 

includes "experience" or "knowledge" of the interpreter. Hence, (1) implies that the 

interpretation of focalizer is affected by the interpreter's background. See Akman (2000) 

for a similar definition and justification for the linguistic study of "context". 

In this chapter, we first outline the analyses of toritate-joshi that have been 

developed by Japanese scholars. Next, we briefly describe the basic analyses of English 

focalizers. Finally, we discuss what can or should be the core discussion of the toritate-

joshi analysis, and what cannot or should not. 

2. Toritate-joshi analysis 

2.1 Basic account—'self and 'others' 

Simple example sentences with toritate-joshi are given in (2) below. The square brackets 

identify the target of toritate-joshi. 
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(2) a. [Taroo]-dake kita. 
Taro-only came 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo]-mo kita. 
Taro-also came 
'Taro also came.' 

The examples in (2) are not simply interpreted as a statement about Taro, the target of 

each toritate-joshi. There is an implication about "someone/something else than Taro". 

(2a) strongly implies that "No one other than Taro came" and (2b) strongly implies that 

"someone other than Taro came". If we use the terms of Numata (1986), toritate-joshi 

refers not only to 'self {jisha = target itself, which is in the utterance) but also 'others' 

{tasha = someone/something other than the target, which is not directly given in the 

utterance). 

If they are expressed in logical representations, (3 a) and (3b) below are (the handy 

versions of) the interpretations of (2a) and (2b), respectively. 

(3) T = Taro; K{x) = 'x kita' (x came); T' = variable for an individual 

a. (i) ^(T) 
(ii) ^(3T')[T';^T A A:(T')] 

b. (i) /:(T) 
(ii) (3T')[T';tT A/:(T')] 

^ I use the plural form 'others' to mean "another or others". 
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The representations in (i) of (3 a) and (3b) are about 'self, while the representations in (ii) 

of (3a) and (3b) are about 'others'. These are quite straightforward. (Note that these 

logical representations are mine.'' None of the authors mentioned above provide them.) 

Recent studies of toritate-joshi in Japan have mentioned a similar distinction 

between 'self and 'others'. These studies include Numata (1986, 2000), Teremura (1991), 

Masuoka and Takubo (1989/1992), and Niwa (2001), among others. Their definitions of 

toritate or toritate-joshi are given below; the translations are mine. The expression "can 

vary" here means "can be various grammatical categories", i.e. not restricted to a noun, 

(4) Definitions of toritate (-joshi, -shf) 

Toritate-shi (Numata 1986: 108) 
Toritate-shi picks out some component (yooso 'element' in the original) of a 
sentence, which can vary. It shows the logical relations between the component 
and other referential items. 

Toritate-joshi (Masuoka and Takubo 1989: 46/1992: 50, adopted by Niwa 2001) 
Toritate-joshi is a joshi that picks out some item (jikoo 'matter' in the original) 
with a background of other items which belong to the same class as the one 
picked out. 

Toritate (Teramura 1991: 13) 
Toritate refers to the particularization of some component {koosee yooso 
'compositional element' in the original) of a sentence, which can vary, which 
eventually brings about some contrastive effect on that component. 

* (3a-ii) is logically equivalent to (VT')[T'^tT —> —iK(T')]. Some prefer this representation because of its 
universal quantifier (e.g. Konig 1991). 
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Toritate (Takahashi 1992: 155) 
Using some particular expressions, we can specialize some part (bubun 'part' in 
the original) of a sentence referring to something other than the emphasized item 
{monogoto 'thing, matter' in the original) which belongs to the same group as the 
emphasized item. We call it the "toritate of part of a sentence". 

Three important aspects of toritate may be extracted from those definitions.^ 

(5) Main aspects of toritate 
a. Some expression (part of a sentence) is "picked out". 
b. Some item(s) other than the selected item is (are) referred to (compared or 

contrasted). 
b'.The referential item(s) belong(s) to the same "group" as the selected item. 

The study of toritate-joshi, therefore, is a study of joshi (often translated as 'particles', 

including case markers) that conveys the information in (5) above.® 

The terms "toritate" and "toritate-joshi" were first introduced by Miyata (1948: 

178). In this early period of study, just the reference to 'self, e.g. (5a), was mentioned, 

and a large number of joshi which are currently considered to be toritate-joshi were 

ignored. According to Numata (1986: 107), however, the basic notions of toritate in (5) 

had already been mentioned in Ky5iku-kagaku-kenkyu-kai (1963), and were assumed in 

the earlier stage of toritate-joshi studies after Kyoiku-kagaku-kenkyu-kai (1963) e.g. by 

Suzuki (1973), Okutsu (1974), Takahashi (1978, 1983a, 1983b), and Teramura (1981). 

' Precisely speaking, Teramura (1991) differently states (5b') to cover the larger use of toritate-joshi. See 
Niwa (2001: 42, fh. 1) for comments. 
^ This statement does not exclude the possibility that something other than joshi can function as a toritate 
marker. Toritate by non-joshi items have not been discussed much, but some assume that joshi is not the 
only toritate item. For example, Takahashi (1992: 155) provides examples of adverbs (i.e. independent 
morphemes). 

(i) Taroo-wa moppara umi-e itta. 
T.-TOP exclusively ocean-to went 
'Taro exclusively went to the ocean.' 

We concentrate on toritate-joshi. 
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The restriction on the referential item, given in (5b'), is required and crucial. It is 

because 'others' are subject to the contextual restriction. See the sentences below. 

(6) a. [Taroo]-dake eki-ni kita. 
T.-only station-to came 
'Only Taro came to the station.' 

b. [Taroo]-mo eki-ni kita. 
T.-also station-to came 
'Taroo also came to the station.' 

Suppose the situation is that you were going to meet a few friends at the station, and saw 

Taro but none of the others. In this situation, (6a) is felicitous even if you saw many 

people, say, office workers on the way to the office, actually come to the station. The 

'others' in this situation are your friends, not literally anyone other than Taro. In the same 

situation, (6b) is infelicitous if Taro was the first and the only member of those friends 

when it is uttered. The statement of (5b') covers this restriction.^ 

2.2 Detailed accounts—inter- and intra- toritate-joshi differences 

Manyjoshi are classified as toritate-joshi. Masuoka and Takubo (1989/1992), for 

example, list sixteen toritate-joshi (-wa, -mo, -sae, -demo, -sura, -datte, 

-made, -dake, -bakari, -nomi, -sika, -koso, -nado, -nanka, -nante, -kurai) and Numata 

(1986) fourteen (the above without -datte and -nante). There are so many because each 

toritate-joshi plays a distinct role in conveying each set of information. 

' This also implies that the syntactic and semantic types of'self and 'others' must be identical. 
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For example, both -mo 'also' and -sue 'even' would be interpreted as in (3b), 

logically, but obviously each conveys different supplementary information. 

(7) a. [Taroo]-mo kita. 
T.-also came 
'Taro also came.' 

b. [Taroo]-sae kita. 
T.-even came 
'Even Taro came.' 

Every Japanese speaker shares the intuition that the interpretations of (7a) and (7b) are 

not identical. (So does every Enghsh speaker when he or she sees the English glosses.) 

The dominant reading of (7a) is simply an addition of Taro to the performers of coming.^ 

This interpretation of (7a) is well represented by the representation in (3b). The dominant 

reading of (7b), on the other hand, includes the speaker's attitude (feeling, judgment, ...) 

of "unexpectedness", along the lines of "I didn't expect Taro was coming, but he came!" 

or "Taro was unlikely to come, but he came!". To capture the interpretation of different 

toritate-joshi, such intuitions must be included in their representations. Obviously, the 

representation in (3b) is not adequate. This fact strongly suggests that some contrast other 

than the additive-restrictive or inclusive-exclusive distinction must be considered for 

more precise representations of the interpretations of toritate-joshi. 

The inadequacy of these informational distinctions not only merges the 

differences between toritate-joshi, but also merges the interesting differences within a 

^ The expression "the dominant reading" is due to the possible multiple interpretations of each toritate-joshi. 
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given toritate-joshi. For example, -mo, which is usually glossed 'also', is famous for its 

"polysemy". Takahashi (1992: 158f) provides nine semantic fiinctions oi-mo. Three of 

them are given below. 

(8) Toritate by-ffio (Takahashi 1992: 158f)® 

a. Similarity (Addition) 
[Kyoo]-mo ame-ga hutta. 
today-also rain-(NOM) dropped 
'It rained today, too.' 

b. Extreme (Maximum/Minimum) 
[Moratta mono]-mo tukai-osinda.'" 
given thing-also using-begrudged 
'(Someone) begrudged using even given things.' 

c. Topicality (Unexpectedness) 
[Omae]-mo otona-ni natta. 
you-also adult-to became 
'You grew up (matured).' 

(8a) is a typical reading, which is well represented by (3b). It is important to remember, 

however, that (8b) and (8c) show -mo's atypical readings." (8b) can have the normal 

additive reading such as "(He) begrudged using not only what he bought but also what 

was given to him for free". However, the dominant reading of (8b) emphasizes more the 

unlikeliness of moratta mono 'given things' being begrudged. As the English gloss 

indicates, the interpretation is closer to the one brought by -sae 'even'. (8c) can have the 

' Examples are changed moderately from the original to reduce complexity. The terms in bold face 
(similarity, extreme, and topicality) are Takahashi's, which were translated by the author. The terms in the 
parentheses may be better terms in English, 

The actual target might be just [moratta] 'given', rather than the whole noun phrase [moratta mono] 
'given things'. But usually the whole phrase will be taken as the target because in Japanese, an action such 
as brain storming, or state such as one's height, which is not really mono 'thing', can also be the object of 
the verb tukai-osinda 'begrudged using'. 



typical reading "Taro grew up, and you also grew up". The dominant reading of (8c), 

however, includes a little surprise with the fact and does not include the comparative 

reference. (8c) is likely to be uttered when the speaker saw some adult behavior or heard 

some adult opinion of a person who the speaker had thought still immature. Hence, a 

freer translation of (8c) would be "You, who I thought immature, have matured". 

How are these inter- and intra- toritate-joshi similarities and differences to be 

explained? The literature usually does not answer this question. In most cases they simply 

list the various readings for each toritate-joshi as in Takahashi (1992) (cf (8) above). We 

do not intend to blame the deficiency on the literature because it has been a part of the 

tradition of kokugogaku ([Traditional] National Language Studies [in Japan]) to do so. 

More importantly, many of the works cited above, including Takahashi (1992), are 

introductory textbooks of Japanese grammar for Japanese speakers. We cannot expect 

much detailed discussion of a particular topic such as toritate in such sources, let alone 

clear-cut explanations of the essence of toritate-joshi which would be persuasive to non-

Japanese speakers. 

Numata (1986) is one of the rare works that proposes to answer the question. She 

suggests four pairs (a total of eight) of parameters (checking items), and explains the 

interpretation differences between inter- and intra- toritate-joshi by assigning different 

values to each items. Given such a systematic account which covers various kinds of 

toritate-joshi, we largely adopt the notions in Numata (1986) as the basis for our analysis. 

Although we agree with Numata (1986) on the basics and some details, there are some 

" Note that "atypical" here does not mean "atypical in use". It means "atypical in research" (so far). 
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disagreements also, both in the analysis of toritate-joshi and in our observation of toritate-

joshi interpretations. Modifications and adjustments are given after we consider the 

analysis of English focaHzers and observe more about their interpretation. 

Not many previous linguistics studies of toritate-joshi have been done with an eye 

toward more universal phenomena or principles of language. This thesis aims to do so. 

3. Analyses of English focalizers 

English focalizers have been discussed from various perspectives. They have been 

analyzed from a logico-semantic perspective (e.g. Horn (1969), Rooth (1985)), a 

phonological or prosodic perspective (e.g. Bolinger's series of work (1958, 1965, 1986), 

Ladd (1980), Selkirk (1984, 1995), Rochemont (1986)), an informational or pragmatic 

perspective (e.g. Lambrecht (1994), Kadmon (2001)), and so forth. It is also common to 

contrast them with focalizers in other languages such as German (e.g. Jacobs (1983), 

Konig (1991)). Focalizer interactions are interdisciplinary phenomena, and considering 

them from various perspectives helps to refine their analysis. A syntactic perspective is 

not normally taken as the core view for focalizer analysis, but many do discuss them from 

this perspective as well (e.g. Anderson (1972), Jackendoff (1972), Taglicht (1984), Rooth 

(1985)). 

Although these works are worth examining in detail, we forego doing so, only 

picking up and discussing in detail what is useful for our current interests. To begin, we 

examine the works by Horn (1969) and Rooth (1985). 



Horn (1969) inspired logico-semantic approaches to English focalizers. His 

analysis, often termed "presuppositional (analysis)", represents the interpretations of only 

and even as a presupposition plus an assertion. The examples below are Rooth's (1985: 

87) English versions (rather than logic-semantic ones). Square brackets are mine, and 

identify the target of the focalizer as I have done elsewhere for Japanese examples. 

(9) a. 
b. presupposition: 
c. assertion: 

(10) a. 
b. presupposition: 
c. assertion: 

Only [John] came. 
John came. 
No one other than John came. 

Even [John] came. 
Someone other than John came. 
John came. 

If these sentences are represented using logical formulae, (11) and (12) below would be 

the equivalents of (9) and (10), respectively. (J = John; K{x) = 'x came'; J' = variable for 

an individual) 

(11) a. 
b. presupposition: 
c. assertion: 

(12) a. 
b. presupposition: 
c. assertion: 

Only [John] came. 
^(J) 
^(3J')[J'?^J A A:(J')] 

Even [John] came. 
(3J')[JVJ A ii:(J')] 
K{J) 

These two-way logical representations for only and even are exactly identical to those of 

the corresponding toritate-joshi -dake and -mo, which are represented in (3). The only 

difference is that we described the latter as involving (reference to) 'self and (reference 
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to) 'others', while this presuppositional analysis describes them as 'presupposition' and 

'assertion'. We will discuss the difference later in Chapter 3. 

The simple two-way representations have problems identical in the Japanese cases. 

The representations in (11) and (12), as well as those in (3) in the previous section, are 

insufficient to show the full interpretations of focalizers. For example, it needs to be 

separately stated that J and J' J) must be in the same "group" in the context, for the 

same reasons given above in the case of Japanese (using examples in (6)). In addition, 

also contrasts with even, exactly like their Japanese correspondents, -mo and -sae (cf (7)). 

(13) a. [John] also came. 
b. Even [John] came. 

English speakers interpret (13a) as a 'pure' additive, while (13b) also conveys the 

unlikeliness of John's coming. 

Rooth's (1985) "alternative analysis", which depends largely on Jackendoff 

(1972), on the other hand, is very similar to the toritate-joshi analyses in terms of the 

choice of the items for the representations. First, it emphasizes more the distinction of 

what we call 'self from 'others' in toritate-joshi analyses, rather than the distinction of 

presupposition from assertion. Second, it restricts 'others' to a "contextually relevant" set. 

Moreover, it adds the representation for even, which distinguishes (13b) from (13a). 
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Very roughly, the interpretation of a focalizer is represented by the values of the 

"base sentence" and "alternatives".'^ (J = John; K{x) = 'x came') 

The base sentence is obtained by eliminating the focalizer from the sentence. Alternatives 

are obtained from the base sentence by substituting an element for the target which is 

properly selected by the context. In Rooth's analysis of only, no such x in (14c) exists 

besides the target (John), and in his analysis of even, there is such x besides the target in 

(15c). The difference of the values in the alternatives represents the difference between 

only and even. Rooth basically keeps Horn's (1969) two-way representation, but puts 

more emphasis on the references to "alternatives" and the base sentence than references 

to presupposition and assertion.'^ These characteristics resemble the recent toritate-joshi 

analyses in Japan which were presented in the previous section. The reference to the base 

sentence is similar to the reference to the target, or 'self (cf (5a)), and the reference to 

alternatives is similar to the reference to 'others' (cf. (5b)). 

The term "base sentence" is mine, not Rooth's (1985) or Konig's (1991). In the representations by Rooth, 
alternatives come to the front of the base sentences. These representations in (14) and (15) are largely 
simplified to capture the basic idea of the alternative analysis. See Rooth's (1985) original for a well-
formalized representation of them. 

Rooth (1985) changes what Horn (1969) calls "presupposition" to "conventional imphcature" (in 
Karttunen and Peters' (1979) sense) to make better use of JackendofPs theory of presupposition. Since this 
transition makes no difference for our current discussion, we do not discuss the issue. 

(14) a. 
b. base sentence 
c. alternatives 

Only [John] came. 
^(J) 
K{x) 

(15) a. 
b. base sentence 
c. alternatives 

Even [John] came. 
^(J) 
K{x) 



Rooth adds the representation of C(x). C is a characteristic function of properties 

which he describes as the set of "relevant" properties. When this C apphes to it, the 

element x in (14c) and (15c) is restricted to "contextually relevant" alternatives, say, 

Mary or Mike who are the best candidates of coming; this is similar to the restriction on 

'others' to be in the same group in context (cf (5c)). 

Moreover, Rooth adds one more piece of information to (15). He includes a line, 

"unlikely(x)", which was originally proposed by Karttunen and Peters (1979). The 

variable x is corresponding to the target of the focalizer, so the representation ensures the 

"unlikeliness" of the target. As briefly mentioned above (cf. (13)), the interpretation 

contributed by even shows the target as an unexpected or surprising one. The 

(un)likelihood brought by even is realized in Rooth's analysis by the inclusion of 

unlikely(x), which will distinguish (13b) from (13a) because this function is associated 

with even, not with also}'^ 

4. Different approaches taken for focalizer analyses 

So far, we have only mentioned the similarities between the English focalizer analysis of 

Rooth (1985) and traditional toritate-joshi analyses in terms of the reference to 'self and 

'others'. In this section, a couple of differences between English focus analyses and 

Japanese toritate-joshi analyses are noted. 

''' Rooth (1985) actually does not give an analysis of also. But at least he shows that even is not simply an 
additive focalizer. 



The differences are actually very large. First of all, as the term "focalizer" 

indicates, English focalizer analyses (and analyses of focalizers in other European 

languages) have mostly been done as part of focus analyses. Rooth's (1985) alternative 

analysis is not an exception. Second, English focalizer analyses have been approached 

from various perspectives as mentioned at the very beginning of Section 3 above. 

Toritate-joshi analyses in Japan, on the other hand, basically list various uses of toritate-

joshi. Let us briefly compare the approaches to focalizer analyses in these two languages. 

In this section, the differences are just 'noted'; further discussions on the 

differences are given in Chapter 2. 

4.1 Phonological (Prosodic) perspective 

"Focus" is a loose notion in the literature, but in English it is characterized by the 

assignment of a (peak of) prosodic prominence (stress, accent, highest pitch contour, 

whatever the term is). The prosodic prominence is represented by CAPITAL LETTERS 

in the examples throughout this thesis. 

(16) English: "focus" 

a. JOHN came. 
b. John CAME. 

On the other hand, in the analyses of Japanese, what is expressed with a prosodic 

prominence is simply called "emphasis" and this is never categorized as the same 

phenomenon as toritate-joshi interactions. 
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(17) Japanese: "emphasis" 

a. TAROO-ga kita. 
T.-(Nom) came 
'TARO came.' 

b. Taroo-ga KITA. 
T.-(Nom) came 
'Tare CAME.' 

This is related to certain facts about English prosody, which follow. 

English focalizer analyses can be done from a phonological (prosodic) perspective 

because the target of a focalizer usually will be characterized by the peak of prosodic 

prominence. 

(18) English: prominence on the target 

a. Only [JOHN] came. 
b. Even [JOHN] came. 

This is one of the reasons why focalizer analyses have been a sub-part of focus analyses. 

Both phenomena are associated with the peak of prosodic prominence. On the other hand, 

the target of a toritate-joshi is not associated with prosodic prominence. 

(19) Japanese: no prominence on the target 

a. [Taroo]-dake kita. 
T.-only came 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo]-sae kita. 
T.-even came 
'Even Taro came.' 
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This does not mean that the target cannot receive prosodic prominence. The target can be 

uttered with a prosodic prominence, but it is not necessary. It is more natural that the 

toritate-joshi itself gets the peak in the examples in (19). We will return to this topic in 

Chapter 2, Section 2. 

4.2 Syntactic perspective 

English focalizers are sometimes analyzed in syntactic trees. A focalizer can appear in 

various positions. For example, the examples in (20) are both natural English. 

(20) a. Even John came. 
b. John even came. 

The two positions of even are reflected in the syntactic trees as in (21) below (cf 

Jackendoff (1972), Rooth (1985), etc.).'^ 

(21) English: in syntactic trees 

a. S b. S 

NP VP 

even John came 

NP 
Z\ 
John even came 

VP 

This is a natural consequence of the desire to represent the different meanings of the sentences in (20). 
This is discussed more in Chapter 2, Section 3 
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Japanese toritate-joshi can also appear in various positions. Two examples of the position 

of -sae 'even' are given in (22) below. The positions of -sae are rarely represented in 

syntactic trees. 

(22) Japanese: in sequence 

a. [Taroo]-sae kita. 
T.-even came 
'Even Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo-ga ki]-sae-si-ta. 
T.-even come-even-do-PAST 
'Taro even came.' 

The difference is quite understandable if we consider that English analyses employ 

configurationality as a crucial explanatory device in syntactic or syntax-semantics 

interface discussion, while kokugogaku (National Language Studies) does without it. 

4.3 Semantic (Pragmatic, Philosophical) perspective 

English focalizer analyses are also sometimes carried out using the terminology of 

philosophy (of language). The definition of "presupposition" in Horn's (1969) 

presuppositional analysis is the same one which is widely accepted in philosophy. In 

Japan it is extremely rare to use such terms for toritate-joshi analyses. Each use of 

toritate-joshi is explained in plain words (as in the case of Takahashi (1992) in (8) above). 
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4.4 Summary of Section 4 

The characteristics of English focalizer analyses in comparison with Japanese toritate-

joshi analyses are summarized in (23) below. 

(23) Differences 

a. Study area 
English; Focalizer interactions are discussed as a part of focus analysis. 
Japanese; Toritate-joshi interactions are distinguished from focus in general. 

b. Phonological/Prosodic perspective 
English; Focalizer interactions are associated with prosodic information. 
Japanese; Toritate-joshi interactions are not discussed with prosody. 

c. Syntactic perspective 
English; Focalizer interactions are (sometimes) explained in syntactic trees. 
Japanese; Toritate-joshi interactions are not discussed in syntax (in trees). 

d. Semantic/Pragmatic/Philosophical perspective 
English; Focalizer interpretations are (sometimes) accounted for in terms of 

presupposition, assertion, entailment, etc. 
Japanese; Toritate-joshi interpretations (explanations) are simply listed. 

In the present study, we do not take the approach that many English focalizer analyses 

have taken as in (23) (see Section 5 below). The three main reasons are; (i) the 

interpretation of toritate-joshi is the main topic of this thesis; (ii) those in (23) actually do 

not contribute much to the interpretation of toritate-joshi; and (iii) the approaches in (23) 

have sometimes confused the English focalizer analyses. 
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5. Outline of this thesis 

Despite the fact that different approaches have been taken for English focalizer analyses 

and the Japanese toritate-joshi analyses (Section 4 above), those analyses can be carried 

out from similar points of view: what information a focalizer carries; reference to 'self, 

and reference to 'others' (Section 2 and 3 above). More study of the information about 

'self and 'others' can refine the interpretation of a focalizer, such as the similarity of 

'others' to 'self, or the unlikeliness of 'self. This is why many good arguments about 

English focalizers are incorporated into our toritate-joshi analysis. The pieces of 

information presented so far are not enough for the precise interpretations of focalizers, 

however. For example, the interpretation of (8c) cannot be well represented by those 

pieces of information. Additional information or a much more refined device is desirable. 

Thus, our focalizer/toritate-joshi analysis will involve more detailed examinations of 

'self and 'others'. 

We will discuss the following. 

(24) a. Independence of focalizer interactions from general focus interactions. 
(Chapter 2) 

b. Representation of the interpretations of focalizers. (Chapter 3 and 4) 
c. Placement of focalizers. (Chapter 5, 6, and 7) 

In Chapter 2, we emphasize that focalizer interactions are to be analyzed independently 

from focus interactions seen in the literature. The reasons for differences between 

toritate-joshi analyses and English focalizer analyses in their approaches are also 

provided, which explains why we mainly discuss interpretation, rather than prosody or 



syntax. Chapter 3 discusses how to represent the interpretations of focaHzers, and 

includes some clarification of terminology like "presupposition", "assertion", 

"entailment", etc., and introduction of our notions of "declaration", "indication", etc. 

Chapter 4 discusses additional information needed for more precise representations of the 

focalizer interpretations. Chapter 5 illustrates placement of toritate-joshi. Chapter 6 

illustrates "target selections" of toritate-joshi, and Chapter 7 illustrates placement and 

target selections of English focalizers altogether. In Chapters 5 throughV, the interactions 

are merely illustrated and deep issues often remain unanalyzed. These chapters are for the 

reference for future studies in the syntactic properties of toritate-joshi and English 
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CHAPTER 2: UNTANGLING FOCALIZER STUDIES 

Our main claim in this chapter is that focalizer interactions should not be confused with 

general focus interactions. Strictly speaking, focalizer interactions are different from 

focus interactions. Although there is overlap between the two, and so we can transpose 

many previous discussions of "focus" and employ them in our focalizer analysis, the two 

are different notions. 

In addition, some approaches for English focalizer analysis are not considered in 

this thesis. One might think it regressive to give up the fruitful interdisciplinary 

approaches that have been taken in English focalizer analyses. In fact, in toritate-joshi 

analysis, researchers have usually been curious about only two main questions: (a) what 

interpretations are added to the target (interpretation: semantics, pragmatics, etc.); and (b) 

what element can be adjacent to a particular toritate-joshi (placement: morphology, 

syntax, or morphosjTitax). It is reasonable to claim that these restricted approaches have 

narrowed down the development of the toritate-joshi analysis. However, it is also 

important to remember that the parallel (direct) transposition of English focalizer 

analyses is sometimes improper for (our) toritate-joshi analysis. 

This chapter illustrates why some previous studies are not employed in our 

focalizer analysis, reviewing previous studies from the perspective of focus in general 

(Section 1), phonology/prosody (Section 2), syntax (Section 3), and logico-semantics 

(Section 4). 
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1. Notes on focus analysis 

1.1 Definition of "focus" 

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, English focalizer interactions have been discussed as 

a part o/"focus analysis". However, the term "focus" has been defined and represented 

differently from author to author. For example:' 

(1) Various definitions/descriptions of "focus" 
a. A focus expresses 'new information', (e.g. Halliday 1966, Selkirk 1984) 
b. A focus expresses highlighting and informativeness. (e.g. Bolinger 1985) 
c. A focus expresses information that is not c-construable, i.e. the phrase in 

question has no semantic antecedent and has not been brought to the hearer's 
attention, (e.g. Rochemont 1986) 

d. A focus identifies a presupposition or a presuppositional set. (e.g. Jackendoff 
1972)^ 

e. A focus establishes a relation between the value of a focused expression and a 
set of alternatives, (e.g. Jacobs 1983, 1988, Rooth 1985) 

f Focus: the semantic component of a pragmatically structured proposition 
whereby the assertion differs from the presupposition, (e.g. Lambrecht 1994) 

One of the reasons for this variety originates in the loose conception of "focus"; 

nonetheless, most would not deny the following overall characteristic of "focus" in 

general, taken (partially) from a linguistic dictionary written by David Crystal (1997). 

(2) Focus (Crystal 1997: 154) 
The center of the their [the speakers'] communicative interest. 

Let us examine Crystal's very vague but popular definition of "focus" so that we can 

clarify the independence of focalizer analyses from other types of "focus analyses".^ 

' The summary in (1), except for (If), is from Konig (1991: 32). 
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1.2 Various types of focus 

There is little doubt that focus interactions are highly pragmatic because the interpretation 

of foci involves pragmatic information such as context, background knowledge, etc. (See 

the definitions/descriptions in (1) above). In the literature, several different issues have 

been discussed under the title of "focus analysis". However, at least the three kinds of 

"foci" below should be distinguished by the content of communicative information they 

carry. These three are in principle independent from each other; and therefore, we 

distinguish the three and establish the independent subfield of focalizer study within 

"focus" analyses. 

(3) Various types of "focus" (by their causes) 
a. Emphatic focus 
b. Wh-Q focus 
c. Focalizer focus 

Among these, only emphatic focus is 'pure' or 'real' focus in Crystal's sense (cf (2) 

above). These distinctions are made depending on their "causes" or "triggers" of foci."^ 

Although they have been treated together in the literature, we distinguish the three; at 

least, we distinguish focalizer interactions from interactions of wh-questions or emphasis/ 

^ Jackendoff (1972) assumes that focus itself expresses new information (as in (la)). 
^ Since our temporary goal here is to show the independency of focalizer studies from other focus analyses, 
we do not review each definition in (1). Each definition there has a theoretical/scholarly reason to be 
defined so, but a thorough review is not provided here. Just a few basic notions behind those definitions are 
reviewed. The idea of "presupposition" is discussed (and rejected in our focalizer study) in Chapter 3, 
Section 3. The idea of "alternative" is briefly described in Chapter 1. 

Distinctions like information focus vs. identificational focus depend on how we categorize the focused 
element; and therefore, they are not included in the distinctions currently under discussion. See also 
Chapter 4, Section 1. 



highlighting. Brief descriptions of these three foci follow, and the details of each type are 

given in 1.3 through 1.5 below. 

Emphatic focus conveys the speaker's emphasis, surprise, highlighting, and so 

forth.^ This focus is usually associated with prosodic prominence (stress, accent, highest 

pitch contour) in English. The sentences in (4) below are examples of emphatic focus. In 

(4a) the subject NP is the emphasized element, and in (4b) the emphasized element is the 

adjective that modifies a noun. The capitalized part denotes the greatest prosodic 

prominence, and the square brackets with subscript F (F) attached to the end denote that 

the part is emphatically focused item. 

(4) a. [JOHN]F ate octopus. 
b. Mary bought a [NEW]F car. 

The utterance (4a) indicates that the speaker's surprise at or emphasis on John as the 

performer of eating octopus. Similarly, (4b) indicates the speaker's surprise that "new" 

describes the car that Mary bought. 

Wh-Q focus carries the information that the questioner wants. The exact part 

(constituent) that replaces a wh-word is normally considered to be a "focus". Hence, this 

focus is only seen in the answer of a wh-question. This focus also is usually signaled by a 

prosodic prominence. See the dialog between A and B below. The focused element 

triggered by a wh-question is indicated by the square brackets with the subscript "wh" 

(wh) attached to the end. The capitalization, again, indicates a prosodic prominence. 

^ That is, the definition by Bolinger (1985), given in (lb) above, refers to this type of "focus", 
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(5) A: Who ate octopus? 
B: [JOHNJwh r ate octopus.! 

did. 
L 0 .  J  

Considering that the answer John is the information the interlocutors want to share, it 

seems natural to call this part "focus". 

Focalizer focus, which is our main interest, is created by the appearance of a 

focalizer. A focalizer influences the interpretation of some element in the utterance, 

which eventually affects the interpretation of the utterance. This interaction of focalizer 

and target (between a focalizer and its target) is called focalizer focus. Typical examples 

of focalizer focus are given in (6) below. The focalizer-focused element, i.e. target, is 

indicated by the square brackets with the subscript of the focalizer attached to the end 

such as "[ X ]only".̂  

(6) a. Only [Johnjoniy ate octopus. 
b. Even [Maryjeven bought a new car. 

This focus is also signaled by a prosodic prominence. (6) is normally uttered as in (7) 

below. 

(7) a. Only [JOHN]oniy ate octopus. 
b. Even [MARYJeven bought a new car. 

Moreover, when a focalizer is placed pre-verbally, a prosodic prominence is used to mark 

the target (cf Jackendoff 1972: 124). 
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(8) a. [JOHN]oniy only ate octopus. 
b. John only [ATE]oniy octopus. 
c. John only ate [OCTOPUS]oniy 

With a prosodic prominence in different places, the interpretations of the sentences in (8) 

differ. (8a) means that John is the sole person who ate octopus; (8b) means that eating 

was the sole action taken against octopus by John; and (8c) means that octopus was the 

sole entity eaten by John. Although the written sentences in (8) are all the same, the 

different prosodic signals trigger different interactions with the focalizer. 

Considering these three types of "foci", we can certainly point out their 

similarities. The following are prominent. 

(9) Properties shared by the three foci (in the literature) 
• They are all associated with a prosodic prominence. 
• They can all indicate some contrasting effect of the element. 

The first observation in (9) has been included in the focus analyses of many researchers 

such as Halliday (1966), Jackendoff (1972), Selkirk (1984), Bolinger (1985), and 

Rochemont (1986). As we have seen above, it seems quite correct. The second 

observation in (9) is saying that these "foci" imply something else than the focused 

element. In the examples of (4a), (5B), (6a), and (8a), it is naturally implied that "(John 

did, but) 'others' didn't". This observation is also widely incorporated into focus analysis 

in the literature (Halliday 1966, Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1972, Rooth 1985, Konig 

' In fact, only the first syllable of Mary gets a prosodic prominence in (6b). Since our interest is what 
"sentential component" is focused, we ignore this issue throughout the entire thesis. 
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1991, etc.), and it has developed into the "alternative analysis" of foci, on which our 

analysis is based. 

Despite the fact that these three foci share some properties, there is sufficient 

evidence to conclude that focalizer focus is different from emphatic focus or wh-Q focus. 

In the following sections, we will draw the following conclusions. 

• Prosodic prominence is primarily for emphatic focus. 
• Contrastiveness is an independent issue from focus itself 

We will return to the first point, association with prosody, in Section 2 below, which 

discusses the prosodic/phonological perspective on focus analysis. The second point will 

be discussed in Chapter 4, Section 1, in which we explore the notion of 'others' in detail. 

In the following subsections of Sections 1 (1.3-1.6), we emphasize that the three 

foci—emphatic focus, wh-Q focus, and focalizer focus—are independent from each other. 

The three are not in complementary distribution, and actually can overlap with each other. 

We confirm this statement by assuming that emphatic focus is 'pure' focus, and 

discussing how wh-Q focus and focalizer focus are different from emphatic focus. 

Before we move on to this discussion, let us briefly consider foci that are 

structurally represented. One is topicalization, and the other is clefting, examples of 

which are given in (10) and (11), respectively. 

(10) a. [Octopusjp, John ate. 
b. [Beansjp, I don't like. 
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(11)  a. It was [OCTOPUSJF that John ate. 
b. It is [BEANSJF that I don't like. 

These are considered to be examples of emphatic focus. In fact, each of them can be used 

as an answer to a wh-question. As discussed later, however, wh-Q focus has a different 

role from emphatic focus and can overlap with emphatic focus. The main role of the 

examples in (10) and (11) above is to show the speaker's emphasis. It is obvious they are 

not focalizer focus because no focalizer appears there. 

Finally, we note that focus analyses of information focus (presentational focus) vs. 

identificational focus (contrastive focus), which are vigorously discussed especially after 

Kiss (1998), are in a different dimension from the discussion here. Our classification here 

arises from considering "what part can be focused by what means", while theirs comes 

from considering "how the interpreter conceives of the focused element". We will return 

to the issues of information vs. identificational focus in Chapter 4, Section 1. 

1.3 Emphatic focus 

Emphatic focus is characterized by its free appearance. Any part of an utterance can be 

focused for an emphatic purpose. For example, any word in (12) below can be focused 

emphatically, as shown in (13). This variety of focus has strong correlations with 

prosodic interactions, which are discussed more in detail in Section 2 below. 

(12) John ate raw octopus. 
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(13) a. [JOHN]F ate raw octopus. 
b. John [ATE]F raw octopus. 
c. John ate [RAW]F octopus. 
d. John ate raw [OCTOPUS]?. 

Because emphatic focus is speaker-oriented, nothing prevents the speaker from 

emphasizing various elements. That is, emphatic focus (and only emphatic focus) is 

defined as in (2)—as the center of the speaker's communicative interest. 

Not only a word, but also a phrase can be focused. See the examples below. A 

noun phrase can be focused as in (12a); so can a verb phrase as in (12b); and so can the 

whole sentence as in (12c). 

(14) a. John ate [raw OCTOPUS]F. 
b. John [ate raw OCTOPUS]F. 
c. [John ate raw OCTOPUSJF. 

A typical use of (14a) will be when the speaker wants to report the food John ate, i.e. 

when the food is the center of communicative interest. Analogously, (14b) will be used 

when John's action is of communicative interest; and (14c) will be used when an event at 

some place and/or at some time is of communicative interest. 

The focused part does not have to be a constituent. A non-constituent unit can be 

focused. 

(15) a. [JOHN ATE]F raw octopus 
b. John bought [THESE THREE]F books. 

The unit Subject-Verb does not even have a name, but the unit in (15a) can get focus, e.g. 

contrasting to "Mary bought (raw octopus)". The sequence these three is usually not 



considered as a constituent (cf. [these [three [books]]]), but (15b) is possible, e.g. 

contrasting to "those four". 

It is also possible for a sentence to include multiple emphatic foci. Easy examples 

are in (16). When the introducing situation is complicated, the utterances in (16) may be 

made. 

(16) a. [JOHN] F introduced [BILL]F to Mary. 
b. [JOHN]F introduced Bill to [MARY]F. 
c. John introduced [BILL]F to [MARY]F. 
d. [JOHN]F introduced [BILL]F to [MARY]F. 

Similarly, (17a) will be possible, say when the speaker talks about members who went 

out to a sushi bar to eat raw fish. (17b) may be distinguished from (14a) in that the 

speaker is emphasizing both "(being) raw" and "octopus", separately. The indication is 

possibly that octopus is not considered edible, let alone anything raw. 

(17) a. [JOHN]F ate raw [OCTOPUS]F. 
b. John ate [RAW]F [OCTOPUS]?. 

As we have seen, any part and any combination of the parts can have emphatic 

focus (at least logically). This freedom comes from the speaker-oriented nature of 

emphatic focus. The motivation for this focus totally depends on the speaker's desire to 

emphasize or make more robust a feeling of surprise. Whatever the syntactic category is, 

whatever its meaning is, or wherever it is in a sentence, it can be emphatic focus as long 

as it is the part that the speaker wants to emphasize. 

To conclude, emphatic focus has the following properties. 
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(18) Emphatic focus 
a. Focused part is signaled by prosodic prominence (discussed later). 
b. This is realized only through: 

-phonological strategies (prosodic prominence) 
-syntactic strategies (topicalization, clefting) 

c. Focused part may vary. 
-any syntactic categories 
-can multiply appear in a sentence 

d. Exact range of this focus is unpredictable. (Discussed more in Section 2) 

1.4 Wh-Q focus 

We would like to separate "focus" introduced by the need to answer a question (wh-Q 

focus) from emphatic focus, though some regard wh-Q focus as the "most basic and 

crucial intuition about focus" (Kadmon 2001: 261). First of all, wh-Q focus is 

automatically determined (by replacing a wh-word) in dialog, while emphatic focus is 

(signaled by prosodic information, and) judged from the context.^ Second, related to the 

first point, wh-Q focus is listener-prompted (by using the wh-word), while emphatic 

focus is of speaker origin; i.e. does not perfectly fit Crystal's definition in (2). Third, wh-

Q focus can co-occur with emphatic focus on different elements. Last, emphatic focus is 

observed outside the context of Question-Answer most of the time. There is no reason to 

stick to the Q-A pair to discuss various focus interactions. As discussed later, wh-Q focus 

is distinguished from focalizer focus for similar reasons. 

' Prosodic prominence is not a decisive factor, as the examples in (14) indicate (the "range" of focus is not 
determined only by the prominence). We will return to this issue in Section 2 below. 
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When answering a wh-question, the exact answer is usually "marked" by prosodic 

prominence. The sentences in (19) below must be read as a dialog between A and B. 

(19) A: Who has been to Asia? 
B: [JOHN]wh has been there/to Asia. 

In (19B), John is the exact information that A wants and B tries to fill in. This has been 

regarded as a typical example of "focus". In the Hterature, Q&A with wh-words as in (19) 

above has been used for examples of focus interactions. 

However, we must ask ourselves whether or not wh-Q focus functions in a similar 

way to emphatic focus. The answer is "No". In fact, emphatic focus can co-occur with 

wh-Q focus; and crucially, emphatic focus overrides wh-Q in determining the assignment 

of prosodic prominence. (Prosodic effects are discussed more in Section 2.) Consider the 

dialog below. 

(20) A: Who has been to Asia? 
B: [John]wh has been to [JAPANjp. 

Answering in a way like (20B) is appropriate when the speaker wants to specify the 

particular part of Asia that John went to. The center of the listener's (=asker's) 

communicative interest will remain the wh-Q focus part, but speaker's has shifted from 

the exact answer to the question to the additional information that he wishes to provide. 

In other words, wh-Q focus relinquishes "the center of the speaker's communicative 

focus" to emphatic focus. Such examples are observed relatively often. 
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(21) A: Who has been to Japan lately? 
B: [John]wh has been there [THIS MONTH]F. 

(22) A: Who tried unfamiliar food in Japan? 
B: [John]wh ate [OCTOPUS]F (there). 

While emphatic focus is speaker oriented and flexibly assigned by the speaker, wh-Q 

focus is listener oriented and fixed by the dialog. Because of the difference in orientation, 

the two can co-occur in one expression (sentence). Being the exact information that an 

interrogative looks for does not necessarily mean an element is the (emphatic) focus of 

the utterance (though they typically overlap with each other). 

Kadmon (2001: 262) would say that the answers in (21) and (22) "provide more 

information than was requested" or "turn the discussion, suggesting that this month in our 

(21) and octopus in our (22) are of greater interest (than other possibilities)". Kadmon 

(2001) thus tries to maintain her assumption that Q-A is the "basic" focus. However, it is 

not clear what the advantage of regarding it so is. Having the greatest prosodic 

prominence, those parts are the best candidate for 'focus', or emphatic focus in our terms. 

As represented in Rooth's (1985) "alternative analysis", these parts are the best candidate 

for 'focus' in terms of implying the reference to the alternative set. Considering that the 

parts are the speaker's communicative interest, they ̂  the focused elements in Crystal's 

sense. Meanwhile, the wh-Q focused parts do not show signs of focus except that they are 

the listener's communicative interest. 

A focused expression is determined by the speaker's choice. Where the speaker 

wants to focus, the focus appears. The emphatic and focalizer foci share these 

characteristics. Wh-Q focus is different in this sense, too. 
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We must agree that the Q-A pair can be a good test for the range of the target. For 

example, the various focus possibilities of the utterance in (23) are confirmed by its 

felicitousness as an answer to various questions. (The symbol # indicates that it cannot 

have the intended interpretation though the utterance itself is fine.) 

(23) John ate OCTOPUS. 

(24) a. What did John eat? —OK thus, (23) John ate [OCTOPUS]wh-
b. What did John do? —OK thus, (23) John [ate OCTOPUSJwh-
c. What happened? —OK thus, (23) [John ate OCTOPUS]wh-
d. Who ate octopus? —^NO thus, (23) #[John]wh ate OCTOPUS. 

We do not deny the validity of this test. Our claim here is that wh-Q usually overlaps 

with emphatic focus, but is actually observed independently from emphatic focus. 

Emphasis (emphatic focus) can be given at the same time in answering a question. This is 

reconfirmed in that (25b) below, as well as (25a), can be a felicitous answer to (24c) 

above in the appropriate context. For example, let us assume a situation in which John 

was strongly expected NOT to eat octopus; e.g. he did not even like to see it or he once 

got sick after eating octopus. Someone minced octopus, cooked it nicely, and served it for 

a dinner. Then, a dialog like (24c)-(25b) is felicitous. 

(25) a. [John ate OCTOPUS]F,wh. 
b. [John [ATE]F octopus]wh-Q-

Emphatic focus, or speaker-oriented focus, exists independently of its interaction with Q-

A. In this sense, wh-Q focus is not directly diagnostic of general focus interactions. 
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(26) Wh-Q focus 
a. The focused part is signaled by a prosodic prominence (but may be 

overridden). 
b. This is brought about by (answering) a wh-word/wh-question. 
c. Focused parts are fixed. 

- must correspond to the wh-word previously given 
d. Hence, the exact range of this focus is predictable. 

1.5 Focalizer focus 

Focalizer focus is the topic we explore extensively in later chapters. In this section, 

therefore, we just emphasize that focalizers operate on their target in their own way. The 

function of focalizer focus is essentially different from "focusing" something in the same 

sense as the purpose of emphatic focus or wh-Q focus. 

Focalizer focus in English also is signaled by a prosodic prominence, as briefly 

mentioned in Section 1.2 above. The examples there are repeated here as (27) and (28). 

(27) a. Only [JOHN]oniy ate octopus. (= (7)) 
b. Even [MARYJeven bought a new car. 

(28) a. [JOHNJoniy only ate octopus. (= (8)) 
b. John only [ATE]only octopus. 
c. John only ate [OCTOPUSjoniy 

However, like wh-Q focus, emphatic focus overrides focalizer focus in prosodic 

prominence assignment. That is, supported by a rich context, emphatic focus can be 

placed separately from focalizer focus. (Prosodic effects are discussed more in Section 2. 

Prosodic interactions between two targets are discussed in Section 2.1.) 



(29) [JOHN]F only loves [his wife]oniy 

When people are talking about, say, whether anyone can just love one particular person, 

the utterance in (29) will be felicitous. Parallel examples with even seem rare, but can be 

seen, especially when the sentence gets longer. 

(30) Even [John]even gave his daughter a [NEW]F bicycle. 

The target of even is John by virtue of its positioning (discussed later Chapter 7) and a 

supplemental prosodic prominence. That is, focalizer focus in (30) is John. However, 

something other than John can be emphasized, say, new, as illustrated above, and it gets a 

primary prosodic prominence in the sentence. Suppose that a rich man named Mike gave 

a used bicycle to his little daughter who had wished to own a bicycle. When you know 

that stingy John gave his little daughter a new bicycle, it would be appropriate to utter 

(30). 

It is difficult to determine, but normally, a wh-Q focus overrides focalizer focus in 

prosodic prominence assignment. 

(31) A: Who eats only vegetables? 
B: [JOHN]wh f eats only [vegetablesjoniy^ 

j does. ^ 
I0. J 

Hence, transitivity gives the following hierarchy in the prosodic prominence assignment. 

(32) Prosodic prominence hierarchy 
Emphatic focus » Wh-Q focus » Focalizer focus (» Nuclear Stress) 
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Nuclear Stress, and a few more comments on this hierarchy, will be discussed later in 2.1. 

Besides the prosodic interactions discussed above, there are a few more reasons 

why focalizer focus must be distinguished from emphatic focus. First of all, focalizer 

focus is not freely assigned to various parts of the utterance. In Section 1.3, we showed 

that any part of an utterance can be emphatic focus; however, focalizer focus is 

sometimes restricted structurally (See Chapter 7, for detailed discussion^). Placed as in 

(27) above, focalizer focus by the focalizers even and only is restricted to the following 

noun (phrase) as in (33) below. (The symbol # indicates that it cannot have the intended 

interpretation.) 

(33) a. Only [John]oniy ate octopus. 
b. # Only John [ate]oniy octopus. 
c. # Only John ate [octopus]oniy. 

(34) a. Even [Maryjeven bought a new car. 
b. # Even Mary [boughtjeven a new car. 
c. # Even Mary bought a [newjeven car. 
d. # Even Mary bought a new [car]even-

As Jackendoff (1972: 248f) points out, stress ("prosodic prominence" in our terms) 

cannot change the focalizer interactions.® 

(35) a. Only [JOHN]oniy ate octopus. 
b. # Only John [ATE]oniy octopus. 
c. # Only John ate [OCTOPUSJoniy 

^ Especially, for the discussion of also, which behaves differently from even and only. 
' He actually only discusses even, but it is obvious that this generalization can be extended to only. 



(36) a. Even [MARY] even bought a new car. 
b. # Even Mary [BOUGHT] even a new car. 
c. # Even Mary bought a [NEW] even car. 
d. # Even Mary bought a new [CAR]even-

This is very different from emphatic focus which is freely assigned through prosodic 

prominence. While a prosodic prominence signals the target of a focalizer in some cases 

as in (28) above, it fails to do so in other cases as in (35) and (36). The positioning of a 

focalizer is more important than prosodic prominence in determining focalizer focus. 

Only when a target is undeterminable from the position of a focalizer, does prosodic 

information become the key to its interpretation. We will explore the syntactic positions 

of focalizers in Chapter 7 in a little more detail. 

Second, focalizer focus must apply to a single unit. Emphatic focus can be 

multiply assigned, but focalizer focus is limited to one element per focalizer. See the 

examples below. All the emphatic foci in (37) are possible. However, double focalizer 

focus from a single focalizer as in (38c) is impossible. 

(37) a. [JOHN]F ate octopus. 
b. John ate [OCTOPUS]F. 
c. [JOHN]F ate [OCTOPUS]?. 

(38) a. [JOHN]oniy only ate octopus. 
b. John only ate [OCTOPUS]oniy 

c. # [JOHN]oniy only ate [OCTOPUS]oniy 

Double prosodic prominence as in (38c) is actually possible if one of them is not a target 

of a focalizer. 
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(39) a. [JOHN]F only ate [OCTOPUS]oniy. 
b. [JOHNjoniy only ate [OCTOPUS]F. 

A good rephrase of (39a) would be "It was John who ate only octopus", and for (39b) it 

would be "Only John ate the grotesque seafood, octopus".This also suggests that 

prosodic cues are insufficient to determine focalizer focus. 

Third, focalizer focus cannot be a subpart of an NP, generally speaking. The 

details will be provided in Chapter 7, Section 3.2; here we just point out the 

characteristics. See the example in (40a) below: 

(40) a. only a NEW book 
b. # only a [NEW] only book 

Although the pitch contour (prominence on new) in (40a) is possible and in fact natural, 

we take it that focalizer focus as in (40b) is impossible. First, consider the interpretation 

of the utterance in (40a). The most natural reading is "not a used or old but a new book", 

or something like that. Next, consider the interpretation shown in (40b), where the 

intended target of only is new. It should mean "this book is new but merely new, not 

interesting or worthy"." The noun phrase in (40a) does not have such a reading.The 

actual target of only in (40a/41a) is the whole NP as in (41b) below. 

In fact, (39b) may be hard to get unless the focalizer only is also uttered with prosodic prominence. This 
is due to the general property of English focalizers that "a preverbal focalizer must be uttered with prosodic 
prominence to have the subject as its target". The point in this chapter is, however, not such a property of a 
focalizer, but emphatic and focalizer foci can co-occur in a sentence. 
" The Japanese counterpart of only, -dake, can have an interpretation like this. See Chapter 6, Section 6.4. 
See also fti. 12 below. 

Interestingly, such a reading is available if the phrase is used as a nominal predicate. 
(i) This is only a [new]o„iy book. 

'(What is good is that) This book is new, but not interesting.' 
See more natural examples below. 
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(41) a. only a NEW book 
b. only [a [NEW]F book]oniy 

What new gets in such a pronunciation is emphatic focus for an exaggeration or 

contrastive purpose. 

Finally, emphatic focus can actually appear separately from focalizer focus as the 

examples above in (29) and (30) have already shown. In those cases, the primary 

prosodic prominence will fall onto the emphatic focus. In other words, emphatic focus 

can override focalizer focus in determining prosodic prominence. This "double foci" does 

not quite happen freely, but can sometimes appear in an appropriate situation. The easiest 

example is a sentence with an auxiliary verb. The auxiliary (modal, tense, etc. with or 

without negation,) is easily emphasized.'^ 

(42) a. John [WILLJF love only/even [Maryjoniy/even-

b. John [DJDN'TJF love only/even [Mary]oniy/even. 

(ii) He is only a [smartjoniy person. 
'This person is smart, but not a good person.' 

(iii) It was only [spicyjoniy food. 
'The food was just spicy, not tasty at all.' 

Compare those to: 
(iv) # Throw only [newjoniy books away. 

(intended meaning): 'Throw away books which are merely new, but not good.' 
(v) # I ate only [spicy]oniy food. 

-> (intended meaning): 'I had food that was nothing but spicy.' 
This would be related to both the syntactic (positioning) and semantic properties of only (and not focalizers 
in general), and a good topic for future research. 

However, my consultants found that prosodic prominence of the target cannot be secondary to that of 
emphatic focus on an auxiliary when a focalizer and its target precede the emphatic focus. 

(vi) ?? Only/Even [JOHN]ONIY/EVEN [WILL]F love Mary. 
(vii)?? Only/Even [John]oniy/evcn [DIDN'TJp love Mary. 

We leave this issue open. 



The targets of the focalizers in (42) get a prosodic prominence, but the auxiliary will get 

the most prominent one when the auxiliary is emphatically "focused" as the center of the 

speaker's communicative interest. 

Another example is when emphatic focus is assigned to the focalizer itself. 

(43) a. John [ONLY]F [ate octopus]oniy. 
b. John ate [ONLY]? [octopusjoniy. 

In order to emphasize the exhaustiveness of the action of eating octopus (in (43a)) or the 

exhaustiveness of the object octopus (in (43b) and also possible in (43a)), the focalizer 

only, which carries the exhaustive interpretation,^^ gets the primary prominence, and 

octopus the second. It is much harder to find similar examples with even, but it is not 

impossible. 

(44) a. John [EVEN]F gave [the BOOKJEVEN to a kid. 
b. John [EVEN]F gave the book to [a kid]even. 

As mentioned above, the direct object the book in (44a) and indirect object a kid in (44b) 

will get a prominence from being a focalizer focus,'® but the primary prominence can be 

assigned to the focalizer even to emphasize the unexpectedness or unlikeliness of book or 

kid as a "theme" or "beneficiary" of the action. 

As discussed later in 2.4 below, this is the most t5^ical way to speak in Japanese. 
We will discuss the meaning or interpretation of the focalizers in Chapter 3 more in detail. 
It is arguable whether the determiners are included in the focus. This is not a crucial point here, so we 

will leave it open; though we will conclude that focalizer focus is restricted to the phrase level in English, 
i.e. determiners are included. 



These facts above prove that focalizer focus is essentially different from emphatic 

focus. While emphatic focus is always "the center of the speaker's communicative 

interest" as described in (2) above, focalizer focus is not always so. If focalizer focus is 

not the center of the speakers' (or listener's) communicative interest, the relation between 

a focalizer and its target can be investigated. 

Moreover, focalizer focus and wh-Q focus may overlap with each other. 

(45) A: [Who]aiso also went out with Mary? 
B: [JOHN]aiso,wh also went out with Mary/her. 

Furthermore, focalizer focus can appear independently of wh-Q focus. One example is 

already given in (31). Other examples follow: 

(46) A: What did only John eat? 
B: Only [John]oniy ate [OCTOPUSJwh-

(47) A: What did John eat? 
B: John ate [only [OCTOPUS]oniy ]wh-

Focalizer focus is also independent from Wh-Q focus in other respects. While wh-Q 

focus is very discourse-bound, always being "the center of the listener's (questioner's) 

communicative interest", focalizer focus is not usually so. 

Because the three foci, emphatic focus, wh-Q focus, and focalizer focus, are 

independent of each other, they may all appear in a sentence together. 

(48) A: Who wants to talk to us shortly? 
B: [Johnjwh wants to [LECTURE TO]F US in only [three minutesjoniy. 



As the hierarchy given in (32) shows, emphatic focus will get a prosodic prominence 

over other foci. 

Focalizer focus can be summarized as in (49) below. 

(49) Focalizer focus 
a. The focused element is signaled by a prosodic prominence (but may be 

overridden). 
b. This is brought about by (using) a focalizer. 
c. Focused elements vary. 

-but with some restriction on their syntactic category 
-but one element per focalizer 

d. The exact range of this focus is unpredictable. (Discussed more in Section 2 
and later in this chapter.) 

As previously noted, the definition of "focus" by Crystal (1997), "the center of speaker's 

communicative interest", is actually of emphatic focus, but not focalizer focus (and not of 

wh-Q focus, which is basically the listener's interest). The center of the speaker's 

communicative interest can be different from the target of a focalizer. When we discuss 

focalizer focus, we intend to discuss just the interaction between a focalizer and its target. 

This interaction is established separately from emphatic focus interactions. The most 

important aspect of focalizer focus is that the interaction appears whenever a focalizer 

appears. Hence, our focalizer analysis specifically aims at the potential interpretations 

that an expression/utterance with a focalizer itself has, without directly exploring how or 

what interlocutors thought before the utterance. 
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In this chapter, we will keep using the term "focalizer focus" or "wh-Q focus" for 

convenience's sake, but the use of these terms is minimized later because they are not 

"focus" in the strict sense of Crystal (1997). 

1.6 "Second occurrence" expressions 

To wrap up Section 1, let us consider the issue of "second occurrence" expressions 

discussed in Hajicova, Partee, and Sgall (1998: 118f, 149f), Partee (1999: 215f) and 

works cited there. The issue of second occurrence expressions is illustrated as follows. 

(The example sentences below, originally introduced in Partee (1991), are to be read as a 

dialog between A and B.) 

(50) A: Eva only gave xerox copies to the GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
B: No, PETR only gave xerox copies to the graduate students. 

Partee (1999) explains that this is problematic from both semantic and phonological 

perspectives. (Small adjustments to Partee's text are added to fit into our context without 

changing her points.) 

[FJrom a phonology perspective, if everything following only in (SOB) is 
deaccented, then there is no focus other than that on PETR in that sentence, and 
this would be an example of an occurrence of only that is not associating with 
focus in its sentence. On the other hand, in a semantic-centered theory, if it is 
decided that only is a focus-sensitive operator, or focalizer, it would be 
presumably be preferable to say that graduate students receives a secondary or 
embedded focus in (SOB) by virtue of the anaphoric relations holding between 
(SOB) and (SOA), and that only associates with the focused graduate students in 
(SOB) just as it does in (SOA). (Partee 1999: 217) 



Two assumptions are made in this claim, which are: (i) "focus" brought about by a 

focalizer is the focus of the utterance; and so (ii) the prosodic information must be related 

to a focalizer if it appears. We have already rejected these assumptions in the discussions 

above. Our account for the phenomenon is quite simple, hi (50A), graduate students is 

the emphatic focus of the utterance of A, which overlaps with the target of the focalizer 

only. In (SOB), on the other hand, the emphatic focus of the utterance of B is PETR, 

though the target of only is still graduate students, which in fact remains the same as in 

(50A). The prosodic prominence on graduate students in (50A) and Petr in (SOB) is the 

reflection of the emphatic focus of each utterance. The interactions are illustrated in (SI) 

below. 

(SI)  A: Eva only gave xerox copies to the [GRADUATE STUDENTS]F,only 

B: No, [PETR]F only gave xerox copies to the [graduate students]oniy. 

Partee (1991) describes this phenomenon as "inheritance of focus structure" from an 

earlier part of the discourse. This is misguided because the "focus" interaction of only is 

not "inherited" from A to B, but assigned by it in (SIB) through the same mechanism 

(target selection) as in (SIA). The difference is whether the speaker takes the part as "the 

center of his communicative interest"—in (SIA), yes; in (SIB), no. Another reason why 

it is not "inherited" is that the phenomenon—separation of focus of the utterance from 

focalizer focus—can be observed without previous reference in the dialog. This is widely 

seen when a sentence is complex. 



(52) The player who had hit only [two]oniy homers in his 10-year career has hit 
[THREE]F homers this season. 

Since the focus of the utterance is usually placed in the main clause, it is usually the case 

that the "focus" in a relative clause, as in (52) above, is not the focus of the utterance. 

Analogously, focalizer focus in a conditional clause is usually separated from the focus of 

the utterance: 

(53) If I can take only [two]oniy people on the trip, I will take [MY PARENTS]F for 
sure. 

Hence, our answers to Partee's (1999) questions, given in (54) below, are as follow in 

(55). Underlining and the classification of (a)-(d) are added for our present purpose. 

(54) A: Everyone already knew that Mary only eats VEGETABLES. 
B: If even Paul knew that Mary only eats vegetables, then he should have 

suggested a different RESTAURANT. 

If "only" is a focus-sensitive operator, then it would seem that the two 
occurrences of "onlv eats vegetables" should have the same analvsis (a), but if 
there really is no phonological reflex of focus on the second occurrence, then that 
leads to the notion of "phonologicallv invisible focus." (b) which at best would 
force the recognition of a multiplicity of different notions of "focus" (c) and ^ 
worst might lead to a fiindamentally incoherent notion of focus rH^. (Partee 1999: 
215-216) 

(55) Response from the view of this thesis 
(a) The two occurrences of "only eats vegetables" are analyzed in the same way 

in terms of interactions between the focalizer and its target (focalizer focus). 
(b) There are cases when focalizer focus is "phonologically invisible". Other 

types of foci attract a prosodic prominence over focalizer focus. In this 
particular example, the emphatic focus on another part of the sentence (say, 
the phrase a different restaurant) takes it over. 

(c) Yes. "Focus" contains various notions which should be differentiated. The 
prosodic prominence in (54A) is due to focalizer focus or NSR, while the 
prosodic prominence in (54B) is due to emphatic focus. 
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(d) The confused notions of focus can be untangled by considering their triggers 
(causes or motivations). It does not lead to an incoherent notion of focus; 
rather, there are different types of focus. 

Now, the reason why the phenomenon of a "second occurrence" of a "focused" 

expression is not a problem has been clarified. The confusion arose because of the wrong 

treatment of focalizer focus. 

2. Notes on the prosodic (phonological) perspective 

This thesis is cautious about adopting prosodic/phonological information in our focalizer 

analysis. This does not mean that we ignore it, but means that we pay carefiil attention to 

whether the prosodic information is actually related to focalizer interactions. In fact, we 

do refer to prosodic cues quite often, especially when we discuss the syntactic position of 

a focalizer (Chapter 7). In this section, we point out some difficulties in employing a 

solely prosodic perspective in a focalizer analysis. The most important caution is that 

there is no firm necessary and sufficient condition in force between the target of a 

focalizer and its prosodic information. For example, as we have seen in Section 1 above, 

prosodic prominence for a focalizer interaction may be overridden for other purposes. 

Looking at Japanese, prosodic information does not tell us much about toritate-joshi 

(focalizer) interactions. After all, context is required to recognize the focalizer 

interactions precisely. This is the topic of this section. 
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2.1 Focus as Nuclear Stress Rule breaker 

Although the three types of focus discussed in Section 1 above are essentially different in 

their "causes" of focus, they share a common property: elements focused by whatever 

means receive a prosodic prominence. If the (intended) "focused" part does not get 

prosodic prominence, or some other part gets a prosodic prominence, the sentence sounds 

really odd. (Here, # shows the oddity of the prosodic prominence given on the intended 

meaning, rather than ungrammaticality.) 

(56) Emphatic focus 
a. I [DISLIKEJF beans. cf # I [dislike]F BEANS. 
b. [JOHN]F ate octopus. cf # [Johnjp ATE octopus. 

(57) Wh-Q focus 
A. Who ate octopus? 
B. [JOHN]wh r did. i cf # [Johnj^h r DID. i 

I ate octopus. J I ate OCTOPUS. J 

(58) Focalizer focus 
a. I only [DISLIKEJoniy beans. cf # I only [dislike]oniy BEANS. 
b. Only [John]oniy ate octopus. cf # Only [John]on!y ATE octopus. 

Those pitch contours of the felicitous examples in (56) through (58) are different from the 

ones these sentences would receive by default. The most prosodically prominent item 

without special focus is predicted by the Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR), proposed by 

Chomsky and Halle (1968), and developed extensively by Rochemont (1986), Halle and 

Vergnaud (1987), Cinque (1993), among others. Very roughly, the NSR states that in 

natural speech, the sentential nuclear stress ("prosodic prominence" is our term) falls 

onto (the head of) the rightmost lexical category, which is the object NP in most of our 
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examples, by default. Hence, the sentences in (59) are normally uttered with Nuclear 

Stress as shown, which is denoted by SMALL CAPS. 

(59) a. I dislike BEANS. 
b. John ate OCTOPUS. 

It is natural that native intuition leads to the conclusion that these phenomena in (56) 

through (58) should originate from a common principle—overriding NSR. This is the 

reason why in the literature it is often assumed, overtly or covertly, that focus is 

associated with a prosodic prominence, and the correlation between a prosodic 

prominence and focus is discussed extensively (Jackendoff 1972, Selkirk 1984, Bolinger 

1985, Rooth 1985, Rochemont 1986, Konig 1991, etc.).'^"'^ However, as discussed in 

Section 1 above, there are internal rankings among the three types of "foci". Prosodic 

keys in focalizer interactions are erased by emphatic focus. This is one of the major 

reasons why we have given up analyzing focalizer interactions from a prosodic 

perspective. 

Another reason for not employing a prosodic perspective is that prosodic contour 

cannot be the decisive factor for the precise target selection—not even for emphatic focus. 

Consider the following examples. The expression in (60) is uttered as in (61) by NSR. 

(60) John ate raw octopus. 

(61) John ate raw OCTOPUS. 

" Crystal (1997: 154) also mentions the prosodic effect. 
See Lambrecht (1994) for argument against this assumption. 
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We can put a stronger prosodic prominence onto octopus for the purpose of exaggeration, 

which may be distinguished as in (62) below. 

(62) John ate raw [OCTOPUS]F. (cf (13d) in Section 1.3) 

The expression in (62) represents a stronger prosodic prominence, say pronouncing the 

word louder and longer, contrasting to (61). In this sense. Nuclear Stress can be 

distinguished from prosodic prominence for emphatic focus. As a matter of fact, however, 

uttering (61) will be more natural, and (62) less natural, if the emphatic focus is on 

octopus. That is, Nuclear Stress will be enough to mean (62). When the focused element 

overlaps with Nuclear Stress, it does not require an additional prosodic prominence. 

If the focused part is a bigger phrase (or some unit consisting of multiple words), 

its prosodic prominence is not extended over the whole phrase (or unit). Only a subpart of 

the phrase gets prominence. The utterance in (63) can be used for all of the intended 

readings in (64). 

(63) John ate raw OCTOPUS/OCTOPUS. 

(64) a. John ate raw [octopusjp. 
b. John ate [raw octopusjp. 
c. John [ate raw octopusjp. 
d. [John ate raw octopusjp. 

That is, the actual range of the focused part is not predictable just from the prosodic 

information. It is determined by context. So far, differences between emphatic focus and 

focalizer focus have been emphasized, but a similar phenomenon is observed in focahzer 



interactions too. The utterance (65) can bear any of the intended readings in (66).'® The 

exact range of the target is unpredictable without context. 

(65) John only/even ate raw OCTOPUS/OCTOPUS. 

(66) a. John only/even ate raw [octopus]oniy/even-
b. John only/even ate [raw octopus]oniy/even-
c. John only/even [ate raw octopus]oniy/even. 
d. [John <only/even> ate raw octopus]oniy/even-

Detailed discussion of the placement of a focalizer and its target selection are provided in 

Chapter 7. 

The other unpredictable aspect of prosodic prominence is the exact part that bears 

a prominence for phrasal focus. The discussion here is limited to emphatic focus. 

Jackendoff (1972) states a stress rule for a phrasal focus as in (67) below. 

(67) Phrasal focus and stress (Jackendoff 1972: 237) 
If a phrase P is chosen as the focus of a sentence S, the highest stress in S will be 
on the syllable of P that is assigned the highest stress by the regular stress rules. 

Here "the regular stress rule" refers to NSR. This correctly predicts that (64) are uttered 

as (63). However, as Selkirk (1984) points out, (67) sometimes predicts incorrect results. 

According to Selkirk (1984), (68) below can be used for a VP focus, i.e. (69). 

(68) Mary sent her SKETCHES to the publisher. 

(69) Mary [sent her sketches to the publisherjp. 

" The angle brackets represent that the inside element is not actually in the target. 
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(67) says that (the first syllable of) publisher must get a prosodic prominence; although 

this is a possibility, it is not the only one. She also provides the following example as a 

possible VP focus. 

(70) She sent a BOOK to MARY. 

(71) She [sent a book to Maryjp. 

As above, when the focused part is complex, a clear-cut correlation between the focused 

part and prosodic information cannot be established. The context, after all, gives the 

"final decision" on the interaction (e.g. Selkirk (1984) heavily relies on new/old (given) 

information status for the decision). See Jackendoff (1972) and Selkirk (1984, 1995) for 

detailed discussion. 

Since even emphatic focus exhibits these non-straightforward interactions, 

focalizer interactions, in which a prosodic prominence is overridden by emphatic focus, 

show even more complex prosodic interactions. 

2.2 Competition between targets 

Another issue is the treatment of multiple "foci". Consider the following example, which 

was originally given in (43b). 

(72) John ate [ONLY]F [octopusjoniy. (= (43b)) 

When the speaker wants to emphasize the exhaustiveness of octopus, the utterance in (72), 

i.e. primary prominence on only for the purpose of emphatic focus, is fehcitous. The 



prosodic prominence is expected from the hierarchy previously given in (32) in Section 

1.5, which is repeated here as (73) below. 

(73) Prosodic prominence hierarchy (= (32)) 
Emphatic focus » Wh-Q focus » Focalizer focus » Nuclear Stress 

One naive question about the "competition" between the types of focus that we 

have not discussed so far is: how do we count the peaks of prosodic prominence? In (72), 

the emphatic focus, only, gets the primary prominence, but the target of focalizer focus, 

octopus, gets a secondary prominence. 

If we only care about primary prominence, the study of "focus" is actually much 

simpler. We have just to find the highest peak of prosodic prominence,and examine 

whether the element can or cannot be the "focus" of the utterance. The rest of the 

utterance can be ignored for a focalizer analysis. However, there are cases when the 

primary/secondary distinction is hard to make. 

(74) [ONLYJF [John]oniy ate octopus. 

If only (exhaustiveness of John) is what the speaker wants to emphasize, the focalizer 

must get the primary prominence, according to the hierarchy in (73). However, the 

prominence on the target of the focalizer, John, in (74) may be equal to that on only in 

some situations. Sould we reconsider the hierarchy, count only and John in (74) as "both 

primary", or what? 

This task may be controversial too, because the "highest pitch contour" or the "strongest stress" is more 
psychological than absolute. We do not discuss this issue for present purposes. 
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If we also consider "secondary" prominence, the generalization that "the target of 

a focalizer gets a prosodic prominence" holds in (72) (and some other examples in 

Section 1.5). It will help in cases when multiple focalizers appear in an expression or 

sentence. 

What is very interesting is that "degrees" of the prominence attraction seem to be 

observed within focalizers. For example, the target of even seems to win the competition 

over that of only. 

(75) Even [JOHNjeven ate only [octopusjoniy 

(76) Only [John]oniy ate even [OCTOPUSJeven-

This may be because the target of even is associated with emphatic focus, while the target 

of only is not.^^ The next questions will be: what if a focalizer co-occurs with a/so?; what 

if the target is bigger?; what if positions of focaUzers differ?; etc. 

Another curious question is: if we include "secondary" prominence, how about 

"ternary" or "less primary" prominence? Consider the following example. 

(77) John also ate only octopus. 

Suppose the speaker wants to emphasize the verb ate more than anything else (emphatic 

focus), the target of also is John, and the target of only is octopus. Then, (77) will be 

uttered as in (78) below. 

This may be the reason why it is in fact harder to find the examples of emphatic focus with even than 
only (cf discussion around (45)). Some might have already noticed the asymmetry between even and only 
when we discussed them in Section 1.5 above. Changing only in the examples to even, we find that some of 



(78) [JOHN]aiso ALSO [ATE]F only [OCTOPUSjoniy 

Native speakers share the intuition that octopus will actually be the fourth most 

prominent—least prominent except the focalizer only—in the sentence.Including such 

comparisons evidently makes things complicated. 

Readers must note that we are not claiming that it is impossible to discuss 

focalizer interactions from a prosodic perspective, but saying that it requires careful and 

thorough examination. At least it is not a type of topic that can be treated within a 

subsection of a focalizer analysis. In addition, readers must remember (again) that we are 

not claiming that prosodic information is useless for focalizer analysis. It actually is 

useful, and key for a deeper understanding of focalizer interactions (See Section 2.3 

below). We are just warning that we cannot blindly rely on prosodic information in our 

focalizer analysis. 

2.3 Use of prosodic information 

From the observations in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we learned that prosodic information 

(prominence) cannot determine the actual (range/length of the) target of a focalizer, and 

also it may be confusing if multiple "foci" are involved. Conversely, prosodic 

information can be very useful as long as we are carefial about those two points. For 

them sound not as good as the originals when some other prosodic effect, such as emphatic focus, is 
involved. 

The "mysterious" prominence on also is discussed in Chapter 7. 



example, it helps to determine the position of a focalizer. Note that we faced difficulties 

when we considered the relation between a target (or "focused" element) and prosodic 

prominence. What we discuss below is the prosodic information that a focalizer carries 

(in a context). 

See the examples in (79) below. 

(79) a. Only John ate octopus. 
b. Even John ate octopus. 
c. Also John ate octopus. 

In (79), focalizers appear in the same position linearly, at the beginning of the sentence, 

on the surface. However, there is a clear-cut difference between (79a,b) and (79c). 

Suppose the target of each focalizer is John-, then, the expressions in (79) will be uttered 

as in (80) below. 

(80) a. Only [JOHNJoniy ate octopus. 
b. Even [JOHNjeven ate octopus. 
c. ALSO, [JOHN]aiso ate octopus. 

The target, John, gets a prosodic prominence in all the examples. However, in contrast to 

the examples with only or even, the focalizer also itself must get a prosodic prominence,^^ 

and a pause is required after it (this is why a comma is used in (80)). This asymmetry 

implies a difference in their syntactic positions, as discussed later briefly in Section 3 of 

this chapter below and extensively in Chapter 7. 

In fact, the focalizer also always gets a prosodic prominence. Probably a stress is assigned to also 
lexically so that the focalizer gets a prosodic prominence in every position. 



To scan the conclusion of those discussions, only and even in (80) occupy a 

different position from also in (80); while the former occupy the prenominal position 

(and form a constituent with the following noun, John), the latter occupies a sentence-

initial position (separated from the rest of the sentence). Additional evidence confirms 

this: only and even in (79) can only take the subject {John) as their target, but also in (79) 

can take various targets such as the verb ate, the object octopus, etc.^^ 

2.4 Toritate-joshi and prosodic information 

Another crucial reason we do not incorporate prosodic factors in our focalizer analysis is 

that the interactions of Japanese focalizers, toritate-joshi, are not associated with a 

prosodic prominence. 

Japanese also has a counterpart of English NSR. It is generally reported that a 

preverbal position (phrase) gets the peak of the pitch contour (a prosodic prominence) by 

default (Ishihara 2000: 96f)^^. In the short Japanese sentence in (81), therefore, the object 

{tako 'octopus') is uttered with a (slight) prosodic prominence, represented by SMALL 

CAPS. 

(81) [Taro]-ga TAKO-O tabeta. 
T.-(Nom) octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Taro ate octopus.' 

This continues to hold if toritate-joshi is used. 

Those targets will be signaled by a prosodic prominence. 
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(82) [Taro]dake/sae-dake/sae TAKO-O tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

Of course, the target can be uttered with a prosodic prominence. 

(83) [TARO]dake/sae-dake/sae tako-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

However, it is often the case that the toritate-joshi itself gets a prosodic prominence. 

(84) [Taro]dake/sae-DAKE/SAE tako-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

In fact, (84) is more natural, or more frequently used, than (83). A prosodic prominence 

is not usually associated with the target of a toritate-joshi. Hence, putting a prosodic 

prominence on other part(s) of the sentence is accepted. For example, (85) is naturally 

understood as emphasizing tako 'octopusand (86) tabeta 'ate'. 

(85) [Taro]dake/sae-dake/sae [TAKO]F-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.'' 

(86) [Taro]dake/sae-dake/sae tako -o [TABETA]F. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

The element tako in (85) will get more prominence than tako in (82). 
Similar to the English examples, (85) may be interpretable as a VP focus. We will leave this issue open 

because it is not our main interest here. 
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Hence, the prosodic prominences in (83) and (84) are also considered to be for an 

emphatic purpose, as in (87) and (88) below. 

(87) [TARO]F,dake/sae-dake/sae tako-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

(88) [Taro]dake/sae-[DAKE/SAE]F tako-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 

Prosodic prominence in Japanese is used specifically for emphasis. 

There are naive questions about the interactions in (87) and (88), which we do not 

attempt to solve for our current purpose, but would be interesting for a future study. In 

the "overlapping" cases such in (88), is there a priority of one over the other? The 

expression "[ X ]F,dake" or "[ X ]F,sae" will be able to represent some different relations, 

given in (89) below. Should they be distinguished? 

(89) a. [X Jp.dake [ X  ]dake,F) [  [  X  ] F ]dake> [ [ X  ]dake ]F 
b. [ X ]F,sae [ X ]sae,F, [ [ X ]F ]sae, [ [ X ]SAE ]F 

In the cases of "emphatic focus on toritate-joshi (focalizer)", should transitivity be 

considered? In (88), for example, the toritate-joshi dake selects Taro as its target, and the 

toritate-joshi is focused (emphatic focus). Is the focus actually on the focalizer-target 

relation, rather than on the focalizer itself? 

(90) [[Taro]dake/sae-DAKE/SAE]F tako-o tabeta. 
T.-only/even octopus-(Acc) ate 
'Only/Even Taro ate octopus.' 



Things get much more complicated if the ranges of the targets are wider. We leave those 

issues, which will actually be discussed in English examples, open, in order to 

concentrate specifically on the toritate-joshi (focalizer) interactions. 

3. Notes on the syntactic perspective 

This must be noted first: we do discuss the syntax of focalizers later (Chapter 7). The 

placement of a focalizer and potential target selections from the position are extensively 

discussed there. However, we do not employ an analysis with syntactic tree 

representations in that chapter; and so, we present the reasons for this decision in this 

section. Similar to our discussion of the prosodic perspective (Section 2 above), we are 

not claiming that it is absurd or impossible to discuss focalizer interactions using 

syntactic trees, but saying that there are many basic issues which must be clarified 

through thorough observations and examinations of the focalizer interactions themselves. 

In our quest for the interpretations of focalizers, the target selections are just a 

subpart. If the observed interpretation is not perfectly predicted by an analysis which 

employs syntactic trees, we must add some device in the interpretation that operates to 

give the proper target selections. Rooth (1985), for example, discusses syntactic positions 

of focalizers (see Section 3.4 below). However, he eventually employs a functional 

formula, C, in the semantics to provide the target selection, which returns "contextually 

relevant" alternatives. For interpretation purposes, the help of syntactic trees is not so 

useful. 
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Tree-based analyses have often been adopted in English focalizer analyses. This is 

no doubt closely related to the big success of Chomskyan syntax in linguistics. The 

appearance of a focalizer conveys some additional information as described briefly in 

Chapter 1 and in detail later in Chapter 3 and 4. Under the assumptions of Chomskyan 

linguistics, the semantic representation of a sentence is projected from (the final stage of) 

its syntactic tree representation (at "LF"). It is a natural desire to reflect focalizer 

interactions in syntactic trees under the influence of this framework. We do not deny the 

attitude, but note the difficulties in doing so in this section. 

The syntactic positions of toritate-joshi, on the other hand, are rarely discussed. 

There are several reasons for it, and the biggest reason will be a (hidden) consensus that a 

syntactic-tree-representation-based analysis does not tell much about the interpretation of 

toritate-joshi in Japanese. The information carried by a toritate-joshi is very pragmatic, 

which is/can/should not be encoded in trees. We sporadically introduce how toritate-joshi 

have been analyzed in Japan in Chapter 4, 5 and 6, and not in this chapter. 

3.1 What tree representations do well 

Employing tree representations is sometimes very successful in displaying focalizer 

interactions. Consider the example sentences in (91) below, which are a copy of (79). 

(91) a. Only John ate octopus. 
b. Even John ate octopus. 
c. Also John ate octopus. 
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All expressions (sentences) in (91) are grammatical, but there is a clear contrast between 

the only-even class and the also class in their usage. 

Syntactically speaking, English speakers will share the intuition that only John 

and even John are constituents, while also John is not?^ This intuition is reflected in how 

the sentences in (91) are uttered (cf. Section 2.3 above). In order to make (91c) 

acceptable, there must be a peak of prosodic prominence on the focalizer. A pause is 

required after also as well. If (91a) and (91b) are uttered in the same way (prominence on 

the focalizer and a pause after that), they sound odd. When (91a) or (91b) is uttered, there 

will be no pause after the focalizer and the following noun {John, here) will get prosodic 

prominence. If (91c) is uttered in the same way, it sounds odd.^^ 

(92) a. # ONLY, [JOHNJoniy ate octopus. 
b. # EVEN, [JOHN]even ate octopus. 
c. # Also [JOHNJaiso ate octopus. 

The observations above suggest that only and even are associated with the 

following noun while also is separated from the remaining part of the sentence. That is. 

As a non-syntactic difference, we can point out that placing also in this position is very natural only 
stylistically and not as natural as only or even in that position. 

Clefting may support the constituency of only John and even John and non-constituency of also John. 
(The square brackets below show that the elements inside form a constituent.) 

(iv) a. It was [only John] that ate octopus. 
b. It was [even John] that ate octopus. 
c. * It was [also John] that ate octopus. 

Another weak support for this is that the subject in (v), John, can appear along with even and only, but not 
with also in the agent PP of a passive sentence which is marked by a preposition by. 

(v) a. Octopus was eaten by only John. 
b. Octopus was eaten by even John. 
c. * Octopus was eaten by also John. 

This support is 'weak' because this phenomenon may be accounted for by the more general property of 
those focalizers: even and only can break into a PP, but also cannot. See also the discussions in Chapter 7. 
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(91a) and (91b) have a different stmcture from (91c). (The square brackets below 

represent that the element inside forms a constituent.) 

(93) a. [Only John] ate octopus. 
b. [Even John] ate octopus. 
c. * [Also John] ate octopus. 

(94) a. * Only [John ate octopus]. 
b. * Even [John ate octopus]. 
c. Also [John ate octopus]. 

The position of only and even in (91a) and (91b) are prenominal, but the position of also 

in (91c) is sentence initial. The syntactic trees are self-explanatory. 

(95) (96) 

NP VP also 

only NP ate octopus 

even 
John 

John ate octopus 

The complementary distribution of focalizers in (93) and (94) is explained by the fact that 

only and even can have the structure of (95), but not (96). On the contrary, also can have 

the structure of (96), but not (95). 

The syntactic trees in (95) and (96) are "self-explanatory" because it is widely 

assumed that that a focalizer is "adjacent" to its target (cf Konig 1991). Some assume a 

Hereafter (Chomsky-) adjunctions are employed to create positions for focalizers or some other elements. 
This is because we want to avoid the detailed discussions about the tree structure such as what node comes 
above/below what nodes, what sisters make what mother (or what mother must/should/would/could/might 



structural restriction using the notion of c-command in syntactic theory: a focalizer must 

c-command its target (cf. Jackendoff 1972, Rooth 1985).^' 

(97) Adjacency^^ (Konig 1991) 
(FOC: focalizer, XP: maximal projection = phrase) 
a. [FOC + XP]xp or [XP + FOCJxp 
b. [FOC + V"]v (0 < n < max) 

(98) C-command (Jackendoff 1972) 
A focalizer c-commands its target. 

The structures in (95) and (96) fulfill both proposals. 

It appears that the different uses in (91) are well explained by syntactic trees, 

differentiating "prenominal" from "sentence initial". In the following subsections, 

however, we provide some difficult and/or complex cases of focalizer interactions which 

are not treated by the syntactic accounts. We also examine the validity of the structural 

rules in (97) and (98). Since the main aim of this section (Section 3) is to show some 

difficulties in sjmtactic tree analysis, mostly the data (patterns) in (91), i.e. the tree 

representations for (93) and (94), are examined in the discussions below. Detailed 

discussions of the syntax (placement) of focalizers are to be given in Chapter 5 

(Japanese) and Chapter 7 (English). 

have what sisters). Most syntactic analyses will have established nodes for those positions. We simply do 
not touch theory internal issues, and so rely on adjunctions for "extra" positions. 

X c-commands Y iff (i) the Z that immediately dominates X also dominates Y, and (ii) X does not 
dominate Y. This is Reinhart's (1976) original version of c-command. 

(97b) is separately needed because a verb alone can be the target of a focalizer. We cannot generalize it 
to an "arbitrary unit" because not every unit can be a target, such as adjectival modifiers (cf (40)). 
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3.2 Focalizer-target relation 1: adjacency 

33 In this subsection, Konig's generalization in (97) above is examined. In short, it would 

not be impossible to employ it, but focalizer interactions are not quite as straightforward 

as normally believed. 

The adjacency condition in (97) and the tree in (95) explain well why (93a) and 

(93b) are good but (94a) and (94b) are bad. In addition, they explain why only and even 

in that position actually cannot select any other targets. (Prosodic information 

[prominence] omitted in this subsection.) 

(99) a. Only [John]oniy ate octopus. 
b. # Only John [ate]oniy octopus. 
c. # Only John ate [octopus]oniy 
d. # Only John [ate octopusjoniy 
e. # Only [John ate]only octopus. 
f. # Only [John ate octopusjoniy 

(100) a. Even [John]even ate octopus. 
b. # Even John [ate]even octopus. 
c. # Even John ate [octopus]even-
d. # Even John [ate octopus]even-
e. # Even [John ate]even octopus. 
f. # Even [John ate octopus]even-

There is no "sentential initial" only or even, unlike also in (96). 

Let us move on to the "sentence initial" also, which is repeated as (101) below. 

" Bayer (1988) examines this condition (he refers just to "XP FOC XP") in detail, referring mainly to 
German. 
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(101) Also [John ate octopus]. 

The bracketing (constituency), the adjacency condition, and the tree in (96) imply that the 

target of also in (101) is the remaining part, John ate octopus, which itself can be a 

complete sentence. It is true that the rest of the sentence can be a target; say, describing 

the events at a party "Mary drank sake (, and...)". In fact, the target of also in (101) can 

vary. 

(102) a. Also [John]aiso ate octopus. 
b. Also John [atejako octopus. 
c. Also John ate [octopusjaiso-
d. Also John [ate octopusjaiso-
e. Also [John ate]aiso octopus. 
f. Also [John ate octopus]aiso-

Besides (102f), (102a) and (102d) are the dominant interpretations, and the 

interpretations represented in the other three examples may seem awkward. In an 

appropriate context, however, (102b), (102c) and (102e), are not infelicitous. If the 

conversation is about John's actions on octopus such as, he 'caught' it, 'cut' it, 'boiled' it, 

etc., the utterance (102b) will be felicitous. (102c) will be felicitous if the speaker is 

talking about what John ate at a sushi-bar. It will not be impossible to have alternatives of 

'Mary punched (octopus)', 'Sue painted (octopus)', in mind to make (102e) felicitous. 

That is, any part of the sentence can be the target. 

The adjacency condition easily gets in trouble without an assumption of some 

kind of operators that keep the adjacency. For example, the syntactic structure of (I02b) 

must be assumed as in (103) below. 
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(103) 

also\ 

NP VP 

Op\ NP ate octopus 

John 

The operator in (103) "intermediates" the function of also, which occupies the sentence 

initial position on the surface, in the adjacent position to the target. The motivation to 

have the operator in that position is rather weak; it seems ad hoc having no particular 

reason except to keep the adjacency condition. 

The most natural assumption for (103) is to take the operator to be the trace of 

also (e.g. Ross and Cooper (1979)). That is, we can assume that the focalizer is base-

generated in the prenominal position, but moves to the sentence initial position (at S-

structure, before SPELL-OUT, or in proper timing). 

t\ NP ate octopus 

John 

Then, we can encode the focalizer interactions in a tree representation. 
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The "intermediate" ('V: trace" by movement or ''Op-, operator" by base-

generation) analysis, however, brings other difficulties. A simple question one would like 

to ask is: what will prevent only and even from having a structure as in (105) below, if we 

assume (103) or (104) for alsol 

(105) 

only\ 
even] 

NP VP 

Op\lt\ NP ate octopus 

John 

A treatment like in (105) is unwelcome because it erases the intuitive difference between 

the only-even class and the also class, which is reflected in the prosodic information. In 

addition, independent motivations are needed to explain why only and even in (105) can 

be "extracted" (movement analysis) from or "control" an operator (base-generate 

analysis) in the subject NP, but not from/in other sites (cf (99) and (100)). 

In order to avoid those issues, the following structure may be proposed for only 

and even. 
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(106) 

NP VP 

only] 
even\ 

NP ate octopus 

Opilt] NP 

John 

In (106) a movement or a control within the NP is assumed, and the structure is similar to 

(96) except for the existence of an intermediate position. There are two possible reasons 

to eliminate (105) and adopt (106). One is to assume that an NP is an "island" for only 

and even. The other is to assume the S-node is a "barrier" for only and even. Each will 

justify rejecting (105) and accept (106). However, additional data support neither of them. 

(See detailed discussions on the placement of a focalizer and its target selection provided 

in Chapter 7). 

Adopting the NP-island assumption, it is predicted that (107) and (108) below are 

ungrammatical or infelicitous; but they are very natural: 

(107) John only ate [octopus]oniy-

(108) John even ate [octopusjeven-

Because the verb {ate) intervenes, only or even above is normally considered to be 

outside of the object NP. The NP-island is not generalized, but specific to the subject NP. 

This asymmetry must be explained separately from (or in addition to) the tree 

representation in (106). 
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Adopting the "barrier" assumption, which rejects (105), we can avoid this issue. 

Since the S-node is a barrier for the focalizer-target interactions, the movement/control 

does not occur beyond the node, say within the VP node as illustrated in (109) below. 

(109) 

NP 
Z\ 
John only\ 

even I 

VP 

V 

VP 

NP 

ate Op\lt\ NP 

octopus 

However, this solution influences the availability of movement or control from the 

"sentence-final" position. Placed at the end, even in (110) shows various target selection 

like the sentence-initial also, as in (111).^"^'^^ 

(110) John ate octopus even. 

(111) a. [John]even ate octopus even. 
b. John [atejeven octopus even. 
c. John ate [octopus]even even. 
d. John [ate octopus]even even. 
e. [John atejeven octopus even. 
f [John ate octopusjeven even. 

The barrier analysis prevents assigning the structure in (112) to (111a). 

Similar to the sentence-initial also, these sentences must be uttered with a special prosody. A pause is 
required before the focalizer even, but prosodic prominence on the focalizer is optional. 
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(112) 

even\ 

Op\lt\ NP ate octopus 

John 

We must provide a solution that will not raise these issues. 

3.3 Focalizer-target relation 2: c-command 

Jackendoff s (1972) "c-command condition" is more flexible than Konig's (1991) 

adjacency condition. The variety in (101) or (111) will be accounted for by stating; 

"every element is c-commanded by the focalizer (cf. the trees in (96) and (112))". There 

is no need to create some operator and its position, or to assume movements (though it is 

OK to assume them if necessary). However, in this case, another problem arises. 

The flexibility is obtained actually by weakening the condition; and therefore, it 

results in over-generation (over-acceptance) of infelicitous focalizer interactions. "C-

commanded by a focalizer" is a necessary condition for "being the target of the focalizer", 

but not a sufficient condition. Hence, the condition alone does not reject (113) below. 

(113) # Also, John ate [rawjaiso octopus. 

Only contrasts with even in this case. Only at the end of a sentence does not seem to select the subject as 



Note that the intended reading of (113) is not "John ate cooked octopus and also raw 

octopus", the reading of which is actually from the focalizer interaction in (114) below. 

(114) Also, John ate [raw octopusjaiso-

In the structure of (114), it contrasts multiple octopuses; while in (113), it contrasts types 

or characteristics of some particular octopus. Hence, the intended reading of (113) is 

something like "John ate octopus that was not only grotesque but also raw". 

It would be extremely hard to draw a tree for (113), in which also c-commands 

everything but raw?^ Of course, it could be a solution to state that (113) is in fact 

structurally acceptable (or grammatical): i.e. syntax does not block it, but some other 

factors, e.g. pragmatics, do. However, it simply increases the burden of the interpretation 

analysis of the focalizer—which we are going to do. 

3.4 Fundamental issues in syntactic trees 

The issues presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 above are more theory-internal than 

fundamental. In other words, they could be solved by specifying nodes (what nodes, what 

hierarchy, what [features] to check, etc.), restricting movements (distance, number, 

timing, etc.), or employing syntax-external factors in appropriate ways (and these are the 

joy of sjmtax). The following, however, are issues concerning from the tree structure 

itself 

its target. The barrier analysis will predict this. Details of these interactions are in Chapter 7. 



When the target of a focahzer is a unit which is not a syntactic constituent, it is 

very hard to show the interaction in a syntactic tree. Concretely, the tree representation of 

(102e) or (11 le) is extremely hard to draw because the unit of Subject-Verb (SV) of a 

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) sentence is usually not counted as a syntactic constituent. Let 

us consider (102e) below. 

(115) 

t\ ??? octopus 

John ate 

It would be one solution to regard that the target selection in (102e) actually consists of 

two targets as in (116) below. 

(116) Also [John] aiso [ate] also octopus. 

This will maintain both the traditional way of tree drawing, i.e. separating the subject NP 

from the rest (VP), and the movement analysis discussed in Section 3.2. 
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(117) 

also\ 

NP 

tx NP 

John 

VP 

V NP 

t\ V octopus 

ate 

Hence, the movement is considered to be a successive one (in two steps), perhaps from 

the position adjacent to the verb to the position adjacent to the subject NP, and then to the 

top, which is lower to higher. 

This will solve the technical problems of adjacency, but the motivation for the 

successive movements is unknown. If such movements are assumed, will (102d) 

(= (118a) below) actually be (118b)? Will (102f) (= (119a)) actually be (119b) with three 

successive movements? Where is the focalizer base-generated? 

(118) a. Also John [ate octopusjaiso-
b. Also John [atejaiso [octopus]aiso-

(119) a. Also [John ate octopusjaiso-
b. Also [John]also [ate]also [octopUS]also. 

The relation between the two pairs must be clarified. The motivation of the movements 

gets more obscured when we generalize the movements to other focalizers as discussed 

below. 
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If we give up the movement analysis and take the non-movement analysis, i.e. the 

operators are base-generated in the places of traces independently from the focalizer 

(replacing t with O/? in (115) and (117)), similar questions remain: "why and how can one 

focalizer control two operators at the same time?", "will the interpretation of a sentence 

with one operator be the same as that with two (cf. (115) vs. (117))?", etc. 

Jackendoffs c-command analysis inherits similar issues. It is true all targets in 

(102) are c-commanded by the focalizer, but not as a unit in the case of (102e) {John ate\ 

the unit of SV). Each "piece" is c-commanded separately. 

In fact, "a target separately selected" seems to be assumed in order to justify the 

sentential target selected by a "preverbal" (between a subject and a verb) focalizer. For 

example, Rooth (1985), who employs Jackendoffs c-command condition, assumes the 

syntactic structure in (121) for the expression in (120). 

(120) John even ate octopus. 

(121) 
S 

NP even 

John ate octopus 

VP 

This is because even in this position can select various targets. (The angled brackets mean 

that the element [focalizer] inside is not included in the target.) 
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(122) a. 
b. 

d. 
c. 

[John]even sven ate octopus. 
John even [ate]even octopus. 
John even ate [octopus]even-

John even [ate octopus]even-
I even* 
I even* 

f. 
e. [John <even> ate]even octopus. 

[John <even> ate octopus]even. I even* 

In order to justify (122f) by the tree in (121), "separate c-command" must be assumed; 

and it will be generalized to (122e). Another question arising here is the interaction in 

(123), where John-octopus is actually considered a unit. 

(123) [John]even CVCn ate [0ct0pus]even-

The intended reading of (123) may be possible, say, contrasting with to ''Mary <ate> 

squid". 

As the case of (123) indicates, some "syntactic issues" may actually be 

"interpretation issues". As far as I know, all syntactic theories try to reflect the meaning 

or interpretation of an expression (sentence). Then, it will be more important to carry out 

thorough observation or examination of the interpretation of focalizer, which does not 

seem to be discussed widely. Syntactic analysis can, or should, be done after that. 

3.5 To make better use of tree representations 

To conclude the discussion on tree representations of English focalizers, let us make our 

assumptions about the syntax-semantic interface clear. We assume that the interpretation 

of an expression (sentence) is partiallv represented in a syntactic tree. We have seen that 

target selections by a focalizer in various positions are not straightforwardly represented 



in syntactic trees. Target selections are in fact just part of the interpretation of focalizers. 

Obviously, focalizers convey more information than target selections. For example, the 

example (122f), i.e. "[John <even> ate octopus]even", conveys the information that "John 

ate octopus", "It was/is unlikely that John eats octopus", etc.; moreover, this information 

is actually optional (details in Chapter 3). Those pieces of information are not available 

from the operations in a syntactic tree. The following quotation is suggestive. 

A semantic theory must go far beyond traditional "patterns of inference" to account for the 
external significance of language. 

A rather startling consequence of this is that there can be no syntactic counterpart, of the kind 
traditionally sought in proof theory and theories of logical form, to the semantic theory of 
consequence. For consequence is simply not a relation between purely syntactic elements. 
(Barwise and Perry (1983: 44-45)) 

We are not employing their framework of Situation Semantics, nor do we make a radical 

assumption like "semantics leads syntax" or "semantics can be independent from syntax". 

However, we can adopt the basic assumption stated in the second half of this quote: 

interpretations include more information than (the collection of) syntactic elements. 

Of course, it may be possible to succeed in fitting the "more information" into a 

syntactic tree, say, by creating a new syntactic device at LF. To achieve it, however, 

observations of the "more information" (how they can be obtained, what they are, etc.) 

must be done first. 

To repeat, we do not deny syntactic (tree) analyses. Some syntactic operations are 

actually incorporated in our interpretation analysis. We assume that a focalizer influences 

the whole utterance (sentence), which is confirmed by the fact that an expression with a 



focalizer entails the statement without the focalizer, e.g. ''even John came" entails ''John 

came''' (details in Chapter 3). 

3.6 Toritate-joshi and syntax 

Another strong reason why we do not employ a tree analysis is that Japanese toritate-

joshi analyses are not discussed from that perspective. This could be a reason for trying to 

do a tree analysis, but fundamental observations for it are actually lacking. 

See the examples below. 

(124) a. Taroo-sae hasir-ta. 
T.-even run-PAST 

'Even Taro ran.' 

b. Taroo-ga hasin'-sae-si-ta." 
T.-even come(CONJ)-even-do-PAST 

'Taro even came.' 

Since toritate-joshi are dependent morphemes, their surface position is clearly identified. 

This may be the reason why the "real position" (hierarchical position, original/moved 

position, etc.) of toritate-joshi has not widely been discussed. 

The dominant readings of (124) are to take the preceding part as the target of the 

focalizer. (For simplicity's sake, joshi (particles) and the tense morpheme are not 

included in the target here. See Chapter 6 for details). 

See Chapter 5 for discussion on how to make this form. For our current purpose, what is most important 
is to pay attention to the position of the toritate-joshi and its target selections. 
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(125) a. [Taroo]sae-sae hasir-ta. 
38 b. [Taroo<-ga> hasin]sae-sae-si-ta. 

Many analyses just discuss these. In fact, the following target selections (and others) are 

also possible. 

(126) a. [Taroo<-sae> hasir]sae-ta. 
b. [Taroo]sae-ga hasin'-sae-si-ta. 

Some analyses are aware of these facts, but mostly they do not discuss the relation 

between the position of toritate-joshi and their targets. This may be because the toritate-

joshi interaction is regarded as similar to kakari-musubi. Kakari-musubi is a grammatical 

"tying" relation which existed in the Japanese classics. Some set of joshi (= kakari-joshi) 

require [kakari: 'joining in'] a particular inflectional form of a predicate [musubi: 'tying 

up']. The kakari-joshi -koso, for example, requires a predicate in izen 'realis' form.^®''^° 

(127) imizi[k]u-koso monoguru[h]osiA:ere 
very-(emphatic) crazy(REALIS) 

'awfially crazy' 

A part of an utterance (sentence) is particularized by the attachment of kakari-joshi, and 

simultaneously, the utterance (sentence) as a whole is particularized by the "tying", to 

With -sae 'even' placed in this position, the verbal target, i.e. Taroo-ga [hasin]sae-sae-si-ta, is possible, 
too, but the sentential target given is dominant. See Chapter 6 for details. 

The term realis is from Shibatani (1990: 222). Some call this form "perfective". 
It is debatable how to determine the base and (inflectional) endings of adjectives. Some will say only 

monoguru[h]o is the base and -sikere is the ending for the realis form, and some will say the whole 
(monogurufhjosikere) must be considered to be the realis form with no separation. We do not further 
discuss this issue because what we want to show here is that the adjective is not in the plain non-past form 
{monoguru[h]osi, i.e. a normal expression is imizi[k]u monogumPiJosi 'awfully crazy'), but in the realis 
form when it appears with -koso. 



present some additional information (emphasis, interrogation, etc.). The musubi 'tying 

up' function, however, eventually disappeared and the particularization load is assigned 

to kakari-joshi alone;'^' i.e. kakari-joshi, or the information of kakari-joshi, can influence 

the whole utterance (sentence)—wherever the kakari-joshi is placed. -Mo 'also' is a 

typical example of kakari-joshi, and -sae 'even', used in (124) through (126), is 

sometimes considered to be one of kakari-joshi,in contemporary Japanese.''^ Hence, for 

those who are familiar with the (grammar of) Japanese classics, such as kokugogaku 

scholars, the interchangeable interactions in (125) and (126) are "so natural" that they 

omit discussing them. 

Observations needed in syntax, therefore, are of interactions of toritate-joshi: 

placement of toritate-joshi (what can it attach to) and its target selections. When a 

toritate-joshi is attached to a predicative, i.e. a lexical item that inflects, it requires a 

particular inflection form (conjunctive form in (124b) for the attachment purpose and 

insertion of a verb (the light verb si 'do' in (124b)). These issues are discussed in Chapter 

6. 

The history of kakari-musubi presented here is largely simplified for the current purpose. 
The original form of-sae, -sake, in the grammar of Japanese classics is classified into another group 

(fuku-joshi 'adverbial particle'), so many consider that the -sae in contemporary use is also in that group. 
The CD-ROM Japanese dictionary. Bookshelf Basic Ver. 2.0 (Microsofl/Shogakukan), on the other hand, 
lists -sae as kakari-joshi. 

The so-called "topic-marker", -wa, falls into this class. Analyses of contemporary use of -wa from this 
perspective are widely seen in Japan, such as Onoe's series of works which are collected in Onoe (in press). 
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4. Notes on the (logico-) semantic perspective 

Although this thesis discusses the interpretations of focalizers extensively, we rarely use 

formal semantic, or logical, representations. We will use an informal representation of the 

interpretation of focalizers. This section discusses why we give up formal representations. 

4.1 Simple representations 

Let us consider some proposals of simple logico-semantic representations. Since focalizer 

analyses have been discussed as part of general focus analysis (see Section 1 above), the 

representations proposed in the literature are usually similar to those for our "emphatic 

focus". Several kinds of representations of emphatic focus have been proposed. Almost 

all of those proposals share the basic idea: abstract away some part (= focused part) and 

substitute some constant for the variable. These expressions involve either introduction of 

a variable (e.g. Akmajian (1973), Lambrecht (1994)), introduction of an existentially 

quantified variable (e.g. Chomsky (1970), Rooth (1985), Konig (1991)), or introduction 

of A,-operated variable (e.g. Jackendoff (1972), Willliams (1980), Jacobs (1983, 1988)). 

Simplified representations of their systems are below: 

(128) John loves [Maryjp. 

(129) a. [John loves x], [x = Mary] Akmajian (1973), etc. 
b. 3x [(John loves x) A (x = Mary)] Chomsky (1970), etc. 
c. [^x (John loves x)] (Mary) Jackendoff (1972), etc. 

These representations are often generalized to focalizer analyses. 
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(130) John only loves [Mary]oniy 

(131) a. [John only loves x], [x = Mary] 
b. 3x [(John only loves x) A (x = Mary)] 
c. [A,x (John loves only x)], (Mary) 

In fact, in (130), Mary is the target of only, so the variable x, which is substituted by 

Mary, must be bound by the focalizer. 

(132) a. [John loves only(x)], [x = Mary] 
b. 3x {[John loves only(x)] A (x = Mary)} 
c. {^x [John loves only(x)]}, (Mary) 

Considering that (130) is semantically parallel to 'John loves only Mary', (132a-c) above 

appear reasonable representations. The representations in (132) (and (129) as well), 

however, include two fiindamental problems. The English-sentence-like representation 

"John loves X" is not counted in them, which will actually be denoted as "loves'(j, X)". 

The problems are more fundamental. 

First of all, those representations in (132) are logico-semantically parallel to the 

representation in (133) below. 

(133) [John loves only(Mary)] 

The "separate" representations in (132) are intuitively or visually appealing; but after a 

substitution, they end up with (133). In fact, (132b) is different from the other two in that 

it is closed under an existential quantifier, which ensures the existence of Mary. However, 

the semantic relations in the expression are basically the same. We must note that the 



operations of abstraction-substitution are freely done without changing the logical or 

semantic relations between the elements (unless we abstract a constant "away" to a 

variable). If we want to attribute some special meaning to the separated element, we must 

put additional (logico-semantic) information on it. The separation (by abstraction) itself 

does not convey additional information. 

Second, the representations in (132) do not represent the interpretation of the 

focalizer {only) at all. In those representations, "only" is used as an operator, and its 

meaning is "expected to be known" by other means than the representations themselves. 

As a result, they merely represent the focalizer-target relation by the operator-variable 

representation. 

Those in (132) are not the type of representations we want. We want a system that 

can represent different interpretations brought about by different focalizers or a single 

focalizer. 

4.2 What to present 

In order to present the interpretation of a focalizer, or an expression with a focalizer, we 

must know what information the expression carries, or the focalizer brings. As presented 

in Chapter 1, one of the important pieces of information that the expression in (130) 

conveys, through the focalizer only, is "John didn't love anyone but Mary" (cf Horn 

1969, etc.)."''' Hence, this is what needs to be presented. 

'''' The other is "John ate octopus", but we leave this out for the current purpose. 
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(134) John only loves [Mary]only. (=(130)) 

(135) —I(3x) [(x ^ Mary) A (John loves x)] 

The representation in (135) includes negation, which sometimes causes problems 

('vagueness': see also discussions in Chapter 3); so the logical equivalent in (136) will be 

preferred. 

(136) Vx [(John loves x) ^ (x = Mary)] 

To be precise, however, (136) (or (135)) is incomplete: it fails to present all the 

interpretations that the expression in (134) carries. 

First of all, the representation does not really spell out the relevant restriction in 

the domain of quantification. In a strict sense, what (135) means is "there is nothing in 

the world that John loves besides Mary"; and (136) means "what John loves is always 

Mary". In reality, the sentence in (134) does not reject all the possible candidates for 

John's love. The utterance of (134) will be appropriate even if .John loves things like 

coffee, poems, or actions like playing bridge, watching TV, etc. Moreover, it is natural to 

utter (134) if John loves other people like his mother, his best friend Mike, and so forth."^^ 

Considering these facts, representations like (135) and (136) are too strong. The domain 

Some may take this to be due to the polysemic nature of the verb love. That is, it is possible to assume 
lexically different verbs; lovC] 'romantic love', love2 'platonic love', etc. However, we do not make this 
assumption, because such polysemy is potentially infinite. We assume that the various meanings of love are 
not from the lexical registration, but from the reference to 'others', i.e. context restricts the interpretation of 
the verb. For example, the utterance John only ate [wheat bread]only can be interpreted "John chose wheat 
bread when he ate a sandwich (and ate the whole sandwich)", "John ate only bread, leaving out the inside 
of the sandwich (and ate other appetizers)", "John literally ate wheat bread (nothing but wheat bread)", etc. 
The different interpretations of the verb eat {ate) are not from different lexical registrations of the verb (eat,, 
eat2, eat3, ...), but due to the context. Depending on the reference to 'others': "sandwich bread" for the first 
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of quantification is always an issue when interpreting a sentence like (134). In this case, 

the domain might be "a set of women who are likely to be loved by John", "family 

members of John", "women in the world", etc. 

Rooth (1985), therefore, created an unspecified function C(x), which selects 

"contextually proper alternatives (presuppositional set)" for the target x. Konig (1991; 

59-61) expressed the similar function as in (137) below, which assures the existence of 

the domain for the variable that the focalizer quantifies over. 

(137) a. VP (3x) [P = love(x)] (the domain selected for the quantification by O«/JK) 
b- VQ [(Q(John) A 3x [Q = love(x)]) —> (Q = love(Mary))] 

For this development, Konig also rewrites (134) as in (137b).'^'' We need to assume an 

unknown function or higher-order logic. 

There is an issue of type-matching as well. As shown in Section 3 above, a 

focalizer can take various types of units as its target such as a noun or noun phrase 

(semantically <e>), verb phrase (<e, t>), transitive verb (<e, <e, t»), sentence <t>, etc. 

To be faithful to the semantic type of the target, the logico-semantic representations 

become more complicated than those in (136) or (137). 

Just considering the exclusiveness of only makes its logico-semantic 

representations complex, despite the fact that the notion of exclusiveness is intuitively 

interpretation, "sandwich ingredients" for the second, and "food in general" for the third. Similarly, we 
assume that the "polysemy" of the verb love is brought about by context. 

Due to this transition, having the logical equivalent under the existential quantification such as 
—i(3Q) [(Q 7^: love(Mary)) A (Q(John) A 3x [Q = love(x)])] 

does not hold anymore. 
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quite easy to capture. If we are to have a perfect representation for exclusiveness, we 

must remember that it is optional to some focalizers (Japanese -bakari 'only') in some 

contexts. It is more crucial to observe these facts (what are informed, how and when they 

are informed, etc.) than the technical modifications of the logico-semantic representations. 

The complete analyses of those representations can (or should) be done after the 

observations. 

In fact, these observations have not been made thoroughly. This thesis, therefore, 

pays special attention to the fundamental question of how utterances with a focalizer are 

interpreted. Hence, topics such as the optionality of exclusiveness/inclusiveness, or 

additional information besides those (exclusiveness/inclusiveness) are the main 

discussions in this thesis. As noted in Section 3, most syntactic theories try to reflect the 

interpretation of an expression (sentence). The analysis of interpretations, then, must be 

precise and thorough. We have discussed, moreover, that how logico-semantic 

representations become complex if we are precise with our logic. In our interpretation 

analyses, therefore, English paraphrases are mostly used to represent the interpretations 

of focalizers. 
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CHAPTER 3: REPRESENTATIONS OF THE INTERPRETATION 

This chapter discusses the representation of the interpretation of focalizers. Section 1 

clarifies our use of the term "interpretation" and shows that the interpretation is highly 

context-dependent. Section 2 introduces our own use of the terms of 'declaration' and 

'indication': these are used to represent the basic interpretations of focalizers. Section 3 

reviews presuppositional analysis and explains why we do not incorporate the terms and 

ideas of presupposition, assertion, entailment, etc. in our focalizer analysis. 

1. Representation of interpretation 

It is a big issue how to represent the interpretation of a linguistic expression. Drawing 

pictures can be one way (as often seen in Cognitive Linguistics), and notating with 

logical expressions can be another way (as seen in formal semantics), just to name a 

couple of the approaches. 

This thesis takes the position that an interpretation can be represented by a list of 

the information that the expression conveys. In formal linguistics, this is achieved by 

studies of feature structure, such as in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, 

Pollard and Sag 1994). In this thesis, however, the list of information will be informally 

expressed mostly by English sentences, minimizing the use of formal expressions, to 

avoid confiasion and for a better understanding of our claims. For our present purpose— 

representation of the interpretation resulting from a focalizer—we start with the two-way 
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representation provided in Chapter 1. The two pieces of information are the main ones 

that a focalizer includes. 

Once we adopt these assumptions, the following two topics are our main concern. 

First, which of the two-way analyses must be taken; one like that of toritate-joshi studies 

represented by Numata (1986) or one like the presuppositional analysis started by Horn 

(1969)? Remember that the two are slightly different in how they categorize the two 

pieccs of information. Second, what other information must be included in the 

representation? As seen in the previous chapter, the two pieces of information are not 

sufficient to describe the inter- or intra- focalizer differences. What are they, and how 

should we treat those pieces of information? 

1.1 Interpretation 

Before we explore the topics mentioned above, I would like to clarify the notion of 

"interpretation" in this thesis. Interpretation is what the interpreter does, i.e. it is all a 

matter of the receiver.' Although the generation of linguistic expressions is an interesting 

topic to explore, we do not discuss it. Our purpose is to give the representation of 

obtainable interpretations from utterances. 

Interpretation is totally biased from the view of the interpreter. Once we have 

settled this, what differentiates interpretations, besides the linguistic expression itself, is 

the "environment" of the interpreter. This "environment" includes everything that 

' Of course nothing prevents the speaker from being a receiver of the utterance. Realizing a speech error 
will be a piece of evidence for this. 
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influences the interpreter's conception: the situation, the contents of the previous 

conversation, the knowledge and experience of the interpreter, etc. This is exactly what is 

defined by the term "context" in a broader sense by Akman (2000) that we briefly 

mentioned in Section 1 of Chapter 1. 

This notion of interpretation is quite similar to that of Barwise and Perry (1983). 

Very roughly, the meaning of an utterance refers to the "potential" (or "candidates") of 

the expression for an interpretation. The interpretation of an utterance, on the other hand, 

refers to the narrowed-down reading of the utterance in context. The relation of the two 

ideas is well reflected in the following statements. 

(1) Meaning and Interpretation (Barwise and Perry 1983) 

The interpretation of an utterance depends on the meaning of the expression used 
and on various additional facts about the utterance, (p. 6) 

[U]tterances are assigned interpretations in virtue of the meaning of the 
expressions used and other factors about the utterances, (p. 49) 

The linguistic meaning of an expression in general greatly underdetermines its 
interpretation on a particular occasion of use. Or, for short, meaning 
underdetermines interpretation, (p. 36-37) 

The statements above express the view that an expression has a meaning that is 

influenced by the context which they call "various facts about the utterance" or "other 

factors about the utterance". See the example below. 

(2) I am right, you are wrong. 
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Summarizing Barwise and Perry's (1983: 5f) claim, (2) has one meaning but can have 

different interpretations. Suppose the same expression, (2), was used in exchanges 

between A and B. Obviously, A and B made different claims about the world—"A is 

right, B is wrong" by A's utterance; but "B is right, A is wrong" by B's utterance. 

Nonetheless, (2) has the same meaning on both occasions; roughly, "the speaker is right, 

and the listener is wrong." This is what they call efficiency of language: the meaning is 

the same; the interpretations are different. 

Such efficiency is observed because the expression (2) includes pronouns which 

are semantic variables. (2) has the same meaning that will be represented by the same 

variable in every occasion, but has different interpretations that will be represented by 

different constants which are contextually selected and bind the variables. Thus, one 

might think that such interactions are special to indexicals and demonstratives. In fact, 

such efficiency is very useful in explaining the polysemy of any expression, which is 

important to our focalizer analysis. Let us consider such examples along with how 

context influences the interpretation of an utterance. 

1.2 Context and interpretation 

Leech (1974) makes a similar claim to Barwise and Perry (1983) in that two kinds of 

"meanings" are available from an utterance under the influence of context. 

(3) Two kinds of "meanings" (Leech 1974; 79) 

[M]eaning-in-context should be regarded as a narrowing down, or probabilistic 
weighting, of the list of potential meanings available to the user of the language. 
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His "meaning-in-context" will be equivalent to our "interpretation" and his "potential 

meaning" will be our "meaning". 

The statement in (3) is derived from his view of context. He notes a few important 

roles of context as given below.^ 

(4) Role of context (Leech 1974: 77) 

[SJpecification of context (whether linguistic or non-linguistic) has the effect of 
narrowing down the communicative possibilities of the message as it exists in 
abstraction from context. 

(A) Context eliminates certain ambiguities or multiple meanings in the 
message (e.g. lets us know that page in a given instance means a boy 
attendant rather than a piece of paper). 

(B) Context indicates the referents of types of word we call DEICTIC {this, that, 
here, there, now, then, etc.), and of other expressions of definite meaning 
such as John, I, you, he, it, the man. 

Let us see some concrete examples for the discussion of the disambiguating role of 

context. 

(5) Shall I put this on? 

First, the referent of this can be different depending on the context, say, whether the 

speaker is holding up: 

(6) a. a portable radio 
b. a sweater 
c. a lump of wood 
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This is similar to the discussion above in Section 1.1. and (4B) above. Second, the 

different references of this would change the interpretation of put...on. 

(7) a. 'switch X on' 
b. 'don X on', i.e. 'put X on oneself 
c. 'place X on top of (something else, such as a fire)' 

Under the context of (6), each "meaning" in (7) is most probable, respectively. Leech 

warns here that "context is to attach a certain probability to each sense (the complete 

ruling-out of a sense being the limiting case of nil probability)". That is, the context does 

not actually disambiguate the "meaning" sharply, but just increases and decreases the 

probability of each sense in (7). Suppose that the dictionary entry for put...on provides us 

with just three meanings as mentioned above. 

(8) r =(a) 'switch X on' 
put X on = (b) 'put X on oneself 

1 =(c) 'put X on (something else)' 

In the situation where the speaker holds X, rough estimates of the relative possibilities of 

the three meanings are represented by the shaded parts of each rectangle below. (The 

estimate of "X = sweater" is mine, not Leech's.) 

^ He actually gives one more example, (C), which is about ellipsis, It is not important to our current interest 
and is omitted. 
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(9) CONTEXT A 
X = radio 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

m 

CONTEXT B 
X = sweater 

CONTEXT C 
X = lump of wood 

Now, let us consider the case [X = electric blanket]. An electric blanket can be switched 

on, can be put on someone's shoulder, and can be put on top of something. Thus, the 

expression "Shall I put the electric blanket on?" itself is, i.e. in the linguistic context, 

ambiguous as shown in CONTEXT D below. However, if the utterance is given to a person 

who is already wearing the blanket, it is more natural to interpret put...on as 'switch.. .on' 

(CONTEXT D').^ If the electric blanket is one piece of the stuff that the listener is carrying, 

the probabilities of (a) and (b) readings is low but (c) higher (CONTEXT D"). 

(10) CONTEXT D 
X = electric blanket 

CONTEXT D' 
X = electric blanket 

CONTEXT D" 
X = electric blanket 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

Similarly, the probabilities in (9) will be changed by the addition of more contextual 

information. For example, if the radio is already switched on, the probability of the (a) 

reading will be much less; and if the radio is attachable to the body, say, headphone type 

or watch type, the probability of the (b) reading increases. 
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What we learn directly from the discussion of Leech (1974) is that the 

interpretation is highly context-dependent. This, however, does not mean that the 

interpretation comes fially from the context. We know some potential meanings of the 

(piece of the) expression, and select an "adequate" interpretation out of the potential ones 

that fits in the context most. Leech (1974: 79-80) describes it thus: "instead of seeing 

total meaning as an aggregate from contexts, we see the contextual meaning as dependent 

on a previously established set of potential meanings"."^ 

One of the most important tasks for the analysis of interpretation, therefore, is to 

clarify the potential meanings of the expression. Our analysis of focalizers, however, will 

not be carried out in the same way as Leech is for put...on. We will parameterize the 

potential meanings rather than provide dictionary meanings, and assume that the 

parameter settings will result in the various interpretations. The reasons are discussed in 

the following subsection. 

1.3 On ambiguity vs. vagueness 

Leech's (1974) discussion on the multiple interpretations of the expression put...on 

cannot be directly applied to the discussion of the multiple interpretations of toritate-joshi. 

The former is a matter of ambiguity in a pure sense, but the latter is a matter of a different 

kind of ambiguity, which we will call "vagueness", following Crystal (1997). This 

subsection will discuss the issue. 

^ The discussions of CONTEXT D' and CONTEXT D" are mine. 
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Ambiguity is normally understood as follows. 

(11) Ambiguity (Crystal 1997: 17) 
[A] word or sentence which expresses more than one meaning.^ 

The definition or description in (11) in fact includes at least two types of ambiguities; one 

lexical and the other structural. Leech's (1974) discussion is an example of lexical 

ambiguity, using the word page to refer to a boy attendant or a piece of paper (Leech 

1974: 77). An example of structural ambiguity is the expression new houses and shops, 

which is in two ways ambiguous. The adjective new may modify the conjoined nouns 

(new [houses and shops]) or only the adjacent noun ([new houses] and shops). 

(12) Lexical ambiguity (Crystal 1997: 17) 
table 

• object of furniture 
• table of figures 

(13) Structural ambiguity (Crystal 1997: 17) 
new houses and shops 

• new [ houses and shops ] 
• [ new houses ] and shops 

As is obvious from the examples above, 'ambiguous' always means 'unable to determine 

which'. That is, it is assumed that there are multiple "established" interpretations 

available. Hence, to "disambiguate" is to "choose one (=interpretation) from the prepared 

candidates (=potential meanings)". 

" This statement is quite similar to one of the statements of Barwise and Perry (1983). See the first 
quotation given in (1) in Section 1.1. 
^ It would be preferable to change the part "a word or sentence" to "a linguistic unit (of utterance)". 
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There is no exception in the case of put...on discussed by Leech (1974). The 

expression has a few potential (lexical) meanings {switch...on,put...on oneself,put...on 

something, etc.), and, so, we are unable to determine which meanings are most suitable 

for the contextual interpretation without consideration of context. With more contextual 

information, the interpretation of the expression converges to a specific one after all. The 

expression put...on cannot be interpreted as both "switch.. .on" and "put.. .on oneself 

simultaneously. This is why the increase of the probability in one meaning causes the 

decrease of the other probabilities. 

The situation is slightly different in the cases of toritate-joshi. First, the potential 

readings available in the literature can overlap. Second, it is unknown (and/or dubious) 

whether each toritate-joshi has "established" potential meanings. Third, the increase of 

some interpretation possibility does not ensure the decrease of the other possibilities at all. 

Fourth, we would like to claim that toritate-joshi share some concepts in their basic 

structure. In order to clarify those points, let us go back to the discussion of the roles of 

toritate-joshi. 

We discussed in the previous chapter that many scholars list the use of toritate-

joshi in the kokugogaku field. Let us repeat the examples there. 

(14) Toritate by-/MO (Takahashi 1992: 158f) 

a. similarity (Addition) 
[Kyoo]-mo ame-ga fiitta. 
today-also rain-(Nom) dropped 
'It rained today, too.' 
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b. extreme (Maximum/Minimum) 
[Moratta mono]-mo tukai-osinda. 
given thing-also using-begrudged 
'(Someone) begrudged using even given things.' 

c. topicality (Unexpectedness) 
[Omae]-mo otona-ni natta. 
you-also adult-to became 
'You grew up (matured).' 

Reviewing the typical interpretation of each sentence, that of (14a) is like "Today, as well 

as yesterday, it rained"; (14b) "Given things, which are least likely to be begrudged using, 

are actually begrudged; and (14c) "You, who I thought immature, have matured". 

It is important to remember that these classifications are parametric rather than 

lexical. One piece of evidence for this is that those classifications are allowed to overlap. 

This is one of the important points that has been missing in the literature. Although it was 

not noted when those examples were first introduced in the previous chapter, nothing 

prevents us from obtaining the two interpretations simultaneously; i.e. the interpretation 

can be something like "You, who I thought immature, have matured as well as Hanako, 

who I thought immature, has matured" [similarity and topicality: (14a) and (14c)]. Thus, 

the interpretations in (16) below are all possible.^ 

(15) r =(a) similarity 
-mo 'also' = (b) extreme 

L =(c) topicality 

' Note that the shaded areas can overlap. Therefore, our shaded bars now show the "strength" of the 
meaning, while Leech's show the probability of the meaning. 
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(16) CONTEXT E CONTEXT F 

(a) 
(b) 
(C) 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

CONTEXT G 

(a) 
(b) 
(C) 

* 

Analogously, the overlapped interpretations of [similarity and extreme: (15a) and (15b)], 

[extreme and topicality; (15b) and (15c)], and probably [all three; (15a), (15b), and (15c)] 

are possible. 

This is very different from the typical examples of ambiguous expressions we 

have just discussed above. While those ambiguities eventually converge on one if the 

potential meaning as contextual information becomes available, this kind of ambiguity 

observed in toritate-joshi may contain multiple potential meanings for the interpretation 

as represented as CONTEXT G in (16). 

It is natural to conclude that (a), (b), and (c) in (15) and (16) are parameterized 

"check lists" rather than lexical meanings, which ensures that the increase of one 

probability, which is shown with the shaded bar, does not confirm the decrease of other 

probabilities, or vice versa. The interactions of toritate-joshi may be represented as in 

(17) below. 

(17) CONTEXT E CONTEXT F CONTEXT G 

f =(a) 
i -mo 'also' = (b) 
L =(c) 

similarity + — + f =(a) 
i -mo 'also' = (b) 
L =(c) 

extreme - - -

f =(a) 
i -mo 'also' = (b) 
L =(c) topicality - + + 

Things are more complex when we consider their actual interpretations a little 

more. Let us put aside the meaning of 'extreme' for a moment, and assume -mo 'also' has 
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just two potential meanings (a) and (c). Then, the table in (17) gives us the impression 

that -mo 'also' is in three ways ambiguous (CONTEXT E, F, or G) rather than normal, and 

expected, two-way ambiguous (CONTEXT E or F). This is not the case. 

It is very important to remember that the terms similarity, extreme, and topicality 

are for the classification of the semantic/pragmatic contribution of -mo, though we now 

temporarily use them as if they are parameters. In order to categorize an expression, say, 

(14c), into the class of similarity, the interpretation does not have to be like CONTEXT E in 

(16) or (17), in which the interpretation is expressed in all-or-nothing values. It may be 

the case that the actual interpretation is something like in (18) below. 

(18) CONTEXT E' 

The table in (18) must be interpreted as "the topicality reading is included in the 

interpretation, but is not as significant as the similarity reading". If one pays attention to 

the significance of the similarity reading in (18), he or she would categorize it into the 

class of similarity, despite a smaller indication of topicality. This contradicts the 

representation in (17). 

In a similar fashion, if one pays attention to the existence of both the similarity 

and topicality readings for the interpretation, (18) may be categorized in the same class as 

CONTEXT G, despite the difference in significance. This fact blurs the distinction between 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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CONTEXT E' and CONTEXT G, and distinguishes from the typical examples of ambiguity, 

which share the property "having more than one distinct structure" (cf. (12) above). 

Consider one more example sentence. 

(19) a. [Battaa-rannaa]-mo hoomu-ni kaetta. 
batter-runner-also home-to returned 
'The batter (the runner who just hit) also reached home.' 

b. [Syoogakusee]-mo sono mondai-o toita 
elementary.student-also that problem-(ACC) solved 
'Even (an) elementary student(s) solved that/those problem(s)' 

Suppose (19a) was uttered after successive defensive errors allowed the batter to reach 

home as well as the runners on base. The interpretation may include similarity (in 

addition to those runners, the batter reached home), extreme (even the batter, who is least 

likely, reached home), and topicality (the batter, who I never thought would reach home 

because he had received the third strike, reached home). Analogously, (19b) can have 

such various interpretations. 

The real difficulty is that we never know the significance of each reading. 

(20) CONTEXT H CONTEXT I CONTEXT J 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

The probability or significance of each reading may vary. In the cases of typical 

examples of ambiguity, more contextual information narrows down the probability. In 

this case, however, sometimes only rough estimates of each probability (or significance) 
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are possible, if more precise contextual information is available. Even the speaker will be 

unaware of such matters. We do not even know whether such probabilities should be 

represented in absolute values or relative values.^ 

This difficulty is not due to ambiguity, but due to vagueness. The distinction 

between vagueness and ambiguity has been widely discussed (e.g. Quine 1960, Lakoff 

1970, Atlas 1977, and Gazdar 1979), but we are not re-evaluating their discussions 

because our current study is just concluding that toritate-joshi interactions are basically 

not ambiguity issues. In order to distinguish vagueness from ambiguity, Crystal notes the 

following property of vagueness. 

(21) Vagueness (Crystal 1997: 17) 
[A] vague sentence, on the other hand, permits an unspecifiable range of possible 
interpretations.^ 

This means, for example, that there could be "various reasons" why one interprets a 

particular use of -mo 'also' as similarity. It may be because the similarity reading is 

significant, it is relatively significant, other readings are not available, etc. 

Toritate-joshi carry vague interpretations. We will assume the structure of the 

vagueness as follows. All toritate-joshi share identical parameters for interpretation, and 

the values of the parameters are associated with the context more than with the lexical 

entry. These unspecified values are the origin of the vagueness. Although the term 

"parameter" gives an impression that it is something "atomic" or something like a 

' For example, CONTEXT H in (20) is represented as an absolute value (all 100%), but could be represented 
as a relative value (33.3% each). 
^ Again, I personally want to generalize to "vagueness permits..but I leave it unchanged. 
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"feature", we are not assuming so. In this thesis the term refers to some particularized 

items which are important for the interpretation of toritate-joshi or focalizers. We will 

discuss information structures for toritate-joshi interpretation in the following sections. 

2. Basics 

2.1 'Declaration' and 'indication' 

In Chapter 1, we saw an utterance (sentence) with a focalizer minimally represented in 

two parts. Let us repeat the two-way representations of toritate-joshi below. 

(22) a. [Taroo]-dake kita. 
Tare-only came 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo]-mo kita. 
Taro-also came 
'Taro also came.' 

(23) T = Taro; K{x) = 'x kita' (x came); T' = variable for an individual 

a. (i) /:(T) 
( i i )  ( V T ' ) [ T ' ^ T ^ ( T ' ) ]  

b. (i) /:(T) 
(ii) (3T')[T';^T A A:(T')] 

Horn (1969) considers the logical consequences of those pieces of information, and 

groups (the English counterparts of) (23a-i) and (24b-ii) together, calling them 

'presupposition', and (23a-ii) and (23b-i) together, calling them 'assertion'. On the other 

hand, toritate-joshi analyzers in Japan consider what are referred to by toritate-joshi, and 
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group (23a-i) and (23b-i) together to call them the references to 'self and (23a-ii) and 

(23b-ii) together to call them the references to 'others'. 

There are several reasons to justify each approach, but one of the largest factors 

that divides the two views can be described as follows. The former considers the 

contribution of the whole proposition (A'(T), —iAr(T'), etc.) to the interpretation, while the 

latter considers what is the target in each proposition (T or T'). 

We would like to take the third option in which we consider the whole proposition 

primarily for the interpretation as in the presuppositional analysis but group its subparts 

as in the other view. We group (23a-i) and (23b-i) together as 'declaration', and (23a-ii) 

and (23b-ii) together as 'indication'. Roughly, 'declaration' is a piece of information 

directly carried by the utterance.' 'hidication' is a piece of information indirectly carried 

by the utterance, i.e. inferred by the interpreter."' Detailed discussions of each term will 

be given in the later subsections. 

This division is actually parallel to one of the parametric pairs proposed by 

Numata (1986). She proposes a two-way reference of meiji-teki shucho 'explicit claim' or 

simply shucho 'claim' and anji-teki shucho 'implicit claim' or simplyywArwmz 

'implication' in her analysis of toritate-joshi. We use new terms to avoid conftision with 

some other established conceptions such as "explicature" and "implicature" in Relevance 

Theory (Sperber and Wilson 1986, 1995), "implicature" based on Gricean Maxims (Grice 

1975), "imply" and "implication" in logics, etc. 

' The term "declaration" here is not identical to the one widely used in the theories of speech acts 
descended from the work of Austin (1962). For distinction, single quotation marks are used to refer to our 
own 'declaration' throughout this thesis. 
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2.2 "Base" and "open" expressions 

Before we discuss 'declaration' and 'indication', we introduce two structures that are 

obtained from an utterance with a focalizer. Let us consider the simple example sentences 

in (22), which are repeated as (24) below. 

(24) a. [Taroo]-dake kita. 
Taro-only came 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo]-mo kita. 
Taro-also came 
'Taro also came.' 

One of the structures is the "base expression", which is obtained by "eliminating the 

focalizer". The base expression for (24a) and (24b) is Taroo(-ga) kita 'Taro came'." The 

other important structure is the "open expression", which is obtained by "eliminating the 

focalizer and abstracting the target away", or "abstracting the target away from the base 

expression". The open expression of (24a) and (24b) is x kita 'x came'. Hence, one 

particular substitution (by the target) in an open expression will result in the base 

expression. A brief summary is given below.(T = Taro; ̂ ^(x) = 'x kita') 

Similar to 'declaration', single quotation marks are used to refer to our own 'indication' throughout this 
thesis. 
" It is an important question whether or not base expression includes the "recovered" joshi such as -ga, 
which is famous as "subject marker" or "nominative case marker". We are not ready to answer this 
question, but assume such recovery is unnecessary for simplicity's sake. The sentence without -ga {"Taroo 
kita") is fully understandable, and in fact used in conversation very often (normally followed by (an)other 
joshi). e.g. Taroo kitayo-ne? 'Taro came, didn't he?' 

Since our examples are mostly sentences, we sometimes use terms "base sentence" and "open sentence" 
as well. 
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(25) base expression 
• the utterance minus focalizer(s) 

base expression English gloss logical representation 
Taroo kita 'Taro came' ^(T) 

(26) open expression 
• abstraction of the target from base expression 

open expression English gloss logical representation 
X kita 'x came' Xx.K{x) 

(27) Relation between base expression and open expression'^ 

base expression 
K{T) 

abstraction 
»> 

«< 

substitution 

open expression 
'kx.K{x) 

Using those terms, for example, statements such as "'declaration' equals the base 

expression", "substitution by 'others' in the open sentence", etc. are frequently used in 

this thesis. 

2.3 'Declaration' 

2.3.1 'Declaration' <— base expression 

The 'declaration' is directly conveyed from the utterance under any circumstances. The 

expression "directly conveyed" here refers to the fact that the utterance itself is some 

description of a state, event, etc. Concretely, the base expression is always a 'declaration' 

of the utterance. 
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It is widely recognized that an utterance with toritate-joshi carries the information 

expressed by the sentence without the toritate-joshi, i.e. its base expression (e.g. Numata 

1986:120f). 

(28) linguistic English logical 
expression gloss representation^'^ 

?L. utterance-. [Taroo]-dake kita 'only Taro came' Ar(dake(T)) 
b. declaration'. Taroo kita 'Taro came' -^(T) 

(29) linguistic English logical 
expression gloss representation 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-mo kita 'Taro also came' /r(mo(T)) 
b. declaration: Taroo kita 'Taro came' ^(T) 

According to Konig (1991), this is a universal property of focalizers. (Konig's "focus 

particles" is equivalent to our "focalizers". We will discuss "entail(ment)" in 2.3.4) 

Sentences with focus particles entail the corresponding sentences without [focus] 
particles. (Konig 1991: 33) 

We confirm that this holds in English. (J = John; We use K{x) for 'x came', for 

simplicity's sake.) 

(30) linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: only [John] came Ar(only(J)) 
b. declaration: John came Ar(J) 

The symbols "«<" and rather than " and are employed to show the relations between 
the expressions which are not logical consequences in a strict sense. 

We temporarily use [F](x) to represent '7targets x' here, i.e. dake(T) represents '-dake targets T(aro)', 
etc. 
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(31) linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [John] also came Ar(also(J)) 
b. declaration: John came A!'(J) 

The proposition of the 'declaration' is derived in such a systematic fashion, reference and 

structure preserving; and also meaning preserving in that it is always part of the 

interpretation of the utterance. 

2.3.2 'Declaration' <-> base expression 

In fact, the base expression is the only candidate for the 'declaration' (i.e. 'declaration' 

base expression). We eventually conclude that "'declaration' -> base expression" in 

the following (sub)sections. Combined with the inference "'declaration' base 

expression", which is discussed in 2.3.1 above, we conclude that "'declaration' <-> base 

expression". That is, the 'declaration' is exhaustively listed by the base expression. 

Instead of proving "'declaration' —> base expression" directly, we take a 

roundabout way by showing that information other than base expression cannot be a 

piece of 'declaration', but must be a piece of 'indication'. Discussions about 'indication' 

are given in Section 3. 

2.3.3 'Declaration' 'self 

This is a natural consequence from "'declaration' <-> base expression". Here is another 

motivation for why we assume "'declaration' 'self". 
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Japanese examples Taroo-dake kita in (28) and Taroo-mo kita in (29), and their 

English correspondents only John came in (30) and John also came in (31) are all 

affirmative, predicated of Taro/John, and describing Taro/John. hiformation about 

someone else is considered to be secondary. In addition, logically speaking, those 

toritate/focalized sentences can be interpreted without referring to 'others' at all.'^ In this 

sense, information about 'others' is not included in 'declaration' (but in 'indication'), 

which is straightforwardly provided, preserving the structure of the utterance. 

2.3.4 'Declaration' (but c) entailment 

There are a couple of reasons why we do not use the more familiar term "entailment" as 

Konig (1991) does. The most crucial aspect we are concerned with is that entailment is a 

logical relation between a pair of propositions. 'Declaration', on the other hand, is more 

restrictive. It is some state, event, etc. that the utterance itself describes, and is structure 

preserving. 

An example of entailment is as in (32) below. (32a) entails (32b). 

(32) a. I can see a dog. 
b. I can see an animal. 

The truth of (32b) necessarily follows from the truth of (32a). In other words, one cannot 

both affirm (32a) and deny (32b) (contradiction). 

" i.e. In interpretation, 'self can be exhaustively referred to without comparing with 'others'. Discusssions 
of "exhaustiveness" and "comparativeness" are given in Chapter 4. 

These examples are taken from Crystal (1997: 136). 
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The relation between an utterance (sentence) with a focalizer and its base 

expression, i.e. 'declaration', is exactly the same as this relation. 

(33) a. Only [John] came. 

The truth of (33b) and (34b) necessarily follows from the truth of (33a) and (34a), 

respectively; and, of course, one cannot both affirm (33a) and deny (33b), nor both affirm 

(34a) and deny (34b). 'Declaration' is sure to be a kind of entailment. 

However, 'declaration' is not the only propositions that may be logical 

conclusions of an utterance with a focalizer. Consider the other piece of the two-way 

representation, which we have called "reference to 'others'" and will eventually call 

'indication'. (J = John; K{x) = 'x came'; J' = variable for an individual) 

(35) a. Only [John] came. 

b. John came. 

(34) a. [John] also came, 
b. John came. 

b. (VJ')[J'^iJ ^(J')] 
c. No one other than John came. 

(36) a. 
b. 

[John] also came. 
(3J')[J'?tj A A'(J')] 

c. Someone other than John came. 

The truth of (35b), which can be glossed in an English sentence as in (35c),'^ necessarily 

follows from the truth of (35a), logically. Similarly, the truth of (36b), which is glossed in 

an English sentence as in (36c), necessarily follows from the truth of (36a). In other 



words, one cannot both affirm (35a) and deny (35b), nor both affirm (36a) and deny 

(36b). It is concluded that 'indication' is also a kind of entailment.'^ This is unfortunate 

because we would like to distinguish 'indication' from 'description'. The term 

"entailmenf is not adequate to exhaustively describe the relation in (33) and (34). 

In order to judge whether one proposition entails another, we must know the 

meanings of those sentences and of components of the sentences. For example, to 

conclude that / can see a dog (= (32a)) entails / can see an animal (= (32b)), we must 

know that the lexical and mereological/taxonomical relation of {x: x is a dog} c {y: y is 

an animal} and it holds in those propositions. (37) is a similar pair of examples. (37a) 

entails (37b). 

(37) a. John went to Tokyo. 
b. John went to Japan. 

However, (38a) does not entail (38b), nor does (38b) entail (38a). 

(38) a. John wrote about Tokyo. 
b. John wrote about Japan. 

Knowing Tokyo is part of Japan is not enough for this judgment. We must have intuition 

or knowledge such as "writing about Japan is more than writing about Tokyo", ''writing 

about Japan does not have to include writing about Tokyo", etc. What is happening here 

is that the predicates went to and write about require different roles for their object 

" English "translations" of logico-semantic expressions are sometimes problematic. See Section 3.3 below 
for discussion. 



Japan: roughly, going to Japan means going to some part of Japan-, while writing about 

Japan means writing about Japan in general (which may or may not include a story 

about Tokyo). 

As we have seen, entailment is a relation concluded by a (relatively) thorough 

examination of two propositions. On the other hand, 'declaration' is a proposition 

systematically obtained (by eliminating focalizers), and its truth is guaranteed as long as 

the utterance (before eliminating focalizers) is true. The relation is automatic and sure. 

Hence, we know what the 'declaration' is even if the focalizer's target is unknown. 

(39) a. John also went to [Tokyo]. 
b. [John] also went to Tokyo. 

(40) John went to Tokyo. 

Both (39a) and (40a) have the declaration in (40). However, their entailments differ if the 

targets are different. (39a) entails (41a) in the same sense that (36a) entails (36b'); but 

does not entail (41b). Similarly, (39b) entails (41b); but does not entail (41a). 

(41) a. John went to somewhere other than Tokyo. 
b. Someone other than John went to Tokyo. 

Also, we know what the 'declaration' is even if we do not really know the meaning of the 

two propositions. 

English even has a different story in 'indication'. The Japanese counterparts to those focalizers discussed 
above are different too. See Section 3.2 below. 



(42) a. John also went to [Senso-ji]. 
b. John went to Sens6-ji. 

Without knowing what/where Sens5-ji is, (42b) is confirmed from (42a). However, 

without knowing that Senso-ji is (a temple) in Tokyo, we cannot confirm (37a) from 

(42a). 

2.3.5 Utterance and base expression ('declaration') 

An utterance (sentence) with a focalizer and its base expression have a systematic 

relation in their surface expression (elimination/introduction of a focalizer). This relation 

can be presented as in (43) below." 

(43) Relation between focalizer (foe) expression and base expression: surface 

elimination of foe 
('declaration ) 

foe expression »> base expression 
^(foc(T)) «< ^(T) 

addition of foe 
(toritate) 

In addition, an utterance with a focalizer and its base expression have a systematic 

relation in their meanings. The former 100% guarantees (entails) the latter under any 

circumstances. In other words, the latter must be part of the interpretation of the former. 

Their relation can be presented as in (44) below. 

" The term toritate is used above, which is equal to "focalizer focus" (Chapter 2). It is due to the 
availability of space; and also because we do not want to use the term foealizer focus. 
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(44) Relation between focalizer (foe) expression and base expression: meaning 

P; focalizer expression 
Q:base expression ('declaration') 

By toritate (focalizer focus) the base expression is augmented, not changed, in its final 

expression (introduction of a focalizer) and also in its interpretation (the complement of 

Q: shaded area in (44) above). That is, both Q ('declaration') and the shaded area 

(augmented interpretation) must be included in the interpretation of P (the utterance). Q 

and the shaded area must be in the logical relation of "and"—both must be available to 

interpret P.^° 

Since 'declaration' eliminates all the distinguishing properties of focalizers, it is 

the shaded area that characterizes the interpretations of (inter-Zintra-) focalizers/toritate-

joshi. It is 'indication' that fills the shaded area. In other words, the stable piece of 

interpretation is represented as 'declaration', and the additional interpretations are 

represented as 'indication', which we will discuss below. 

The relation of / can see a dog (= (32a)) and / can see an animal (= (32b)) is different. The former is 
included in the latter, but the former entails the latter, i.e. Q entails P. This is because Q (here, I can see a 
dog) and the complement of Q (say, I can see a cat, I can see a horse, etc.) are in the relation of "or" for the 
interpretation of P (/ can see an animal). 
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2.4 'Indication' 

2.4.1 Complete chart for basic representation 

'hidication' is indirectly conveyed from the utterance. The expression "indirectly 

conveyed" here refers to the fact that the proposition is not what the utterance itself 

describes, but is somehow obtainable by the interpreters. It is available from the utterance, 

but the "strength" of it is flexible depending on the context, i.e. it may differ interlocutor 

to interlocutor. (Remember that "context" in this thesis refers to a broader notion.) 

The other part of the two-way representation (cf (23) in Section 2.1) (besides 

'declaration') is a typical example of 'indication'. Combined with the discussion in 

Section 2.3 about 'declaration', we are proposing the following charts as the basic 

representations of toritate-joshi.^' (T = Taro; K(x) = 'x came; T' = variable for an 

individual) 

(45) linguistic 
expression 

logical 
representation 

A:(dake(T)) a. utterance: [Taroo]-dake kita 
'only Taro came' 

b. declaration: Taro kita 
'Taro came' 

c. indication: Taro-igai konakatta 
'No one other than Taro came 

K{T) 

(VT')[T'9tT ^ ̂ (T')] 

2 1  
-igai 'other than', konakatta 'didn't come'. They are just for convenience and for ease of understanding. 
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(46) linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-mo kita Ar(mo(T)) 
'Taro also came' 

b. declaration'. Taro kita Ar(T) 
'Taro came' 

c. indication: Taro-igai kita (3T')[T';tT A/^(T')] 
'Someone other than Taro came' 

We assume that toritate-joshi (and English focalizer) interpretations are represented by 

'declaration' and 'indication' as in (45) and (46) above. Of course, similar representations 

are assumed for English focalizers. (J = John; K{x) = 'x came; J' = variable for an 

individual) 

(47) linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: only [John] came Ar(only(J)) 
b. declaration: John came X'(J) 
c. indication: No one other than John came (VJ')[J'9tj —> —iS^(J')] 

(48) linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [John] also came A'(also(J)) 
b. declaration: John came Ar(J) 
c. indication: Someone other than John came (3J')[J';!!:J A i^(J')] 

We also assume multiple pieces of information for 'indication', i.e. 'indication' 

(potentially) contains more than one proposition like (45c) for each focalizer. The 

multiple pieces generate various interpretations of focalizers. We, however, now 

concentrate on establishing the status of 'indication' using a typical example as in (45c)-

(48c), which has been introduced as 'others' (cf (23a-ii) and (23b-ii)) so far. 
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2.4.2 'Indication' = implicature 

What the term 'indication' refers to resembles the now-widely-used term "implicature". 

Especially, 'indication' is quite similar to "conventional implicature" discussed in 

Karttunen and Peters (1975, 1979). However, we do not adopt the term in respect to 

22 Grice's origmal work. 

The terms and ideas of "implicature" and "conventional implicature" were created 

by Grice (1975). As is well-known, he established Maxims of Conversation in order to 

distinguish conventional implicature from conversational implicature. Putting all the 

details aside, the former is implicature that involves no conversational rules or principles, 

and the latter is implicature that involves conversational rules or principles. A well cited 

example of the former is that of but. 

(49) a. Mary got pregnant, and John was pleased. 
b. Mary got pregnant, but John was pleased. 

The interpretation difference that the conjunctive but brings, which is not truth-

conditional, cannot be dealt with using any conversational factors such as Gricean 

maxims of conversation. Thus, the difference is supposed to be from the lexical entry of 

but. 

This seems similar to 'indication' in assuming that lexical entries (meanings) 

influence the interpretation. However, as discussed in Section 2.1 above, we are going to 

This thesis is not intended to give a full exegesis of the Gricean program. Our primary purpose here is 
clarification of terms. Some details are omitted. 
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deal with items (propositions) whose "strength" or "degree" is not attached to the lexical 

entry but dramatically changes in context. Moreover, 'indication' is sometimes truth-

conditional (see below for discussion), which is not essential to Gricean "conventional 

implicature". See also Kay (1990; 74f) and Konig (1991: 3-5). 

2.4.3 Probability of'indication' 

The unstable probability of 'indication' might be hard to notice, or small enough to 

ignore, as long as we only consider a limited number of English focalizers. See the 

examples below. 

(50) Only [John] came. 

(51) [John] also came. 

The 'indications' of the two English sentences are (52) and (53) below, respectively. (J = 

John; K{x) = 'x came; J' = variable for an individual) These are the English counterparts 

of (22) and (23) in Section 2.1 above.) 

(52) No one other than John came. (VJ')[J'7!=J —> —i^(J')] 

(53) Someone other than John came. (3J')[J'5^J A Ar(J')] 

It seems that the statements in (52) and (53) are as certain as their 'declaration' {John 

came, K{i)). Nonetheless, we categorize them as 'indication', rather than 'declaration', 

not only because we concluded that 'others' are 'indications' (of Section 2.3.3 above) but 

also because their probabilities are unstable in other examples. As much as it is not a 
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common property among focalizers, we would like to distinguish this class from 

description that is common to all focalizers. 

First, English even does not conform such a statement. 

(54) a. Even [elementary school kids] solved the problem set. 
b. Even [a door replacement] required governmental permission. 

Their 'indications' are as in (55) below, since even is an additive (inclusive) focalizer. 

(55) a. Someone other than elementary school kids solved the problem set. 
b. Something other than a door replacement required governmental 

permission. 

Some may claim that (55a) and (55b) are not simply indicated but in reality are warranted 

by the utterances of (54a) and (54b), respectively. Indeed the utterances in (54) strongly 

indicate (55), but the latter are not guaranteed from the former. Suppose that a problem 

set is created for college students, and it is tested on elementary school kids beforehand. 

When the kids solve the problem set, one can say (54a), but it does not mean (55a) 

because the problem set has not been offered to others yet in this situation. (55a) just 

expects that "someone other than elementary school kids, who has higher education than 

the elementary school kids would solve the problem set", rather than indicates it. 

Similarly, (55b) is felicitous even if no other governmental permission was an issue in the 

past. See also Section 3 below for more discussion of even. The Japanese counterpart, 

-sae, exhibits similar interactions. (Examples and discussions of -sae are given in Chapter 

4, Section 3.2, and omitted here.) 
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Second, concerning the example in (51), the Japanese counterpart of also, which 

is -mo, does not confirm (53) as having been mentioned. Let us repeat an example 

discussed in Section 1.3 in this chapter below. 

(56) [Omae]-mo otona-ni natta. 
you-also adult-to became 
'You grew up (matured).' 

The 'indication' of this is (57) below. 

(57) Omae-igai otona-ni natta. 
you-other.than adult-to became 
'Someone other than you grew up (matured).' 

Given a proper context, (56) cm allow the interpreter to infer (57). However, (56) is 

normally just describing the Hstener, not referring to anyone else. 

Third, and last, turning to the example in (50), one of the Japanese counterparts of 

only, which is -bakari (or -bakkarf'^, the other is our familiar -dake), shows properties 

similar to -mo: the probability of (52) changes by context. See the examples below. 

(58) a. Kono mati-wa usotuki-dake iru. 
this town-TOP liar-only exist 
'There are only liars in this town.' 

b. Kono mati-wa usotuki-bakari iru. 
this town-TOP liar-only exist 
'There are only liars in this town.' 

-Bakari is stylistic, while -bakkari is colloquial. -Bakka, which is the shortened form of -bakkari, is also 
used quite often colloquially. 
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They basically mean the same thing, but are different in that the latter, with -bakari, can 

be used even if there is an honest person, as long as the number or percentage of liars is 

notable. That is, the existence of a non-liar (= honest person) is not denied by the 

utterance in (58b) by itself (but by context). The English focalizer mostly is somewhat 

similar to -bakari in this sense, though we do not discuss it here. Detailed discussion of 

-bakari, and some of mostly, is continued in Chapter 4, Section 3.2. 

The information of 'others' in the two-way representation is secondarily obtained 

through the interpreter's effort. In addition, many focalizers or toritate-joshi do not 100% 

warrant the information of 'others'. Considering them, we prefer to keep the split of 

'indication' from 'declaration' as we have given it for our toritate-joshi analysis, because 

of the essential differences between the two classes of speech act. 

2.4.4 'Declaration' vs. 'Indication' 

The distinctive properties between the two are as follows. 

(59) 'Declaration' vs. 'Indication' 
'Declaration' 

• Obtained preserving the reference and the structure of the actual utterance 
• Associated with the expression (context-free) 
• About 'self 

'Indication' 
• Obtained alternating the reference and/or the structure of the actual utterance 
• Not necessarily associated with the expression (context-dependent) 
• About either 'self or 'others' 
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3. Presuppositional analysis 

In this section we examine the "presuppositional analysis" proposed by Horn (1969), and 

justify ourselves in not employing his original analysis. Of course the analysis is very 

suggestive and we owe our analysis, and I believe many other recent focalizer analyses, 

to his proposal, in large part. The validity of the categories of presupposition and 

assertion are mainly discussed. We also discuss examples with even, which we have not 

yet mentioned very much, extensively. 

3.1 Horn (1969) 

Horn (1969) analyzed the interpretations of focalizers into a presupposition and an 

assertion. (The examples below are Rooth's (1985: 27) English-expressed version.) 

(60) a. Only [John] came. 
b. presupposition: John came. 
c. assertion: No one other than John came. 

(61) a. Even [John] came. 
b. presupposition: Someone other than John came. 
c. assertion: John came. 

He used only to represent exclusive (restrictive) focalizers, as we have done so far. 

However, he used even to represent inclusive (additive) focalizers. We have used also for 

this purpose because its interpretation is more typical for inclusive focalizers though this 

has not been clearly explained yet. He did so probably because the syntactic behavior of 

even is similar to that of only (See Chapter 7 for the discussion of syntactic properties of 
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English focalizers). This, however, brings us to a big question because even carries both 

more and less information than also does. We will start our discussion from this point in 

Section 3.2. 

Another question here is that the structure preserving and 100% warranted 

proposition (our 'declaration') of (60b) and (61c), John came, is treated differently: 

presupposition in (60), and assertion in (61). We need to reexamine what presupposition 

represents and what assertion represents. We will discuss presupposition in Section 3.3 

and assertion in Section 3.4 below. 

3.2 Examples with even 

The example with even in (61a) will be treated as in (62) below in our basic system. 

(62) a. utterance: Even [John] came. 
b. declaration: John came. 
c. indication: Someone other than John came. 

In Section 2.4.3 above, we have already discussed that the reference to 'others' is not 

required for interpretation of an utterance with even. This is one of the reasons why the 

statement in (61b) is hsted as 'indication' in (62c). Repeating the examples, the 

utterances in (63 a) and (63b) themselves do not confirm (64a) and (64b), respectively, in 

some context. 

(63) a. Even [elementary school kids] solved the problem set. 
b. Even [a door replacement] required governmental permission. 
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(64) a. Someone other than elementary school kids solved the problem set. 
b. Something other than a door replacement required governmental 

permission. 

Analogously, the utterance (62a) strongly indicates (62c), but the latter is not guaranteed 

from the former. When (62a) is uttered under the expectation that John would have a hard 

time coming, the utterance (62a) does not necessarily infer (62c). This can be confirmed 

by assuming a situation in which the speaker kept waiting for some people but no one has 

ever shown up. 

The primary semantic or interpretational contribution of even is actually the 

'indication' of "(un)likelihood" or "(un)expectation" (cf Karttunen and Karttunen (1977), 

Karttunen and Peters (1979), etc.) and/or "scale" (cf Horn (1972), Gazdar (1979), 

Fauconnier (1975a, 1975b, 1979), Hirschberg (1991), etc.) of the target. These 

discussions refer to the fact that (63a) indicates "someone who has a higher education 

than the elementary school kids would solve the problem set". Thus, this additional 

'indication' (to the 'indication' in the two-way representation) must be considered more 

seriously for the analysis of even, or for the deeper analysis of focalizers in general. We 

discuss this topic later in Chapter 4. 

The information or statement in (62c) is better indicated by also, too, or as well 

than by even in English. However, the syntactic properties of also, too, and as well are 

very different from those of only and even. Let us briefly check it. 
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(65) a. Only [John] came. 
Even [John] came. 
Also(,) [John] came, 

* Too [John] came. 

b. 
c. 
d. cf. d'. [John] came, too. 

cf. e'. [John] came, as well. e. * As well [John] came. 

While (65a) and (65b) are quite natural, (65c) sounds a little different from them because 

a pause is required before John, as indicated by a comma with brackets. (65d) and (65e) 

are simply ungrammatical. This is why Horn and the following studies discuss even 

paired with only, but speaking from the viewpoint of interpretational analyses of even, the 

pairing is unfortunate. It becomes clear below when we review the terminologies used for 

discussion of the interpretation of even. 

3.3 Presupposition 

3.3.1 Definitions of presupposition 

There are many ways to define presupposition (See Soames (1989), for examples). One 

of the most important aspects is the distinction of whether the presupposition is pragmatic 

or semantic. In other words, whether we discuss presuppositions that speakers make or 

presuppositions that sentences make. 

In linguistics, more attention is paid to the former side, and the term is normally 

defined with reference to interlocutors—speaker(s) and hearer(s). For example, 

Jackendoff (1972) uses the term in almost the same way as 'old information' which is the 

complement of'new information', i.e. for him, 'presupposition' is the complement of 

'focus'. 
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Some, on the other hand, define the term without reference to interlocutors, but by 

the logical relation between two propositions, i.e. semantically, as in (66) below.^'' 

(66) P presupposes Q: 
((P ^ 1) ^ (Q ^ 1)) A ((P ^ 0) ^ (Q ^ 1)) 

This logico-semantic definition of presupposition contrasts with the logico-semantic 

definition of entailment in (64). 

(67) P entails Q; 
((P 1) ^ (Q ^ 1)) A ((P ^ 0) ^ (Q ^ (0 V 1))) 

The second member of the conjunction in (67) must be read "the falsity of P 

implies/requires that Q may be true or false", i.e. the falsity of P does not decide the truth 

value of Q. Let us repeat the example used in Section 2.3.4 above, where we discussed 

entailment. (68a) entails (68b). 

(68) a. I can see a dog. 
b. I can see an animal. 

If (68a) is false, (68b) may be true or false. "I" may or may not be able to see a cat, a 

horse, or some other animal than a dog. On the other hand, presupposition requires that Q 

be true if P is false. See an example of presupposition below. (69a) presupposes (69b). 

Horn (1969) is one of them. He defines presupposition as below. 
Presupposition (Horn 1969: 98) 
If (S-^S') and (—iS^S'), then S presupposes S'. 
(to be read "If from S we can conclude S', ...") 

This definition actually includes two issues: negation of an expression (sentence) with a focalizer; and the 
clarification of meaning of the word "conclude", since we can conclude either logically or contextually. 

Note that our used in (66), (67), and later, is conditional, i.e. strictly logical. 
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(69) a. He has stopped buying videos. 
b. He has bought videos. 

If (69a) is false, (69b) is still true. This relation is shown in the second member of the 

conjunction in (67). 

The first member of the conjunction in (67), which must be read "the truth of P 

implies/requires the truth of Q", seems unchallenging. However, some regard the relation 

as more than a logical one. They often state it informally as in (70) below. 

(70) P presupposes Q (de Swart 1998: 35) 
If P presupposes Q, then P not only implies Q but also implies that the truth of Q 
is somehow taken for granted, or is treated as uncontroversial. 

This is because the truth of Q is not only a logical conclusion from the truth of P but also 

a necessary condition to assert P, i.e. presupposition is both logical and pragmatic. 

Those who support the strict logico-semantic definition in (67) will simply take it that the 

truth of the 'speaker-oriented presupposition' is a necessary condition for determining an 

utterance to be significant and does not include the 'semantic presupposition' in (67). (e.g. 

Katz and Langendoen (1976: 4, fn. 4)) 

This example is taken from Crystal (1997; 136). 
This is because assertion is a speaker-oriented speech act. We will discuss assertion in Section 4 below. 
This will be an inheritance of Strawson's (1950) definition: presupposition is what will be true for the 

utterance to be significant, or to have a truth value, of. The (present) king of France is wise presupposes 
There is a (present) king of France. 
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3.3.2 Presupposition in presuppositional analysis; only 

In presuppositional analysis, it is assumed that (71) presupposes (72). (J = 

came; J' = variable for an individual; we keep using "only(x)" to mean "x 

only") 

(71) a. Only [John] came. 
b. .^:(only(J)) 

(72) a. John came. 
b. /:(J) 

We have already concluded in Section 2.3.4 above that their relation is actually 

entailment [(71) entails (72)]. Let us confirm this by checking the formal definition in 

(66) and (67). 

In order to discuss (logico-semantic) presupposition and related matters, 

judgments of propositions (true, false, or unknown/undeterminable) play important roles 

(e.g. to check (66) or (67)). We must be carefiil with falsifying a proposition with a 

focalizer. Just adding a negative element in an English sentence often fools us because of 

the scope ambiguity that negation naturally carries. 

The first half, "if (71) is true, then (72) is true", is uncontroversial. The second 

halves are important because they make the difference between presupposition and 

entailment. A question here is; if (71) is false, then what about (72)? If (72) is always true, 

then it is presupposition of (71); but if (72) may be true or false, it is an entailment of (71). 

In order to answer this question, we must know what makes (71) false. 

John; K{x) = 'x 

is a target of 
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There are two (values of) propositions that falsify (71). One is the falsity of John 

came. (71) must be a description of John's coming. The other is the truth of someone 

o ther  than  John  came.^^  I f  John  came wi th  Mary ,  the  u t t e rance  (71)  i s  f a l se .Other  

propositions, such as John ran, Mary laughed, etc., do not affect the truth value of (71).^'' 

The following relation holds. 

(73) a. If only [John] came is false, then John came is false or someone other 
than John came is true. 

b. [A:(only(J)) ^ 0] [ { K { J )  ̂  0} v {(3J')[JVJ A i^(J')] ^ 1}] 

The falsity of (71) results from either the falsity of John came (= (72)) or the truth of 

someone other than John came. 

It is concluded that "if (71) is false, then (72) may be true or false" by (73), i.e. 

(71) entails (72) by (67). "(71) presupposes (72)" is rejected because "if (71) is false, (72) 

is false when someone other than John came is true". 

Those who state that (71) presupposes (72) mostly define (semantic) 

presupposition using negation as in (74) below, rather than (66).^' 

(74) P presupposes Q; 
( P ^ Q ) a ( ^ P ^ Q )  

This fact actually confirms that the meaning of (71a) consists of two propositions. 
Of course context makes it felicitous, e.g. The speaker is waiting for some men. However, we are now 

considering logical relations between two propositions (context-free). 
Again, contextual help is not counted in the logical relations. 
Similarly, they define entailment: 

P entails Q: 
(P Q) A (-.Q -> -,P) 
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This is much simpler, and therefore, preferable; but we must be aware of what the 

negation of a focalizer sentence (—iP) will mean. They conclude that the negation of (71) 

implies/concludes/requires (72), but this is unfortunate. It may be concluded so in English, 

but not in logic in a precise sense. 

Let us consider what the negation of (71) mean. It would be expressed as in (75) 

below. 

(75) a. —i(only [John] came) 
b. -n[Kion\ym 

This is usually 'translated' into an English sentence like (76) or (77) below. 

(76) Not only John came. 

(77) It's not true that only John came. 

One can conclude (72) from those above only when one, consciously or non-consciously, 

"narrows down" the scope of the negation to the noun phrase with only, as in (78) and 

(79) below. ([ X ]not means that X is the scope/target of not, or the negation.) 

(78) a. Not [only John]not came. 
b. 

(79) a. It's not true that [only Johnjnot came. 
b. ^(^[oiily(J)]) 

The reading in (78) is obvious because not in this position does not take scope over the 

whole sentence. Examples in (80) confirm this. 
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(80) a. * Not [John ate octopus]not-
b. * Not [it snowedjnot-

Thus, (76) is actually an artificially "reinterpreted" proposition of (75), which we should 

not consider here. (77) can be a relevant paraphrase of (75), if it is interpreted "the 

statement only John came is not true". However, in English (and perhaps various other 

languages as well), negation in the main clause can take scope over the components of 

the subordinate clause. Especially when the subordinate clause includes a focalizer, the 

negative element tends to take scope over the focalizer. The interpretation of (79) relied 

heavily on the polarity or polarity-like connection between the negative element and a 

focalizer. The strong connection can be checked by the following examples. 

(81) a. It's not true that John [only camejnot-
b. It's not true that John ate [only octopusjnot-

Those above are natural, while these below are very hard to get. 

(82) a. It's not true that only John [camejnot-
b. It's not true that only John ate [octopus]not-

As far as (77) is interpreted as in (79), it can conclude (72). However, (79) will be the 

dominant, but, of course, not exhaustive reading of (77). 

It is often difficult to distinguish sentential negation from predicate negation when 

the negative element appears with an auxiliary verb (or the main verb be)?^ (The angle 

brackets indicate that the element inside is actually not included.) 

It is also difficult to claim a logical distinction between (83b) and (84b). 
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(83) a. 
b. 
c. 

John did« 7 come. 
[John did<« 7> come]not 
John [did<« ' f >  comejnot [~i^(J) 

Hence, it will be more reasonable to consider the predicate negation version of (75) as in 

(84) below. 

However, (84) apparently concludes that John came (= (72)) is false. It eventually 

concludes that (72) is not a presupposition of (71) (but an entailment). 

In order to avoid this confusion, the negation of the whole sentence should be 

rephrased as in (85) below after all. 

(85) The statement "only John came" is false. 

This is exactly what we discussed at the beginning of this subsection (3.3.2). 

3.3.3 Presupposition in presuppositional analysis; even 

In presuppositional analysis, it is assumed that (86) presupposes (87). (J = John; K { x )  = 'x 

came; J' = variable for an individual; "even(x)" = "x is a target of even'') 

(86) a. Even [John] came. 

(84) a. Only John [did<« 't> come]not 
b. [-.^(only(J)) 

b. Ar(even(J)) 

(87) a. 
b. 

Someone other than John came. 
(3J')[J';^J A /:(J')] 
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We have already discussed a couple of times (in Sections 2.4.3 and 3.2 above) that (87) is 

not confirmed from (86), i.e. (86) does not presuppose (nor does it entail) (87). The 

reference to 'others' as in (87) must not be regarded as a presupposition of a sentence 

with even. The more important interpretation that even (and its Japanese equivalent -sae) 

brings is "surprise", which we discuss in Chapter 4. 

3.3.4 Presupposition in presuppositional analysis: also 

Horn's presuppositional analysis does not discuss also, which actually is a purer additive 

(inclusive) focalizer than even. If it is an additive focalizer, the presuppositional analysis 

will assume that (88) presupposes (89). (J = John; K{x) = 'x came; J' = variable for an 

individual; "also(x)" = "x is a target of also") 

(88) a. [John] also came. 
b. /:(also(J)) 

(89) a. Someone other than John came. 
b. (3J')[J'5^J A /:(J')] 

We have already concluded in Section 2.3.4 that (88) entails (89), but let us confirm it by 

checking (66) and (67). The procedure is exactly the same as the one we did for only in 

Section 3.3.2; and therefore, details discussed there are omitted here. 

There are two propositions that falsify (88). One is the falsity of John came, 

similarly to the case of only. The other is the truth of no one other than John came, i.e. 

the falsity of someone other than John came (which straightforwardly confirms that (89) 
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is part of the meaning of (88)). If John came alone, the utterance (88) is contradictory. 

The following relation holds. 

(90) a. If [John] also came is false, then John came is false or someone other 
33 than John came is false. 

b. [^(oniy(J)) ^ 0] [{^"(1) 0} v {(3J')[JVJ A ^(J')] ^ 0}] 

It is concluded that "if (88) is false, then (89) may be true or false" by (90). Thus, (88) 

entails (89) by (67). (88) does not presuppose (89) by (66). 

3.4 Assertion; speech act or not 

While many discussions on 'presupposition' are found in the literature, it is rare to see a 

discussion about 'assertion'. There are many discussions of "what are asserted", but it is 

usually the case that the term 'assertion' is used undefined. 

Assertion in linguistics and philosophy of language is usually analyzed as a 

speech act, after Austin (1962). Under the treatment of speech act theory, assertions are a 

subset of representatives. Hence, assertion is roughly defined as "conveyance of the 

speaker's belief about the truth of a proposition".^"^ This is probably what 

presuppositional analysis assumes and we would like to adopt it. However, if we employ 

this definition of assertion, then assertion is actually not an important notion in our 

focalizer analysis. Our analysis is about interpretation of focalizers, which is interpreter-

" We use ''someone other than John came is false" and avoid using its logical equivalent ''no one other 
than John came is true", because the latter includes a negative element, which often confuses us. See the 
discussion in Section 3.3.2 above for confiision resulting from negation. 

This definition is very similar to the definition provided by James Higginbotham (p.c. Spring, 2001): 
Assert p-. "The speaker represents himself as believing that /?." 
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oriented (Section 1 of this chapter); while speech act theory says that it is speaker-

oriented. 

As a matter of fact, a few scholars do not take assertion to be a speech act. For 

example, Lambrecht (1994) gives the definition of assertion as below. 

(91) Pragmatic assertion (Lambrecht 1994: 52) 
The proposition expressed by a sentence which the hearer is expected to know or 
take for granted as a result of hearing the sentence uttered. 

That is, Lambrecht assumes that assertion is something expressed by the uttered 

expression, regardless of the speaker's intent or awareness. This definition will include 

the proposition that is "logically concluded". This is unfortunate because it eliminates the 

distinction between the two-way distinction (presuppositional analysis' presupposition 

and assertion, and our 'declaration' and 'indication) since those two pieces of information 

are both "logically concluded" (see Section 2.3.4 above). 

We have adopted (and will adopt more) Konig's (1991) thorough work on 

focalizers. However, his conceptions of presupposition and assertion are one of the rare 

cases where we do not agree with his analysis. He comments as below: 

(92) Presupposition and assertion (Konig 1991: 54) 
Both in asserting P and in presupposing P, the speaker is committed to P. But 
whereas in the former case, the speaker countenances the possibility that P may be 
false, speakers present themselves as manifesting a much deeper kind of 
commitment in the latter case. 



That is, Konig assumes that the distinction between presupposition and assertion is a 

matter of degree, or strength, of the speaker's commitment. This is unfortunate, again, 

because the distinction between the two becomes very obscure in context. 

3.5 Grouping issue 

We have argued that the definitions of presupposition and assertion are not always 

precise for focalizer analyses. The biggest issue raised by the presuppositional analysis, 

however, is grouping (60b) and (61b) together (as presupposition) and (60c) and (61c) 

together (as assertion). Let us call this the "grouping issue (of presupposition or 

assertion)". The grouping issue naturally draws the following questions. 

What will (60b) and (61b) have in common in relation to the utterances (60a) and 

(61a), respectively, in the light of or regardless of 'presupposition'? What will (60c) and 

(61c) have in common in relation to the utterances (60a) and (61a), respectively, in the 

light of or regardless of 'assertion'? What is the nature of the grouping? What are the 

benefits of such a grouping? These questions are unanswered. Especially after we 

examined the notions of'presupposition' and 'assertion' in the presuppositional analysis, 

the answers to these questions seem to be much harder to get at. Our ' declaration'-

'indication' analysis is much more straightforward and much less confusing. This is why 

we give up the grouping of Horn's presuppositional analysis—keeping the basics and 

other fruitful observations intact. 
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CHAPTER 4: ADDITIONAL 'INDICATIONS' 

This chapter discusses additional 'indications'.' As far as the basic two-way 

representations are concerned, there is no distinction between English even and also, 

Japanese -dake 'only' and -bakari 'only', or -sae 'even' and -mo 'also'. Because 

'declaration' eliminates all focalizer distinctions, the characterizations of focalizers are 

presented by adding more 'indications' to each focalizer. The "polysemy" of focalizers or 

toritate-joshi is accounted for in the same way as well. 

1. More on 'self and 'others' 

Before we discuss the other 'indications', the detailed notions of 'self and 'others' must 

be reviewed. The interpretation of a focalizer/toritate-joshi is influenced very much by 

how 'self and 'others' are recognized in a particular context, i.e. by the interpreter's 

recognition of them. This implies that additional 'indications' introduced in this thesis are 

all closely related to the interpretation of 'self and 'others' in this context. 

1.1 Identification/Reference 

When we (try to) identify some particular object or concept, the following two 

approaches may be taken. One is referring to it internally, i.e. identifying it by its 

' The term/notion of'indication' is introduced and discussed in detail in Chapter 3, Section 2.4. 
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characteristics or properties. The other is referring to it externally, i.e. identifying it by 

comparison with something else.^ Let us consider the following example. 

(1) John hit a home run. 

To identify the hitter in the relevant context of baseball, we may refer to his 

teammates as in (2), or we may refer to his usual area of expertise as in (3). 

(2) John (not Sammy or Barry) hit a home run. 

(3) John (though he is a defensive player) hit a home run. 

Those are actually the two major interpretations of (4) below, in which John is 

particularized by prosodic prominence. 

(4) JOHN hit a home run. 

Putting prosodic prominence on John, one or both of the interpretation in (2) and (3) are 

intensified. 

The "picture" used for the identification is illustrated as in (5) below. 

^ I wanted to avoid using the term "reference" to escape from discussing the deep issues in semantics after 
Russell (1905), but found no better term. Readers must note that I am not discussing the reference/existence 
issues of Russell (1905) vs. Strawson (1950) here. 
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(5) Identifying "John" 

u — 

Sammy 

Powerful 
Hits .333 

No power 
Hits .100 average 
Defense contributor 
Good at bunt 

.etc. 

Hit 73 homers 
last year 

The interpretation of (2) can be obtained only when someone other than John is under 

consideration (referring to other circles than the circle of John), while the interpretation in 

(3) can be obtained by just picking up John's properties (inside John's circle). Let us call 

the former "(identification by) external reference" and the latter "(identification by) 

internal reference". 

It must be noted that the most dominant reading of (4) will actually be as in (6) 

below. 

(6) (Powerless) John (not the slugger Sammy or Barry) hit a home run. 

This interpretation is obtained by comparing the characteristics of John to the 

characteristics of others. That is, the two identification procedures are not 

complementarily distributed, but can be obtained simultaneously. We will take this to be 

a type of extemal reference (= (2)) in terms of having references besides the target. The 
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distinction of external/internal, therefore, equates with the existence/non-existence of a 

reference to 'others'. 

Keeping this fact in mind, we move on to the discussion of 'self and 'others' 

below.^ 

1.2 Contrastiveness; comparativeness plus exhaustiveness 

Let us clarify the terminologies used for the referential or identificational process. In the 

literature, terms such as "contrastiveness" and "exhaustiveness" are used in focus 

analyses.'* The two notions (or "features"), however, are confusing and sometimes treated 

similarly. We propose to give up using the term "contrastive", keep "exhaustiveness", 

and adopt a new term/notion of "comparativeness". Note that these terms/notions are 

employed to explain focalizer interactions more effectively, not as parameters for 

interpretations of focalizers. 

The term "contrast(ive)" is frequently used in focus analyses, including the first 

two chapters of this thesis. A target with a prosodic prominence, such as John in (7), is 

often considered to have "contrastive reading" in the literature. 

(7) JOHN hit a home run. 

^ Although the discussion here is about (proper) nouns, similar points can be made for verbs, adjectives, etc. 
as well. 
'' Kiss (1998) is one of the few who make this distinction clear. 



The contrastive reading will be an interpretation determined by the "external reference" 

discussed in 1.1 above. The contrastive ([+contrast]) reading of (7) is: "not Sammy, not 

Barry, but John (hit a home run)" (= (2)). The non-contrastive ([-contrast]) reading, on 

the other hand, will be an interpretation determined by the "internal reference"; "John, a 

defensive player, (hit a home run)" (= (3)). As long as (the distinction between) the two 

interpretations of (7) are the only matters under consideration, the notion of 

contrastiveness will do it all. However, it is not sufficiently refined for our analysis of 

focalizers. The reasons are as follows. 

The notion of contrastiveness actually consists of two procedures. In order to 

contrast, one needs to: 

(A) compare the target to 'others'; and 
(B) distinguish the target from others by differences. 

The difference in the contrastive/non-contrastive readings above, i.e. (2) vs. (3), is 

obtained by the existence/non-existence of the first procedure (A). Logically speaking, 

however, it is possible to have a non-contrastive interpretation that affirms (A) but denies 

(B). This is the case with additive (inclusive) focalizers. 

(8) [John] also hit a home run. 

The English focalizer also indicates strongly the reference to 'others' more than to the 

target ((A): affirmed), and includes the target with 'others' by similarity [hit a home 

run] ((B): denied). Hence, the (dominant) interpretation of (8) should be called "non-

contrastive", but its nature is very different from that of (3). 
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Next, consider the case of restrictive (exclusive) focalizers. 

(9) Only [John] hit a home run. 

The English focalizer only strongly indicates the reference to 'others' more than the 

targeX John ((A): affirmed), and distinguishes the target from 'others' by difference 

[did/didn't hit a home run\ ((B): affirmed). Hence, the (dominant) interpretation of (9) 

should be called "contrastive", but its nature is very different from that of (2). As a 

consequence, the semantic or interpretational differences of both (2) from (3) and (8) 

from (9) can be explained by the difference of "contrastiveness". In fact, the difference 

between (2) and (3) is the difference between external or internal reference of 'self, 

while the difference between (8) and (9) is the difference in the predication of 'others' (x 

hit a home run)—whether it is similar to or different from that of 'self. 

In order to solve the problem, we extract two major notions from 

"contrastiveness": comparativeness and exhaustiveness. Comparativeness is a matter of 

reference to 'others'. "Comparative" (or [+comparative]) means that 'others' are under 

consideration. "Non-comparative" (or [-comparative]) means that 'others' are not under 

consideration. The interpretational difference between (2) and (3), or external and 

internal references, is the difference in comparativeness. 

Exhaustiveness is a matter of uniqueness of 'self. Consider the open sentence of 

(7)-(9), which is "x hit a home run". When no candidates are known, other than 'self, 

which makes the proposition true or (logically) acceptable, it is "exhaustive" (or 

[+exhaustive]). When (any) 'others' can also make it acceptable, it is "non- exhaustive" 
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(or [-exhaustive]). The interpretational difference between (8) and (9), or the difference 

between additive (inclusive) and restrictive (exclusive) focalizers, is the difference in 

exhaustiveness. While (9) is exhaustive, (8) is not. (9) logically excludes, and (8) 

includes, the possibility of "Someone other than John hit a home run". 

Let us summarize these in a chart. 

(10) Comparativeness and Exhaustiveness 

Comparative: 'others' count 
Exhaustive; only 'self makes the open sentence a true proposition 

Exhaustive Non-exhaustive 

Comparative 
(9); only 

(2): external reference 
(8): also 

Non-comparative (3): internal reference 
(logically impossible) 

If the target is non-comparative, it must be exhaustive because nothing other than 'self is 

under consideration. This is why the lower right cell is empty. 

The facts are actually more complex than what is shown in the table. For example, 

it is logically possible to have a non-comparative (and exhaustive) interpretation for only. 

Suppose the situation is that a person is in a dark room. 
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(11) I see only [black]. 

When (11) is uttered, the reference of 'others' is actually not important and may be 

ignored for its interpretation. It is unknown, either, whether the speaker actually intended 

a reference to 'others', such as "red", "light", "table", etc., at the moment of the utterance. 

Although this issue remains, the most important claim holds; the difference between (2) 

and (3) is the issue of comparativeness, while the difference between (8) and (9) is the 

issue of exhaustiveness. 

2. Scale 

2.1 Extra 'indication' of even 

It was briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 3 that there is a clear difference between 

the interpretations of the following example sentences. 

(12) [John] also came. 

(13) Even [John] came. 

Although (12), with also, is simply interpreted as saying that the target (John) was 

additional (to someone else), (13), with even, is interpreted as saying that the target is 

actually an unexpected or surprising candidate for the open expression (i.e. "x came"). 

This "extra" function of even is often analyzed in terms of its "scalar value". Konig 

(1991: 69) notes this function of even as follows: "In contrast to E[nglish]. also or 

G[erman]. auch, [however,] even (as well as its counterparts in other languages) induces 
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an ordering or scale into the interpretation of the containing sentence. In other words, 

even is both an additive and a scalar particle." 

Scholars have tried to describe this extra information brought by even. In 2.1, we 

briefly review how this has been discussed, and provide some notes to show that this 

value is a little more than the terminologies literally imply. 

Fillmore (1965) notes that even marks a sentence that depicts an event that 

violates some "expectation".^'^ Consider the following example. (All the brackets for the 

target below are added for convenience.^) 

(14) She even reads [Sanskrit], 

Fillmore (1965: 67f) says that sentence (14) conveys not only (15a) but also (15b). 

(15) a. She reads Sanskrit. 
b. One would expect that she does not read Sanskrit. 

Thus, (13) would carry the following interpretation. 

(16) One would have expected that John did not come. 

^ These comments on Fillmore (1965) provided here are actually cited from Kay (1990: 82-83). 
^ Numata (1986) also uses the category of "expectation" {kitai in her original expression in Japanese) to lay 
out the interpretation of-sae, the Japanese equivalent of even. However, this is a different notion from the 
"expectation" discussed here, and we do not discuss her "expectation" in this thesis. 
' The actual target of (14) may be [read Sanskrit] rather than [Sanskrit] as given. We ignore this issue here 
because it does not affect the current discussion. We discuss the target selection issue in Chapter 6, Section 
1.3. 



Horn (1969), Karttunen and Peters (1975, 1979), Karttunen and Karttunen (1977), 

Rooth (1985), etc. carry over this "expectation violation" in their analyses oieven. For 

example, Karttunen and Peters (1979) state that even is characterized by its representation 

of "likelihood", i.e. it values its target as the least likely (or most unlikely), among the 

values under consideration. One of their examples is (17) below. Karttunen and Peters 

(1979: 12) say that (17) infers not only (18a) but also (18b) and (18c). 

(17) Even [Bill] likes Mary. 

(18) a. Bill likes Mary. 
b. Other people besides Bill like Mary. 
c. Of the people under consideration. Bill is least likely to like Mary. 

Hence, one of the interpretations of (13) would be something like that in (19) below.^ 

(19) Of the people under consideration, John was least likely to come. 

Fauconnier (1975a, 1975b) assumes that even identifies the "low(est) point" of 

some contextually given scale. That is, given a set of comparative items in the context, 

those items are aligned in scale by some standard and the target is placed at the bottom. 

Suppose that a set of people, {John, Mike, Mary}, are under consideration for the 

utterance of (13), i.e. "x came". Then, those people are in a "pragmatic (probability) 

scale" (Faucormier's term) as in (20) below. 

^ Fauconnier (1975a: 364-365), whose analysis we discuss in a moment, also mentions "least likely" or 
"likelihood scale" as one of the presuppositions brought by even. These scholars treat likelihood as one of 
the presuppositions (the other is "Someone other than John came"). This is also assumed by Rooth (1985). 
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(20) 

- X2 (e.g. "Mary") 

— xi (e.g. "Mike") 

a: low point: "John" 

The placements of "Mary" and "Mike" may be flipped, but it is not crucial. What is 

crucial here is that "John" is ranked the lowest. 

Either explanation, "expectation violation", "likelihood", or "low(est) point" can 

account for most of the examples of even, including (13), of course. 

However, many examples have been reported, which are not explained well by 

"expectation violation", "likelihood", or "low(est) point". First of all, "expectation" is not 

always violated.' Kay (1990: 83-84) illustrates it convincingly, but let's consider the 

following simpler example from Konig (1991: 71) here. 

(21) All the children were very hungry. Peter had two hamburgers, George ate three 
and Fred, our glutton, even ate [four]. 

Due to the expression glutton, the target is not unexpected at all; rather, it must have been 

quite easy to expect the thing to have happened. 

Similarly, the target does not have to be the "least likely" item among the items 

considered, either. The example in (21) actually confirms it. In (21), the target not only 

"doesn't have to be the least likely candidate", but also will be indeed "not the least likely 

' In order to discuss a violation of expectation, the existence of an expectation must be assumed. However, 
the existence of an expectation itself can be questioned in some occasions. For example, the utterance of 
(17) is always accompanied by (18b). See the discussion immediately following. 
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at all" because of the expression glutton there. Another example is in (22), which is 

provided by Fauconnier (1976: 261-262, cited in Kay (1990: 71)). 

(22) George drank a little wine, a little brandy, a little rum, a little calvados, and even a 
little [armagnac]. 

In (22) armagnac does not have to be the "least likely" item that George drank then. In 

some context, the phrase ''even a little armagnac''' can be interpreted that "yet more 

alcohol (was consumed by George)", not specifically emphasizing armagnac, to mean 

"so many kinds of beverages were consumed by George". In such a case, the order of 

those beverage items can be shuffled as in (23) below (Fauconnier (1976: 262)). 

(23) George drank a little rum, a little wine, a little armagnac, a little calvados, and 
even a little [brandy]. 

If this shuffle does not change the interpretation of the sentence, it shows that the item 

chosen at the end is not necessarily the least likely item. 

There are some exceptions to the "low(est) point" value too. It must be noted that 

Fauconnier actually refers to the "end-of-scale", rather than to the "low(est) point", as 

Kay (1990: 89) notes."' This is because in Fauconnier's (1975a, 1975b, 1979) generalized 

analyses for pragmatic scales, any superlative can occupy the "low point"; and 

superlatives usually occur in antonymous pairs such as hottest and coldest, easiest and 

most difficult, and so forth. The "low point" can be flipped by the choice of the 

superlative expression. This implies that the target is not necessarily associated with a 



negative value. Stating so, Kay (1990: 89f) further points out that the target is not always 

the "end-of-scale". He provides the following examples: 

(24) a. Not only did Mary win her first round match, she even [made it to the 
quarter finals]. 

b. The administration was so bewildered that they even had [lieutenant 
colonels] making major policy decisions. 

These are obvious cases when a fiirther end of scale is expected: e.g. the final match in 

(24a) and lieutenant commander, second lieutenant, and many more in (24b). 

2.2 'Indications' of even 

We explain the meaning of and interpretation of even by clearly stating the following two 

points. First, we do not incorporate the assumption of scalar value in the meaning of a 

focalizer. The scalar value is an interpretation contextually obtained, but is not lexically 

registered to a focalizer (Section 2.2.1). Second, we assume two independent 

'indications': inclusiveness and "surprise". The latter 'indication' is what was discussed 

in Section 2.1 above, which is basically independent from the notion of scale (Section 

2.2.2). 

Konig (1991: 37f, 69f) says that scalar value which a focus particle [which is our "focalizer"] brings is 
either Maximum or Minimum, meaning "either edge of a scale". 
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2.2.1 Scalar value of even 

We do not employ the scale as given in (20) proposed by Fauconnier (1975a, 1975b, 

1979) for the meaning (precisely, one of the lexical meanings) of even. As a consequence, 

his assumption of the "low(est) point", or the revised version of it (the "end-of-scale" 

assumption) is not fiilly incorporated in our analysis. One reason is because of the fact 

that examples such as in (24) exist, as Kay (1990) points out (already discussed in 2.1). 

The other is because it assumes the reference to 'others' in the interpretation. As a matter 

of fact, such reference ("external reference", see Section 1 of this chapter) is not required 

for the interpretation of an expression with even. 

All the discussions cited above seem to assume that even always has comparative 

readings. It is a natural consequence of the assumption that even is an additive (inclusive) 

focalizer. Also, it is a natural consequence of the assumption that even conveys scalar 

value. However, the target of even does not have to be in comparison with 'others'. We 

have already discussed this in Chapter 3, Section 2.4.3. Repeating one of those examples 

here, (25a) can simply be interpreted as in (25b), not meaning (25c) at all. 

(25) a. Even [elementary school kids] solved the problem. 
b. This problem set is not as hard as we thought. 
c. Someone other than elementary school kids solved the problem. 

An additional example is in (26) below. 

(26) a. Even [John] hit a home run. 
b. This gusty weather changes baseball into a very different sport. 
c. Someone other than John hit a home run. 



The comparative reading of (26a) will be something like "John hit a home run, not to 

mention the sluggers Sammy and Barry", indicating (26c). This is not the only 

interpretation available. Suppose the situation when the wind blows so strong that people 

start wondering if the game will be postponed. A twelve-year-old ball boy, John, comes 

to the plate and knocks a ball before the game, and the ball goes over the fence. Then, the 

utterance in (26a) is felicitous, meaning (26b), but not meaning (26c) at all. (See 2.2.2 

below for the discussion of this interpretation.) 

This may seem to reject the assumption of "pragmatic scale" by Fauconnier 

(1975a, 1975b, 1979) for our focalizer analysis. In fact, we are not rejecting this view, but 

restricting its use. In order for the pragmatic scale to function, the existence of 'others' 

must be assumed; but this will not be true in the case of a non-comparative or 

[-comparative] reading. When the target is non-comparative, there is no room to discuss 

it. When the target is comparative, there is room to discuss the pragmatic scale. We must 

restrict the application of pragmatic scales. 

The final check on the pragmatic scale is whether it is available whenever the 

target is comparative. The answer is no: the pragmatic scale is not always available even 

if the target is comparative. At least the "rigid" scale, as given in (20), is not always 

possible. There are cases when 'others' are not aligned in a scale. Consider the utterance 

(27a) below. 

(27) a. Even [John] hit a home run. 
b. It will be like a home run competition if those major leaguers hit. 
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Suppose (27a) is uttered to convey (27b) in the same situation as set for (26): there is a 

strong wind and a ball boy knocks a home run before the game. In one possible case, a 

group of people, major leaguers here, are in comparison (with John) without specifying 

individuals for the interpretation. In another possible case, individuals are specified, but 

unranked. For example, if powerless ball boy John is compared to super-sluggers Sammy 

and Barry, it does not matter which slugger is more likely to hit a home run to interpret 

(27a). The most important aspect for the interpretation of a comparative reading is that 

the target belongs to a distinct group of 'others' (or 'others' belong to a group distinct 

from 'self, the target). Thus, the "scale" which is useful to our analysis of even would be 

as in (28) below. 

(28) "Scale" in comparative reading 1 

There is a case when 'others' are (partially) ordered in some value. This ordering, 

however, is contextually obtained, not through a requirement of even}^ Such cases as in 

(29) below are considered to be a subset of the general case in (28). 

Sammy 
J Barry I 

A-Rod 

" At least the ordering, or scalar value, is not particular to even. See Section 2.3 below for the discussion. 
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(29) "Scale" in comparative reading 2 

~~ Sammy 

— Barry 

- A-Rod 

I John I 

An important note here is that the dotted line is dividing 'self from 'others', not the scale. 

The scalar value can naturally be continuous to 'self as in (30) below; e.g. when John is 

one of the sluggers, rather than a ball boy. 

(30) "Scale" in comparative reading 3 

" Sammy 

— Barry 

- A-Rod 

John 

Now, we get a scale like the one in (20), but must note that this is a subset of (29), and 

(29) is a subset of the more general case of (28); and (28) is one reading of (26a)/(27a), 

which has a reference to 'others'. We can interpret (26a) without reference to 'others' as 

noted there, and this is further discussed in Section 2.2.2 below. 

2.2.2 "Surprise" value of even 

We reconsider the "extra 'indication'" discussed in Section 2.1 above. It has been 

analyzed as "expectation violation", "likelihood", "low(est) point", etc., but is not always 

characterized as proposed. 
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We assume that the 'indication' is actually a more general conception of 

"surprise". This surprise value may result from "expectation violation", "likelihood", 

"low(est) point", etc., or the overlap between them. For example, the interpretation of 

(27a) can be "expectation violation" if the interpreter had expected that "John cannot 

knock a home run" before the ball boy actually did. Similarly, the interpretation of (27a) 

can be a "likelihood" if the interpreter had previously thought that "John is unlikely to 

knock a home run"; and "low(est) point" if the interpreter previously ranked John the 

lowest among referential candidates. These interpretations share one thing in common: "it 

is a surprise that the target (John) substitute for the variable (x) of the open expression 

(X,x.[x hit a home run])". 

The examples in Section 2.1, which were exceptions to "expectation violation", 

"likelihood", or "low(est) point", are explained as follows. The interpretation (one of 

'indications') of (21) is in fact something like "the number, four, is surprising", in which 

"expectation", "likelihood", "scale", etc. do not have to be involved. Similarly, in (22) 

and (23), (the existence of) those additional items are surprising; in (24a), advancing to 

the semi-final itself is surprising, regardless of the result of the final; and in (24b), 

making major policy by lieutenant colonels is the matter, whatever the fact about higher 

ranked soldiers. 

We must remember that those analyses of "expectation violation", "likelihood", 

or "low(est) point", assumes a reference to 'others'. In fact, this "surprise" value is 

available without such a reference. The value is all about 'self. The value about 'self. 
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however, makes an easier access to a scalar value (as in (30)) because the reason for the 

surprise will be sought for the interpretation. 

2.2.3 Representation of 'indications' of even 

We have incorporated the "surprise" value brought about by even. This does not mean 

that the basic 'indication' attached to even, inclusiveness or "additiveness", is abandoned. 

Without emphasis on additive 'indication', examples such as (21), (22), and (23) remain 

unexplained. Both the addition value and "surprise" value are 'indications' of even. This 

is similar to Karttunen and Peter's (1979) or Rooth's (1985) approach in incorporating 

the two propositions into the interpretation of even, but dissimilar in assuming that they 

are 'indications', rather than presuppositions. 

That is, in our assumption, the strength of the values is relative to the context. 

When the surprise 'indication' is stronger than the additive 'indication', the surprise-

dominant interpretation as in (26a)/(27a) is obtained. This is probably the dominant 

interpretation of even. However, when the surprise 'indication' is weaker than the 

additive 'indication', the additive-dominant interpretation of (22) is obtained. 

The 'indication' of inclusiveness/additiveness is contradictory to the 'indication' 

of surprise in that the target is indicated in the same group as 'others', while the surprise 

'indication' shows the target as distinct from 'others' (as a surprise). The simple picture 

of the additive 'indication' will be illustrated as a set representation. 



(31) Inclusiveness (to be revised) 
{{Sammy, Barry, A-Rod}, {John}} 

Each subset refers to 'others' and 'self from the left. The two subsets are included in the 

larger set because all of these elements are considered in relation to the open expression, 

e.g. "x hit a home run" for (26a) or (27a), in the context (and are supposed to make the 

substituted proposition true).'^ 

This representation, (31), seems to be contradictory to the representation of (or 

version of) "scale" as in (28). However, the contradictory representations, and ideas, can 

be incorporated into one picture (not a set representation) as in (32) below. 

(32) Even 

The dotted braces are considered to be optional, and the solid ones required. 

The translation of this representation is as follows. The target, John, is inside solid 

braces because a reference to 'self is obligatory, and distinguished by either internal 

reference to John (e.g. his reputation, skills, etc. such as "powerless") or external 

reference (i.e. comparison with 'others'). The optional reference to 'others' is shown by 

r 
Sammy 
Barry 
A-Rod 

> 

To be precise to the set theory, the two sets inside the outer (bigger) set must be called, "partially 
ordered". Treating scales as partially ordered sets is discussed in Hirschberg (1991). We do not discuss set 
theoretic analyses in this thesis. 
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the dotted braces. The large solid braces show that there is some standard by which to 

form such a group. 

Thus, on one hand, if the reference of (the element of) the inner braces is granted 

heavily for the interpretation, it is the 'indication' of "surprise" (regardless of what the 

'others' are). On the other hand, if the reference of (the elements of) the outer braces is 

granted heavily, it is the 'indication' of "additiveness" or "inclusiveness" (in regards to 

what the 'others' are). 

The dominant reading of (22) discussed in Section 2.1 above is clearly the latter. 

The items previously mentioned (= 'others') are granted heavily and recognized as "so 

many kinds of liquor", so the extra item (= 'self) is recognized as surprise. However, an 

important note is that in the case of (22), the 'others' are referred to more abstractly, such 

as "liquori, liquor2, liquors, liquor4" rather than concretely "wine, brandy, rum, calvados", 

and so is the target, or 'self (liquors). We will discuss the abstract reference of 'self and 

'others' in Chapter 6, Section 2,3.2. 

Of course there is a case when both 'indications', "surprise" and "additiveness", 

are strongly presented. That is when the interpretation "Powerless John, in addition to the 

super-sluggers Sammy and Barry, hit a home run" is available for (26a)/(27a). 

Let us summarize the discussion on pragmatic scale in the context of 

comparativeness. An expression has a comparative reading and a non-comparative 

reading. When the expression has a comparative reading, the set of compared items under 
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consideration may or may not be put in scale according to some contextual standard. 

When they are aligned in some scale, it is one dimension of a pragmatic scale. 

(33) even [John] (Surprise 'indication' is always accessible.) 

Non-comparative ('Others' omitted: cf "powerless John") 

^ 'Others' not in order 

Comparative ('Others' considered) 
(inclusiveness available) 

'Others' in order 
(pragmatic scale available) 

From the chart in (33) above, we can confirm that propositions about 'others' cannot be 

(part of) the description of even because there is a case when no 'others' are referred to at 

all—in the non-comparative reading. 

2.3 Extended discussion to also and only 

The chart for even, in (33) above, is actually extendable to also and only. 

2.3.1 Representation of 'indication' of also 

Another additive focalizer also is considered to have a very similar device as in (35) 

below. 

(34) [John] also hit a home run. 
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(35) Also 

r 

< 

Sammy 
Barry 
A-Rod 

{ John } 

•N 

> 

J 

Two major differences can be pointed out. First, 'others' must be considered. Without 

assuming the existence of'others', the utterance in (34) is simply infehcitous. Second, 

unlike even, particularization of 'self ("surprise") is not brought about by also. In other 

words, also is a pure additive focalizer, which cannot result in other strong 'indications'. 

Differently from even, the alignment of 'others' in some order is not important. 

This does not mean that a scalar value is unavailable. Suppose that the sluggers Sammy, 

Barry, and A-Rod all had home runs and John, a pitcher, hit one after them; then the scale 

as in (29) or (30) may be available for the interpretation. However, such an interpretation 

is not strong, probably because also does not have an 'indication' of surprise with 'self, 

while even does. 

(36) [John] also 

*Non-comparative (Impossible) 

Comparative ('Others' considered) 
(inclusiveness available) 

'Others' not in order 

'Others' in order 
(pragmatic scale available) 
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2.3.2 Representation of 'indication' of only 

The restrictive (exclusive) focalizer only is considered to have the following device. 

(37) Only [John] hit a home run. 

(38) Only 

r 

< 

Sammy 
Barry 
A-Rod 

"A 

> 

{ John } 

The double line here means that the items divided by this line give opposite truth values 

if substituted in the open expression ("x hit a home run" in (37)). 

Analogous to also, a scalar value is contextually available. Consider the easier 

example in (39) below. 

(39) John only graduated from [high school]. 

For the interpretation of (39), a scale as in (40) will be available. 

(40) Graduate College (Doctor) 

Graduate College (Master) 

College (Bachelor) 

Junior College 

High School 
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However, we must note that the increase of accessibility to the scale is not brought about 

by the focalizer only, but by the knowledge about the education system. 

(41) only [John] 

Non-comparative ('Others' omitted, i.e. just referring to the target.) 

f 'Others' not in order 

Comparative ('Others' considered) i 

' 'Others' in order 
(pragmatic scale available) 

Similar to also, and different from even, alignment of 'others' in some order is totally 

unimportant, and usually 'others' are unordered. 

2.3.3 Characterization of English focalizers 

To summarize, the three English focalizers are characterized by the following roles. 

(42) a. even-, 'indication' of surprise value 
complex interactions with inclusiveness 

b. also-, 'indication'of'others' 
(having the same truth value with 'others' -> inclusiveness) 

c. only-, 'indication' of 'others' 
(having the opposite truth value from 'others' -> exclusiveness) 

We must remember, however, that these are characteristics of those focalizers, especially 

when distinguishing them. Their roles are not exhaustively listed in (40), and the roles not 

given above are what we are trying to include in our discussion. 
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2.4 Evaluation 

Konig (1991: 43 f) says that all the focalizers that induce scalar values also express an 

evaluation. That is, as he states, "The value of the focus [= our "target"] is characterized 

as ranking 'high' or 'low' on some scale of relevant values in a given situation" (Konig 

1991: 43). What is stated there is basically the same as Fauconnier's "low(est) point" or 

its revised version of "end-of-scale" for the interpretation of even, which we have added 

some adjustments, pointing out that a (pragmatic) scale is not always available. 

Nonetheless, this terminology is useful to describe the interpretation of a focalizer. 

Konig (1991) restricts the availability of an evaluation to when "focalizers induce 

a scalar value". In fact, such an evaluation (of high/low) is available without a scalar 

value, when the target is numeric. Consider the following examples.'^ 

(43) a. John paid only [three hundred dollars]. 
b. Only [fifty people] passed the exam. 

Without context, it is actually unknown whether three hundred dollars is cheap or 

expensive (cheap for a car, but expensive for a cup of coffee). However, with the 

appearance of the English focalizer only, (43a) is interpreted as having an evaluation: 

"such small amount". This evaluation is not given by comparison with other prices {500 

dollars^ 2,567 dollars', 3,600,000yen; etc.), let alone by ordering these specific numbers 

(prices). Similarly, it is actually unknown whether the number "fifty" is big or small for 

successful candidates without knowing the difficulty of the exam, the number of 
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examinees, etc.; but (43b) is normally interpreted as "such small amount" without 

knowing the context. 

A question here is whether such an evaluation is a general property of only or a 

special one with a numeral. We would like to assume the latter because the value is 

automatically introduced and context-free. See the example below. 

(44) John has only won [third place]. 

An evaluation of third place is unknown without context. It is "low" in terms of not 

winning first or second; e.g. John is considered to be an easy-winner, the competition or 

game is held with three players, etc. (In this case, 'others' are higher places than third.) 

However, third place is "high" in terms of not dropping to fourth or lower; e.g. the 

competition or game is really competitive among many excellent players. Moreover, (44) 

can simply be interpreted "always the same place", without any evaluation, high or low, 

about third place. In other words, an evaluation in (44) is largely depending on the 

relation between 'self and 'others'. 

An evaluation brought by only to its numeral target is similar to the "surprise" 

'indication' by even in that it is all about 'self and regardless of 'others', but different in 

that it is available only to a specific kind of target (numerals) and always available to the 

specific kind of target. Our conclusion is the following. One of the 'indications' of only. 

The actual target in (43a) may be just [three hundred] and that of (43b) [fifty], but this issue does not 
affect our current argument. 



"evaluation: such a small (amount)", is activated when its target is a numeral (phrase). 

Henceforth, in this thesis, we call such a context-free "large'V'small" value "evaluation", 

and it is distinguished from the "high"/"low" value brought by the relation between or 

ordering 'self and 'others'.'"' 

Finally, it is noted that there is no English focalizer which shows the opposite 

evaluation value from only, i.e. "such a large amount".'^ The simplest way to include the 

opposite value is the assignment of a prosodic prominence to a numeral (phrase). 

(45) a. John paid [THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS]. 
b. [FIFTY PEOPLE] passed the exam. 

However, (45) is actually ambiguous in that they can also be interpreted "such small 

amount", depending on the context. 

In Japanese, the two opposite evaluations can be contrasted by using two different 

toritate-joshi. See the examples below. 

However, there remains a question about expressions such as in (i) and (ii) below. 
(i) John was only a teenager. 
(ii) Mary is only a sophomore. 

These examples are similar to the ones in (43) in that interpretation "so young" or "such a small amount of 
age/experience" is available independent of the context, e.g. "Teenage" is young to be a millionaire, but is 
old to start going to elementary school. However, such interpretations of non-numeral expressions seem to 
be available only when they are nominal predicates. 

(iii) # Only a teenager hit a home run, 
(iv) # Give instructions to only a sophomore. 

An evaluation of "so young" is not available from (iii) or (iv). This may be related to a special property of 
only with nominal predicates (more interpretations are available from the combination) such as the ones 
mentioned in fn. 12 of Chapter 2, Section 1.5. We leave this for future study. 

This may be one of the reasons why focalizer focus has been discussed without distinguishing from 
emphatic focus (cf Chapter 2). 
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(46) a. [ni-jikan]-dake benkyoo-sita 
two-hour-only study-did 
'studied only for two hours' 

b. [ni-jikan]-mo benkyoo-sita 
two-hour-also study-did 
'(lit.) studied two hours, too' 

'studied for two whole hours (so long)' 

Both (46a) and (46b) convey the same information ni-jikan benkyoo-sita 'studied two 

hours' (= 'declaration'), but also convey different information about the numeral targets. 

With -dake 'only', an evaluation "such a small amount" is indicated; and with -mo 'also', 

an evaluation "such a large amount" is indicated. We discuss evaluations by toritate-joshi 

later in Section 3.4.2 of this chapter. 

3. Additional 'indications' of toritate-joshi 

In section 2, we discussed 'indications' of English focalizers. In this section, we turn our 

discussion to toritate-joshi. The toritate-joshi we consider are -dake 'only', -bakari 'only', 

-sae 'even', and -mo 'also'. The first two are from the exclusive/restrictive class, and the 

last two from the inclusive/additive class. 

3.1 -Dake 'only' 

3.1.1 Basic representation of -dake 

The basic two-way representation of -dake 'only' is as given below. (T = Taro; K{x) = 'x 

came; T' = variable for an individual) 
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(47) -dake 
linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-dake kita. Ar(dake(T)) 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. declaration'. Taroo kita. ^(T) 
'Taro came.' 

c. indication: Taroo-igai konakatta. (VT')[T'5!!:T —iA^(T')] 
'No one other than Taro came.' 

Among the four toritate-joshi we consider, -dake has the simplest and most 

straightforward interpretations, which are quite similar to its English counterpart only. 

The representation in (47) provides most of the information that -dake contains. 

3.1.2 Evaluation by -dake 

Analogous to only, an evaluation is strongly indicated when -dake is attached to a 

numeral.'^ When it appears, the target is evaluated as some "extreme", usually "low" or 

"minimum".'^ The examples in (48) below are interpreted to mean that the amounts {san-

byaku-doru 'three hundred dollars' and go-zyuu-nin 'fifty (people)', respectively) are 

small. (CLS: classifier)'^ 

(48) a. Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru]-dake haratta. (cf (43a)) 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar-only paid 
'Taro paid only three hundred dollars.' 

Numerals or noun phrases with a numeral in Japanese can be either indefinite (pure number) or definite 
(e.g. the three (people, pieces, etc.)). In this chapter, only the former is discussed. (The definite numerals 
behave like common nouns.) 
" It may be "high" if-dake accompanies negation. Since the relation (or polarity) between toritate-joshi 
and negation is actually a big discussion, we leave the issue here. 

Japanese uses different classifiers for different objects: -nin for person/people, -mai for something flat 
and thin (e.g. paper), etc. 
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b. [Go-zyuu-nin]-dake siken-ni tootta. (cf. (43b)) 
five-ten-CLS-only exam-in passed 
'Only fifty (people) passed the exam.' 

See also discussions about (psudeo-)evaluations resulting from the appearance of-bakari 

'only' (Section 3.2.4), -sae 'even' and -mo 'also' (Section 3.4.2). 

3.1.3 Etymology of -dake 

Historically, -dake developed from the noun take 'length'.'^ This noun extended its role 

and came to be used as a joshi (particle). Hence, the basic meaning of -dake was "degree" 

or "amount".The best English translation will be "as well as", "as much as", etc. This 

use is still widely seen, (cf Hashimoto 1969; 204—5, Takahashi 1992: 163, etc.) 

(49) a. [kangaeru]-dake muda 
think-only wastefril 
'(lit.) the amount (of time, effort, etc.) (you) think, it is wasteful' 

—> 'the more (you) think, the more (you) waste time' 

b. [sukina]-dake totta 
fond-only took 
'took as much as (I) liked' 
—> '(I) took as much as (I) wanted' 

c. onigiri-o [kodomo-no kazu]-dake tukutta 
rice.ball-ACC child-GEN number-only made 
'made rice balls as many as the number of kids' 

" The noun take 'length' is still used and commonly seen in compounds as well; e.g. the word setake 
'(human's) height' is etymologically se 'back' + lake 'length'. 

According to Kuramochi (1969: 514), the current usage (as toritate-joshi) became dominant in the 18th 
century in the Osaka dialect {Kamigata-go) and after the late 19th century in the Tokyo dialect {Edo-go). 



The interpretation of these targets is "exact amount", rather than "such a small amount" 

(evaluation)?' 

This use of -dake, however, is excluded from our discussion of toritate-joshi 

because there are many restrictions that other toritate-joshi or "typical -dake" (which we 

have discussed) do not have. Two of them are given below. One is that this interpretation 

seems possible only when -dake is attached to a predicative as in (49a) and (49b) above,^^ 

•yi 

and a particular set of nouns that have the meaning of 'number' or 'amount' as in (49c). 

The other is that in this use, -dake cannot be omitted. That is, the base expression is 

unavailable as a proposition from those examples.^"* 

(50) a. # [kangaeru] muda 
think wasteful 
(intended) 'the more you think, the more you waste time' 

Perhaps because of this, the "low" evaluation is sometimes not so strong. In order to show a strong 
evaluation value, it is more common to use the other toritate-joshi -sika (with a polarity relation with the 
negative element no) instead of -dake. That is, (i) below is used, instead of (48a), and (ii) rather than (48b) 
to show a strong 'indication' of "such small amount". (Always in the scope relation of [negation] > [only] 
in (v) and (vi).) 

(v) Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru]-sika haraw-anakatta. 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar-only pay-not(PAST) 
'Taro paid only three hundred dollars.' 

(vi) [Go-zyuu-nin]-sika siken-ni toor-anakatta. 
five-ten-CLS-only exam-in pass-not(PAST) 
'Only fifty (people) passed the exam.' 

As noted in fn. 17, the relation between toritate-joshi and negation is a deep issue; and therefore, we do not 
discuss (v) and (vi) any further. 

"Predicatives" include predicative usage of verbs, adjectives and nouns. See Chapter 5, fh. 1 for the 
comments on "predicatives". 
23 Other nouns that can trigger this reading are: ryoo 'amount', bun 'amount', etc. 

(47a) can mean 'waste for thinking (about it)', because it is a normal structure of a relative clause. (47b) 
is ungrammatical because the adjective ending -na requires a noun to follow (see Chapter 5 for the 
discussion when -na can/must appear and when not). (47c) is actually not so bad because the intended 
meaning is obtainable somehow, but is unnatural and grammatically incorrect. 
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b. * [sukina] totta 
fond took 
'took as much as I liked' 

c. * onigiri-o [kodomo-no kazu] tukutta 
rice.ball-ACC child-GEN number made 
'made rice balls as many as the number of kids' 

Hence, we should conclude that the interpretations in (49) are not due to the "toritate-

joshi" -dake, but by "non-toritate-joshi" (i.e. another kind of joshi) -dake. 

However, we can see a strong semantic relation between this use of -dake and the 

toritate-joshi -dake. This -dake is interpreted "exact amount", which indicates "not other 

(different) amount". If the restriction "amount" is eliminated, it is what toritate-joshi 

-dake means. As Kuramochi (1969: 513-514) says, -dake is in a transition from the 

nominal usage to toritate-joshi, via an intermediate stage like (49). 

3.2 -Bakari 'only' 

3.2.1 Basic representation of -bakari 

Another exclusive (restrictive) toritate-joshi, -bakari 'only', has the same basic 

representation as -dake 'only'. (T = Taro; K{x) = 'x came; T' = variable for an individual) 
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(51) -bakari 
linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-bakari kita. Ar(bakari(T)) 
'only Taro came.' 

b. declaration: Taro kita. ^(T) 
'Taro came.' 

c. indication: Taro-igai konakatta. (VT')[T'?^:T —> —iA^(T')] 
'No one other than Taro came.' 

The interpretation of -bakari is considered in comparison and contrast to its semantically 

closest toritate-joshi -dake, and closest English focalizers only and mostly. 

3.2.2 Plurality of -bakari 

This toritate-joshi is characterized by and distinguished from -dake by its additional 

'indication'; plural reference. In the literature the implication of plurality by -bakari has 

been exaggerated when the semantic difference between the two is mentioned. Uttering 

(52a), the speaker may have talked about a single man or multiple men, but uttering (52b), 

the speaker must have talked about multiple men. The male in (52b) cannot be singular 

but plural. 

(52) a. [Otoko]-dake kita. 
male-only came 
'Only (a/the) man/men came.' 

b. [Otoko]-bakari kita. 
male-only came 
'Only (the) men came.' 

Japanese does not have a number distinction for nouns. 



There is another important distinction between the two in terms of 'others' (than the 

male). 

The relation between (51a) and (51c) (the case of -bakari) is very different from 

that of (47a) and (47c) (the case of -dake). While (47c) is logically concluded from (47a), 

(51c) is not warranted from the utterance of (51a). It is sometimes the case that (51a) is 

properly used and interpreted when (51c) is false. Therefore, if there is a woman who 

came, (52a) is judged infelicitous by an interpreter, while (52b) is still judged felicitous, 

as long as the number of the men is notable. Analogously, as for (53), which were 

provided as (58) in Chapter 3, Section 2.4.3, (53a) is infelicitous if there is an honest 

person, while (53b) is still felicitous even if there are in fact many honest people there. 

(The verb iru is used for animate objects like humans.) 

(53) a. Kono mati-wa [usotuki]-dake iru. 
this town-TOP liar-only exist 
'There are only liars in this town.' 

b. Kono mati-wa [usotuki]-bakari iru. 
this town-TOP liar-only exist 
'There are only liars in this town.' 

The best English translation of (53b) above will usually be "there are many liars in this 

town", rather than "there is no one other than liars in this town" which is what (53a) 

means. 

Thus, (53a) sounds odd pragmatically. It is hard to imagine "people in a town are all liars without any 
exception". 
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The English focalizer most(ly) is somewhat similar to -bakari in this sense. At the 

same time, however, -bakari is somewhat different from mostly. First, the target of 

-bakari can actually be the minority, as long as the number or percentage is notable 

(among the potential referential group, or 'others'). We can assume that the majority of 

the people are honest in the interpretation of (53b). This fact implies that (51c) is not very 

probable in some contexts. Second, the dominant reading of -bakari is normally exclusive 

like -dake or only. A quantifier like most is usually not used when the target is the sole 

referent of the statement. For example, if people in a town are all liars, then "there are 

mostly liars in this town" will be infelicitous in actual use (though logically it may be the 

case). On the other hand, this is when (53b) is used naturally. 

3.2.3 Event structure and -bakari 

Because plurality is obligatorily introduced by -bakari, the interpretation of (54b) is more 

restricted then (54a). 

(54) a. [Taroo]-dake kita. (= (47a)) 
Taro-only 
'Only Taro came.' 

came 

b. [Taroo]-bakari kita. 
Taro-only cam( 
'Only Taro came.' 

came 
(=(51a)) 

A verb like kita 'came' can be used to refer not only to a single event but also to a 

habitual event. Hence, (54a) may be interpreted as "about office hours on a particular 



day", or "about office hours in a particular semester". These interpretations, which are 

not directly related to toritate-joshi issues, can be rephrased in English as follows. 

(55) a. Tare came but others didn't (at that time). 
b. When someone came, it was always Taro. 

The basic 'indications' of these are both denial of others' coming ((47 c) and (51c), 

respectively), so we have not mentioned it, but the two interpretations are possible with 

-dake depending on the interpretation (either single or habitual reference) of the verb. 

When the target of -bakari is singular as in (54b), however, the sentence is usually 

not interpreted as in (55a), since the plurality of Taro is normally not assumed.^^ Instead, 

the plurality of the event can be referred in (54b), whose interpretation is similar to 

28 (55b). If -bakari is attached to a noun phrase that can be interpreted as plural, both 

interpretations are available (but determined by the context). 

(56) [Gakusei]-bakari kita. 
student-only came 
'Only students came.' 

(57) a. Students came but others (e.g. teachers, parents, etc.) didn't. 
b. When someone came, it was always/mostly a student. 

An important point is that (56) is never interpreted as (58) below. 

(58) A/The student came but others (e.g. a/the teacher, a/the parent, etc.) didn't. 

Of course, it is not impossible to assume the plurality of Taro, whose interpretation is like "many people 
whose names are all Taro came". 

But different in that -bakari, which refers to the plurality of an event, can be glossed as mostly, while 
-dake must be glossed always in English. 
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With -dake, (59) can be interpreted either one of the three ((57a), (57b), or (58)). 

(59) [Gakusei]-dake kita 
student-only came 
'Only student(s) came.' 

3.2.4 Origin of the plurality of -bakari 

The origin of the plural reference may be related to the historical development of -bakari. 

Similar to -dake, -bakari also developed from a noun, hakari, which is a 

nominalized form of the verb hakaru '(to) measure, scale'. The meaning of this verb can 

range from 'rigid measurement, say, using tools' to 'rough measurement, say, by 

guessing'. The (toritate-)joshi -bakari is supposed to have been developed from the latter 

meaning. Such interpretation is available in the following examples, in which -bakari is 

attached to a numeral. The best translation of this use of -bakari is "approximate amount" 

in English, which contrasts with one of the interpretations of ("non-toritate-joshi") -dake 

"exact amount" (cf Section 3.1.4 above). 

(60) a. Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru]-bakari haratta. (cf (48a)) 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar-only? paid 
'Taro paid about three hundred dollars.' 

b. [Go-zyuu-nin]-bakari siken-ni tootta. (cf (48b)) 
five-ten-CLS-only exam-in passed 
'Approximately fifty (people) passed the exam.' 

Japanese does not have to specify definiteness or specificity of a noun phrase. 
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Although this use of -bakari is very stylistically marked and sometimes sounds weird in 

conversation, the contrast (with -dake) hints at the plural reference of -bakari. 

Further similar to -dake, the interpretation remarkable with a numeral is 

semantically related to the toritate-joshi interpretation of -bakari. We can use -bakari "as 

long as the number or percentage is notable" (e.g. (52b) is felicitous if women also came; 

see 3.2.2 above) because it is "approximately all". In addition, the 'indication' of 

"approximate amount" does not fit with a singular reference (e.g. "approximately one 

person").Thus, 'bakari indicates that its target is plural but not always exhaustive. 

A dissimilar point must also be remembered. The "exact amount" 'indication' of 

-dake is available only in a particular construction (see Section 3.1.3 above). However, 

the availability of this interpretation by -bakari is not limited to some particular 

grammatical structure, as discussed so far. In addition, this -bakari can be omitted (i.e. 

the base expression is available like other toritate-joshi). 

(61) a. Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru] haratta. (cf (60a)) 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar paid 
'Taro paid three hundred dollars.' 

b. [Go-zyuu-nin] siken-ni tootta. (cf (60b)) 
five-ten-CLS exam-in passed 
'Fifty (people) passed the exam.' 

When -bakari is attached the word which means 'a Httle' or 'a few', e.g. sukosi 'a little', wazuka 'a little', 
etc., it functions like an intensifier to mean 'little' or 'few'. We do not discuss this further, let alone the 
-bakari that attaches to the past tense form of a verb to mean 'just done', e.g. tabeta 'ate' tabeta-bakari 
'have just eaten', which does not function as a toritate-joshi. 
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In other words, this "plurality-and-approximate" 'indication' is not evaluation, which is 

specific of a numeral, but a general property of the toritate-joshi -bakari. 

3.3 -Sae 'even' 

3.3.1 Basic representation of -sae 

The basic representation is as given below. (T = Taro; K{x) = 'x came; T' = variable for 

an individual) 

(62) -sae 
linguistic 
expression 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-sae kita. 
'Even Taro came.' 

b. declaration: Taro kita. 
'Taro came.' 

c. indication: Taro-igai kita. 
'Someone other than Taro came.' 

3.3.2 Similarity to English even 

The interpretation of the toritate-joshi -sae is quite similar to its closest English 

counterpart even. That is, the conveyance of (62b) is 100% warranted by the utterance 

(62a), but that of (62c) is optional (contextual). In addition, (62a) conveys a strong 

'indication' of "surprise" (cf Section 2.2.2 above). See the examples below, which are 

the close translations of English examples we used previously ((54) in Chapter 3, Section 

2.4.3, and (63) in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. See also (25) in this chapter.) 

logical 
representation 

/i:(sae(T)) 

^(T) 

(3T')[T'vtT A /:(T')] 
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(63) a. [Syoogakusee]-sae sono mondai-o toita. 
elementary.student-even that problem-ACC solved 
'Even (an) elementary student(s) solved that/those problem(s)' 

b. [Doa no syuuri]-sae kyoka-ga hituyoo datta. 
door GEN repair-even permission necessary was 
'Even a/the door repair required permission.' 

The basic 'indications' of the two are as in (64) below. They are given in English 

sentences for simplicity's sake. 

(64) a. Someone other than elementary school students solved those problems, 
b. Something other than door repair required permission. 

Similar to the English originals, (63a) does not confirm (64a), and (63b) does not confirm 

(64b), either. The utterance (63 a) is felicitous if a problem set was tested with elementary 

school students before it is offered to anyone else. The utterance (63b) is felicitous if no 

permission was asked in the past. (See also the discussion in Chapter 3, Section 2.4.3 and 

3.2.) 

Let us go back to the simple examples in (62). If Taro was not likely to come or 

Taro was likely to come latest, one could say (62a) even in the situation that Taro was the 

first and the only person who came. This is confirmed by the fact that (62a) can have a 

continuation such as "Why haven't the rest of the others come yet?". Such continuation is 

impossible if (62c) is always drawn from (62a). This is actually the case when the 

probability of (62c) is zero percent. 
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3.3.3 Another counterpart of even\ -made 

The basic 'indication' is not always available in the interpretation. This tendency is much 

stronger in the cases of the toritate-joshi -sae than its English correspondent even. This is 

because there are varieties of toritate-joshi in Japanese, and there is another toritate-joshi 

that particularly emphasizes "additiveness". 'When this 'indication' is to be intensified, 

the toritate-joshi -made is more likely to be used.^' 

(65) -made 
linguistic logical 
expression representation 

a. utterance: [Taroo]-made kita. /r(made(T)) 
'Even Taro came.' 

h. declaration-. Taro kita. 
'Taro came.' 

c. indication. Taro-igai kita. (3T')[T';tT A Ar(T')] 
'Someone other than Taro came.' 

With -made, (65a) will represent stronger 'indication' of (65c). A typical use of (65a) is 

when there is the context of "A came, B came, and...". 

This toritate-joshi is originally a kaku-joshi (case particle), which shows the end of an action or state 
(GOAL) or the limitation of the influence of the predicate such as in (vii) below. 

(vii) roku-ji-made hataraita 
six-o'clock-till worked 
'worked until six o'clock' 

The example (viii) is ambiguous in that -made can be kaku-joshi or toritate-joshi in this phrase. 
(viii) Tokyoo-made itta 

Tokyo-till went 
if -made is kaku-joshi: 'went to Tokyo' 
if-made is toritate-joshi: 'went to Tokyo (in addition to Kyoto, Nara, Osaka, Kobe, etc.)' 

We do not discuss -made any fiirther for the present purpose (of discussing -sae). 
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(66) a. [Syoogakusee]-made sono mondai-o toita. 
elementary.student-even that problem-ACC solved 
'Even (an) elementary student(s) solved that/those problem(s)' 

b. [Doa no syuuri]-made kyoka-ga hituyoo datta. 
door GEN repair-even permission necessary was 
'Even a/the door repair required permission.' 

Unlike the case of -sae, (66a) and (66b) cannot be interpreted without the indications of 

(65a) and (65b), respectively. While the primary 'indication' of -sae seems to be a 

"surprise" value, that of -made seems to be this basic 'indication'. 

3.4 -Mo 'also' 

3.4.1 Basic representation of -mo 

Finally, we discuss the other inclusive (additive) focalizer -mo, which is the closest 

counterpart of English also, too or as well. The basic representation is as given below. 

(T = Taro; ̂ (x) = 'x came; T' = variable for an individual) 

(67) -mo 
linguistic 
expression 

logical 
representation 

A:(mo(T)) a. utterance: [Taroo]-mo kita. 
'Taro also came.' 

b. declaration: Taro kita. 
'Taro came.' 

c. indication: Taro-igai kita. 
'Someone other than Taro came.' 

^(T) 

(3T')[TVT AA'(T')] 

Note that this is just a tendency. In many cases, the toritate-joshi -sae and -made can be interchangeably 
used. 
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We have already mentioned that -mo can be interpreted in various ways depending on the 

context." The most important fact to remember is that -mo, different from English also, 

does not always have the basic 'indication' as in (67c). 

3.4.2 Evaluation by -mo 

Analogous to -dake 'only', an evaluation of a numeral is brought about by -mo. This 

interpretation of -mo is just the opposite of -dake in that the numeral target is evaluated as 

"such a large amount". See the examples in (68) below. 

(68) a. Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru]-mo haratta. (cf (48a)) 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar-also paid 
'Taro paid three hundred dollars (too much).' 

b. [Go-zyuu-nin]-mo siken-ni tootta. (cf (48b)) 
five-ten-CLS-also exam-in passed 
'Fifty (people) passed the exam (so many).' 

Contrasting with (48), in which -dake 'only' is used rather than -mo, the examples in (68) 

below are interpreted that the amounts (san-byaku-doru 'three hundred dollars' and go-

zyuu-nin 'fifty (people)', respectively) are large. 

One of the interpretations of -mo, called "extreme" by Takahashi (1992), seems to 

be closely related this evaluation value. 

(69) extreme (Maximum/Minimum) 
[Moratta mono]-mo tukai-osinda. 
given thing-also using-begrudged 
'(Someone) begrudged using even given things.' 

" cf. (8) in Chapter 1 and (14) in Chapter 3. 
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This "extreme" reading, however, must be distinguished from the evaluation of amount, 

for the same reason that we distinguished the interpretation of only with a numeral from 

that of only in general. That is, an evaluation of "such a large amount" is available by the 

appearance of -mo without contextual support, but the "extreme" 'indication' is relative 

to the context (cf Section 2.4 above). Then, the next question is why such an 

interpretation like "extreme" is available from -mo. 

We simply take that -mo has an 'indication' of "surprise", which is shared by 

English even and its Japanese counterpart -sae (and -made), but not by English also. In 

fact, the -mo in (69) is interchangeable with -sae. 

(70) [Moratta mono]-sae tukai-osinda. 
given thing-even using-begrudged 
'(Someone) begrudged using even given things.' 

It may be worth noting that the "extreme" reading with -mo is widely seen when it 

appears with negation. 

(71) a. (Sono mondai-wa) [Daigakusee]-mo deki-nakatta. 
that problem-TOP college.student-also complete-NEG(PAST) 
'Even (a) college student(s) couldn't solve (that/those problem(s))' 

b. [tanzyoobi]-mo sir-nai 
birthday-also know-NEG(NONPAST) 
'doesn't even know (someone's) birthday' 

These -mo in (71) are also interchangeable with -sae^'^ 

This -sae (with a negation) is unlikely to be interchangeable with -made. This may be counted as more 
support that the 'indication' of "surprise" by -made is not strong (cf. Section 3.3.3). 
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(72) a. (Sono mondai-wa) [Daigakusee]-sae deki-nakatta. 
that problem-TOP college.student-even complete-NEG(PAST) 
'Even (a) college student(s) couldn't solve (that/those problem(s))' 

b. [tanzyoobi]-sae sir-nai 
birthday-even know-NEG(NONPAST) 
'doesn't even know (someone's) birthday' 

However, -mo whose target is a numeral cannot be replaced with -sae. That is, 

-sue with a numeral is not interpreted as having an evaluation of the amount. 

(73) a. # Taroo-wa [san-byaku-doru]-sae haratta. (cf (68a)) 
T.-TOP three-hundred-dollar-even paid 
'Taro even paid three hundred dollars.' 

b. # [Go-zyuu-nin]-sae siken-ni tootta. (cf (68b)) 
five-ten-CLS-even exam-in passed 
'Even the fifty (people) passed the exam.' 

In order to interpret these sentences, the numerals must be taken as specific or definite, i.e 

the numbers are not numerals in a precise sense, but a noun. One possible interpretation 

of (73a) is "Taro paid fifty dollars for shipping, a hundred dollars for to, and even three 

hundred dollars for a service charge": and (73b) is "the group of fifty passed the exam". 

In other words, when a "surprise" 'indication' is available, it is surprise at the category, 

e.g. "service charge" in (73a) and "this particular group", rather than the amounts. No 

evaluation is shown there. 

An evaluation by English only, Japanese -dake 'only' and -mo is special in that it 

is conveyed only when the target is a numeral, and always conveyed when the target is a 

numeral. 
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3.4.3 Aspectual intensifier -mo 

When -mo appears in a sentence that can refer to some transition of time, a change or 

completion of state or action is sometimes strongly indicated. For example, when -mo 

appears in a past tense sentence, it can be indicated that the state "already/just reached the 

state" or the action has "already/just been completed or finished.^^ 

(74) a. Yoru-mo huke-ta. 
night-also wear.on-PAST 
'(lit.) Night has been wearing on (too).' 
^ 'It has already grown so late.' 

b. Ame-mo yam-ta. 
rain-also stop-PAST 
'(lit.) Rain has just stopped (too).' 
—> 'It has just/already stopped raining.' 

Lacking a grammatical marker for aspect, the aspectual interpretation of perfect is 

contextually obtained in Japanese. Thus, without -mo, the perfect reading is available 

through context, 

(75) a. Yoru-ga huke-ta. 
night-NOM wear.on-PAST 
'(lit.) Night wore on.' 
—> 'It has grown so late.' 

b. Ame-ga yam-ta. 
rain-NOM stop-PAST 
'(lit.) Rain stopped.' 

'It has stopped raining.' 

This inteqjretation is more remaricable when the predicative (see fh. 22 for "predicative") shows a state 
rather than an action. 
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The expressions in (75) are enough to imply perfect readings, but (74) are sometimes 

used instead, whose aspectual 'indication' is much stronger than (75) because aspectual 

interpretations of (75) are highly contextual.^® 

Similar to an evaluation value {-mo with a numeral), this aspectual intensity {-mo 

with past tense) does not usually have a reference to 'others'; but differently from an 

evaluation, this can have a reference to 'others'. For example, describing good luck just 

before the departure for camping, (74b) can be used after saying, "Taro, who was 

unlikely to make it, could join us; I was about to leave without having a sleeping bag (but 

noticed it); and.. .(74b)" to be interpreted "this was also fortunate".^^ 

Numata (1986: 161) had taken this interpretation to be available only when the 

target is the attaching element,^^ but later (Numata 2000: 172-173) thought it also to be 

available when the target is sentential.^' However, because this interpretation is in fact 

This interpretation of -mo is actually available with non-past tense forms, if they co-occur with a 
temporal clause (w/!e«-clause) or conditional clause ((/-clause). (The verb nam in (ix) is a non-past tense 
form, while nar in (x) is the root. They are the same verb whose meaning is 'become'.) 

(ix) Haru-ni naru-to, koori-mo tokeru. 
spring-to become-then ice-also melt(NONPAST) 
'(lit.) When spring comes, ice will melt.' 

(x) Yoru-ni nar-eba, ame-mo yamu. 
night-to become-if rain-also stop(NONPAST) 
'(lit.) Raining will stop at night.' 

These are counted as examples of "aspect intensity" because the sentences with -mo are showing a change 
of state (i.e. aspectual). The precise translations of (ix) and (x) are "When spring has come, ice will have 
melted (or started melting)" and "It will have stopped raining when it gets dark", respectively. 
" Numata (1986: 159f, 2000: 172f) introduces this -mo as "softening" -mo, which is characterized as 
having no 'others'. However, it is not always the case as illustrated here and the most important property is 
that this interpretation must come with past tense. 

i.e. This interpretation is available only through "N-scope", which is renamed "N-focus" in Numata 
(2000), and which we will fiirther rename "A-target". See Chapter 6, Section 2 for Numata's and our 
discussions about interactions between toritate-joshi and their target. 

Precisely speaking, she stated that this interpretation is also available through "B-focus", meaning that 
the target is a sequence of the attaching element through the predicative (cf Chapter 6, Section 2). See fh. 
22 above for a comment on "predicative". 
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available with an interaction with (past) tense, the target must be the whole sentence 

(assuming tense dominates the whole sentence). 

Probably this aspect-intensifying 'indication' is involved in one of the 

interpretations of -mo, which Takahashi (1992) calls "topicality". 

(76) topicality (Unexpectedness) 
[Omae]-mo otona-ni natta. 
you-also adult-to became 
'You grew up (matured).' 

That is, the target of -mo might be multiple for the interpretation of (76). The dominant 

reading of (76) is something like "You, who I thought immature, have matured" (cf 

Chapter 1, Section 2.2). Then, there is some "surprising" value of omae 'you' (cf Section 

3.4.2 above),"'" and at the same time, there is some intensifying value on the change of 

state over the whole sentence via an interaction with tense/aspect. We do not further 

discuss the multiple-target interpretation here (see Chapter 6 for the discussion), but note 

that some interpretation of (a sentence with) -mo results from interactions of multiple 

'indications'. 

3.4.4 Other interpretations of -mo 

We have discussed three additional 'indications' of -mo\ "evaluation (of numerals)", 

"surprise" (like even or -sae 'even'), and "aspectual (intensity)". They will cover most of 

the interpretations of -mo, but -mo can be interpreted in many various ways. Other 
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interpretations seem to be related to sentence structure or meaning like aspectual intensity 

that we have just seen. Two examples are noted below. 

In 3.4.2 above, we pointed out that -mo attaching to a numeral has an 'indication' 

of the evaluation "such a large amount". However, if the combination appears in a 

conditional phrase or interrogative phrase (typically with a conjecture),'" the number is 

sometimes interpreted as "approximate number" (Takahashi 1992: 159-160).''^ 

(77) a. hyaku-meetoru-mo aruk-reba (tuku) 
hundred-meter-also walk-if arrive-NONPAST 
'walking about one hundred meters ([you will] arrive)' 

b. san-zyuu-hun-mo matta-daroo-ka 
three-ten-minute-also waited-CONJECTURAL-Q 
'(lit.) (Did I) Wait(ed) about thirty minutes?' 
—> 'waited probably about thirty minutes' 

Remember that -mo can have a "surprise" 'indication' like English even (cf. Section 3.2.4 above). 
The conditional morpheme is actually -<r>eba, i.e. the r does not appear when it follows a consonant-

final verb root such as in (77a). This alternation is exactly the same for the non-past tense morpheme -<r>u 
(see Chapter 5, Section 1.2.2), the passive morpheme -<r>are (see Chapter 5, Section 2.3), etc. 

Takahashi actually does not say "in an interrogative phrase" but says "in a conjectural phrase". In fact, a 
phrase without a question particle does not have the interpretation of "approximate amount" (but "such a 
large amount") as in (xi) below. 

(xi) # san-zyuu-hun-mo matta-daroo 
three-ten-minute-also waited-CONJECTURAL 

—> 'waited probably about thirty minutes' 
Without the conjectural morpheme, and with a question particle, the interpretation is available somehow 
but contextual support is needed. 

(xii) san-zyuu-hun-mo matta-ka 
three-ten-minute-also waited-Q 

'waited about thirty minutes(?)' 
(xii) turns out to be natural due to the attachment of-na(a). The joshi (particle) -na(a) can be used for 
various purposes, but in (xii) it shows the speaker's "unsureness" of the statement. 

(xiii) san-zyuu-hun-mo matta-ka-na(a) 
three-ten-minute-also waited-Q-CONJECTURAL 

'waited probably about thirty minutes' 
This is why we restated "in an interrogative phrase (typically with a conjecture)". 
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Of course, an evaluation of "such a large amount" is available from (77) too, but 

appearing in such environments, the "approximate amount" reading is dominant. 

When suggesting or commanding to someone, -mo is sometimes used. It is 

uncertain, however, what this -mo really means. (The joshi na(a),yo, or ne(e) will 

follow in (78b) in actual conversation, which "softens" the tone of the statement.) 

(78) a. Taroo-mo otituk-anakerebanaranai. 
T.-also relax-must 
'Taro must relax (calm down).' 

b. Kimi-mo situkoi [na(a)/yo/ne(e)]. 
you-also importunate 
'You are so importunate (Stop it).' 

This -mo is not necessarily for inclusiveness (additiveness), surprise, or aspect. 

The above are topics for the fiature study of -mo. 

These examples may actually be classified as a group meaning "description of someone's character" 
because the following expression is also perfectly natural without any contextual reference to 'others', e.g. 
someone other than Taro or some other referential propositions. 

(xiv) Taroo-mo syooziki-da. 
T.-also honest-DECL(NONPAST) 
'Taro is honest.' 

What is sure is that this -mo conveys "some information" that -ga (the nominative case marker) cannot. 
However, it is hard to describe the information. This fiustration is similar to distinguishing -wa from -ga in 
that a native speaker shares the intuition that they are (often) used differently, but cannot illustrate the 
difference fiilly or clearly. 
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3.5 Characterization of toritate-joshi 

The 'indications' of the four toritate-joshi are summarized as follows. 

(79) -Dake 'only' 
a. exclusiveness: 'others' having the opposite truth value from 'self 
b. evaluation: "such a small amount" of 'self which is a numeral 

(80) -Bakari 'only' 
a. exclusiveness: 'others' having the opposite truth value from 'self 
b. plurality (of 'self): cannot refer to a singular target and single event 

simultaneously 
c. approximation: (numeral) "approximate amount", (non-numeral) 

"remarkable number or high ratio" of 'self 

(81) -5'ae'even' 
a. surprise: (un)likeliness, unexpectedness, unbelievability, etc. of 'self 
b. inclusiveness: 'others' having the same truth value from 'self 

(82) -Mo 'also' 
a. inclusiveness: 'others' having the same truth value from 'self 
b. surprise: (un)likeliness, unexpectedness, unbelievability, etc. of 'self 
c. evaluation: "such a large amount" of 'self which is a numeral 
d. aspectual intensity: emphasis on the change of state 

Various interpretations of toritate-joshi result from the interactions (strength differences) 

of these 'indications'. 
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CHAPTER 5: PLACEMENT OF TORITATE-JOSHI 

This chapter discusses the properties of placement of toritate-joshi. Toritate-joshi can 

occupy various positions, but often require some morphological adjustments of adjacent 

morphemes. The aim of the discussion is to clearly display the morphological 

adjustments required to include toritate-joshi in a phrase or sentence. In this chapter, 

therefore, we will leave the semantic or interpretational issues, and concentrate on the 

morphological ones. Target selection of toritate-joshi, or the syntax of toritate-joshi, will 

be discussed separately in the following chapter. Basically, what is provided is a detailed 

observation of the placement of toritate-joshi, or morphology of toritate-joshi, and 

potential discussion topics that can be extended from these observations. No "analysis" 

will be provided. 

The placement of toritate-joshi in terms of what can precede and follow them, has 

been the main concern for joshi classification since the establishment of modem joshi 

study by Yamada (1908), who extended the discussion and classification of joshi by 

Otsuki (1897a, 1897b) in detail. We will point out that the formalization of toritate-joshi 

placement is a tough challenge due to its complicated formation. It is important to 

remember that in previous work, adjacency conditions were used to classify joshi, but in 

this thesis the class of toritate-joshi is defined first and then their adjacency conditions are 

examined. 

Section 1 discusses orthodox cases, in which toritate-joshi are placed in the 

subject or the object phrase or verbal complex. Section 2 discusses cases when toritate-
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joshi are placed in other predicative complexes.' Section 3 illustrates "competition" of 

toritate-joshi with other joshi for position. Section 4 notes interactions of toritate-joshi 

with adverbials. Finally, Section 5 displays the adjectival use of -dake, which is not 

possible with other toritate-joshi. 

Only three toritate-joshi, -dake 'only', -sae 'even', and -mo 'also' are discussed in 

this chapter. The toritate-joshi -bakari 'only', which has been discussed as well as the 

other three, is discussed little in this chapter because its morphological behavior, as well 

as its syntactic behavior (discussed in the next chapter), is basically the same as -dake 

'only'. 

1. Basic discussion 

Toritate-joshi can be placed in various positions. We have 

when toritate-joshi are attached to a noun (phrase) such as 

sentence, and when toritate-joshi are in a verbal complex. 

1.1 Attaching to a noun 

One of the typical positions of toritate-joshi is immediately after a noun (phase). 

' The term 'predicative' is employed because in Japanese an adjective or a noun can play a predicative role 
without the help of a verb or an auxiliary verb like English be. The term 'predicate' sometimes refers to 
part of the two-way distinction which divides a sentence into the subject and 'predicate' like the topic-
comment distinction. Here, we refer to the linguistic unit which particularly refers to the action or state 
(event). The term 'predicator' has also been suggested for such reference, but we settle with the term 
'predicative' for the sake of clarity. 

mainly considered the cases 

the subject or the object of a 
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A simple Japanese transitive sentence "skeleton" consists of three words, in 

S(ubject)-0(bject)-V(erb) order as in (1) below. 

(1) Taroo tako tabe-ta. 
(male name) octopus eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus.' 

We call it a "skeleton" because a Japanese sentence is usually given with kaku-joshi 'case 

particles' attached to nouns in order to make the logical (grammatical) relations clear, as 

in (2) below. 

(2) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus.' 

The slot where -ga or -o appears is the position where toritate-joshi can appear. 

(3) a. Taroo-dake tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-sae tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. Taroo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 

(4) a. Taroo-ga tako-dake tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga tako-sae tabe-ta. 
c. Taroo-ga tako-mo tabe-ta. 

In fact, some complex patterns are observed in the appearance or the positioning of 

(multiple) joshi, and the discussion of this patterning has been one of the main concerns 

in the study of joshi (cf. Yamada (1908)). Different joshi can "battle" for position, and 

co-occurrence is sometimes possible. We will return to this issue of "competition" 

between joshi for post-nominal slots as a complementary discussion later in Section 3. 
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For discussions of target selection, the interactions of toritate-joshi in a wider 

range, such as in a sentence, are the main concern. The next chapter will consider the 

pattern in (3) and (4) above because of its simplicity and naturalness. 

1.2 hi a verbal complex 

Toritate-joshi can appear in a verbal complex, too. In this case, however, two patterns are 

observed. Given the sequence of V-TENSE, where "V" represents a verb root and "TENSE" 

represents a tense morpheme, one class of toritate-joshi intervenes between the two 

morphemes, and the other class of toritate-joshi follows the tense morpheme. Most 

toritate-joshi fall in the former class such as -mo 'also' and -sae 'even'. An example of 

the latter class is -dake 'only'. Remember that -bakari 'only' always falls in the same 

class as -dake morphosyntactically. 

Toritate-joshi cannot simply intervene between a verb root and a tense morpheme. 

When they are placed in that position, some morphological adjustments are required 

because they never immediately follow the bare verb root, nor are they immediately 

followed by a tense morpheme. 

1.2.1 Examples 1: V-[toritate-joshi]-TENSE 

Given the sequence of V-TENSE, most toritate-joshi can intervene between the two 

morphemes as (5) below. The examples in (5) are illustrated only with -mo 'also', but of 

course -sae 'even' occupies this position with the same formation. 
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(5) Toritate-joshi in the verb complex: ^w/sZ-insertion 

V-TENSE 

a. hasir-ta 
run-PAST 

b. yom-u 
read-NONPAST 

tabe-ta 
eat-PAST 

iki-ru 
live-NONPAST 

V(CONJ)-mo-si/sM-TENSE 

hasiri-mo-^/-ta 
run(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

yom/-mo-5w-ru 
read(cONj)-also-do-NONPAST 

tabe-mo-^z-ta 
eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

iki-mo-i'M-ru 
live(coNJ)-also-do-NONPAST 

This construction requires two steps. One is to change the verb form to the conjunctive 

form^; and the other is the insertion of the verb si/su 'do'. The "raw" insertion of a 

toritate-joshi is simply impossible (6a), and so is an omission of either procedure (6b, 6c). 

(6) a. * hasir-mo-ta 
b. * hasir-mo-.s/-ta 
c. * hasin'-mo-ta 

The two steps are discussed below separately. 

1.2.2 Conjunctive form for toritate-joshi 

There are two main verb classes in Japanese. The first class is 'consonant verbs' whose 

^ I will put the inflectional ending -i in italics and without hyphenation. I do this because an inflectional 
ending plays its role by attaching to the predicative root, so nothing can break in between the root and the 
ending. Such a strong boundary is expressed by eliminating the morpheme boundary (-) in this thesis, but 
still indicating it by italicization, to distinguish it from the other morpheme boundaries that allow some 
break-ins. 
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root ends in a consonant as in (5a) and (5b). These verbs become conjunctive by 

attaching the inflectional ending -i to the verb root. The second class is 'vowel verbs', 

whose root ends in a vowel as in (5c) and (5d). The conjunctive form of these verbs 

shares the surface form of the root.^ 

There are various uses of the conjunctive form, but one of the most important is to 

make connection with other morphemes possible, to augment the predicative complex. 

Not all morphemes can be directly attached to the verb root. In fact, tense morphemes 

such as the -ta (past) and -<r>u (non-past) are exceptional in that they can directly attach 

to the verb root."* When a compound verb is formed, for example, the conjunctive form is 

employed to connect the two. The verb wasure 'forget' can be combined with another 

verb X to mean 'forget to X'. For a compound, the verb wasure 'forget' is attached to the 

conjunctive form of the verb. 

(7) Taroo-ga shukudai-o wasure-ta. 
T.-(NOM) homework-(ACC) forget-PAST 
'Taro forgot (his) homework.' 

(8) a. Taroo-ga Hanako-o yob/"-wasure-ta. 
T.-(NOM) H.-(ACC) call(coNJ)-forget-PAST 
'Taro forgot to call Hanako.' 

b. Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-wasure-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-forgot-PAST 
'Taro forgot to eat octopus.' 

^ The first class is also famous as a VW-verb' {-ru is attached to form a non-past tense form) in some 
textbooks of Japanese as a Foreign/Second Language, or Uchidan-doshi' in Japanese School Grammar. 
Similarly, the latter is also famous as an 'w-verb' (-u is attached to form a non-past tense form) or 'godan-
doshi'. The non-past tense morpheme is often written as -<r>u to indicate the interaction. I keep putting 
-ru in the examples for both classes of verbs, assuming that readers know the sound change. 

The only other example is the joshi -te {-de) which is used to form another kind of conjunctive form. 
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Hence, the inflection of the verbs such as in (5) is considered to be for the toritate-joshi 

attachment. Tense morphemes are attached to the verb root, but other morphemes are not. 

This is why the conjunctive form is required. 

It will be worth noting that the conjunctive form is also used for nominalization. 

(9) a. subarasii hasin' 
wonderful run(CONJ) 
'wonderful run(ning)' 

b. tekikakuna yom; 
proper read(CONJ) 
'proper reading' 

One could argue that this class of toritate-joshi can be attached only to a nominal element. 

This argument becomes more crucial when we consider why the verb sHsu 'do' is 

inserted (see below). However, we do not further discuss the 'nominality' of the 

conjunctive form because the crucial point here is that the conjunctive form makes it 

possible for the verb to be followed by (some class of) toritate-joshi. 

1.2.3 Sz-support 

The insertion of sHsu 'do' is needed because the tense morpheme must attach to a verb 

root. When a toritate-joshi takes the post-main-verb-root slot, the tense morpheme 

requires 'another' verb root for morphological reasons. The semantically null verb sHsu 

'do' is chosen for this role. This is an irregular verb: It is si when preceding the past tense 



morpheme -ta, and it is -su when preceding the non-past tense morpheme -ru.^ We call it 

"^-support", because we provide examples in the past tense mostly, and because the 

irrealis (imperfective) form of it, which is si, is also used for support (See Section 2.2 

below). 

Another reason why we call it 5z-support is because this is very much hke 'Wo-

support" for negation in English, which the examples in (10) below illustrate. 

(10) a. They ate octopus. 
b. * They not ate octopus. 
c. They did not eat octopus. 
d. * They ate not octopus. 

It is generally assumed since Chomsky (1957) that the insertion or appearance of not 

between the tense marker and the main verb strands tense, and so the insertion of do {did) 

is required to bear that tense. This do is semantically null like si 'do'. Do-insertion {si-

insertion) occurs to fulfill the failure of tense marking, which is caused by the appearance 

of the negative element (toritate-joshi). 

Do can also be inserted in English, with a prosodic prominence on it, to 

emphasize either affirmation (contrasting with negation) or tense. 

(11) They DO/DID eat octopus. 

In Japanese, this construction is simply ungrammatical, with or without prosodic 

prominence. 

' It is sometimes assumed that only the i part is the root. We do not go deeply into this issue; we simply 
take both si and su as the roots. 
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(12) a. * Taroo-ga miti-o hasirj-si/5/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) road-on run(CONJ)-do-PAST 
'Taro ran on the road.' 

b. * Taroo-ga hon-o yomi-si/SI-ta. 
T.-(NOM) book-(ACC) read(coNj)-do-PAST 

'Taro read a book.' 

The predicative complex in (12) fulfills all morphological requirements; the conjunctive 

form can be followed by another verb (cf (8)), and the tense morpheme is attached to a 

verb root.® However, examples in (12) are impossible simply because there is no reason 

for inserting 'do' there. 

In addition, the inserted si 'do' may not receive prosodic prominence. 

(13) a. hasiri-mo-.sz-ta 'also ran' 
b. tabe-mo-^/-ta 'also ate' 

(14) a. * hasirz-mo-5/-ta 'also ran' 
b. ''' tabe-mo-5/-ta 'also ate' 

' I provided the examples in (12) to escape improper refutation. As mentioned at the very end of Section 
1.2.2 above, the conjunctive form is used to nominalize a verb. In fact, some words like hasiri 'run(ning)' 
dtndyomi 'reading' have already been well-established as nouns. Such nouns can be used as an object with 
the main verb si 'do'. Hence, the expressions ii hasiri-o si-ta '(lit.) did good run(ning)' or tekikakunayomi-
o si-ta '(lit.) did proper reading' are actually possible. In conversation, the joshi -o is frequently omitted, 
which results in the surface form "ii hasiri si-ta (-ne)" or tekikakuna yotni si-ta (-ne)". {-Ne is a "final 
particle" that is naturally used in conversational form to show the speaker's attitude.) That is, the sequence 
of hasiri si-ta or yomi si-ta is actually possible, though the construction of them is different from those in 
(12). I included a phrase with -o in (12), which makes it impossible to interpret hasiri or yomi as the object 
of a sentence, or a nominal element. The double-o constraint in Japanese prohibits having an object along 
with another -o attached phrase. I have discussed this in Ohno (1998) extensively. 
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One of the reasons for this is that the main element in the construction in the examples in 

(13) is toritate-joshi7 Japanese lacks the emphatic construction as in the English example 

in (11). Toritate-joshi can get prosodic prominence for emphasis. 

(15) a. hasin-MO-5z-ta 'also ran' 
b. tabe-MO-5/-ta 'also ate' 

This fact is also similar to the pattern of emphasis in English Jo-support with negation. 

(16) a. * They DO not eat octopus. 
b. They do NOT eat octopus. 

^/-insertion, therefore, is considered to be supplemental to fulfill a morphological 

requirement of a tense morpheme, just as c/o-insertion for negation is supplemental to 

fulfill a syntactic requirement of tense. 

The following examples confirm it. 

(17) a. * Taroo-ga michi-o hasin'-^Z-mo-i'z-ta. 
b. * Taroo-ga hon-o yom/-5/'-mo-5'/-ta. 

Indeed, this double insertion of si satisfies the requirements of both the tense morpheme 

(must attach to a verb root) and also toritate-joshi (must attach to a verb in conjunctive 

form), but in reality (17a) and (17b) are impossible. This is because the insertion of the 

' Another reason is that the sequence of si-ta is considered to be one phonological (and syntactic) unit and 
pronounced LH (Low-High in pitch contour) in common Japanese. In such a case, it is extremely hard to 
put prosodic prominence in the L part, i.e. si. However, the H part (the past tense morpheme -ta) does not 
get prosodic prominence, either (*hasin'-mo-i'/-TA, *tabe-mo-5/-TA); in addition, even the Kansai dialect, 
in which si-ta is pronounced HL, does not employ the prominence illustrated in (14). 
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first si is unnecessary—in fact, "prohibited", as we have already seen in (12) above. As 

long as the main verb is in the conjunctive form, toritate-joshi can be attached to it. 

See another sequential pattern below. Just the insertion of si 'do' between the verb 

and toritate-joshi does not make any sense. 

(18) a. * Taroo-ga michi-o hasiri-.sz-mo-ta. 
b. * Taroo-ga hon-o yomMZ-mo-ta. 

This is doubly bad. One problem is the unnecessary insertion of si 'do' in that position, as 

we have just seen, and the other is lack of necessary insertion of si to support the tense 

morpheme. To sum up, .^/-insertion is solely for the support of a tense morpheme. 

We have seen .sZ-support, which makes it possible to put toritate-joshi in the 

predicative complex. This is the case when the predicative is a verb. When a predicative 

is a noun or adjective (phrase), ar-support ('exw?-support') is observed, rather then si-

support. This will be discussed in Section 2.1 below in detail, though we mainly use 

verbs in our examples, for convenience. 

1.2.4 Examples 2: V-TENSE-[toritate-joshi] 

The toritate-joshi -mo 'also' and -sae 'even' exhibit the pattern we have discussed. The 

same formation is not totally impossible for -dake 'only', -bakari 'only', etc. 

(19) a. hasir-ta —> hasin'-dake-5z-ta 
run-PAST run(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 
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b. yom-ru 
read-NONPAST 

c. tabe-ta 
eat-PAST 

d. iki-ru 
live-NONPAST 

yom/-dake-^M-ru 
read(cONj)-also-do-NONPAST 

tabe-dake-i'z-ta 
eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

iki-dake-sM-ru 
live(coNJ)-also-do-NONPAST 

However, these examples in (19) above sound very foreign. It is more natural to attach 

-dake 'only' after the tense morpheme. 

(20) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

hasir-ta 
run-PAST 

yom-ru 
read-NONPAST 

tabe-ta 
eat-PAST 

iki-ru —> 
live-NONPAST 

hasir-ta-dake 
run-PAST-only 

yom-ru-dake 
read-NONPAST-only 

tabe-ta-dake 
eat-PAST-only 

iki-ru-dake 
live-NONP AST-only 

No additional morphological operation is provided here. This toritate-joshi can simply 

follow the tense morpheme. 

* It turns out to be much better if -dake is followed by -wa, which is famous as a topic marker. For example, 
yomi-dake-wa-sita '(someone) at least read (something)' is a natural expression. The flipped order, *yomi-
wa-dake-sila is impossible. Perhaps the unit -dake-wa has been grammaticized to -dakewa, which falls in 
the same class as -mo 'also' (and -sue 'even'). This is quite understandable if one knows that in 
kokugogaku (National Language Studies, or Japanese traditional linguistics) -wa has been classified into 
the same group as -mo and contemporary -sae {kakari-joshi) after Yamada (1908). 



As is clear from this discussion and other discussions following (e.g. Sections 2.4, 

3.2, 5, etc.) -dake 'only' sometimes exhibits very different patterns from -mo 'also' or 

-sae 'even'. This pattern is one of them. If -dake is placed in after the tense morpheme, a 

declarative morpheme {-dal-datta, -des, etc.) frequently follows. We will come back to 

this point in Section 2.4 later. These will be largely related to its historical background, 

which we briefly discussed in Chapter 4, Section 3.1.3, i.e. the "nominality" of -dake. 

1.3 Summary of placement of toritate-joshi: basic discussion 

The interactions of toritate-joshi in these positions below are mainly discussed in the 

following section. 

( 2 1 )  D i r e c t l y  a t t a c h e d  t o  a  n o u n  ( p h r a s e )  a l o n e :  s u b j e c t  o r  o b j e c t  
a. Taroo-dake tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-sae tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. Taroo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 
e. Taroo-ga tako-dake tabe-ta. 
f Taroo-ga tako-sae tabe-ta. 
g- Taroo-ga tako-mo tabe-ta. 

(22) In the predicative complex: before a tense morpheme 
a. Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-sae-^/-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-^i-ta. 

(23) In the predicative complex: after a tense morpheme 
a. Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta-dake. 

The target selections of a toritate-joshi from those positions are discussed concretely in 

the following chapter (Chapter 6). 
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In the remaining Sections, 2 through 5, other complex morphological interactions 

of toritate-joshi are discussed. Since these complex interactions are not covered much in 

the following sections or chapters, readers who are interested in the target selection, or 

syntactic interactions, of toritate-joshi can skip this section and start reading Chapter 6. 

Although the material in this section are unimportant for further discussion in the 

next chapter, we discuss them because (i) some of them have been a main topic in 

(toritate-)joshi studies; and (ii) some of them are an untouched area that should be studied 

in future research. 

2. In other predicative complexes 

In Section 1, we merely considered the simple predicative of V-TENSE. In this subsection 

other predicative complexes are examined. 

2.1. ^r-support 

There are three types of predicatives in Japanese: verbal, adjectival, and nominal. Unlike 

English, adjectives and nouns can be predicative without the help of a verb {be in 

English). We have seen ̂ /-support which makes it possible for a toritate-joshi -mo or -sae 

to intervene between a verb (root) and a tense morpheme. In this subsection (2.1), we 

discuss the remaining two predicatives that trigger ar-support rather than ̂ /-support. The 

verb (root) ar means 'exist'. 
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2.1.1 Adjectives: non-past 

Adjectives are considered first. In adjectival use (as a nominal modifier, preceding the 

nominal unit), adjectives take -i for an inflectional ending,^ e.g. ao-i sora 'blue sky'. 

Thus, these adjectives are sometimes called "/-adjectives" in contrast with "«a-

adjectives" which are treated as 'adjectival nouns' in this thesis. We will discuss 

adjectival nouns immediately after we discuss (i-)adjectives. 

The example below takes -i as the non-past tense morpheme. We consider the 

non-past tense form first because the past tense form of an adjective is more complicated, 

and it raises some puzzles. 

(24) Soosu-ga kara-i. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy-NONPAST 

'The sauce is spicy.' 

We have seen toritate-joshi break in between a verb root and a tense morpheme with the 

help of-;' (the conjunctive inflection ending) and si 'do'. In this case, the intervention is 

formulated as in (25) below. 

(25) a. Soosu-ga karaAru-mo-ar-ru. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy(cONJ)-also-exist-NONPAST 

'The sauce is also spicy.' 

b. Soosu-ga karaA:w-sae-ar-ru. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy(C0NJ)-even-exist-N0NPAST 

'The sauce is even spicy.' 

' This -i is also a non-past tense marker for adjectives as in (24). 
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These two toritate-joshi can break into the adjective root and the tense morpheme; but 

this time, with the help of -ku (conjunctive inflection ending for adjectives)'" rather than -

i for the attachment of toritate-joshi to a verb root, and with ar 'exist' rather than si 'do' 

for tense morpheme attachment. Since ar 'exist' is a verb, the tense marker must be that 

for a verb (-<r>u rather than -i for non-past). 

(26) a. * Soosu-ga karai-mo-ar-ru. 
b. * Soosu-ga kara/'-sae-ar-ru. 

(27) a. * Soosu-ga kaxdLku-mo-su-m. 
b. * Soosu-ga karaA:w-sae-5M-ru. 

Technically, -dake can undergo the same formulation, but it sounds very unfamiliar 

though it will not be ungrammatical. This intuition is the same as when the predicative is 

verbal (cf (19)). 

(28) Soosu-ga karato-dake-ar-u. 

Analogous to the verbal predicative cases, it would be because attaching to a tense 

morpheme is most frequently observed in the case of -dake. 

(29) Soosu-ga kara-i-dake. 

Since one of the main functions of the conjunctive form is to make a compound with a predicative, the 
conjunctive form of an adjective is often counted as an adverb. See also Section 4.5 below. Different from 
verbs, conjunctive forms of adjectives cannot be nominal. The endings -sa (e.g. kara-i 'spicy': kara-sa 
'spiciness'), and sometimes -mi (e.g. huka-i 'deep'; huka-mi 'depth') nominalize an adjective. The root of 
an adjective for color or shape can be a noun by itself (e.g. ao-i 'blue': ao 'blue (color)', maru-i 'round': 
maru 'circle'). 
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Note that -i in (29) above is a non-past tense morpheme for an adjective, not an 

inflectional ending (as the hyphenation indicates). 

This procedure is exactly identical to the verbal predicative cases in that the 

predicative takes conjunctive inflection in order to be followed by a toritate-joshi, and a 

verb is inserted to mark tense. The ar-insertion 'exw^-insertion', rather than sj-insertion 

't/o-insertion', is very reasonable once we consider the semantic contribution of verbs 

and adjectives. Verbs refer to events which will be "done", while adjectives refer to a 

state which "exists" for some time span. Most neutral verbs are chosen for support." 

Hence, the formation seems the same as verbal predicatives. 

The only difference from the verbal predicative is that the "toritate-joshi-less" 

expression is not ungrammatical. 

(30) Soosu-ga kax2Lku-ar-m. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy(C0Nj)-exist-N0NPAST 
'The sauce is spicy.' 

This expression is not common in daily conversation at all. However, this was in fact one 

of the inflectional forms used at one time in the past.'^ With a knowledge of Japanese 

classics, the expression in (30) is not so bad that it would be considered 'ungrammatical'. 

" It is important to remember that the distinction of verbs from adjectives is based on their morphological 
or syntactic properties; for example, verbs take -<r>u for the non-past tense, while adjectives take -i. 
Hence, stative verbs take ^/-support, rather than ar-support, because they are (morphosyntactically) "verbs". 
An important background is that adjectives did not originally have flexible inflectional patterns in the past 
and flexible ones were created by adding the verb ar 'exist', i.e. ar was "chosen" for inflection. 

The even older conjunctive form of an adjective was -ki. 
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Also, this form can be used stylistically for other than toritate-joshi purposes, such as in 

an 'eve«-2/-clause'.'^ 

(31) Soosu-ga karaA:w-ar-temo, 
sauce-(NOM) spicy(coNJ)-exist-even. if 
'Even if the sauce is spicy, ...' 

e.g. ...this dish, as a whole, is sweet. 

Thus, there are two possible explanations about formation for toritate-joshi insertion. One 

is to keep the generalization that a toritate-joshi requires the predicative to be conjunctive 

and a tense morpheme requires a support of a semantically null verb root, both of which 

are for morphological reasons. The other is to assume that native speakers have access to 

the old type of inflection by some means (cf. (33) below), perhaps in the lexicon (e.g. 

kara{-i) karaku-ar{-ru) 'spicy', haya{-i) hayaku-ar{-ru) 'fast') and use the latter 

(old) form to insert toritate-joshi. 

(32) Adjectival predicative'"^ 

Formation 1 (General) 

kara(-TENSE) base 

kara-mo(-TENSE) joshi placement 

karaA:w-mo(-TENSE) inflect to conjunctive form 

karaA:w-mo-ar(-TENSE) ar-insertion 

Normally, an 'even-j/-clause' with an adjective predicative is composed with -temo directly attached to 
the conjunctive form of the adjective, i.e. without ar in (31). 

Remember that the arrows do not necessarily represent the order of the formation in Formation 1. The 
steps may be in a different order or unordered. Formation 2, however, will be taken to be in this order. 
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Formation 2 (for adjectives) 

kara(-TENSE) base 

kara/rM-ar(-TENSE) lexical formation (translation?) 

karaA:w-mo-ar(-TENSE) joshi placement 

The first step of Formation 2 is considered to be obtained by a general lexical rule in (33) 

below. 

(33) Interchangeability of adjectives 

•ADJROOT (^)~^ ADJCONJ"<2^ 

If (33) is assumed, it is expected that one more slot is actually available for toritate-joshi: 

between ar and a tense morpheme.'^ 

(34) Soosu-ga kax2iku-ari-mo-su-m. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy(CONJ)-exist(CONj)-also-NONPAST 

'The sauce is also spicy.' 

Since -mo breaks into the verb ar 'exist' and the tense morpheme -ni (non-past), si-

support is necessary. 

(34) is possible, so it will support Formation 2 and show the insufficiency of 

Formation 1 (because Formation 1 does not explain (34)). However, (34) is highly formal 

and redundant, and is rarely used even in written text, let alone in daily conversation.'^ 

Astute readers might have noticed this when they saw the example in (30). 
It is important to remember that having toritate-joshi in the predicative complex itself is rather formal. 
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We do not conclude which formation is the right way to take.'^ The "answer" should be 

explained theory-intemally. 

2.1.2 Adjectives: past 

To make the past tense form of an adjective, -katta is attached to the adjective root.'^ 

(35) Soosu-ga kaxa-katta. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy-PAST 

'The sauce was spicy.' 

When a toritate-joshi is included in the predicative complex (putting aside the sentence 

final tj^e such as -dake 'only'), it never falls between the adjective root and the tense 

morpheme. 

(36) a. * Soosu-ga kaxa-mo-katta. 
b. * Soosu-ga kara-sae-^a/to. 

Instead, a toritate-joshi breaks inside the -katta. 

(37) a. Soosu-ga karaA:w-mo-ar-ta. 
b. Soosu-ga karaA:M-sae-ar-ta. 

This is reasonable because the k(a) part of -katta is actually (or historically) an 

inflectional ending (of conjunctive form). The past tense morpheme for an adjective is the 

remnant of an old form with some sound changes: {-ki-ar-ta >) -ku-ar-ta > -kar-ta > 

" But see also Section 2.2 below, where we discuss the negative element -na(i), which is morphologically 
an adjective. 
" This is how Japanese is normally taught as a foreign or second language. See Jorden with Noda (1987: 
39f), Makino, Hatasa, and Hatasa (1998: 172, 372), among others. 
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-katta. The adjective root kara and the k(a) part, therefore, is unbreakable (cf (36)). The 

tense difference between (25) and (37) ends up in the difference of the tense morpheme 

{-<r>u vs. -ta) straightforwardly. 

It is a mystery if we take it that a toritate-joshi "breaks into" the morpheme -katta, 

but either account. Formation 1 or Formation 2 plus (33), will generate forms in (37) and 

reject (36) correctly.'^ 

2.1.3 Nominals: non-past 

Nominal predicatives undergo exactly the same procedure. A nominal predicative is often 

followed by a declarative morpheme. (38a) below includes an adjective noun,^" and (38b) 

a plain noun as a predicative. 

(38) a. Sora-ga kiree-da. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(NONPAST) 
'The sky is beautiful.' 

b. Taroo-ga gakusee-da. 
T.-(N0M) Student-DECL(NONPAST) 
'Taro is a student.' 

The difference between an adjective noun and a plain noun is their forms in adjectival use. 

" In so-called "School Grammar" (because it is the grammar taught in school starting at the elementary 
school level) in Japan, which was developed by Hashimoto (1931, 1937, 1938), -kat is taken as an 
inflectional ending; e.g. as part of the adjective base, which can be followed by the past tense morpheme -ta. 
However, it is mysterious how native speakers "extract" ar 'exist' from -kat. 

We prefer the term "adjective noun" to "adjectival noun" because in this thesis the term "adjectival" is 
reserved for the syntactic (or morphological) relation of "modifying a noun (phrase)", in contrast to 
"predicative". For example, the adjectival use of the adjective spicy is as in spicy food, while the 
predicative use of it is as in this food is spicy. 
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(39) a. kiree-na sora 
beautiful-(GEN) sky 
'beautiful sky' 

b. * kiree-no sora 
beautiful-(GEN) sky 

(40) a. gakusee-no Taro 
student-(GEN) T. 
'student TaroV'Taro who is a student' 

b. * gakusee-na Taro 
student-(GEN) T. 

This is the only difference between the two classes morphologically. Hence, we treat the 

two classes in the same category for our current purpose.^' As we will see below, the two 

classes exhibit exactly the same formation for toritate-joshi insertion. 

When a toritate-joshi is inserted in the nominal predicative complex, the 

declarative morpheme -da is inflected to the conjunctive -de for toritate-joshi attachment 

purpose and ar 'exist' is inserted to support tense marking. 

(41) a. Sora-ga kiree-Je-mo-ar-ru. 
b. Sora-ga kiree-Je-sae-ar-ru. 

(42) a. Taroo-ga gakusee-t/e-mo-ar-ru. 
b. Taroo-ga gakusee-c/e-sae-ar-ru. 

Adjective nouns are usually classified differently from nouns, and as either adjectives or verbs (e.g. 
Hashimoto (1931, 1937, 1938), i.e. School Grammar, calls ih^mkeyo doshi 'adjectival verbs'. See also the 
discussion in Section 4.5 below.). Partial evidence for this treatment is the independent morphological 
formation of (39a); they do not exhibit the same pattern as nouns (as (40b) shows) but have an independent 
"inflection". That is, na in (39a) is considered to be an inflectional ending (attributive). See also Section 5 
below. 
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as a predicative. In order to attach to a predicative (verb, predicative adjective, or 

predicative noun), a toritate-joshi requires the predicative be in conjunctive form; but 

nouns do not inflect. This is why the declarative morpheme -da bears the role. 

Like the adjective cases, the "toritate-joshi-less" complex is a grammatical 

expression. Unlike the adjective cases, the expression is very common, though it is 

mostly in written form. 

(43) a. Sora-ga kircQ-de-ar-m. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-CONJ-exist-NONPAST 
'The sky is beautiful.' 

b. Taroo-ga gakusee-<5?e-ar-ru. 
T.-(NOM) student-CONJ-exist-NONPAST 
'Taroo is a student.' 

2.1.4 Nominals: past 

The past tense form of the declarative morpheme is -datta. Like -katta, this is originally 

from the composition of -de-ar-ta: [conjunctive joshi for nouns]-[the verb exw?]-[past 

tense morpheme]. It may be worth noting that it is believed that its non-past 

correspondent is shortened from -de-ar{-i) {-i for non-past in the past) > -da?^ 

More precisely, the origin is ni-te-ar(-i), i.e. joshi-joshi-verb(-tense), de-ar(-i)/(-<r>u) (fusion of 
ni-te) —> dea (drop of the final r) dia ja (—>) da (Furuta (1969: 292), Suzuki (1972: 1 lOf), etc.) The 
form da may be directly from dia. The form ja is (still) widely used in many dialects currently. 
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(44) a. Sora-ga kiree-datta. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(PAST) 
'The sky was beautiful.' 

b. Taroo-ga gakusee-datta. 
T.-(NOM) Student-DECL(PAST) 
'Taro was a student.' 

(45) 
b. 
a. Sora-ga kiree-t/e-mo-ar-ta. 

Sora-ga kiree-i/e-sae-ar-ta. 

(46) 
b. 
a. Taroo-ga gakusee-t/e-mo-ar-ta. 

Taroo-ga gakusee-c?e-sae-ar-ta. 

The procedure is very similar to that of adjectival predicatives. 

The only difference is that in the previous cases the conjunctive form was part of 

2.1.5 For further study 

Although English t/o-support has been widely discussed starting with Chomsky (1957) 

(e.g. Bobaljik 1994), Japanese ̂ /'-support and ar-support have rarely been given a 

theoretic (or even non-theoretic) account in detail. This could be a good research topic. 

The verb si 'do' in ^/-support seems to appear from nowhere (at least 

superficially), but the ar of ar-support is actually there though it does not clearly surface. 

The two formations may be quite different in essence. 

The explanation of the formation of the nominal predicative complex would be 

much simpler if we take the -de as the conjunctive joshi, rather than the conjunction form 

the predicative, while in these cases it is the declarative morpheme. 

Adjective nouns are usually considered to inflect to the conjunctive form with the de ending, cf fn. 22 
above. 
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of -da. The joshi -de {-te) is freely attached to the root of a predicative to make the 

predicative conjunctive. This "tie-insertion" view has an advantage when we consider -da 

is actually omitted quite often in conversation. For toritate-joshi insertion, the appearance 

of -de is required. 

When -dake is included in the nominal predicative, things get more complicated. 

It naturally follows the past tense nominal predicative. This pattern is parallel to other 

predicative cases. 

(47) a. Sora-ga kiree-datta-dake. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(PAST)-only 
'The sky was just beautiful. 

b. Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-dake. 
T.-(NOM) student-DECL(PAST)-only 
'Only Taro was a student. 

However, it cannot follow the non-past counterpart -da. 

(48) a. * Sora-ga kiree-da-dake. 
b. * Taroo-ga gakusee-da-dake. 

Instead, it follows -na, which is attributive form of -da. 

(49) a. Sora-ga kiree-na-dake. 
b. Taroo-ga gakusee-na-dake. 

The dominant reading or the most natural interpretation is actually something like "it was just that the 
sky was beautiful" or "there was nothing but that the sky was beautiful", i.e. the target of-dake 'only' is the 
whole sentence rather than limiting it to the predicative. 

Similar to (47a), the dominant reading is -dake 'only' having sentential target, which is like "it was just 
that Taro was a student". 
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The fact that -dake cannot follow -da, despite the fact that it can follow -datta, by itself is 

mysterious. What is more mysterious is that the attributive form, which is usually 

employed for adjectival use (cf (39)), is used for the purpose of -dake attachment. 

Moreover, attachment of -na is impossible for plain nouns (cf. (40)), but actually is 

required here. 

Considering these puzzles, the discussions in Section 2.4 below, where we discuss 

interactions between -dake and declarative morphemes, will be helpful; though the 

"answers" to those puzzles are not provided in this thesis. 

2.2 Augmented predicative complex: negative and progressive 

We have seen only a simple predicative complex whose base is just [predicative]-[TENSE]. 

The complex can be augmented by several other elements. We discuss the morphological 

interactions of toritate-joshi in those augmented predicative complexes in this subsection 

(Section 2.2) and the following subsection (Section 2.3). Only -mo 'also' is used in the 

examples in those subsections, but basically the same results are observed with -sae 

'even' because they fall into the same class morphologically (and semantically). 

Moreover, the same results seem to hold for -dake 'only' in those two subsections. -Dake 

behaves very differently from the other two when it appears with a declarative morpheme, 

as we have just seen: but this is discussed later in Section 2.4. 

First, the negative element -nai can be included. It is morphologically an adjective 

(thus, -na is the root, -i is the non-past tense morpheme for an adjective). Its only 
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difference from other adjectives is that it follows the irrealis (imperfective) form of the 

verb. (An adjective follows the conjunctive form of a predicative compound.) 

(50) a. hasir-ta 
run-PAST 

hasira-na-katta 
nm(lRR)-NEG-PAST 

b. yom-ru ^ yoma-na-i 
read-NONPAST read(lRR)-NEG-NONPAST 

There are two slots for toritate-joshi to occupy in these complexes. One is after the verb 

involving ^/-support, and the other is after the negative element, which is an adjective, 

involving ar-support. 

read(CONJ)-also-do(lRR)-NEG-NONPAST 

b. (?) yoma-na^M-mo-ar-ru 
run(lRR)-NEG(CONj)-also-exist-NONPAST 

Different from the previous examples, the motivation of ^•i-insertion is to provide the 

irrealis form of a verb so that the negative element na can be attached. In the previous 

examples, ^'/-support was for the morphological requirement of a tense morpheme that 

attaches to a verb root, so the verb root sHsu was inserted. In the current examples, the 

irrealis form si (no su) is inserted on demand. 

(51) a. hasirz-mo-5i-na-katta 
run(cONJ)-also-do(lRR)-NEG-PAST 

b. (?) hasira-naA:M-mo-ar-ta 
run(lRR)-NEG(cONj)-also-exist-PAST 

(52) a. yom/-mo-^/-na-i 
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(51b) and (52b) are very formal and much less used than (51a) and (52a).The 

(dominant) interpretations are very different between the two constructions. The 

interpretation issues are discussed in Chapter 3 and A?'' Here we just mention that the two 

formations are both possible. 

Adjectives are quite straightforward. 

(53) a. kara-katta —> karaA:M-na-katta 
spicy-PAST spicy(CONj)-NEG-PAST 

b. karaAz<-mo-na-katta 
spicy(CONJ)-also-NEG-PAST 

c. (??) karaA:M-naA:M-mo-ar-ta 
spicy(C0Nj)-NEG(C0Nj)-als0-exist-PAST 

The form (53c) is hardly used (and seems much worse than the verbal cases as in (51b) 

and (52b) above, and even worse if it were the non-past tense), while (53b) is natural.^^ 

Modified examples are provided for nouns (adjective nouns & plain nouns). The 

modification is because we would like to confirm that the procedure (and acceptability) is 

basically the same in all predicatives.^' 

The reason is similar to why (34) above is rarely used. 
Briefly reviewing those, -mo has a strong tendency to combine with a following negative element {na-

katta, na-i) to intensify the interpretation of "(un)likelihood" which English even and Japanese -sae 
strongly indicate. Hence the dominant readings of (51a) and (52a) are "didn't even run" and "do(es)n't 
even read", respectively. (51b) and (52b), on the other hand, have the dominant readings of "additive" such 
as "didn't read, either" and "do(es)n't read, either", respectively, because -mo is preceded by the negative 
element. 

The main reason for the oddity is the pairing of ar 'exist' and na 'empty, non-exist', which are easily 
recognized as antonyms by native speakers. 

The negative form provided here is relatively formal (though widely used in conversation, too). Usually 
the negative element of nouns is taught as ja-na(-i), rather than de-na(-i). However, we never say "'"[Noun]-
ja-mo-na(-i), but \Ho\iri\-de-mo-na(-i) as in the following examples. For simplicity's sake, I use the formal 
form. This fact (ja for affirmative and de for negative) encourages us to stick with the lexical 
interchangeability analysis we discussed in 2.1.1 (Formation 2). 
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(54) a. kiree-datta kiree-^/e-na-katta 
beautiful-DECL(PAST) beautiful-DECL(CONj)-NEG-PAST 

b. kiree-t/e-mo-na-katta 
beautiflll-DECL(C0NJ)-als0-NEG-PAST 

c. (??) kiree-Je-na^M-mo-ar-ta 
beautiful-DECL(C0NJ)-NEG(C0NJ)-als0-exist-PAST 

(55) a. gakusee-datta gakusee-t/e-na-katta 
Student-DECL(PAST) Student-DECL(CONJ)-NEG-PAST 

b. gakusee-^/e-mo-na-katta 
Student-DECL(CONj)-also-NEG-PAST 

c. (??) gdkasQQ-de-n&ku-mo-ar-ia 
student-DECL(C0NJ)-NEG(C0NJ)-als0-exist-PAST 

Again, (54c) and (55c) are rarely used, while (54b) and (55b) are natural (cf. fn. 28). 

Second, the progressive marker can be placed in the predicative complex. The 

progressive is formed in two steps whose order is actually unknown (and unimportant). 

First, the conjunctive joshi -te is attached to the verb root and another verb -i 'stay' is 

attached to mark it progressive.^® (Non-verbal predicatives do not have the progressive 

form.) 

(56) a. hasir-ta —> hasir-te-i-ta 
run-PAST run-CONJ-PROG-PAST 

This is usually explained as "attach -tei to the verb root" in textbooks of Japanese for both natives and 
non-natives. An important fact is that native speakers "know" that -tei is freely divided into te and i upon 
necessity, such as toritate-joshi insertion (cf (57b) and (58b) below). This is why we assume -te-i for the 
progressive marker, rather than -tei. 
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b. yom-ru 
read-NONPAST 

c. tabe-ta —> 
eat-PAST 

d. iki-ru —> 
live-NONPAST 

yom-te-i-ru 
read-CONJ-PROG-NONPAST 

tabe-te-i-ta 
eat-CONJ-PROG-PAST 

iki-te-i-ru 
live-CONJ-PROG-NONPAST 

There are three slots now for a toritate-joshi (of the -mo class) to occupy in these 

complexes. One is after the main verb involving ̂ /-support, another is after the joshi -te, 

and the other is after the progressive marker -i involving ^/'-support. (The conjunctive 

form of i 'stay' is i.) 

(57) a. hasirz-mo-^/-te-i-ta 
run(C0Nj)-alS0-d0-C0NJ-PR0G-PAST 

b. hasir-te-mo-i-ta 
run-coNJ-also-PROG-PAST 

c. hasir-te-i-mo-5/-ta 
run-C0NJ-PR0G(C0NJ)-als0-d0-PAST 

(58) a. yom/-mo-5/-te-i-ta 
read(C0NJ)-als0-d0-C0NJ-PR0G-PAST 

b. yom-te-mo-i-ta 
read-coNJ-also-PROG-PAST 

c. yom-te-i-mo-5z-ta 
read-C0NJ-PR0G(C0NJ)-als0-d0-PAST 

Because -te is joshi and is a conjunctive marker, the toritate-joshi attachment to it 

requires no insertion or formation. 
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If a predicative complex includes both negative and progressive elements,^' there 

are five available slots, including the one in (59) below. 

(59) hasir-ta —> hasir-te-i-na-katta 
run-PAST run-CONJ-PROG-NEG-PAST 

We leave the enumeration of the five forms as an exercise for the reader. 

2.3 Augmented predicative complex: passive and causative 

The predicative complex can be augmented by attaching the passive morpheme -<r>are. 

This morpheme directly attaches to the verb root. As the angle brackets indicate, it is 

actually -are that is attached to a consonant verb (cf (60b)) though it is not written so. 

This is similar to the non-past tense morpheme -<r>u. In Japanese, intransitive verbs 

such as hasir 'run' can be passivized (to mean "I was affected by (someone's) running"), 

but we do not present such examples below so as not to confuse readers.^^ 

(60) a. tabe-ta —> tabe-rare-ta 
eat-PAST eat-PASS-PAST 

yom-ru —> yom-rare-ru 
read-NONPAST read-PASS-NONPAST 

The order of ([CONJ]-)[PROG]-[NEG] is rigid. They never appear in the order of [NEG]-([CONJ]-)[PROG]. 
The interpretation is often called "adversity" (e.g. Oehrle and Nishio 1981), which is also available with 

a transitive or ditransitive verb. The interpretationai differences do not affect the morphological interactions, 
i.e. hasir 'run' with the passive morpheme -<r>are exhibits the same pattern as the examples provided 
here. 
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It seems that two slots should be available, but actually just one is available (cf. Teramura 

1991: 24f). 

(61) a. * tabe-mo-rare-ta 
eat(cONJ)-also-p ASS-PAST 

b. tabe-rare-mo-^/-ta 
eat-PASS(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

(62) a. * yom/-mo-rare-ru 
read(C0Nj)-als0-PASS-N0NPAST 

b. yom-rare-mo-jw-ru 
read-PASS(coNj)-also-do-NONPAST 

That is, a toritate-joshi is never able to break in between the verb and the passive 

morpheme. Of course, this is not because of the lack of sj-support after -mo. 

(63) a. * tabe-mo-sj/sw-rare-ta 
eat(coNJ)-also-do-PASS-PAST 

b. * yomi-mo-5i/5M-rare-ta 
read(CONJ)-also-do-PASS-PAST 

The passive morpheme is as unbreakable from the verb root as an inflectional ending." 

The causative morpheme -<s>ase is very similar to the passive morpheme 

-<r>are in its morphological interactions. Thus, it is expected that a similar restriction 

would be observed in the causative predicative; and it is actually reported so in the 

Thus, verbs with the passive morpheme should actually be represented as taberare. vomare. etc., but the 
passive morpheme is separately given with a hyphen (-) for aesthetic purposes. 
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literature (e.g. Teramura 1991: 24). However, although (65a) and (66a) are much less 

common, I hesitate to regard them as unacceptable. 

(64) a. tabe-ta —> tabe-sase-ta 
eat-PAST eat-CAUSE-PAST 

b. yom-ru —> yom-sase-ru 
read-NONPAST read-CAUSE-NONPAST 

(65) a. (*) tabe-mo-sase-ta 
eat(C0NJ)-als0-CAUSE-PAST 

b. tabe-sase-mo-^/-ta 
eat-CAUSE(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

(66) a. (*) yom/-mo-sase-ru 
read(C0Nj)-als0-CAUSE-N0NPAST 

b. yom-sase-mo-sM-ru 
read-CAUSE(C0NJ)-als0-d0-N0NPAST 

The two morphemes can appear simultaneously to form a passive of a causative. 

(67) a. tabe-ta —> tabe-sase-rare-ta 
eat-PAST eat-CAUSE-PASS-PAST 

yom-ru —> yom-sase-rare-ru 
read-NONPAST read-CAUSE-PASS-NONPAST 

There are three potential slots. 

Teramura (1991: 24) also notes that there are people who feel the interruption between the verb root and 
the causative morpheme is better than the interruption between the verb root and the passive morpheme. 

At least there is a large difference between the sequences of V-mo/sae-CAUSE and V-mo/sae-PASS. The 
former is much better than the latter. The latter is just impossible on any occasion. This might be related to 
the fact that (the first) s of -<s>ase is originally fi'om si 'do'. 
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(68) a. (*) tabe-mo -sase-rare-ta 
eat(C0NJ)-als0-CAUSE-PASS-PAST 

b. * tabe-sase-mo-rare-ta 
eat-CAUSE(C0NJ)-alS0-PASS-PAST 

c. tabe-sase-rare-mo-5/-ta 
eat-CAUSE-PASS(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

The results are expected based on the previous discussion. 

It is rare, but a causative of a passive is possible—100% possible 

morphosyntactically, though such use is uncommon. 

The results are the same for the pattern of a causative of a passive. 

(70) a. * tabe-mo-rare-sase-ta 
eat(coNj)-also-PASS-CAUSE-PAST 

b. (*) tabe-rare-mo-sase-ta 
eat-PASs(C0Nj)-als0-CAUSE-PAST 

c. tabe-rare-sase-mo-^Z-ta 

The toritate-joshi -mo cannot be immediately followed by the passive morpheme, may or 

may not be immediately followed by the causative morpheme, and can be immediately 

followed by the tense morpheme (triggering ̂ /-insertion). 

(69) a. tabe-ta 
eat-PAST 

^ tabe-rare-sase-ta 
eat-PASS-CAUSE-PAST 

b. yom-ru yom-rare-sase-ru 
read-NONPAST read-PASS-CAUSE-NONPAST 

eat-PASS-CAUSE(CONj)-also-do-PAST 
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2.4 -Dake with a declarative morpheme 

As we have seen, -dake 'only' can appear after a tense morpheme, which is often 

sentence final. -Dake in that position is naturally followed by the declarative morpheme 

-dal-datta, or their polite form equivalents -desuZ-desita?^ (cf Taramura (1991: 149f)) 

(71) a. Taroo-ga hasir-ta-dake-da. 
T. -(NOM) run-PAST-only-DECL(NONPAST) 
'Merely Taro ran.' 

b. Soosu-ga kara-katta-dake-datta. 
sauce-(NOM) spicy-PAST-only-DECL(PAST) 
'Merely the sauce was spicy.' 

c. Sora-ga kiree-datta-dake-desu. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(PAST)-only-DECL[POLITE] (NONPAST) 
'Merely the sky was just beautiftil.' 

d. Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-dake-desita. 
T.-(NOM) Student-DECL(PAST)-Only-DECL[POLITE](PAST) 
'Merely Taro was a student.' 

The tense in the declarative morpheme at the very end of a sentence reflects the 

viewpoint of the speaker. Hence, non-past tense is more like affirmation, and past tense is 

more like retrospection by the speaker. That is, the differentiation of the tense in the 

declarative is more modal than the pure temporal marking. We do not discuss this topic 

here. Our current interest is why -dake 'only' can appear at the end of a predicative 

It would be more natural to take -des as the verb root, which is followed by -ta (past) or -<r>u (non-past). 
We do not treat it so here for a few reasons. First, we do not discuss those polite forms. Second, we can 
keep them parallel to the plain forms daldatta which have lost the clear non-past tense morpheme. See fh. 
22 for historical development of the form da. Third, we do not want to explain the /-insertion before -ta, 
which is actually an automatic process for s-fmal verb roots. 
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complex, which is usually sentence final, and why it can be followed by a declarative 

morpheme. 

This issue cannot be discussed without mentioning the history of -dake in 

Japanese. It has already been noted in Chapter 4, Section 3.1.3 that -dake was originally a 

noun (and so was -bakari, as noted in Chapter 4, Section 3.2.4), while -mo 'also' and 

-sae 'even' were originally joshi. Assuming that -dake is still a noun,^^ many of its 

peculiar morphological interactions can be explained. However, this raises some 

difficulties as well. Let us see the 'nominality' of -dake first; then examine the difficulties. 

First of all, there is a correlation between the 'nominality' of -dake in this position 

(attaching to a tense morpheme) and the appearance and naturalness of a declarative 

morpheme immediately after it. A declarative morpheme is typically used at the end of a 

sentence whose predicative is a noun (see also examples in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 

above).It never attaches to a verb or an adjective if the predicative is tensed or a bare 

root. 

(72) a. * Taroo-ga hasir-ta-da. (cf (68a)) 
b. * Taroo-ga hasir-da. (cf. (68a)) 

Final particles such as "modality" -yo, -ne, -sa, -no (to show the speaker's attitude), "question" -ka, etc. 
are found at the very end of the predicative complex, if they appear. 

Some kokugogaku (National Language Study, or traditional Japanese linguistics) researchers have 
proposed that -dake is considered to be juntai '(lit ) nominal equivalent', or nominalizer Hashimoto (1931, 
1937, 1938). 

The non-past polite declarative morpheme -desu is used for an adjective predicative as well (kara-i '(is) 
spicy': kara-i-desu '(is) spicy[P0UTE]'). This was created relatively recently for the sake of simple 
formation of a polite adjective predicative. The polite form of kara(-i) '(is) spicy' has (had) been kara(k)\x-
goza(r)imas-ru, which is heard mostly in a historical play such as a samurai movie. The past tense form 
desita is not used to mean '(was) spicy[polite]' (*kara-i-desita): tense is marked in the adjective and only 
the non-past form desu is used (kara-katta '(was) spicy': kara-katta-desu '(was) spicy[polite]', *kara-katta-
desita). 
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(73) a. * Soosu-ga kara-katta-da.''® (cf. (68b)) 
b. * Soosu-ga kara-da. (cf. (68b)) 

Second, -dake immediately follows the attributive form of -da (i.e. -na), which is used to 

modify the following noun (see Section 2.1.3 above). 

(74) Sora-ga kiree-da. 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(NONPAST) 
'The sky was beautiful.' 

(75) a. * Sora-ga kiree-da-dake. 
b. Sora-ga kiree-na-dake. 

(76) kiree-na hon 
beautiful-DECL(NONPAST) book 
'beautiful book' 

(77) * kiree-da hon 

Third, -dake naturally comes before the kaku-joshi 'case particle' -o which is famous as 

an accusative case marker or object marker (we will discuss this in Section 3.1 below). If 

we assume the 'nominality' of -dake, the distribution in (78) below is naturally 

understood. 

(78) a. hon-dake-o 'only book[ACC]' 
b. ?? hon-sae-o 'even book[ACC]' 
c. * hon-mo-o 'also book[ACC]' 

Last, followed by the kaku-joshi 'case particle' -no which is famous as a genitive case 

marker or possessive marker, a phrase with -dake becomes an adjectival modifier of a 

But see fn. 39 above. 
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noun (phrase) (we will discuss this in Section 5 below). In general, only nominal items 

are marked by -no. 

(79) Taroo-no hon 
T.-(GEN) book 
'(lit.) Taro's book' 
^ 'a book (possessed/written) by Taro', 'a book about Taro' 

(80) a. Taroo-dake-no hon 
a'. # Taroo-dake hon'^^ 
b. * Taroo-sae-no hon 
c. * Taroo-mo-no hon 

'a book only by/about Taro' 
'a book only by/about Taro' 
'a book even by/about Taro' 
'a book also by/about Taro' 

(81) Relative clause: verb 
a. hasir-ta hito 
b. * hasir-ta-no hito 
c. * hasir-ta-dake hito 
d. hasir-ta-dake-no hito 

'a person who ran' 
'a person who ran' 
'a person who just ran' 
'a person who just ran' 

(82) Relative clause: adjective 
a. kara-katta 
b. * kara-katta-no 
c. * kara-katta-dake 
d. kara-katta-dake-no 

ryoori 'a dish which was spicy' 
ryoori 'a dish which was spicy' 
ryoori 'a dish which was just spicy' 
ryoori 'a dish which was just spicy' 

(83) Relative clause: adjectival noun 
a. kiree-datta sora 
b. * kiree-datta-no sora 
c. * kiree-datta-dake sora 
d. kiree-datta-dake-no sora 

'the sky which was beautiful' 
'the sky which was beautiful' 
'the sky which was just beautifial' 
'the sky which was just beautifial' 

This is easily understood as the two elements (Taroo-dake and hon) being in some grammatical relation 
such as [subject]-[object], [indirect object]-[direct object], etc. with ellipsis of a predicative. For example, if 
this follows the utterance "Everybody bought toys", it is interpreted as "Only Taro (bought) a book"; if it 
follows "John gave toys to everybody", it is interpreted as "John gave a book only to Taro" or "Only John 
gave a book to everybody". However, this is an ungrammatical structure for the intended meaning. 
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(84) Relative clause: plain noun 
a. gakusee-datta Taroo 'Taro who was a student' 
b. * gakusee-datta-no Taroo 'Taro who was a student' 
c. * gakusee-datta-dake Taroo 'Taro who was just a student' 
d. gakusee-datta-dake-no Taroo 'Taro who was just a student' 

Considering the facts above, we must pay more attention to the 'nominal' nature of -dake. 

In fact, typical sentential nominalizers, or complementizers, -koto and -no, occupy 

the same slot that -dake occupies; and can be followed by a declarative morpheme. 

(85) a. Taroo-ga hasir-ta-koto/no-da 
T.-(NOM) run-PAST-COMP-DECL(NONPAST) 
'that Taro ran' 

b. Soosu-ga kara-katta-koto/no-datta 
sauce-(NOM) Spicy-PAST-COMP-DECL(PAST) 
'that the sauce was spicy' 

c. Sora-ga kiree-datta-koto/no-desu 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(PAST)-COMP-DECL[POLITE](NONPAST) 
'that the sky was just beautiful' 

d. Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-koto/no-desita 
T.-(NOM) Student-DECL(PAST)-COMP-DECL[POLITE](PAST) 
'that Taro was a student' 

-Koto has developed from a noun 'thing (not an object but an event)' and the noun koto is 

still used quite often. -No has developed from joshi -no, which now functions very 

differently from the genitive (possessive) marker -no. -Dake shares both properties; 

historically developed from a noun; and it was (has been) joshi. 

However, there is a fundamental difference between these complementizers and 

-dake. Complementizers perfectly convert a sentence into a nominal syntactically. Hence, 

the examples in (85) are actually a subjectless predicative, such as hon-da '(is a) book'. 
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rather than a complete sentence. We can specify a subject for the example in (85a), such 

as the one in (86) below, to mean "One problem is that Taro ran". 

(86) mondai-wa 
problem-(TOP) 
'a problem' 

This "subject" does not perfectly fit with the examples in (71).'^^ 

(87) a. ?? Mondai-wa Taroo-ga hasir-ta-dake-da. (cf. (71a)) 
b. ?? Mondai-wa soosu-ga kara-katta-dake-datta. (cf. (71b)) 
c. ?? Mondai-wa sora-ga kiree-datta-dake-desu. (cf (71c)) 
d. ?? Mondai-wa Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-dake-desita. (cf. (71d)) 

These are strange, but not entirely bad, because they are close enough to reconstruct the 

expected forms. The grammatical expressions for (87), i.e. mondai-wa 'problem-TOP' for 

the 'subject' of (71), are the sentences in (88) below. 

(88) a. Mondai-wa Taroo-ga hasir-ta-koto-dake-da. (cf. (87a)) 
b. Mondai-wa soosu-ga kara-katta-koto-dake-datta. (cf (87b)) 
c. Mondai-wa sora-ga kiree-datta-koto-dake-desu. (cf (87c)) 
d. Mondai-wa Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-koto-dake-desita. (cf (87d)) 

That is, the complementizer -koto (but not -no)'^^ is needed to help the nominalization.'^'' 

The examples in (87) are a little trickier than stated. A sentential component can be 'topicalized', and so 
a phrase with -wa can come to sentence-initial position. For example, mukoo-wa 'over there' for (71a), 
kono ryoori-wa 'this dish' for (71b), Arizona-wa 'Arizona' for (71c), and toozi-wa 'at that time' for (71d). 
Of course, these are not considered here. 

The reason is totally unknown. 
The opposite order, -dake before -koto, is ungrammatical. 

(i) Mondai-wa, Taroo-ga hasir-ta-dake-koto-da (cf (88a)) 
This is because the complementizer -koto must be attached to the tense morpheme to turn a finite sentence 
into a nominal. As noted above in the text, koto 'thing' is a commonly used noun, so (ii) is a natural 
expression in which the genitive marker (not complementizer) -no is used. 

(ii) Mondai-wa, Taroo-ga hasir-ta-dake-no-koto-da (Cont.) 
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Analogously, a sentence which ends with -dake cannot be a subject, while a 

sentence which ends with a complementizer (either -koto or -no)'^^ can bear this task. 

(89) a. 

(90) 

Taroo-ga hasir-ta-koto/no-ga 
T.-(NOM) run-PAST-COMP-(NOM) 
'That Taro ran was a problem.' 

Soosu-ga kara-katta-koto/no-ga 
sauce-(NOM) Spicy-PAST-COMP-(NOM) 
'That the sauce was spicy was a problem.' 

Sora-ga kiree-datta-koto/no-ga 
sky-(NOM) beautiful-DECL(PAST)-COMP-(NOM) 
'That the sky was just beautiful was a problem.' 

Taroo-ga gakusee-datta-koto/no-ga 
T.-(NOM) Student-DECL(PAST)-COMP-(NOM) 
'That Taro was a student was a problem.' 

a. ?? Taroo-ga 
b. ?? Soosu-ga 
c. ?? Sora-ga 
d. ?? Taroo-ga 

(91) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Taroo-ga 
Soosu-ga 
Sora-ga 
Taroo-ga 

hasir-ta-dake-ga 
kara-katta-dake-ga 
kiree-datta-dake-ga 
gakusee-datta-dake-ga 

hasir-ta-koto/no-dake-ga 
kara-katta-koto/no-dake-ga 
kiree-datta-koto/no-dake-ga 
gakusee-datta-koto/no-dake-ga 

mondai-datta. 
problem-DECL(PAST) 

mondai-datta. 
problem-DECL(PAST) 

mondai-datta. 
problem-DECL(PAST) 

mondai-datta. 
problem-DECL(PAST) 

mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 

mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 
mondai-datta. 

We must conclude that the complementizer function of -dake is incomplete though some 

'nominality' is actually observed. This (pseudo-) complementizer function of -dake is 

That is, in (ii) -dake functions as a complementizer and the nominalized sentence {Taroo-ga hasir-ta-dake) 
is now an adjectival modifier of koto by the attachment of -no. (ii) is the construction we discuss later in 
Section 5. 

-Koto is preferred to -no, probably because of the stylistic match with the plain form -datta. When the 
polite declarative morpheme desu or desita is used, the use of -no gets as natural as that of -koto. This 
tendency holds in the examples in (91). Although the same results are expected for -bakari 'only' in all 
other examples, (91) are exceptions to this. -Bakari does not fit with -no in those examples. The reason is 
unknown. 
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seen only in simple constructions like in (71). The reasons why they are acceptable, and 

actually most natural, remain unknown. 

3. Conflict with other joshi 

3.1 Conflict with -ga, -o 

In Section 1.1 above, we regarded that toritate-joshi occupy the position where kaku-joshi 

'case particles' -ga (after the subject) or -o (after the object) are supposed to appear. In 

fact, it can also co-occur with -ga or -o in these places. In this subsection, we will observe 

(but not discuss) the "battle" among these joshi for these positions. 

The first option is 'toritate-joshi precedent', in which a toritate-joshi precedes 

those kaku-joshi. Another is 'toritate-joshi following', in which a toritate-joshi follows a 

kaku-joshi. The last option is 'toritate-joshi dominant', in which only a toritate-joshi 

appears in that position. The last one is what we have considered previously. 

Consider the following sentence. 

(92) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta. (= (2)) 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus.' 

The first option allows a toritate-joshi to intervene between a noun and a kaku-

joshi. 
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(93) a. Taroo-dake-ga tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-sae-ga tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. ?? Taroo-mo-ga tako-o tabe-ta. 

(94) a. Taroo-ga tako-dake-o tabe-ta. 
b. ?? Taroo-ga tako-sae-o tabe-ta. 
c. * Taroo-ga tako-mo-o tabe-ta. 

This pattern actually involves a controversy in grammatical judgments. There is no doubt 

that the sequence of -dake-ga or -dake-o, as in (93a) and (93a), respectively, is quite 

natural."^^ The sequence of -sae-ga as in (93b) is fine as well."^^ The remaining three, (93c), 

(94b), and (94c), however, are hard to judge because these seem to have been 

grammatical expressions in the past. The joshi sequences would not be generated by 

modem speakers, but they do not sound totally unfamiliar to us, possibly due to our 

knowledge of classical Japanese."*^'"'^ We do not discuss the pattern in detail. 

The second option is to attach to the noun that is followed by a kaku-joshi. 

(95) a. * Taroo-ga-dake tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. * Taroo-ga-sae tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. * Taroo-ga-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 

This may be related to the juntai 'nominal' function of -dake (cf Section 2.4). Whatever the reason is, 
-dake is easily followed by a nominal-attaching morpheme. 

The pattern in (93) will support the separation of -mo 'also' from the other two taken in traditional 
Japanese grammar studies, though it is challenged by the facts in (94). 

Personally, (94c) sounds unfamiliar. Interestingly, (93c) turns to be perfectly OK if -mo is preceded by 
another toritate-joshi such as -sae. Taroo-sae-mo-ga is totally acceptable. Possibly the unit -sae-mo has 
been grammaticized to be -saemo, which allows -ga to follow. 

Some may claim these are not as bad as I feel. Some dialects may allow these sequences. Teramuta 
(1991: 18) lists (93a)/(93b)/(94a) "possible" (as we do), (94b) "hard to judge", and (93c)/(94c) 
"impossible". The judgments are slightly different, but agree in that (93a)/(93b)/(94a) are natural but others 
are not. 
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(96) a. ? Taroo-ga tako-o-dake tabe-ta. 
b. ? Taroo-ga tako-o-sae tabe-ta. 
c. (?) Taroo-ga tako-o-mo tabe-ta. 

As examples in (95) show, a toritate-joshi never follows the kaku-joshi Unlike the 

cases in (95), the judgment may vary when it follows the kaku-joshi -o as in (96).^' As in 

the previous case, some may have different preferences for the expressions. It is certain 

that we do not speak as in (96) in daily conversation, but the sentences in (96) do not 

sound as bad as in those in (95). It is because those were seen in old Japanese, and, such 

expressions are sporadically seen in the literature. Among them, the form -o-mo is used in 

a well-known proverb, and therefore, it is not odd at all if a speaker tries to say something 

in very old-fashioned speech. 

(97) Oboreru mono-wa wara-o-mo tukam-ru. 
drowing person-TOP straw grab-NONPAST 

'A drowning person even grabs a straw.' 
'A drowning man will catch at a straw.' 

The interactions between two joshi cause many analytic difficulties. The 

judgments themselves are hard to make because of the easy access to the historical 

remnants. What is sure is only that (93a), (93b), and (94a) are natural expressions. This is 

one of the reasons why we concentrate on the last option, "toritate-joshi dominant" in 

which toritate-joshi 'beat out' -ga or -o. 

In fact, no joshi can follow -ga (cf Teramura (1991: 16)). 
Recall that the decline of the grammaticality/acceptability is not fi-om the sound sequence of double o, 

which is caused by -o attaching to the o-ending noun. Even if we change the object from tako 'octopus' to 
ika 'squid', the oddness in (96) remains unchanged. It is all a matter of the sequence of-o plus toritate-joshi. 

Teramura (1991: 16) lists (96c) "possible", while (96a)/(96b) "hard to judge", which are almost the same 
as ours presented. 
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Another topic in this subsection is the treatment of kaku-joshi (-ga or -o) in the 

last option. Does it simply not appear (because a toritate-joshi already occupies the 

position)? Is it 'replaced', 'hidden', or 'overridden' by a toritate-joshi? This thesis does 

not give an answer to this question, since it is a difficult issue. Instead, we provide two 

strong arguments for each view. 

The first view, "the kaku-joshi is simply not there", is reasonable because the 

'null-marking' sometimes has an independent interpretation from -ga-marking (or -o-

marking) or -wa-marking. Examples below are from Onoe (1987/1996). 

(98) a. Hasami ar-ru? 
scissors exist-NONPAST 

'(lit.) Do scissors exist?' 
'Do you have scissors?' 

b. Hasami-ga ar-ru? 
scissors-(NOM) exist-NONPAST 

'(lit.) Do scissors exist?' 
'Are there scissors really?', 'Are there scissors (rather than a cutter)' 

When you need scissors at some moment, (98a) is the way to ask. If you put -ga as in 

(98b), the utterance is naturally interpreted as confirming the existence of scissors 

(emphasis on the predicative) or as contrasting scissors with something else (emphasis on 

the subject noun);^^ and therefore, (98b) is not appropriate for asking for scissors to use. 

The -ga attachment brings about some different reading from the 'null-marking'. The 

" The second reading is famous as "exhaustive listing" which is first noted by Kuroda (1965) and adopted 
byKuno(1973). 
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'null-marking' carries its own interpretation, and is considered to be "chosen" by the 

speaker not to employ -ga.^'^ 

The second view, "the kaku-joshi is actually or originally there but invisible", is 

reasonable when we consider idiomatic expressions. 

(99) a. hone-ga ore 
bone-(NOM) break[unaccusative] 
'(lit.) bone break(s)' -> 'get in trouble' 

b. mitikusa-o kuw 
weed-(ACC) eat 
'(lit.) eat weed' —> 'loiter (about) on the way' 

These are idiomatic, so no change is expected. Actually, toritate-joshi can freely 

"replace" -ga or -o in an idiom, keeping the idiomatic interpretation.^^ 

(100) a. (Taroo-wa) Hone-dake ore-ta. 
T.-(TOP) bone-only break-PAST 
'(Taro) only got in trouble.' 

b. (Taroo-wa) Mitikusa-mo kuw-ta. 
T.-(TOP) weed-also eat-PAST 
'(Taro) also loitered on the way.' 

Both approaches are reasonable standpoints to take. 

The 'null-marking' has a different reading from the -wa marking sentence. Onoe (1987/1996) actually 
contrasts the readings stemming from -wa as well. 

(iii) Hasami-wa ar-ru? 
scissors-(TOP) exist-NONPAST 
'(lit.) Do scissors exist?' 

'Are there (the) scissors (I mentioned)/(at least)?' 
If you put -wa as in (i) above, the utterance is naturally interpreted as referring to a particular pair of 
scissors, e.g. the ones that the speaker has already mentioned ('categorical judgment' by Kuroda (1972)) or 
confirming the existence of scissors (emphasis on the predicative) or as contrasting scissors with something 
else (emphasis on the subject noun) 

That is, the targets of the toritate-joshi in these cases are the whole idiomatic phrases. 
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3.2 Conflict with other kaku-joshi 

3.2.1 General discussion 

Let us briefly illustrate the morphological interactions of the toritate-joshi -mo, -sae, and 

-dake with other major kaku-joshi: -ni (dative, goal), -de (locative, etc.), -to 'with', and 

-kara 'from'.^® The kaku-joshi -no (genitive, possessive) is discussed in Section 5 below. 

Toritate-joshi naturally follow these kaku-joshi attached phrases. 

(101) a. Taroo-ni-mo/-sae/-dake age-ta 
T.-to/DAT give-PAST 
'gave (something) also/even/only to Taro' 

b. uchi-de-mo/-sae/-dake tabe-ta 
home-at eat-PAST 
'ate (something) also/even/only at home' 

c. Taroo-to-mo/-sae/-dake hasir-ta 
T.-with run-PAST 
'ran also/even/only with Taro' 

d. Nippon-kara-mo/-sae/-dake ki-ta 
Japan-from come-PAST 
'came also/even/only from Japan' 

The reversed order of joshi varies. -Mo never precedes these kaku-joshi; -sae may 

do so; and -dake naturally does.^^ 

Those kaku-joshi, especially -ni and -de, actually have multiple functions (and/or polysemy). 
As seen in Sections 2.4 and 3.1 above, -dake is naturally followed by an element that attaches to a 

nominal element. Because of this property of -dake, the sequence -rfafce-[kaku-joshi]-sae/ino such as 
-dake-ni-sae, -dake-kara-mo, etc. is generally possible. 
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(102) a. Taroo-*mo/-sae/-dake-ni age-ta 
T.-to/DAT give-PAST 
'gave also/even/only to Taro' 

b. uchi-*mo/-*sae/-dake-de tabe-ta 
home-at eat-PAST 
'ate (something) also/even/only at home' 

c. Taroo-*mo/-?sae/-dake-to hasir-ta 
T.-with run-PAST 
'ran also/even/only with Taro' 

d. Nippon-*mo/-?sae/-dake-kara ki-ta 
Japan-from come-PAST 
'came also/even/only from Japan' 

C O  

The -sae in the examples in (102) are all urmatural. Although some (e.g. myself) feel 

-sae is OK in the particular example in (102a), it would be uncommon. Moreover, if -ni is 

a locative goal rather than a beneficial goal as in uchi-ni kaer-ta 'returned home', putting 

-sae in this position {luchi-sae-ni kaer-ta) seems as bad as (102c) and (102d), which 

sound unfamiliar but not so odd. For some reason, (102b) sounds totally odd.^^ 

Different from -ga or -o, these kaku-joshi must appear with a toritate-joshi; the 

toritate-joshi does not complete with them for position. 

(103) a. # Taroo-mo/-sae/-dake age-ta 
T.-also/even/only give-PAST 
'gave (something) also/even/only to Taro' 

Interestingly, if the phrase is followed by -mo, e.g. Taroo-sae-ni-mo, Nippon-sae-kara-mo, the 
naturalness often dramatically improves. The reason is unknown. One possible account is the 
grammaticized -saemo actually allows "break-in" between sae and mo. 

Teramura (1991: 18) also lists (102b) as "impossible", and the other examples, (102a), (102c), and 
(102d), as "hard to judge". 
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b. # uchi-mo/-sae/-dake tabe-ta 
home-also/even/only eat-PAST 
'ate (something) also/even/only at home' 

c. # Taroo-mo/-sae/-dake hasir-ta 
T.-also/even/only run-PAST 
'ran also/even/only with Taro' 

d. # Nippon-mo/-sae/-dake ki-ta 
Japan-also/even/only come-PAST 
'came also/even/only from Japan' 

Without these kaku-joshi, the phrase will be understood as the subject (or the object) and 

never be understood in the intended readings such as goal, location, etc. 

To summarize, the basic position of toritate-joshi is after kaku-joshi (except -ga 

and -o). -Mo never precedes kaku-joshi, while -dake may.^" -Sae is somewhere in 

between. 

3.2.2 For further study 

The pattern in (103) above, or "toritate-joshi dominant", is exceptionally seen in some 

expressions. 

(104) a. gakkoo(-ni/e)-mo/-sae/-dake ik-ta 
school(-to)-also/even/only go-PAST 
'went also/even/only to school' 

This is the key difference between kakari-joshi (that include -mo) and ftiku-joshi (that include -dake), 
which Yamada (1908) proposed (and many have followed after him). 
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b. benkyoo(-ni)-mo/-sae/-dake aki-ta 
study(-to)-also/even/only get.tired-PAST 
'got tired also/even/only of studying' 

The kaku-joshi (-«/ or -e) can appear, but different from the examples in (103) it does not 

have to. Without the kaku-joshi, phrases in (104) are perfectly understandable. There will 

be a close connection with the fact that those -ni (or -e) marked phrases in (104) are: (i) 

well-established as arguments (objects), which are not merely marked by -o; and/or (ii) 

understood without these kaku-joshi, which is actually rare for phrases with kaku-joshi 

other than -ga or -o. 

3.3 Conflict with other toritate-joshi 

A few toritate-joshi are compositional in some particular order. The three toritate-joshi 

we have considered -mo, -sae, and -dake can be composed with each other.^' 

a. -dake -sae * -sae-dake 
b. -dake -mo * -mo-dake 
c. -sae -mo * -mo-sae 
d. -dake -sae -mo * -dake-mo-sae 

* -sae-mo-dake * -sae-dake-mo 
* -mo-dake-sae * -mo-sae-dake 

As obvious from the left column of (105), -dake is the innermost, next -sae, and -mo 

outermost.As long as the order is preserved, various combinations are possible. If an 

In fact, the sequence -mo-sae does not sound as bad as other sequences in the right column to me, but it 
would not be used normally. 

Note that displaying the whole paradigm of the toritate-joshi attachment relation will be extremely hard, 
though we are successfiil in giving a paradigm for the three toritate-joshi. For example, the toritate-joshi 
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illegal adjacent condition is observed, the sequence is impossible. The possibilities are 

limited, regardless of the interpretational convention. 

3.4 Summary of conflict with other joshi 

We do not provide further discussion of adjacency conditions for toritate-joshi. Instead, 

we provide a chart from Yamanaka (1998: 39), for a summary of Section 3.^"^ 

-kurail-gurai 'merely' seems not only to be placed immediately either before or after -dake, but also to 
intervene between -sae and -mo. 

Teramura (1991: 151; 191, fh. 12) says that the sequences of -dake-mo and -dake-sae are impossible for 
some reason. They are perfectly possible, I think. 
^ Yamanaka (1998; 40) himself notes that there is still much to discuss regarding this classification 
(especially Class VI through X) for the following reasons. Not all joshi are yet included. Similar to our 
comments above, acceptability/naturalness judgments are sometimes different between dialects or even 
ideolects. Moreover, some constraints are found in particular combinations (e.g. the string -sika-ga sounds 
very odd, while -sae-ga is natural, though both strings are of [Class VI]-[Class X]). 
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(106) 

\ /  II VI VII 
-no 

IV 
(A) 

-kara 
-sika 
-sae -mo -ga 

z 

-ra 
-tati 

-domo 

-e 
-made 

-de 
-madede 

-sura 
-yori 

o c s 
-nado 
-dutu 

-madeni 
-to 

VIII 

-ya(ra) 
-potti 

(B) 
-o 
-ni 

-koso 
-demo 

-wa 

IIIA^ IX 
-nomi 
-dake 

-bakari 
-kurai 
-hodo 

-tote 

Class I (suffixes): -ra, -tati, -domo '(plural marker)'; -nado, -yara 'etc.'; 
-potti 'only' 

Class II: -no '(genitive case or possession marker)' 
Class III/V; -nomi, -dake, -bakari 'only'; -kurai, -hodo 'approximately' 
Class IV: -kara 'from'; -e 'to'; -made 'till'; -de 'with (instrument), for 

(reason)', by (instrument, reason); -madede 'until'; -madeni 'by 
(time)'; -to 'with, (complementizer)'; -o '(marker for accusative case 
or the object), locative'; -ni '(marker for locative, goal, temporal, 
etc.)' 

Class VI: -sika (...[NEG]) 'only'; -sae, -sura 'only'; -yori 'than' 
Class VII/X: -mo 'only' 
Class VIII: -koso '(intensifier)'; -demo 'even' 
Class EX: -tote 'even' 
Class X: -ga '(marker for nominative case marker or subject)'; -wa '(topic 

marker), at least' 
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The classes horizontally aligned can be combined (e.g. VI and VII), while the classes 

vertically aligned (e.g. VI and VII) cannot.*'^ The arrow shows that the Class II joshi (-no) 

attached element can be followed by morphemes of Class I and/or other Classes. 

Although we do not fully agree to the classification (see fn. 65), our comments in 

Section 3 above are well represented in the chart. -Dake 'only' is classified III/V because 

it can follow or be followed by a Class IV joshi (see Section 3.2.1 above). The 

composition of the three toritate-joshi illustrated in (105) is also accounted for by the 

classification in (106). 

4. Toritate-joshi and adverbials 

The interactions between toritate-joshi and adverbs or adverbials have rarely been 

discussed. Here we distinguish "adverb" from "adverbials" in that the former basically 

represents a word established as an adverb, while the latter represents words or phrases 

that modify the predicative. Thus, adverbials include adverbs, "adverbialized" phrases by 

inflection or joshi-attachment, etc. 

One of the main reasons why interactions between adverbials and toritate-joshi 

have not been widely discussed is that the adverbs/adverbials have not much studied. 

Discussing adverbials, thus, deserves to be a topic of a thick book. However, since our 

current interest is the interactions of toritate-joshi, we just point out when toritate-joshi 

can be attached to adverbials without analyzing adverbials in detail. 

However, -no (Class II) can actually follow any Class IV(A) joshi except -madede and -madeni. 
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4.1 Adverbials 

There are several kinds of adverbials. Adverbials can roughly be classified as below.''® 

(107) Adverbials 
a. NP plus kaku-joshi: 

gakkoo-de 'at school', Taroo-to 'with Taro', etc. 
b. temporal/seasonal adverbs: 

kinoo 'yesterday', natu 'summer', etc. 
c. adverbs: 

yukkuri 'slowly', hakkiri 'clearly', etc. 
d. onomatopoeia: 

korokoro (rolling), gorogoro (rolling), etc. 
e. -to attachment: 

tantan-to 'quietly', boozen-to 'vacantly', etc. 
f. adjective-related {-ku)-. 

hayaku 'fast', tonosiku 'happily', etc. 
g. adjective noun-related {-ni): 

kanzen-ni 'perfectly', kantan-ni 'easily', etc. 

For simplicity's sake, we consider simple, or one-word, adverbials. An adverbial maybe 

a bigger phrase, possibly a sentence such as a subordinate clause, but we do not consider 

such cases. Quantificational adverbials such as sukosi 'a little', kanari 'much', san-nin 

'three-CLS(person)', etc. are not considered here because toritate-joshi with 

quantificational expressions often deliver somewhat different interactions/interpretations. 

4.2 Free-attachment 

[NP]-[kaku-joshi] can be counted as adverbials when they modify a predicative. As we 

discussed in Section 3.2 above, this unit can naturally be followed by a toritate-joshi. 
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(108) 

c. 
d. 

Taroo-to 
T.-with 
'ran with Taro' 

Taroo-to-mo 
Taroo-to-sae 
Taroo-to-dake 

hasir-ta 
run-PAST 

hasir-ta 
hasir-ta 
hasir-ta 

(cf. (101c)) 

'ran also with Taro' 
'ran even with Taro' 
'ran only with Taro' 

Similarly, temporal, including seasonal, adverb(ial)s are naturally followed by 

toritate-joshi. 

(109) a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 

kinoo 
yesterday 
'ran yesterday' 

kinoo-mo 
kinoo-sae 
kinoo-dake 

hasir-ta 
run-PAST 

hasir-ta 
hasir-ta 
hasir-ta 

'ran also yesterday' 
'ran even yesterday' 
'ran only yesterday' 

Some temporal adverbs tend to be followed by the temporal kaku-joshi -ni, but the 

omission of -ni is perfectly acceptable with or without toritate-joshi. 

(110) a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 

natu(-ni) 
summer(-in) 
'ate in summer' 

natu(-ni)-mo 
natu(-ni)-sae 
natu(-ni)-dake 

tabe-ta 
run-PAST 

tabe-ta 
tabe-ta 
tabe-ta 

'ate also in summer' 
'ate even in summer' 
'ate only in summer' 

In these two patterns, the toritate-joshi attachment is uncontroversially free. 

The classification is not precise in terms of: (i) not covering all the adverbials; and (ii) the border lines 
between the classes being actually not so clear. Some words must be listed cross-categorically by their uses. 
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4.3 Non-morphosyntactic factors 

Toritate-joshi can naturally be attached to NP-[kaku-joshi] and temporal adverbs, but 

they are not totally free to attach to various adverbials. 

Consider the following examples with an didvQxhyukkuri'slowly'. 

( I l l )  yukkuri kak-ta 
slowly write-PAST 
'wrote slowly' 

(112) a. (*) yukkuri-mo kak-ta 'wrote 
b. (*) yukkuri-sae kak-ta 'wrote 
c. (*) yukkuri-dake kak-ta 'wrote 

The expressions in (112) sound very foreign, but this does not mean the iorm yukkuri 

plus toritate-joshi is unacceptable. The acceptability of the toritate-joshi attachment to an 

adverbial largely depends on the meaning of the expression rather than the 

morphosyntactic conditions. That is, the acceptability will be changed depending on the 

information the expression carries. We give two tricks to improve the acceptability of the 

toritate-joshi attachment to the adverb. 

First, if the verb includes the negative element (cf Section 2.2 above), the 

acceptability dramatically improves. 

The verb ugokas 'move' actually consists oiugok 'move (unaccusative)' with causative ending -as, 
which makes the meaning of agentive (transitive) 'move'. 

In fact, the example with -mo 'also' is slightly worse than the other two. This is because -»2O...[NEG] 
tends to combine to mean 'not even', i.e. identical to -^AE...[NEG] (See Chapter 4, Section 3.4.2). To 
convey 'not even', -sae...[NEG] will be used more often than -mo...[NEG]. 
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(113) a. yukkuri-mo kak-ana-katta 'didn't write also slowly' 
b. yukkuri-sae kak-ana-katta 'didn't write even slowly' 
c. yukkuri-dake kak-ana-katta 'didn't write only slowly' 

This is probably because toritate-joshi tends to form a polarity relation with a negative 

element in interpretation: intensifying the negation. However, the details are actually 

unknown. 

Second, if the verb includes the 'possible' or 'abilitative' meaning, an adverb is 

even more naturally followed by a toritate-joshi. Mostly, a verb can get a possible 

meaning through the attachment of the morpheme '-<rar>e'. 

(114) a. yukkuri-mo kake-ta 'was able to write also slowly' 
b. yukkuri-sae kake-ta 'was able to write even slowly' 
c. yukkuri-dake kake-ta 'was able to write only slowly' 

This may also be because of polarity, but there is no clear evidence at all. 

These tricks do not always improve the acceptability much. 

(115) zikkuri yom-ta 
thoroughly read-PAST 
'read thoroughly' 

(116) a. (*) zikkuri-mo/sae/dake yom-ta 
'read also/even/only thoroughly' 

b. (*) zikkuri-mo/sae/dake yom-ana-katta 
'didn't read also/even/only thoroughly' 

c. (*) zikkuri-mo/sae/dake yome-ta 
'was able to read even thoroughly' 

The tricks are not so effective for the adverb zikkuri 'thoroughly'. 
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They are not effective with onomatopoeic adverbials, either. The onomatopoeia 

surasura is a description of some smooth movement or action. 

(117) surasura yom-ta 
(smoothly) read-PAST 
'read smoothly' 

(118) a. (*) surasura-mo/sae/dake yom-ta 
'read also/even/only smoothly' 

b. (*) surasura-mo/sae/dake yom-ana-katta 
'didn't read also/even/only smoothly' 

c. (*) surasura-mo/sae/dake yome-ta 
'was able to read also/even/only smoothly' 

Considering more examples Wiihyukkuri 'slowly', it might be better to take these 

two tricks as very special. Other morphological augmentations of the predicative, such as 

causativization (by attaching -<s>ase) or passivization (by attaching -<r>are), may have 

a similar effect to some degree, but do not improve the acceptability or naturalness very 

much. 

(119) a. (*) yukkuri-mo/sae/dake kakase-ta. 
'made (someone) write also/even/only slowly' 

b. (*) yukkuri-mo/sae/dake kakare-ta 
'was written also/even/only slowly' 

These adverbials are interchangeably used with -to attached forms, e.g. yukkuri-to 

'slowly', zikkuri-to 'thoroughly', surasum-to 'smoothly', and toritate-joshi can attach to 

these -to-attached forms (see the following subsection, 4.4). We might do better to 

assume that the bare form yukkuri has just started losing its morphological restrictions. 
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4.4 Morphosyntactic factors 

Some adverbials are followed by -to, which is an adverbial marker. Doodoo-to 

'dignifiedly' is one of them. It cannot be used without -to nowadays. 

(120) a. * doodoo yom-ta 'read dignifiedly' 
b. doodooto yom-ta 'read dignifiedly' 

The -to ending adverbs can be followed by toritate-joshi. 

(121) a. doodoo-to-mo yom-ta 'read also dignifiedly' 
b. doodoo-to-sae yom-ta 'read even dignifiedly' 
c. doodoo-to-dake yom-ta 'read only dignifiedly' 

The adverb yukkuri can go with or without it. It is totally optional, and the two 

iounsyukkuri and yukkuri-to have little meaning difference. 

(122) a. yukkuri kak-ta 
b. yukkuri-to kak-ta 

Although the attachment of toritate 

to yukkuri-to sounds natural. 

(123) a. yukkuri-to-mo kak-ta 
b. yukkuri-to-sae kak-ta 
c. yukkuri-to-dake kak-ta 

'wrote slowly' (=(111)) 
'wrote slowly' 

'wrote also slowly' 
'wrote even slowly' 
'wrote only slowly' 

-joshi Xo yukkuri sounds foreign, the attachment of it 

The bare form doodoo was used as an adverbial in the past, but is not used commonly now. We only see 
in fixed expressions in the headlines of newspapers, in which the form is followed by iti-i '(got) first place', 
yuusyoo '(won) the championship', etc. 

Nothing can intervene between the adverb and the -to ending, but the ending is attached with a hyphen 
(-), rather than just italicizing it (e.g. doodooto), for aesthetic purposes. 
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The same effect basically holds in the case of zikkuri 'thoroughly', too. The naturalness is 

not as perfect as in the case of yukkuri 'slowly' above, but this is for semantic reasons. 

What is sure is that the naturalness is considerably increased with -to. 

(124) a. zikkuri-to-mo yom-ta 'read also thoroughly' 
b. zikkuri-to-sae yom-ta 'read even thoroughly' 
c. zikkuri-to-dake yom-ta 'read only thoroughly' 

Onomatopoeia exhibits a similar pattern. 

(125) a. surasura yom-ta 'read smoothly' (=(117)) 
b. surasura-to yom-ta 'read smoothly' 

(126) a. surasura-to-mo yom-ta 'read also smoothly' 
b. surasura-to-sae yom-ta 'read even smoothly' 
c. surasura-to-dake yom-ta 'read only smoothly' 

4.5 Controversial cases 

We left out adjective- or adjective noun-related adverbs. 

The conjunctive form of an adjective can be used as an adverb frequently. (We 

discussed the use of conjunctive form of adjectives in Sections 1.2.2 and 2.1 above 

discusses). 

(127) aoku hikar-ta 
blue(CONJ) light-PAST 
'lit blue' 

Toritate-joshi naturally follow the adjective-related adverb. 
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(128) a. 
b. 
c. 

ao^w-mo hikar-ta 
aoA:M-sae hikar-ta 
aoA:M-dake hikar-ta 

'lit also (in) blue' 
'lit even (in) blue' 
'lit only (in) blue' 

Some adjectives might be uncongenial to some toritate-joshi (e.g. (129) below, especially 

with -dake)^^ for semantic reasons, but basically they are all possible (syntactically). 

(129) a. ookiA:w-mo/sae/dake kak-ta 
'wrote (also/even/only) big' 

b. hayaA:M-mo/sae/dake hasir-ta 
'ran also/even/only fast' 

c. kibisiA:w-mo/sae/dake osie-ta 

Some might think that toritate-joshi are not actually "attached to an adverb" but 

"intervening in the predicative complex" as in (130b) below. That is, the real structure of 

(127) is (130a). 

We do not assume (130) for two reasons. One is because of the native intuition that the 

word aoku is separated from the predicative. The other is from the analogy that 

'taught also/even/only strictly' 

d. tanosi^w-mo/sae/dake odor-ta 
'danced also/even/only happily' 

(130) a. ao^w-hikar-ta 
b. aoA:M-mo/sae/dake-hikar-ta 

'lit (in) blue' 
'lit also/even/only (in) blue 

" Another reason why tanosiku 'happily' reduces naturalness is because we use the form tanosi-soo 
'looking happy' (a compound that results in an adjective noun, i.e. followed by -ni in the adverbial use) 
when describing someone other than the speaker himself 
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V(coNj)+V, which forms a compound, does not allow any intervention between the 

two;^^ therefore, neither does Adj(CONJ)+V. 

It is reasonable to conclude that toritate-joshi can naturally be attached to an 

adjective-related adverb. 

The -ni attached from of an adjective noun can also be used frequently as an 

adverb. 73 

(131) 

(132) a. 
b. 
c. 

yuruyaka-ni nagare-ta 
slow-(ly) flow-PAST 
'[liquid, air] flowed slowly' 

yuruyaka-ni-mo nagare-ta 
yuruyaka-ni-sae nagare-ta 
yuruyaka-ni-dake nagare-ta 

'flowed also slowly' 
'flowed even slowly' 
'flowed only slowly' 

The status of the ending -ni is controversial. In School Grammar it is taken as the 

inflectional morpheme of the 'adjective verbs' (remember that they regard the words in 

this class as inflected in their framework). We simply take it as an adverbial marker here 

(without discussing it). 

Similar to adjective cases, some adjective nouns might be uncongenial to some 

toritate-joshi due to other factors.^"^ 

For example, _v'o6 'call' + wasure 'forget' rmkss yobi-wasure 'forget to call' (the first item is in 
conjunctive form), but nothing can intervene between the two {*yobi-mo/sae/dake-wasire). Other 
morphemes such as na (negation), -<s>ase (causative), -<r>are (passive), etc. are all impossible. 

Parallel to the -to examples, -ni in these examples is given with a hyphen, though nothing can intervene 
between the adjective noun and the ending. 
'''* Especially, -dake is hard to make follow these words, while they make perfect sense in English. This is 
probably because the use of an adverb is more common than the use of toritate-joshi in these examples. For 
example, an adverb hitasura(-m) 'earnestly' can be used instead of using -dake, such as hitasura kiree-ni 
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(133) a. kiree-ni-mo/sae/dake hikar-ta 
'lit also/even/only beautifully' 

b. kanzen-ni-mo/sae/dake kak-ta 
'wrote also/even/only perfectly' 

c. gooka-ni-mo/sae/dake kazar-ta 
'decorated also/even/only gorgeously' 

5. Adjectival modifier {-dake special) 

Finally, we mention that -dake can be attached to a phrase in adjectival use. Typical 

adjectival phrases in Japanese are NP+«o, adjectives, and adjectival nouns. 

The first example is (noun)-«o, where -no is usually introduced as a genitive case 

marker. 

(134) Noun + 
a. Taroo-no hon 

T.-(GEN) book 
'Taro's book' 

b. Taroo-dake-no hon 
T.-only-(GEN) book 
'Taro-only book' 

c. * Taroo-no-dake hon 
T.-(GEN)-only book 

hikar-ta 'continuously lit beautifully'. The ending -ni is completely optional, similar to -ni in temporal 
adverbs (see Section 4.2 above) or -to in adverbs (see Section 4.4 above). In these examples, however, the 
ending is not preferred, in order to avoid the repetition of-ni endings. 
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Similar to the English gloss, (134a) is ambiguous in at least three ways. The book is: (i) 

owned by Taro; (ii) written about Taro; or (iii) written by Taro. The -dake including 

expression in (134b) retains the ambiguity. That is, the book is—(i) owned/used only by 

Taro; (ii) written only about Taro; and (iii) written only by Taro—though the (i) reading 

is dominant and (iii) is a less likely reading. 

The reason why -dake cannot follow -no can be accounted for by referring to the 

'nominality' of -dake we discussed in Section 2.4 above. The joshi -no makes NP 

adjectival, but the attachment of -dake turns the adjectival back to nominal. This could be 

an explanation for the grammaticality of (134b) and the ungrammaticality of (134c). The 

only remaining puzzle is why the 'nominality' issue arises here for adjectivals, though it 

was not an issue for adverbials. We simply make a note that -dake cannot attach to the 

'main' kaku-joshi, -ga (NOM), -O (ACC), and -no (GEN), but can attach to others, -ni 'at, in, 

on', -to 'with', -kara 'from', etc. 

Another example is adjectives. 

(135) Adjective 
a. atu-i hon 

thick-NONPAST book 
'thick book' 

b. * atu-i-dake hon 
thick-NONPAST-only book 
'thick-only book' 

c. atu-i-dake-no hon 
thick-NONPAST-only-(GEN) book 
'thick-only book' 
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Just attaching -dake to an adjective makes the expression unacceptable (= (135b), see also 

Section 2.4 above). However, if -no is attached to the phrase, it is a very natural Japanese 

expression (= (135c)). The 'nominality' of -dake can account for this, again. The meaning 

of (135c) is 'The book is just thick; not sophisticated, useless, uninteresting, etc.'), which 

is not obtained in the English gloss. 

It is actually unknown whether -dake in these examples is attached to an 

adjectival adjective or a predicative adjective (relative clause) because the two occupy the 

same position (pre-nominal). Considering that the tense is marked in the adjective, they 

may be relative clauses. One can say the phrase in (136) below. 

(136) atu-katta-dake-no hon 
thick-PAST-only-(GEN) book 
'thick-only book' 

The difference in tense is more modal than temporal, similar to the -dakel-datta 

difference at the end of the sentence we discussed in Section 2.4 above, i.e., non-past 

tense is more like affirmation, and past tense is more like retrospection by the speaker. 

It is definitely a relative clause if the adjectival phrase ends with a tense-

containing declarative marker such as -dattaJ^ 

(137) atu-i-dake-datta hon 
thick-NONPAST-only-DECL(PAST) book 
'book [that was] merely thick' 

Tense of the adjective in the relative clause can be past, though it sounds really redundant. 
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As in (137) above, the past tense declarative -datta can appear there, but its non-past 

correspondent -da cannot. 

(138) * atu-i-dake-da hon 
thick-NONPAST-only-DECL(NONPAST) book 
'book [that was] merely thick' 

Neither can the inflected form, -na, be used. 

(139) (*) atu-i-dake-na hon 
thick-NONPAST-only-DECL(ATTR) book 
'book [that was] merely thick' 

There is a difference in that the intended meaning can be understood in (139), but not in 

(138), though.^® 

Another example is adjective nouns. These nouns have an adjective-like meaning, 

as the English gloss shows, but behave like nouns with the sole exception of having -na, 

rather than -no, for the adjectival use. The status of -na is mentioned after the example in 

which it is temporarily glossed as a genitive marker (as we did in Section 2.1.3 above). 

(140) Adjective noun + na 
a. kiree-na hon 

beautiful-(GEN) book 
'beautiful book' 

I personally do not like this -na attachment construction very much, but some may accept this expression. 
See also fn, 77 below. 
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b. * kiree-na-dake hon 
beautiful-(GEN)-only book 
'beautiful-only book' 

c. kiree-na-dake-no hon 
beautiful-(GEN)-only-GEN book 
'beautiful-only book' 

Similar to the adjective examples, just attaching -dake to an adjective noun makes the 

expression unacceptable (= (140b)). Followed by -no, however, it is a very natural 

Japanese expression (= (140c)), whose meaning is 'the book is just physically beautifial, 

but has no interesting content at all', for example.'^ 

The -na here is treated as the inflectional morpheme for this class of words in 

School Grammar. Some treat it as a joshi of genitive marking for adjective nouns (e.g. 

Tokieda (1950: 183). It would be more reasonable to take it as the attributive form of a 

declarative morpheme as in (139). This is because -na there can be replaced with the 

tensed declarative morpheme -datta?^ 

(141) kiree-datta-dake-no hon 
beautiful-DECL(PAST)-only-GEN book 
'book [that was] just beautiful' 

If so, the adjective noun phrase in (140a) is a predicative (= relative clause) rather than 

adjectival. 

Some may allow another option kiree-dake-na hon. I am one of those who allows it without any 
hesitation, but it seems possible with a limited number of adjective nouns such as, or at most, kiree 
'beautiftir. The expression hade-na-dake-no isyoo 'showy-only dress' is natural but hade-dake-na isyoo 
sounds odd (structurally) though its intended meaning is quite understandable. 

This reading may be unnatural by contextual difficulties. A better example will be iya-datta-dake-no 
zyugyoo 'class [that was] just disgusting', etc. 
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Analogous to the adjective examples, -no can be replaced with the declarative 

morpheme -datta (cf. (137)). 

(142) kiree-na-dake-datta hon 
beautiful-DECL(ATTR)-only-DECL(PAST) book 
'book [that was] just beautiful' 

This interpretation is similar to the double declarative sentence discussed in Section 2.4 

above. 

Different from adjective examples, -no can be replaced with the attributive form 

of the declarative morpheme -na (cf (139)). That is, -na can appear in two places for this 

short expression. 

(143) kiree-na-dake-na hon 
beautiful-DECL(ATTR)-only-DECL(ATTR) book 
'book [that was] just beautiful' 

We can guess that the -dake attachment preserves the original lexical category (as seen in 

the cases of adverbials), but the clear reason for the naturalness of (143) and the 

unnaturalness of (139) is unknown. 

Finally, let us check the verbal adjectival phrase, which is considered a relative 

clause because of its clear tense marking. 

(144) Verb 
a. kaw-ru/ta hon 

buy-NONPAST/PAST book 
'book [that (someone)] buys/bought' 
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b. * kaw-ru/ta-dake hon 
buy-NONPAST/PAST-only book 
'book [that (someone)] buys/bought' 

c. kaw-ru/ta-dake-no hon 
buy-NONPAST/PAST-only-GEN book 
'book [that (someone)] buys/bought' 

Again, this pattern is OK when followed by -no. The interpretation of (144c) is 'book 

[that will be/was] just bought (but never read)'. Like other cases we have seen, the 

placement of -datta in the position of -no is fine. 

(145) kaw-ru/ta-dake-datta hon 
buy-NONPAST/PAST-only-DECL(PAST) book 
'book [that (someone)] buys/bought' 

However, -na cannot appear there. 

(146) * kaw-ru/ta-dake-na hon 
buy-N0NPAST/PAST-0nly-DECL(ATTR) book 
'book [that (someone)] buys/bought' 

The reason is totally unknown. 
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CHAPTER 6: TARGET SELECTIONS OF TORITATE-JOSHI 

This chapter focuses on target selections of toritate-joshi. While issues involving the 

placement of toritate-joshi (Chapter 5) are very local (limited to adjacent elements), 

issues relating to the target selections of toritate-joshi (this chapter) are global, extending 

to the sentence level. 

The relationship between the placement and the targets of toritate-joshi has not 

been discussed very much. Numata (1986, 2000) is one of the exceptions who has 

extensively discussed this topic. We discuss the target selections of toritate-joshi, 

examining Numata's proposals. The most crucial clarification we will illustrate is that the 

target of toritate-joshi is not structurally determined: The interactions of toritate-joshi are 

highly context dependent. We also note how toritate-joshi interactions can be flexible; 

easily extended to the sentence level, well beyond the attaching element. 

As with our discussion of the placement of toritate-joshi in the previous chapter, 

we mainly provide detailed observation of the target selections of toritate-joshi and some 

discussion topics that arise from those observations. 

1. Placement and target selections 

1.1 Variety of target selections 

Let us briefly review what we discussed in the previous chapter. Consider the simplest 

sentence which consists of only a subject {Taroo 'Taro') and a tensed verb {kita 'came'). 
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We will consider longer examples (with transitive verbs, augmented with adverbs) in 

Section 1.3 and later, and effects of "omission" and "word order change" are in Section 

3.2. 

(1) Taroo ki-ta. 
Taro come-PAST 
'Taro came.' 

A noun (phrase) is usually followed by a joshi, typically by a kaku-joshi 'case particle' 

such as -gfl.' 

(2) Taroo-ga ki-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come-PAST 
'Taro came.' 

The slot where -ga can appear is where toritate-joshi typically appear (Chapter 5, Section 

1.1). For simplicity's sake, only the interactions of -mo 'also' are considered here. 

(3) Taroo-mo ki-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

Another possible slot for toritate-joshi is in the predicative complex. In our simple 

example, -mo can appear between the verb root and the tense morpheme, involving si-

support (Chapter 5, Sections 1.2.1 through 1.2.3). 

' We discuss the effect of the appearance of -ga later in Section 2.1. 
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(4) Taroo-ga ki-mo-5/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

Toritate-joshi in the predicative complex is more formal, while toritate-joshi attaching to 

a noun (phrase) is more commonly observed in both conversation and written text. 

However, this does not mean that the former is rare in conversation. Those two positions 

are where toritate-joshi are typically placed. 

Toritate-joshi typically select the immediately preceding constituent as their target. 

When they attach to an NP, a normal interpretation is that the focalizer selects the 

attaching NP as its target. 

(5) [Taroo]nio-nio ki-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

The target selection above would be obtained, for example, when Taro came after 

Hanako. 

When toritate-joshi "break in" between the verb stem and the tense morpheme, 

the easiest interpretation is that they select the whole sentence as their target.^ 

(6) [Taroo-ga ki]mo-n>o-^'/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(coNj)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

^ This is in fact largely depends on the use of -ga in the target. Toritate-joshi such as -mo can potentially 
select only the verb ki 'come' (Taroo-ga [ki]m„-ino-5i-ta). See Section 2.1 below. 
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The target selection above is possible when the event of Taro's coming is additional to 

some other event. For example, suppose that three events need to be done to leave for 

camp: "Hanako calling her teacher", "John checking a roadmap", and "Taro coming to 

your house". If the first two are done and now Taro is coming to your house, then the 

utterance of (6) may quite naturally be interpreted "This event is also done". 

However, those are not the only interpretations available. Placed in the 

predicative complex, -mo can also select the subject NP as its target.^ 

(7) [Taroo-gajmo ki-mo-5/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

The interpretation of (7), therefore, is identical to that of (5). Analogously, even if the 

toritate-joshi -mo is morphologically attached to an NP, it can select the whole (base) 

sentence as its target."^ The angle brackets indicate that the inside element is not actually 

in the target. 

(8) [Taroo<-mo> ki]mo-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

The interpretation of (8) is identical to that of (6). That is, (8) can also be used in the 

situation supposed above for the interpretation of (6). 

Let us summarize these placements and interactions of toritate-joshi. 

' It is controversial whether or not the kaku-joshi -ga is included in the target. We do not discuss this issue 
because it is not crucial to our current interest. 
" The reason why the tense morpheme is not included in the target is discussed later in Section 2.5. This 
treatment makes the comparison between (5) and (7) easy, though this is not the main reason for it. 
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(9) Expression Target selection 1 Target selection 2 
(Dominant) 

a. Taroo-mo ki-ta. Taroo Taroo(-ga) ki 
b. Taroo-ga ki-mo-^z-ta. Taroo(-ga) ki Taroo 

Three tj^es of target selection are observed. One is that the target is the unit that directly 

precedes the toritate-joshi (cf. (5) and (6), or Target selection 1 in (9a) and (9b)). Another 

is that the target includes the attaching element and some part following the toritate-joshi 

(cf (8), or Target selection 2 of (9a)). The last is that the target excludes some of the 

directly preceding part (cf (7), or Target selection 2 of (9b)). In the following subsection, 

we discuss how Numata (1986, 2000) describes these three types of target selections, and 

how we describe them. 

1.2 Classification of target selections 

Observing the interactions of toritate-joshi as in (9) above, Numata (2000: 165f) names 

them as the following.^ 

(10) Normal focus (N-focus) 
The immediately preceding part is the target of toritate-joshi. 

[Taroo]mo-fno ki-ta. [Taroo-ga ki]mo-mo-si-ta. 

(11) Forward dislocated focus (F-focus)^ 
The target is obtained by dislocating toritate-joshi forward. 

[Taroo(-ga)]mo-nto ki(-mo)-si-ta. 

4 I 

' In Numata (1986: 144f), these were called N-scope, B-scope, and F-scope, respectively. She now calls 
them fookaku 'focus' because what she called sukoopu 'scope' was what Jackendoff (1972) called focus. In 
order to avoid terminological conftision, we keep using our term target in the discussion throughout this 
thesis. 
' The expression "foreward" in Numata (1986: 145), and repeated in Numata (2000: 165), is a typo. 
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(12) Backward dislocated focus (B-focus) 
The target is obtained by dislocating toritate-joshi backward. 

[Taroo(-mo) ki]mo-fno(-si)-ta. 

I ^ 

Numata (1986, 2000) assumes that it is basic that a toritate-joshi immediately follows its 

target (cf adjacency condition, noted in Chapter2, Section 3.2). Her proposed 

dislocations (B-focus, F-focus) preserve this basic positional relation: toritate-joshi 

immediately follow (attach to) their target. 

We agree that there are three types of target selections, but describe them as 

follows using our terms. 

(13) Adj acent target selection (A-selection) 
Toritate-joshi are adjacent (attached) to their target. 

[Taroo]mo-nto ki-ta. [Taroo-ga ki]mo-tno-si-ta. 
A \ A • 

(14) Skipping target selection (S-selection) 
Toritate-joshi are not adjacent to (are apart from) their target.' 

[Taroo(-ga)]mo ki-mo-si-ta. 

A X 
i.X 

(15) Wrapping target selection (W-selection) 
Toritate-joshi intervene in their target. 

[Taroo<-mo> ki]mo-ta. 
A MA 

We do not assume that syntactic operations determine these target selections; therefore, 

no dislocation is assumed. Rather, we take it that context-dependent target selections are 

classified by the surface position of a focalizer. Precise target selections are not 
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syntactically obtained, though it is true that syntax narrows down the candidates of the 

target. 

We recategorize them because Numata (1986) explains the interactions of target 

selection ('focus interactions' for her) through the (morpho-)syntactic operations of 

dislocation, but, strangely, she itemizes more restrictive target selection patterns than the 

ones obtained by the operations. We will review them, examining each type of target 

selection one by one. 

Positional relations such as "adjacent to" "apart from" and "inside" of a surface 

form are much more important than the directional distinctions of "forward" and 

"backward" for toritate-joshi analyses. As clarified in the following discussions, toritate-

joshi never select an element, which independently appears after them, as their target. 

1.3 Difficulties in determining target selections 

Before we go deeper into the issues of target selections, a couple of things must be noted. 

We (optimistically) assume that a focalizer X selects its target Y when 'others' of Y are 

in the interpretation of (the expression with) X. That is, determination of a target depends 

on interpretation of the expression. 

Previously, we repeatedly noted that the interpretation of a focalizer does not 

necessarily include a comparison to (reference to, indication of) 'others'.^ However, there 

is no focalizer that cannot have reference to 'others'. In other words, any focalizer can 

' See discussions in Section 2.2 below in which we prove that toritate-joshi must be in the predicative 
complex in order to have this target selection. 
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have an interpretation that refers to 'others'. Our assumptions about determining target 

selection rely on this property of focalizers. See the examples with a focalizer below, 

which we have used repeatedly. 

(16) a. Taroo-mo ki-ta. 'Taro also came.' 
b. Taroo-ga ki-mo-^/'-ta. 'Taro also came.' 

The target of the focalizer is Taroo 'Taro' if a set of people are under consideration as 

'others'; but it is Taroo(-ga) ki 'Taro come (tenseless)' or 'Taro's coming' if a set of 

events are under consideration as 'others'. 

(17) a. 'others': Hanako, John, etc. = target: Taro 
b. 'others': Hanako's laughing, John's sleeping, etc. = target: Taro's 

coming 

Determining the target of a focalizer, however, is actually not such an easy task. 

What if we assumed that 'others' are as in (18) below? 

(18) 'others': 'Hanako's coming', 'Jiro's coming', 'Saburo's coming' etc. 

In reality, the event "coming" is shared by all 'others', as well as 'self (Taro). It is more 

natural to assume that the people are compared, but there is no reason to reject the claim 

that the real comparison is of the four events rather than the four people.^ Consider also 

the following example. 

® The word compare, comparative, or comparison is used in the same sense as we used in Chapter 4. 
' If we assume that focalizer interactions are always event-level (proposition- or sentence-level) though 
some part of it can be spotlighted, a treatment as in (18) could be extended to all focalizer uses. 
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(19) Taro drank sake, ate sushi, and also ate tempura. 

The target may be the VP ate tempura, compared to drank sake and ate sushi', or it may 

be the NP tempura, just comparing the NP sushi which is inside the previous VP ate 

sushi. There is no decisive factor for "precise" target selections. 

The following discussion of target selections is unaffected by this type of 

difficulty in determining the exact target. This is because we simply check the possibility 

of whether or not toritate-joshi/focalizer X in position Z c^ have Y as its target. To 

check this possibility, it is sufficient to check the possibility of whether the candidate of 

the target can have reference to 'others' for the interpretation of X. 

A real problem is that various 'atypical' target selections can be obtained 

somehow because comparison or contrast is always available in context. Consider the 

following long sentence. 

(20) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here today.' 

If the interpreter can imagine (or actually knows) that "Taro ate octopus over there today", 

the phrase koko-de 'here' will be contrasted in the interpretation of (20) above, whatever 

the speaker's intention is,'^ without any focalizer interactions. Consider the next example 

below. 

If the speaker knows "Taro ate octopus over there today", the adverbial phrase koko-de 'here' will be 
pronounced with prosodic prominence (stress, high pitch contour, etc.), i.e. emphatic focus, discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
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(21) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de ika-mo tabe-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) here-at squid-also eat-PAST 
'Taro also octopus here today.' 

Having "Taro ate octopus over there today" in mind, the interpreter can contrast <here, 

squid> with <over there, octopus>, even if the speaker's intended target is <squid> in 

comparison with <octopus>, having (20) in his mind. According to our own definition of 

target, koko-de ika 'octopus here' can be taken as the target in (21). Having "Hanako ate 

octopus over there today" in mind, the interpreter may be able to contrast <Taro, here, 

squid> with <Hanako, over there, octopus>, despite the fact that such an interpretation is 

in reality extremely hard to process. Due to this complication, we do not extend our 

discussions to adverbials unless they are crucial to our or Numata's definitions of the 

three target selections." Simple S-O-V sentences already include various issues 

presented below. 

We do not know yet whether checking the possibility of having comparison (or 

having 'others') is the correct means to determine the target of a focalizer; but having no 

other means, we use it. 

2. Three types of target selection 

2.1 Adjacent target selection (A-selection) 

A-selection is the interaction seen in (5) and (6), which are repeated below as (22a) and 

(22b), respectively. 



(22) a. 

b. 

[Taroojmo-mo ki-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 

'Taro also came.' 

[Taroo-ga kijmo-mo-^z'-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro also came.' 

Numata (2000) calls these Normal-focus (N-focus), indicating that she believes that they 

are the basic target selection patterns. 

2.1.1 Normal focus (N-focus) 

Numata (1986) summarizes N-focus (our A-selection) patterns as in (20) below.(NP: 

noun phrase, AdvP: adverbial phrase, TJ: toritate-joshi, Pred: predicative, the target is 

i n s i d e  t h e  s q u a r e  b r a c k e t s ,  i :  n > i > 0 )  

(23) N-focus patterns (Numata 1986: 146) 
a. (...NP/AdvP-TJ...Pred) -> (...[NP/AdvP]-TJ...Pred) 
b. (NP„/AdvP„.. .NP,/AdvP,.. .NPi/AdvP,.. .Pred-TJ) 

^ ([NP„/AdvP„... [NP,/AdvP,-... [NPi/AdvPi... [Pred]] i]/]„-TJ) 

When a toritate-joshi attaches to a noun phrase or an adverbial phrase, the phrase can be 

the target of the toritate-joshi; this is presented in (23a). When a toritate-joshi is included 

" We will return to this issue and briefly discuss it in Section 3.1 below. 
Numata actually gives "[NP„/DP„...[NP,/DP;...[NP|/DP|...[Pred] | ] i]„-TJ". She might have intended to 

present "noun phrase or determiner phrase" by "NP/DP", but the chart is immediately followed by a note in 
brackets: "toritate of a noun phrase or adverbial phrase". Her examples include adverbial phrasal targets as 
well. Hence, we take that her DP is "adverbial phrase" and in this thesis it is replaced with AdvP, to avoid 
confusion. In her chart, there are four left brackets and three right brackets for the target selection, but it is 
obvious from her discussion that her intention is as given in (23b). 
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in a predicative complex, target selections vary. The target may be just the predicative 

(e.g. just V), the predicative plus its preceding NP/AdvP (e.g. 0+V: VP), the predicative 

plus its preceding NP/AdvP plus the next preceding NP/AdvP (e.g. S+O+V: S), 

or.. .(until it includes the sentence initial element); this is what (23b) shows. The variety 

of A-selection strongly suggests that target selections are not syntactic. 

Let us examine (23b), i.e. toritate-joshi in the predicative complex, first. See the 

example below. 

(24) Taroo-ga ki-mo-5/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro also came.' 

In Section 1 above, it was shown that -mo in this position can select the whole sentence 

(A-selection) or the subject NP, Taroo (S-selection). In addition to them, -mo in (25) can 

potentially select the verb ki 'come'. 

(25) Taroo-ga [ki]mo-nio-5/-ta. 

It is noted "potentially" because the interpretation of this particular example in (25) is not 

so common. This is not because of the position of -mo, but because of the appearance of 

-ga there. Since -ga tightly connects to the preceding (attaching) element and the closest 

predicate (predicative), Taroo and ki are easily understood as a unit, a sentential unit. 

Hence, the interpretation in (22b) is more natural for (24). - Wa, on the hand, separates the 
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preceding (attaching) element from the following sequence, so the verb-alone target as in 

(25) is more natural with -waP 

(26) Taroo-wa [kijmo-mo-^/'-ta. 
T.-(TOP) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

If some oddity remains in (26), it comes from the referential difficulty that the singleton 

predicate ki 'come' brings because usually the goal is specified for this verb, such as 

Amerika-ni 'to America', koko-e 'here'. (27) will be more convincing as examples that 

include only a verb for the predicate. 

(27) a. Taroo-wa/ga [nak-ijmo-nio-^i-ta. 
T. -(TOP/NOM) cry-coNJ-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also cried.' 

b. Taroo-wa/ga [oyog-i]mo-nio-5/-ta. 
T.-(TOP/NOM) swim-coNJ-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also swam.' 

These would also be natural if the subject did not appear, which is common in Japanese. 

Anyhow, it is possible to have a verb alone as a target. Numata (1986: 145-146) counts 

this as an example of N-focus/A-selection because the toritate-joshi selects its directly 

preceding element. That is, given the construction of S-V-mo-^z-TENSE, either the unit 

S+V or V alone can be the target of -mo by A-selection. 

These distinguished roles of-ga and -wa are famous as "thetic judgment" and "categorical judgment", 
respectively, after Kuroda (1972). 

We discuss the effect of "omission" later in Section 3.2. 
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Applying this treatment to a longer sentence, the target selections are more 

various. 

(28) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-5z-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

Given (28), three A-selections are possible as in (29), from narrower (verbal) and wider 

(sentential).'^ 

(29) a. Taroo-ga tako-o [tabe]mo-mo-5'/-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga [tako-o tabe]mo-nio-s/-ta. 
c. [Taroo-ga tako-o tabe]mo-nio-5i-ta. 

If the sentence gets further longer, the generalization seems to hold.'® 

(30) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-5i-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus here today.' 

a. Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-•0 [tabejmo" •mo-5/ -ta. 
b. Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de [tako-•0 tabe]mo' -ta. 
c. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de tako-0 tabejmo" mo-si -ta. 
d. Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de tako-•o tabe]mo' •mosi -ta. 
e. [Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako--o tabe]mo-•mosi -ta. 

I f - g a  is replaced by -wa, the target selection of (29b) becomes more natural and the target selection of 
(29c) becomes totally bad due to the separating role of -wa. This tendency holds in other examples below 
as well. 

There are various kinds of adverbials (see Chapter 5, Section 4) and more adverbials can be put in a 
sentence in various positions; therefore, more observation is actually required to generalize the interactions 
between toritate-joshi and adverbials. In this thesis, however, the occurrence of those two adverbials in 
those positions is considered mainly here and in later sections. 
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Placed in the predicative complex, toritate-joshi has various possibilities of target 

selections by A-selection, and actually has all the expected target selections. 

The placement of the toritate-joshi cannot determine its target perfectly when the 

toritate-joshi is in the predicative complex. What syntax can do is to give the candidates 

of the target selection as in (29a) through (29c) or (31a) through (31e). Contextual 

information, then, determines the precise target selection among those candidates.'^ 

Let us move on to (23a), i.e. toritate-joshi attaching to an NP/AdvP. The attaching 

element can be naturally selected as the target. 

(32) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) noon-at octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here today.' 

(33) a. [Kyoojnio-mo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. Kyoo [Taroo]mo-nio koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de]mo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 
d. Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de [takojmo-mo tabe-ta. 

This is quite straightforward. In fact, this will hold for as long as the sentence is. 

2.1.2 Beyond N-focus, within A-selection 

In 2.1.1, we saw that Numata's generalization in (23) does not include unacceptable 

target selections. There is a set of examples that Numata (1986, 2000) did not consider, 

which will be worth considering here. We have yet not tested whether or not -mo can take 

" Numata (1986: 145-146) states unclearly that the target can vary depending on what tasha 'others' is 
when a toritate-joshi is in the predicative complex. We take this statement as "contextually determined" 
because determining tasha 'others' is a fully pragmatic act. 
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a wider range of targets when it attaches to a non-predicative element, as -mo in the 

predicative complex could (cf. (31)). The symbol % indicates that this interpretation 

(target selection) is controversial and/or requires rich context. 

(34) Taroo-ga tako-mo tabe-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-also eat-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

(35) % [Taroo-ga tako]mo-mo tabe-ta. 

This is actually a close call, but (35) seems possible. A key here is the fact that some 

other pair than <Taro, octopus>, e.g. <Hanako, squid>, is easily expected in a reference 

to the open sentence of (k<x, >'>)[x ate y], say, when a group of people went to a Japanese 

restaurant. Analogously, (36a) below is felicitous in comparison with "Hanako found a 

diamond" (<Hanako, diamond> for (A,<x, y>)[x found^'J), (36b) below is felicitous in 

comparison with "Hanako bought charcoal" (<Hanako, charcoal> for (k<x, y>)[x bought 

^^J), and (36c) is also felicitous in comparison with "Hanako wiped the window" 

(<Hanako, window> for (k<x,y>)[x wiped>']). Examples in (36) are slightly better than 

(35), thanks to more natural situational settings. 

(36) a. (%) [Taroo-ga takojmo-mo mituke-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-also fmd-PAST 
'Taro also found octopus.' 

b. (%) [Taroo-ga nikujmo-mo kaw-ta. 
T.-(NOM) meat-also buy-PAST 
'Taro also bought meat.' 
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c. (%) [Taroo-ga tukue]mo-nio huk-ta. 
T.-(NOM) desk-also wipe-PAST 
'Taro also wiped the desk.' 

Our definition of A-selection leaves room to include those possible examples above. 

However, whether or not this target selection is really obtained is a very deep 

issue. There are at least two other accounts for the (pseudo-)target selection in (35) and 

(36). Let us take (35) for example. One is to take it as a sentential target, i.e. {Taro-ga 

tako-o tabe] 'Taro eat(tenseless) octopus' or 'Taro's eating octopus' in comparison with 

'Hanako's eating squid' (see discussions in Section 1.3 above) in which the predicative of 

tabe 'eat' happens to be shared. The other is to take it as the object NP target tako 

'octopus' plus the non-target subject Taroo 'Taro' which happens to be different from the 

subject in the referential proposition ('others').'^ This type of interpretations is discussed 

in Section 2.3 below. There is yet another possibility; that one element (the subject or the 

object) may be an emphatic focus. In (35) and (36), however, no prosodic or contextual 

emphasis is required on either of them. We leave those issues open for future study. It is 

noted that those target selections are possible, as long as we employ our target selection 

test, "whether or not 'others' are available". 

The availability of this type of target selection is limited. Multiple events of eating, 

finding, buying, or wiping are expected in some particular situations, e.g. at a dinner 

party, treasure hunting, shopping, or cleaning, respectively. In other words, we can easily 

imagine multiple pairs of <x, y> for the open sentences of those examples, (A,<x, >'>)[x 

ate/bought/wiped jv]. On the contrary, it is extremely hard to get the target selections of 
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(37), due to the meanings and the usage of the verbs. The symbol # indicates that it 

cannot have the intended interpretation though the string is grammatical. 

(37) a. # [Taroo-ga syawaa]mo-nio abi-ta. 
T.-(NOM) shower-also receive-PAST 
'(lit.) Taro also received a shower (in the body).' 
'Taro also took a shower.' 

b. # [Taroo-ga kaze]mo-nio hik-ta. 
T.-(NOM) cold-also pull-PAST 
'(lit.) Taro also pulled a cold.' 
'Taro also caught a cold.' 

The verb abi means 'to receive something in [all over] the body', so possible objects are 

'sunshine', 'multiple gun/bow shots', (metaphorically) 'criticism', etc. It is contextually 

hard to compare <Taro, shower> with <someone else than Taro, sunshine/gunshots/ 

criticism> for the open sentence with abi 'receive', (A,<x,>'>)[x receive j].'^ The verb hik 

'pull' is a verb frequently used daily, but the expression kaze-o hik 'pull a cold' is an 

idiom which means 'catch a cold'; and therefore, it is extremely hard to compare <Taro, 

cold>, say, with <someone else than Taro, door/rope/hand> in terms of the open sentence 

with hik 'puir, (X<x,}^>)[x pull 7]. When the idiomaticity of V+0 (VP) is remarkable, 

this target selection is unavailable.^" 

This interpretation is closer to '(in addition to squid,) octopus was also eaten by someone'. 
" It is natural to have a comparison of <Taro, gunshots> with <Hanako, arrows>. 

Instead, the target selection of the VP will be remarkable, by W-selection (Section 2.3). 
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2.2 Skipping target selection (S-selection) 

S-selection is the interaction seen in (7), which is repeated as (38a) below. 

(38) a. [Taroo-ga]mo ki-mo-^i-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro also came.' 

b. [Taroo]mo-ino ki-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

Numata (2000) calls this Forward-focus (F-focus) because this target selection is 

identical to the one in which toritate-joshi are attached to the subject noun as in (38b), as 

if the toritate-joshi are dislocated forward to the subject final position (and select the NP 

as their target by N-focus/A-selection). 

2.2.1 Forward-focus (F-focus) 

Numata (1986) summarizes F-focus (our S-selection) patterns as in (39) below.^' (NP: 

noun phrase, AdvP: Adverbial phrase, TJ: toritate-joshi, Pred: predicative, the target is 

inside the square brackets) 

(39) F-focus patterns (Numata 1986: 152) 
(.. .NP/AdvP.. .Pred-TJ) ^ (...[NP/AdvP].. .Pred-TJ) 

Numata's chart gives . .NP/DP.. .Fred" (without specifying the position of toritate-joshi) for the 
environment setting (left of the arrow), but it is obvious that she is discussing toritate-joshi in the 
predicative complex. Her DP is our AdvP (see fii. 12). 
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Roughly, (39) says that any NP or AdvP can be selected as the target of a toritate-joshi in 

the predicative complex (skipping the predicative). 

Let us check F-focus with longer sentences. 

(40) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-.y/-ta. (= (28)) 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro also ate octopus.' 

(41) a. [Taroo-gajmo tako-o tabe-mo-^z-ta. 
b. [Taroo]mo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 

(42) a. Taroo-ga [tako-o]mo tabe-mo-^z-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga [tako]mo-nio tabe-ta. 

Both the target selections in (41a) and (42a) seem natural.^^ We can interpret as in (44) 

referring to "Hanako ate octopus", and so can we interpret as in (45) referring to "Taro 

ate squid", for example. 

It is important to note that F-focus/S-selection is an interaction observed only 

when the toritate-joshi is in the predicative complex. Toritate-joshi attaching to the object 

NP cannot select the subject NP as its target in any contextual setting. 

(43) a. # [Taroo-ga]mo tako-mo tabe-ta. 
b. [Taroo]mo-ino tako-o tabe-ta. 

The intended interpretation of (43a) is simply impossible; and therefore, is never equal to 

(43b). 

The attachment of -wa is more natural in order to get the (42a) reading. 
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A question here is: why should they be accounted for by dislocation? Numata's 

generalization in (39) actually describes the facts in (41)-(43) (the impossibility of (43a) 

and the possibility of the rest) perfectly, without assuming dislocation. 

Numata's chart in (39) indicates that an adjverbial phrase can be the target of a 

toritate-joshi in the predicative complex. The availability of (46a) confirms it. 

(44) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-^/-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro also ate octopus here today.' 

(45) a. Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de [tako-o]mo tabe-mo-5/-ta. 
b. Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de [tako]mo-nio tabe-ta. 

(46) a. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-dejmo tako-o tabe-mo-^z'-ta. 
b. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-dejmo-nio tako-o tabe-ta. 

(47) a. Kyoo [Taroo-ga]mo koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-5/-ta. 
b. Kyoo [Taroo]nio-nio koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 

(48) a. %% [Kyoo]mo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-sr-ta. 
b. [Kyoojmo-mo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 

However, the difficulty of getting (48a) shows that this is not always the case.^^ This may 

be because the adverbial phrase is 'far' from the toritate-joshi, or may be because the 

adverbial phrase is 'uncongenial' to F-focus/S-selection. Whatever the reason is, the 

interpretations are different between (48a) and (48b): the latter is naturally obtained, 

while the former is not. 

This is our problem, too. 
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2.2.2 Beyond F-focus, within S-selection 

In 2.1.2, we noted that it was controversial whether or not the object attaching -mo can 

have a target of S+O by A-selection. The S+0 target seems possible by S-selection, 

though the judgment is somewhat controversial again. 

(49) a. [Taroo-ga tako-o]mo tabe-mo-^z'-ta. 
b. % [Taroo-ga tako]mo-nio tabe-ta. (= (35)) 

This may be because of the flexible target selections by a toritate-joshi in the predicative 

complex, or because of our confiasion with the sentential target (see Section 1 above). 

Whatever the reason is, it is sure that the S+0 target can be much more naturally obtained 

from (49a) than (49b). The dislocation analysis is unwelcome here, because the 

naturalness of (49a) and (49b) differs. The target selection of (49a) is actually not 

obtained by dislocation of toritate-joshi, but from the original position. Toritate-joshi in a 

predicative complex can select various sequences as its target—this will be the 

generalized property of S-selection (though an independent account is required for (48a)). 

Another set of data that is worth considering is 'separated multiple targets' by S-

selection, such as in (51) below. 

(50) Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-^/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat(coNj)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here.' 

(51) [Taroo-ga]mo koko-de [tako-o]mo tabe-mo-5/-ta. 
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This is not so bad, say, when the interpreter knows that "Hanako ate squid at this 

restaurant". The 'separated muhiple targets' by S-selection, however, are briefly 

discussed in Section 3.2 below, which treats sentences with "omission", along with those 

by S-selection plus A-selection such as in (52) below. 

(52) % [Taroo-ga]nio koko-de tako-o [tabe]mo-nio-5/-ta. 

Another possible 'separated multiple targets' pattern, S-selection plus W-selection, such 

as in (53) below, is not discussed in this thesis. 

(53) [Taroo-ga]n,o koko-de [tako<-mo> tabe]mo-ta. 
T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here.' 

2.3 Wrapping target selection (W-selection) 

W-selection is the interaction seen in (8), which is repeated as (54a) below. 

(54) a. [Taroo<-mo> ki]mo-ta. 
T.-also come-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

b. [Taroo-ga ki]mo-nio-5/-ta. 
T.-(NOM) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

Numata (2000) calls this Backward-focus (B-focus) because this target selection is 

identical to the one in which toritate-joshi attach to the verb stem as in (54b), as if the 
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toritate-joshi is dislocated backward to the predicative internal position (and selects the 

sentence as its target by A-selection). 

2.3.1 Backward-focus (B-focus) 

Numata (1986) summarizes B-focus (our W-selection) patterns as in (55) below.^'' (NP: 

noun phrase, AdvP: Adverbial phrase, TJ; toritate-joshi, Fred: predicative, the target is 

inside the square brackets) 

(55) B-focus patterns (Numata 1986: 150) 
(.. .NP/AdvP-TJ.. .Pred) ^ (.. .[NP/AdvP-TJ.. .Pred]) 

The chart in (55) actually shows that a toritate-joshi attached to an NP/AdvP can select a 

target that ranges from the attaching NP/AdvP to the predicative.^^ It is totally unknown 

why this interaction should be accounted for by (backward) dislocation of toritate-joshi. 

There are three main reasons why we do not adopt the dislocation analysis. 

First of all, the 'dislocation' is very restrictive: it must head for the predicative 

complex. A non-predicative element cannot be the target when toritate-joshi precedes it. 

(If the subject attaching -mo could be dislocated to the object position, (56a) would be 

possible, because (56b) is possible.) 

(56) a. # Taroo-mo [tako-o]mo tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga [tako(-o)]mo-ino tabe-ta. 

Numata's chart gives . .NP/DP.. .Pred" (without specifying the position of toritate-joshi) for the 
environment setting (left of the arrow), but it is obvious that she is discussing toritate-joshi in the 
predicative complex. Her DP is our AdvP (see fh. 12). 

She actually states so in her discussions (Numata (1986: 147), more clearly in Numata (2000: 167). 



Second, the dislocation erases all the original information such as the original 

position of toritate-joshi in an expression (sentence). For example, the same form (= (57)) 

is obtained from (58a) and (58b) below by (backward) dislocation of toritate-joshi. 

(57) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo(-^0-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also(-do)-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

(58) a. Taroo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga tako-mo tabe-ta. 

The original (surface) position of toritate-joshi is actually important. While a toritate-

joshi attaching to the subject cannot select VP as its target, one attaching to the object 

can.^® 

(59) a. # Taroo-mo [tako-o tabe]mo-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga [tako<-mo> tabe]n,o-ta. 

Numata (1986: 150) is aware of this and states that the attaching NP/AdvP must be 

included in the target. Hence, according to her, the available target selections by B-

focusAV-selection in the examples in (58) are actually just one each. 

(60) a. [Taroo<-mo> tako-o tabe]mo-ta. 
b. Taroo-ga [tako-<mo> tabe]nio-ta. (= (59b)) 

Without assuming dislocation, (55) in fact correctly predicts the results in (60). 

Third, and last, we have already seen in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 that toritate-joshi in 

the predicative complex select various targets. Dislocation of toritate-joshi to the 
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predicative complex, therefore, creates more target candidates than we want (or Numata 

wants). For these three reasons, we will not adopt the dislocation analysis. 

2.3.2 Beyond B-focus, within W-selection 

Our counterpart of B-focus, W-selection, is defined much more loosely ("toritate-joshi 

intervenes within its target") because we are concemed with the two examples below. 

(61) a. [Taroo-<mo> tako-o]mo tabe-ta. 
b. [Taroo-ga tako-<mo> tabe]mo-ta. 

These two target selections seem to be possible, though Numata's generalization in (55) 

does not predict those: one does not include the predicative; and the other includes a 

phrase that precedes the toritate-joshi attaching element. Let us examine them 

individually, beginning with (61a), then (61b). 

The target of S+0 has already been mentioned when we discussed A-selection in 

2.1.2 and S-selection in 2.2.2. Examples in (62) can be interpreted in comparison with 

"Hanako ate squid", i.e. comparison of <Taro, octopus> with <Hanako, squid>. 

(62) a. % [Taroo-ga takojmo-mo tabe-ta. (= (35)) 
b. [Taroo-ga tako-o]n,o tabe-mo-5z-ta. (= (49a)) 
c. [Taroo-<mo> tako-o]mo tabe-ta. (=(61a)) 

As before, -wa is preferred to mark the subject to get (59b). 
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The target of selection of S+0 seems most naturally obtained by W-selection, i.e. by 

(62c) above. However, there is also the possibility that the target is actually just Taroo 

'Taro' excluding tako(-o) from it.^^ Consider the following examples. 

(63) a. [Taroo<-mo> Hanako-o]mo yob-ta. 
T.-also H.-(ACC) call-PAST 
'Taro also called Hanako.' 

b. John-ga Mary-o yob-ta. 
J.-(NOM) M.-(ACC) call-PAST 
'John called Mary.' 

Suppose that Mary is John's wife and Hanako is Taro's wife. Then, the target selection of 

(63a) is obtained naturally, the interpretation of which is more like "(John called his wife, 

and) Taro also called his wife". In this interpretation, Mary and Hanako are identically 

referred to as 'the subject's wife'. Analogously, the actual focaHzer interaction in (62c), 

or (61a), might not be <Taro, octopus> vs. <Hanako, squid> for (A,<x,;;>)[x ate 7], but 

<Taro> with <Hanako> for (Ax)[x ate seafood/mollusks/etc.]; taking octopus and squid 

identical as seafood, mollusks, etc. We must keep in mind that this kind of interpretation 

is always possible in complex (multi-phrasal) target selections. We, nonetheless, take 

(62c) and (63a) to be possible because of the combination of <Taro, octopus> or <Taro, 

Hanako> is significant in the interpretation.^^ 

In Section 2.1.2 above, we discussed another case, in which the wider range is taken to consist of the 
target of a focalizer plus another factor. The following discussion is of a different interaction. 

See (66) below, in which the significance of the pair does not appear. 
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In Japanese a sequence of S+0 does not so uncommonly function as a unit, as in 

conjunction?^ This may be the reason for the naturalness of (62c) and (63a). 

(64) Hanako-ga ika-o, (sosite) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta 
H.(NOM) squid-(ACC) (and) T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [ate] squid, (and) Taro ate octopus.' 
—> 'Hanako ate squid, (and) Taro octopus.' 

In this example above, comparison of <Hanako, squid> vs. <Taro, octopus> is well 

contained in the interpretation. In this case, the target selection of S+0 is naturally 

obtained by W-selection. 

(65) Hanako-ga ika-o, (sosite) [Taroo<-mo> tako-o]nio tabe-ta 
H.(NOM) squid-(ACC) (and) T.-also octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [ate] squid, (and) Taro also ate octopus.' 

'Hanako ate squid, (and) Taro [also] octopus.' 

However, it is not naturally obtained by A-selection, and is impossible by S-selection, in 

the same construction. 

(66) # Hanako-ga ika-o, (sosite) [Taroo-ga tako]mo-ino tabe-ta 
H.(NOM) squid-(ACC) (and) T.-(NOM) octopus-also eat-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [ate] squid, (and) Taro also ate octopus.' 

'Hanako ate squid, (and) Taro [also] octopus.' 

(67) # Hanako-ga ika-o, (sosite) [Taroo-ga tako-o]n,o tabe-mo-5/-ta. 
H.(NOM) squid-(ACC) (and) T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [ate] squid, (and) Taro also ate octopus.' 
—> 'Hanako ate squid, (and) Taro [also] octopus.' 

Koizumi (1995) discusses these facts extensively. 
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Despite the appearance of the preceding conjunctive clause, the intended target selections 

are extremely difficult. (66) will be interpreted as 'Taro ate octopus as well as squid (or 

other food)', i.e. the target is merely tako 'octopus', ignoring what is said in the 

preceding conjunctive unit.^" (67) is interpreted 'the following happened: Hanako ate 

squid, and Taro octopus', i.e. the whole sentence with conjunction is the target. Examples 

such as (65) are productive, so examples like (68) and (69) below are interpreted 

similarly. 

(68) Hanako-ga hon-o, (sosite) [Taroo<-mo> huku-o]mo ur-ta 
H.(NOM) book-(ACC) (and) T.-also clothes-(ACC) sell-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [sold] books, (and) Taro also sold clothes,' 
—> 'Hanako sold books, (and) Taro [also] clothes.' 

(69) Hanako-ga banto-o, (sosite) [Taroo<-mo> toorui-o]mo kime-ta 
H.(NOM) bunt-(ACC) (and) T.-also steal-(ACC) succeed-PAST 
'(lit.) Hanako [succeeded in] a bunt, (and) Taro also succeeded in a steal.' 
—> 'Hanako succeeded in bunting, (and) Taro [also] stealing.' 

Turning to (61b), the intended interpretation is actually hard to get because of the 

difficulty of creating a situation when it is uttered. However, if we carefully make an 

example sentence, the interaction is not as bad as a native speaker feels first (cf (70) 

below). 

(70) (Sono siai-de) [Taroo-ga toorui<-mo> kime]mo-ta. 
(that game-in) T.-(NOM) steal-also succeed-PAST 
'(In that game) Taro succeeded in stealing, too.' 

The interpretation "someone ate squid and someone (else) ate octopus" is available, taking Taro and 
Hanako as identical to "someone", Hanako and Mary could be taken as identical in (63a). 
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The example above can be interpreted as one of the good moments in a game, say, with 

references to "Ichiro hit 4-of-5", "Sasaki fanned all three batters he faced", "Fans were on 

their feet", etc. The sentential target selection is more naturally obtained if the 

idiomaticity of 0+V (VP) is remarkable (cf. (37) in Section 2.1.1). 

(71) a. [Taroo-ga syawaa<-mo> abi]mo-ta. 
T.-(NOM) shower-also receive-PAST 
'(lit.) Taro also received a shower (in the body).' 
'Taro also took a shower.' 

b. [Taroo-ga kaze-<mo> hik]mo-ta. 
T.-(NOM) cold-also pull-PAST 
'(lit.) Taro also pulled a cold.' 
'Taro also caught a cold.' 

In order to use -ga most effectively, it is even better to put the sentence in a subordinate 

clause, as in (72).^' 

(72) [Kodomo-ga hyoosyoo<-mo> uke]mo-ta node, (uresikatta). 
child-(NOM) award-also receive-PAST because (was.happy) 
'Because my child received an award, too, ([I] was happy).' 

The sentence in (72) can be a very natural interpretation, say, when not only the speaker's 

son's team won the game, but also his son is commended for his performance. Therefore, 

the interaction in (61b) is concluded possible (though it is highly context-dependent). 

Our definition of W-selection leaves room to include these possible examples 

above. If it is proven in the fiiture that such target selections are actually unavailable, we 

may simply add restrictions such as "predicative must be included" (in case (61a) is 

Noda (1996) extensively discusses -ga in relative clauses. 
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rejected) or "the attaching element is the start (leftmost) of the target (in case (61b) is 

rejected). In any case, "wrapping target selection" is a more reasonable description than 

"backward dislocation focus". 

2.4 Comments on dislocation of toritate-joshi 

Some might think that the dislocation analysis presented above is influenced by the 

movement analysis assumed in many modem syntactic theories such as the Minimalist 

Program (Chomsky 1993, 1994). This operation, or dislocation of joshi, was actually one 

of the techniques traditionally taken in Japan to help with the accurate interpretation of 

waka 'Japanese (traditional) songs'. 

32 Fujitani (1773) already provided the interpretation techniques of megurasu or 

mawasu 'send' for waka." Numata (1986; 155) cites the following example. (The 

example is partially provided here, and the discussion is slightly simplified, for the 

current purpose.) 

(73) ...tori... oto-nomi nak 
...bird... sound-only cry 
'(lit.) the bird only cry sound' 
'the bird only sings' 

Ayu(h)i-sho (vol. 1-6). Reference is Nakata and Takeoka (annotated) (1960). 
Numata (1986: 154) notes that this was pointed out by Onoe, Keisuke by personal communication. The 

terms megurasu and mawasu are verbs. 



Fujitani (1773) notes that the interpretation of this song is easier to obtain i f - n o m i  'only' 

is 'sent' to the final position (and replaced with -barari 'only') because the target of 

-nomi is actually oto nak 'cry sound' rather than simply oto 'sound'. 

(74) ^^ 
I 1 megurasu 'send' 

-bakari » 

...tori... [oto< > nak]-bakari 

... bird... sound cry-only 
'(lit.) the bird only cry sound' 
'the bird only sings' 

Numata (1986: 154-155) herself notes that the operations in Fujitani (1773) are not as 

much the same as those she provides because megurasu and mawasu include many more 

operations, while hers are purely dislocation of toritate-joshi. 

In fact, the operations in Fujitani (1773) are due mainly to grammatical changes in 

Japanese that resulted in the dislocation of joshi—joshi in general. For example, what 

used to be placed somewhere in the middle of a sentence (e.g. attaching to a noun) came 

to be more naturally placed at the end of a sentence (-zo for emphasis and -ka for 

questions have such a history) by the time Fujitani (1773) was written. The operation of 

megurasu or mawasu was useful to adjust the positions of joshi to match the 

contemporary grammar. Moreover, those operations often involve additions or 

replacements of words as seen in (74) above. In short, the purpose of the operations in 

Fujitani (1773) is to represent the diachronic differences in grammars, while Numata's 

(1986) is just to represent the differences in real interactions within the modem grammar 

of Japanese. 
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It is important, however, to remember that Fujitani (1773) had mentioned that 

-nomi selected a wider target than the attaching element (B-focusAV-selection). Numata's 

point is correct that the motivations of Fujitani's operations are different from hers, but 

they share the core idea that the purpose of the dislocation is to represent the proper 

interpretation (though we have argued that dislocation is not a proper operation for 

interpretation). 

Numata (1986: 144) finds that Motoori (1796)^"^ mentioned that -nomi 'only' had 

a target different from the attaching element. She regards it as incorrect because Motoori 

(1796) says that -nomi [that attaches to the object] can select the following item [verb] as 

its target, which must be taken as wider [VP] target selection (B-focusAV-selection) 

(p. 150). However, at least the "abnormal" target selection of -nomi had already been 

known before the nineteenth century. 

After the birth of toritate-joshi studies (Miyata 1948), the "abnormal", especially 

"wider range of, target selections (= W-selection) have been partially and sporadically 

mentioned (e.g. Takahashi 1978, 1992). A dislocation analysis, however, had not been 

employed before Numata (1986). This is partially because the wider range of target 

selection by a set of joshi, called kakari-joshi (see Chapter 2, Section 3.6), has been 

commonly known among scholars; and therefore, they did not particularly note the 

effect.^^ For example, given the structure of [A-KRJ B], the kakari-joshi (KRJ) 

influences two things; (i) the interpretation of A (an attaching element such as a subject), 

Genji Monogatari Tama no (W)ogushi (vol. 1-9). (Comb of [Guide to] the Tale of Genji) Numata's 
(1986) reference is in Motoori (1927). 

This has already been discussed in Chapter 2, Section 3.6. 
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and (ii) the interpretation of AB (a wider range of elements than the attaching one such as 

a sentence); and having both (i) and (ii) is common sense (in the interpretation of 

Japanese classics) (Onoe 2002: 65, citing Matsuo 1936).^^ No assumption of dislocation 

is required. The interactions of toritate-joshi are considered to be a similar effect. 

We do not adopt the dislocation analysis, either, but we must note that Numata 

(1986) is the first one who presented a systematic account of target selection; and most 

importantly, she (mostly) observed the interactions correctly. 

2.5 Target selections in the predicative complex 

We briefly note toritate-joshi interactions inside the predicative complex. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, more than one position in a predicative 

complex are available for a toritate-joshi if the complex consists of multiple 

37 morphemes. For example, (75) below has three potential positions for a toritate-joshi as 

in (76) (cf. (54) in Chapter 5). 

(75) hasir-te-i-ta 
run-CONJ-PROG-PAST 

'was running' 

(76) a. hasin-mo-5/-te-i-ta 
run(coNj)-also-do-coNJ-PROG-PAST 

Onoe (2002: 66) further notes that diachronically: (a) the (ii)-reading was the basic with kakari-joshi; (b) 
the (i) reading became available; and (c) the (ii) reading became independent (from (i)). The transition 
reflects the history of kakari-musubi '[joining in]-[tying up]', which we discussed in Chapter 2, Section 3.6. 

Precisely speaking, given a verb root and a tense morpheme, just one position is available for -mo 'also' 
and -sae 'even' because they do not attach to the tense morpheme; while -dake 'only' does (as does -bakari 
'only'). 
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b. hasir-te-mo-i-ta 
run-CONJ-also-PROG-PAST 

c. hasir-te-i-mo-5z-ta 
run-C0Nj-PR0G(C0NJ)-als0-d0-PAST 

Although the examples in (76) each leave a different impression, all three express the 

same meaning.The intuition may be similar to English cases with multiple auxiliaries. 

(77) a. John also would have run. 
b. John would also have run. 
c. John would have also run. 

It is reported that in English a focalizer which is preceded by three or more auxiliaries 

cannot select the subject as its target (see Chapter 7, Section 3.1). 

(78) # [Johnjaiso would have been also running. 

Such a restriction is not observed in Japanese, though there remains the question "why 

isn't -mo attached to the subject?" when one tries to interpret (the context of) (79).^^ 

This will be another piece of evidence that the dislocation analysis is invalid, and also indicates that W-
selection is seen locally in the predicative complex. 

The reason why the predicative is changed from hasir 'run' to tabe 'eat' is because the verb hasir has the 
lexicalized causative form hasiras which is slightly different from the form hasir-sase in morphology. The 
former has the consonant-ending stem, which makes the causative passive form of hasirasare; while the 
latter (= hasirase) has the vowel-ending stem, which makes the causative passive form of hasiraserare. 
Another reason is to show the longer distance target selection. 
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(79) [Taroo-ga]mo tako-o 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) 

tabe-sase-rare-te-i-mo-5'z-ta. 
eat-CAUSE-PASS-CONJ-PROG(CONj)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro was also being forced to eat octopus. 

What is adjacent is not a big factor in changing the target selection by toritate-joshi, as 

long as it is in the predicative complex. 

Another interesting question is whether a 'piece' of the predicative complex can 

be a target of the toritate-joshi or not. This seems possible. For example, (80a) can be 

obtained with reference to (SOb)."^' 

(80) a. [tabe]mo-sase-rare-te-i-mo-5/-ta 
eat-CAUSE-PASS-CONJ-PROG(CONj)-also-do-PAST 
'was also being forced to eat' 

b. [kazoe]mo-sase-rare-te-i-mo-5/-ta 
C0Unt-CAUSE-PASS-C0NJ-PR0G(C0Nj)-als0-d0-PAST 
'was also being forced to count' 

We have excluded a tense morpheme from a target. This is because the following 

interaction is actually observable. Having (81a) as a context, the use of-wo 'also' in 

(81b) is possible. 

(81) a. oyog-ta 
swim-PAST 
'(someone) swam' 

This can also mean 'Taro was helped with eating octopus', which is typically used to describe a feeding 
act for baby Taro. 

This indicates that S-selection is seen locally in the predicative complex. 
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b. hasin-mo-5M-ru 
run-also-NONPAST 
'(someone) also run' 

Normally we interpret that the action of running will be taken in addition to swimming, 

i.e. without tense reference, rather than the future action of going to run in addition to the 

past action of having swum. However, besides this intuition, there actually is no reason to 

reject the assumption of including tense in the target. 

Numata (1986: 129) reports that tense itself can be a target of toritate-joshi. 

(82) % Watasi-wa kare-o ais-te-i-[ta]dake-dake-de, 
I-(TOP) he-(ACC) love-CONJ-PROG(CONj)-PAST-DECL(CONj) 

ais-te-i-na-i.''^ 
love-CONJ-PROG(CONj)-NEG-NONPAST 

'(lit.) I only loved him, but do not love [him].' 

Although her example is with -dake 'only', we can easily make an example with -mo 

'also'. 

(83) % Watasi-wa kare-o ais-te-i-ta-si, 
I-(TOP) he-(ACC) l0ve-C0NJ-PR0G(C0NJ)-PAST-and 

ais-te-mo-i-[ru]nio-
love-CONJ-also-PROG(CONJ)-NONPAST 

'(lit.) I loved him, and also love [him].' 

The form is simplified for simplicity's sake. The predicative actually given in Numata (1986: 129) is 
aisteirunodewanai, which consists of ais-te-i-ru-no-de-wa-na-i iove-CONJ-PROG(CONJ)-NEG-NONPAST-
COMP-DECL(CONJ)-(TOP)-NEG-NONPAST'. The joshi -no there is a nominalizer or complementizer. 
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Numata herself notes that (82) is somewhat odd and rarely used because the contrast of 

tenses is unclear by itself/^ and suggests adding adverbials for better contrast.'^'* 

(84) Watasi-wa kare-o [katute]dake ais-te-i-[ta]dake-dake-de, 
I-(TOP) he-(ACC) before I0ve-C0NJ-PR0G(C0NJ)-PAST-DECL(C0NJ) 

ima ais-te-i-na-i."*^ 
now love-CONJ-PROG(CONj)-NEG-NONPAST 

'(ht.) I only loved him before, but do not love [him] now.' 

It is true that (84) is a much better sentence than (82), and so is (85) than (84). 

(85) Watasi-wa kare-o katute ais-te-i-ta-si, 
I-(TOP) he-(ACC) before l0ve-C0Nj-PR0G(C0NJ)-PAST-and 

[ima]mo ais-te-mo-i-[ru]mo. 

now love-CONJ-also-PROG(CONJ)-NONPAST 

'(lit.) I loved him before, and also love [him] now.' 

However, then the actual targets of the toritate-joshi in (84) and (85) might be only the 

adverbials, excluding the tenses. 

(86) a. [katute]dake ais-te-i-ta-dake 
b. [imajrno ais-te-mo-i-ru 

We leave these issues open for future study 46 

A similar oddity appears in (83), too. 
'''' She assumes 'separated targets'. 

This predicative is modified from the original. See fh. 42 above. 
If it is proven that tense alone can be a target, a new type of target selection is added: S-selection 

backwards (cf. (83)). 
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2.6 Comments on the three target selection types 

Three types of target selections have been discussed in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. It is 

very important to note that those types are classified by the relative positions of toritate-

joshi and its target. Examining the nature of target selections, we can draw the following 

two (loose) generalizations. 

(87) Target selections of toritate-joshi 
a. Attaching to a predicative, toritate-joshi can select various targets. 
b. Attaching to a subject or object, toritate-joshi can select its attaching element 

or the attaching element plus more as its target. 

The expression "various targets" in (87a) will eventually be changed to "any continuous 

sequence as targets (in principle)". The expression "plus more" in (87b) means that the 

range of target can be extended beyond the attaching element: basically "up until the 

predicative", but possibly "including the element preceding the attaching one" or 

"without the predicative" (see Section 2.3 above). 

Readers must note that those generalizations come from the observation of -mo 

'also' in the basic sentence structures of S-O-V(-TENSE). In section 3, we will briefly 

examine some more examples: augmented sentences (by adverbial phrases), diminished 

sentences (by 'omission'), and 'scrambled' sentences. 
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3. Easier target selections 

3.1 Target selections in a long sentence 

The naturalness/acceptability judgments of target selections get very controversial when 

the target selections are atypical such as ones discussed in Sections 2.1.2, 2.2.2, and 2.3.2 

above; and when example sentences are long, such as the one with adverbial phrases 

mentioned in Section 1.3 above (cf. (20)). See the following sentence, for example. 

(88) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. (= (20)) 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here today.' 

Considering atypical A-selections of this sentence, the following judgments are generally 

agreed upon. 

a. [Kyoo Taroojmo-mo koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. # Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 
c. # [Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 
d. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de takojmo-mo tabe-ta. 
e. # Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de tako]mo-nio tabe-ta. 
f. # [Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de takoJmo-mo tabe-ta. 

Possible generalizations here are: (a) adverbial attaching -mo cannot have a multiple 

phrasal target;"^^ (b) 'argument' attaching -mo can include a preceding adverb in its target; 

In fact, it can have multi-phrasal targets if the preceding element is another adverbial. This will be 
because the multiple adverbials form a single adverbial phrase. 

(i) Taroo-ga [kyoo koko-de]mo-nio tako-o tabe-ta. 
This target selection is impossible by W-selection. 

(ii) # Taroo-ga [kyoo<-ino> koko-de]rao tako-o tabe-ta. 
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etc. However, those #-marked target selections are actually much less difficult to process, 

if merely the verb in the examples is changed from tabe 'eat' to mituke 'find'. 

(90) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o mituke-ta. 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) find-PAST 
'Taro find octopus here today.' 

a. [Kyoo Taroo]mo-nio koko-de tako-o mituke-ta. 
b. (%) Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-mo tako-o mituke-ta. 
c. (%) [Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-nio tako-o mituke-ta. 
d. Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de takojmo-•mo mituke-ta. 
e. % Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de o 

O
 -mo mituke-ta. 

f % [Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de O 
r

4
 O

 -mo mituke-ta. 

Suppose that octopuses are found everywhere in a town and you can imagine (or actually 

know) that someone found one there and another person found one over there. Then, the 

interpretation (target selection) of (91b) seems not so bad.''^ If the situation "octopuses 

everywhere" had lasted for a while, the interpretation of (91c) would not be so bad, either. 

Suppose a situation in which various people found various items in various places (e.g. 

treasure hunting), then the interpretations in (42e) and (42f) sound more natural. Once the 

examples in (91) seem fine, those in (89) also seem fine, too. In this way, the arguments 

of this thesis have swung left to right as the judgments have. 

In the analysis here, therefore, I do not provide an argument based on the 

naturalness/acceptability judgments of target selections, but provide some explanation for 

why they are hard to judge. As a matter of fact, 'full expressions', meaning sentences 

Intuitively, the target of -mo is just the attaching adverbial and the subject "happens to be" different from 
the contextual reference. Hence, the generalization "adverbial attaching -mo cannot have a multiple phrasal 
target" seems to hold, but our definition of a target of a focalizer does not prevent this example from having 
the given target selection because the pair <Taro, here> can be compared (and contrasted) with other pairs 
such as <Hanako, there>. A similar intuition is shared with the next example (91c). 
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including all of S, O, and V in this canonical order, themselves sound odd in Japanese. 

Japanese native speakers do not say what is unnecessary, and say in various orders, i.e. an 

expression such as in (88) is quite rare when there is contextual support. We will see the 

effects of omission and word order change below. 

3.2 Effects of'omission' and 'topicalization' 

Japanese is famous (and notorious) for its flexibility; especially, omission of some part of 

a sentence and free word order.'*^ In this section, we examine the effect of omission and 

word order change in toritate-joshi interactions. 

The first example we consider is (25) given in Section 2.1.1, which is repeated as 

(92) below. 

(92) Taroo-ga [ki]mo-nio-5'/-ta. (= (25)) 
T.-(NOM) come(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

It was noted in Section 2.1.1 that there might be some oddity. This is because of the 

appearance of the subject there. If his action of coming is additional to some other action 

of his, the topic in the conversation is already Taro. Then, it does not have to be specified, 

and so (93) below is most natural in Japanese. 

The term omission here (and throughout this thesis) means that "it is just not there", in contrast to 
deletion or drop, which means that something expected there is "missing". Native speakers just do not say 
what is (supposed to be) unnecessary hke adjuncts in English. 
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(93) [Ki]nio-ino-si-ta. 
come(coNj)-also-do-PAST 
'(Taro) Also came.' 

If the topic needs to be specified, e.g. for avoidance of confusion, it is naturally marked 

by -wa, as shown in Section 2.1.1.^'' 

(94) Taroo-wa [ki]n,o-ino-.s/-ta. (= (26)) 
T.-(TOP) come(CONJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also came.' 

More options are available if the predicative is a transitive verb. In Section 2,2.2 

above, we considered the following example. 

(95) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-.yj-ta. (= (52)) 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

(96) % [Taroo-ga]mo tako-o [tabe]mo-nio-j'/-ta. (= (53)) 

The 'separate target' interpretation is somewhat strange because native speakers usually 

do not say the object phrase if the intended target is as in (96). 

(97) [Taroo-ga tabe]mo-nio-5/-ta. 

If the object is not specified, the target is not separate any more, but actually a continuous 

sequence.^' The naturalness of (97) causes the oddity of (96). Without a rich context, 

- Wa itself has its own meanings/interpretations and is often counted as a member of toritate-joshi (e.g. 
contrastive -wa). Examples here are carefully chosen, in which -wa functions more as a topic marker and 
less as a contrastive marker since the interactions are more complex in the contrastive interpretation, 
though the difference is actually pragmatically obtained (similar to the toritate-joshi we have seen). 
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native speakers will not interpret it as in (96), while (97) is common for the same target 

selection. 

Scrambling, or simple word order change, of S and O makes the S+V sequence as 

52 in (97) available on the surface. (Japanese is a verb-final language. ) 

(98) % Tako-o [Taroo-ga tabe]mo-nio-5z-ta. 

This does not rescue (96), though it is also not totally impossible. The difficulty of the 

interpretation remains the same.^^ The oddity observed in (96) is not decreased very 

much, in reality. If the object needs to be specified, e.g. for avoidance of confusion, it is 

much more natural to be marked by -wa, similar to the case of (94) above.^"* 

Of course, we can assume the following toritate-joshi interaction. 
(iii) [Taroo-ga]n,„ [tabe]mo-mo-5i-ta. 

Or taking (97) as it is and assuming (ii) below for (96) is possible too. 
(iv) [Taroo-ga <tako-o> tabe]mo-nio-5i-ta. 

However, we cannot sense either syntactic or semantic differences between (iii) and (97) or (iv) and (96). 
We will leave this issue open for future study. 

Canonically. This constraint is in fact frequently broken in conversation. 
Actually, this is the nature of scrambling; the interpretation remains the same. Some may claim that (vi) 

below has a different interpretation from (v), in that tako 'octopus' is emphasized in (vi) (by fronting it) 
while (v) is neutral. 

(v) Taroo-ga Tako-o tabe-ta. Taro-octopus-ate 
(vi) Tako-o Taroo-ga tabe-ta. octopus-Taro-ate 

But those who claim so always put a prosodic prominence on the phrase tako(-o) in (vi). It is simply a 
prosodic effect rather than a scrambling (syntactic) effect. The identical reading is actually obtained by 
putting a prosodic prominence on tako(-o) in (v). Analogously, Taroo(-ga) can be emphasized, with a 
prosodic prominence; even if the phrases are scrambled as in (vi). 

If the -wa-attached phrase is not placed sentence initially, as in (vii) below, it is extremely hard or 
impossible to take it as a topicalized item. 

(vii) Taroo-ga tako-wa tabe-mo-j/-ta. 
The only possible target selection is (vi). 

(viii) Taroo-ga [tako]wa-wa [tabe]„o-ino-5i-ta. 
(ix) # [Taroo-ga] mo tako-wa [tabe]n,o-mo-5/-ta. 

This is because one of the main functions of -wa is to separate the preceding part from the following part. 
The target of-mo in the predicative complex cannot include the -wa-attached element or the subject, 
crossing over the -wa attached item. The -wa in (viii) is the so-called "at-least -wa", which makes the 
interpretation of the sentence something like "At least against octopus, Taro took the action of eating in 
addition to some other actions." (This reading is actually available from (99) as well, though less 
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(99) Tako-wa [Taroo-ga tabe]mo-nio-5i-ta. 

Hence, 'omission' as in (97) and 'topicalization' as in (99) are natural solutions for the 

target selection of S+V, where the V is a transitive verb. 

These solutions, however, are unavailable by W-selection. 

(100) a. # [Taroo<-mo> tabe]mo-ta. 
b. # Tako-wa [Taroo<-mo> tabe]mo-ta. 

Considering (101), we ask whether it can have the target selection of (102). 

(101) Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-mo-^'/-ta. (=(50)) 
T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat(coNJ)-also-do-PAST 

'Taro ate octopus here.' 

(102) [Taroo-ga]mo koko-de [tako-o]mo tabe-mo-^/-ta. (=(51)) 

Similar to the cases without an adverbial phrase, (102) is more natural if the adverbial 

does not appear or is 'topicaUzed' as in (103a) and (103b), respectively. 

(103) a. [Taroo-ga tako-o]mo tabe-mo-5'/-ta. 
b. Koko-de-wa [Taroo-ga tako-o]mo tabe-mo-^/-ta. 

As far as the place of Taro's eating octopus is clear from the context, the place does not 

have to be specified in (103a); if the place needs to be specified, it is most natural to put it 

at the beginning of the sentence and marked by -wa as in (103b). 

dominant.) Topicalization is not done only by -wa attachment, but by both the attachment and placement at 
the sentence-initial position (when the topicalized item is the object). 
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To summarize the discussions above, the omission and topicalization strategies 

are available when a toritate-joshi is placed in the predicative complex. This, however, is 

a case when the target is S+V, the order of which is not canonically obtained, hi the case 

of 0+V (or VP), W-selection is also available as in (105) below, as well as A-selection as 

in (104). 

(104) a. [Tako-o tabejmo-mo-^f-ta. 
b. Taroo-wa [tako-o tabe]mo-mo-.y/-ta. 

(105) a. [Tako<-mo> tabe]mo-ta. 
b. Taroo-wa [tako<-mo> tabe]mo-ta. 

The omission and topicalization strategies are for easier marking of the target unit. 

Similar omission and topicalization strategies seem to be effective in sentences 

with adverbials. For example, (89b), which is repeated as (107a) below, was extremely 

hard to get, but the target selection becomes natural by omission as in (107b). TopicaHzed 

(107c) and (107d) are possible, too (the latter is better than the former), though they are 

less natural than (107b). 

(106) Kyoo Taroo-ga koko-de tako-o tabe-ta. (=(88)) 
today T.-(NOM) here-at octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus here today.' 

(107) a. # Kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. (= (89b)) 
b. [Taroo-ga koko-dejmo-nio tabe-ta. 
c. Kyoo tako-wa [Taroo-ga koko-de]n,o-nio tabe-ta. 
d. Tako-wa kyoo [Taroo-ga koko-de]mo-nio tabe-ta. 



Attached to an adverbial, however, W-selections are unavailable. 

(108) a. # Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de]mo-ino tako-o [tabe]mo-ta. 
b. # [Koko-de<-mo> tabe]n,o-ta. 

(108a) is absolutely out, and so is (108b). The toritate-joshi must be in the predicative 

complex, and then the target is available by A-selection. 

(109) a. % Kyoo Taroo-ga [koko-de]mo tako-o [tabejmo-mo-^z-ta. 
b. [Koko-de tabe]mo-nio-5/-ta. 
c. Kyoo Taroo-ga tako-o [koko-de tabe]nio-nio-.s'/-ta. 

(109a) is hard to get, but (109b) is very natural. To get the sequence of Adv-V, 

topicalization is not required as in (109c). It can be concluded that W-selection is 

available from an 'argument' attaching toritate-joshi, but not from an 'adjunct' attaching 

one. 

Here are some final notes. Some might take them as the 'effect of the omission' 

and 'effect of topicalization', but the native intuition is just opposite. The unnaturalness 

appears as a 'side-effect of appearance'. Not to say the obvious matter in Japanese is as 

natural as to say a noun (phrase) in a pronoun form on its second occurrence in English. 

If the matter is mentioned for confirmation, it is much more natural to market with -wa, 

which is famous as a 'topic marker'. 

We can say the following about the generation and interpretation of the VP target 

in (104) and (105). There is a "full" sentence of Tako-o tabe-ta '(Someone) ate octopus'. 

When we want to have the target of 0+V, it is 'safe' to put a toritate-joshi in the 
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predicative (104a), but since it is stylistic, the toritate-joshi is attached to the object, 

which is the sole other option available (105a). We can specify the subject, but it should 

be separated from the target by attaching -wa to avoid confusion. Native speakers will 

share this intuition, consciously or unconsciously. 

Considering that the examples in (100) are impossible, we could extend our 

discussion to "the preservation or reconstruction of the canonical word order SOV in 

Japanese in interpretation", "the configurational structure (and the existence of) a verb 

phrase in Japanese", and so forth. These, however, are beyond our main focus. 

3.3 For further study 

See the summary chart of (100a), (105a), and (108b) below. (S: subject, O: object, Adv: 

adverbial, Vt: transitive verb) 

Considering the availability of (110b) and unavailability of (110a) and (110c), this may 

be used for a test of "objecthood" or "argumenthood". What this test gives are the 

following.^^ 

(110) a. # [S<-mo>-Vt]n,o 

b. [0<-mo>-Vt]mo 

c. # [Adv<-mo>-Vt]mo 

(=(100a)) 
(=(105a)) 
(=(108b)) 

" This test is only possible with -mo (and possibly -wa). Other toritate-joshi, such as -sae 'even', -dake 
'only', etc. cannot cleariy show the pattern. 
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First of all, the construction that has been typically/traditionally analyzed as 

"[NP-O]LOCATIVE + [Vi (intransitive verb)]", may actually be "[NP-O]ACCUSATIVE + [Vt 

(transitive verb)]". 

(111) a. sora-o tob-ta 
sky-in fly-PAST 
'flew in the sky' 

b. [sora<-mo> tob]mo-ta 

(112) a. kawa-o oyog-ta 
river-in swim-PAST 
'swim in the river' 

b. [kawa<-mo> oyog]nio-ta 

For example, (111b) can be obtained when the speaker is talking about his toy airplanes, 

and (112b) when he is talking about his childhood. 

Second, it confirms that there are verbs that require their object to be marked by 

-ni, rather than -o. The verb aki 'get tired of is one of them. 

(113) a. benkyoo-ni aki-ta 
study-(DAT?) get.bored-PAST 
'got tired of studying' 

b. * benkyoo-o aki-ta 

The joshi -ni is typically used to mark 'locative', 'goal', 'recipient' or 'indirect object', 

and so forth. In this case, however, the -«/-phrase falls into none of those classes. 

Attached to the phrase, -mo can have W-selection. 
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(114) [benkyoo(-ni)<-mo> aki]mo-ta 

The joshi -ni is optional, too. The (114) reading is available, say, when the speaker is 

describing his lonehness. Similarly, (115b) has no problem, though the -n/-marked phrase 

is a goal. 

(115) a. kaisya-ni ik-ta 
company-to get.bored-PAST 
'went to the company', 'went to work' 

b. [kaisya(-ni)<-mo> ikjmo-ta 

This -ni is also totally optional. 

Third, different from the examples above, a -mo that is attaching to a 'plain' or 

'adjunct' locative or goal -ni, temporal -ni, etc. cannot have W-selection. 

(116) a. Taroo-ni booru-o nage-ta 
T.-to ball-(ACC) thro w-P AST 
'threw (a ball) to Taro' 

b. # [Taroo-ni<-mo> (booru-o) nage]mo-ta 

(117) a. huyu-ni oyog-ta 
T.-to swim-PAST 
'swam in winter' 

b. # [huyu-ni<-mo> oyog]mo-ta 

Fourth, and last, the recipient phrase marked by -ni, which is normally regarded as 

an indirect object, does not seem to allow -mo to have W-selection 
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(118) a. hana-ni mizu-o age-ta 
flower-to water-(ACC) give-PAST 
'gave water to flowers' 

b. # [hana-ni-<-mo> age]mo-ta 

Interestingly, it is actually possible if the direct object appears.^® 

(119) [hana-ni-<-mo> mizu-o age]nio-ta 

This -ni is required. Without it, hana 'flower' is interpreted as the agent of watering. 

(119) is possible, say, when the speaker is checking what he should do before leaving his 

house. Two things can be noted here. One is that this pattern resembles the one with -mo 

attaching to the subject (cf. (100a)). The other is that the contrast of (118a) with (119) 

shows both the 'adjunct'-hood of the phrase (unnaturalness/unacceptability of (118b)) 

and the 'argument'-hood of it (uimaturalness/unacceptability of (119)). 

Those above are other ways of enjoying toritate-joshi interactions. 

Different from the previous cases, this target selection is not always natural and sometimes requires a 
rich context. For instance, (x) below is hard to get. 

(x) %% [Taroo-ni<-mo> hana-o mise]m„-ta. 
T.-to flower-(ACC) show-PAST 

However, (119) is quite natural. This may be actually showing that the status of'indirect object' ranges 
from 'argument'-like as in (119) to 'adjunct'-like as in (x) above. 
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4. Target selections by -mo 'also' 

4.1 Review 

In Section 1 through Section 3 above, we have observed the interactions of -mo 'also' in 

various positions. Let us review the target selections of -mo in various positions in a 

en 
simple S-O-V sentence. 

(120) 

(121) 

Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-j'z-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(cONj)-also-do-PAST 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

tako-o tabe-ta. Taroo-ga 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro ate octopus.' 

In the predicative complex 

(122) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-mo-5/-ta. 

(123) a. [Taroo-ga]mo tako-o tabe-mo-5i-ta. (S-selection) 
b. Taroo-ga [tako-o]mo tabe-mo-5/-ta. (S-selection) 
c. Taroo-ga tako-o [tabe]mo-nio-^/-ta. (A-selection) 
d. Taroo-ga [tako-o tabe]mo-n»o-^z-ta. (A-selection) 
e. [Taroo-ga tako-o]mo tabe-mo-5/'-ta. (S-selection) 
f [Taroo-ga tako-o tabe]mo-ino-^/-ta. (A-selection) 

We will omit the discussion of the target selection of [S]-0-[V] such as [Taroo-ga]tako-o [tabe]„o (or 
[Taroo-ga <tako-o> labeJ„o) in the following text. These are discussed in Section 3.2 above. The parallel 
discussion holds for -sae 'even', -dake 'only', etc. 
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Attaching to the subject 

(124) Taroo-mo tako-o tabe-ta. 

a. [Taroo]mo-nio tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. # Taroo-mo [tako-o]mo tabe-ta. 
c. # Taroo-mo tako-o [tabejmo" •ta. 
d. # Taroo-mo [tako-o tabejfno' •ta. 
e. [Taroo<-mo> tako-o]mo tabe-ta. 
f. [Taroo<-mo> tako-o O

 •ta. 

(A-selection) 

(W-selection) 
(W-selection) 

Attaching to the object 

(126) 

(127) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Taroo-ga tako-mo tabe-ta. 

[Taroo-ga]mo tako-mo tabe-ta. 
Taroo-ga [tako]mo-nio tabe-ta. 
Taroo-ga tako-mo [tabejmo" •ta. 
Taroo-ga [tako<-mo> tabejmo" •ta. 

[Taroo-ga tako]mo-ino tabe-ta. 
[Taroo-ga tako<-mo> tabejjno" ta. 

(A-selection) 

(W-selection) 
(A-selection) 
(W-selection) 

4.2 Possible target selections by -mo 'also' 

To summarize 4.1, the placement and target selections of -mo from various positions are 

as given in (128) below.^^ 

(128) a. S-O-V-mo(-TENSE) 

[Sl - o  - V -mo (subject) 
s  - [ 0 ]  - V -mo (object) 
s  - 0  - [VI -mo (verb) 
s  - [ 0  - VI -mo (O+V: VP) 

[ S  - 0 ]  - V -mo ( S + 0 )  

[ S  - o  - V] -mo (sentence) 

The element -TENSE is omitted from the chart to save space. 
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b. S-mo-O-V(-TENSE) 

[S] -mo - O - V (subject) 
# S -mo - [01 - V (object) 
# S -mo - O - [V] (verb) 
# S -mo - [O - V] (0+V: VP) 

[S <-mo> - O] - V (S+0) 
[S <-tno> - O - V] (sentence) 

[Controversial] 

S-O-mo-V (-TENSE) 

# [SI  -  O -mo - V (subject) 
S - [O] -mo - V (object) 

# S - O -mo - [V] (verb) 
S - [O -mo - V] (0+V: VP) 

% [S - 01 <-nio> - V (S+0) 
% [S - O <-mo> - V] (sentence) 

[Controversial] 
[Controversial] 

5. Target selections by -sae 'even' 

5.1 S-O-V-sae-TENSE 

First, we consider -sae 'even' in the predicative complex. 

(129) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-sae-.y/'-ta. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat(cONJ)-even-do-PAST 
'Taro even ate octopus.' 

(130) a. [Taroo-ga]sae tako-o tabe-sae-5z-ta. (S-selection) 
b. Taroo-ga [tak0-0]sae tabe-sae-5/-ta. (S-selection) 
c. Taroo-ga tako-o [tabe]sae-sae-.sz-ta. (A-selection) 
d. Taroo-ga [tako-o tabe]sae-sae-5z-ta. (A-selection) 
e. [Taroo-ga tako-o]sae tabe-sae-5/-ta. (S-selection) 
f. [Taroo-ga tako-o tabe]sae-sae-.s?-ta. (A-selection) 

It seems that all target selections are possible, though (130e) is actually controversial as 

in the case of -mo 'also'. 
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Next, we consider -sae 'even' attached to the subject. 

(131) Taroo-sae tako-o tabe-ta. 
T.-even octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 
'Taro even ate octopus.' 

a. [Taroo]sae-sae tako-o tabe-ta. 
b. # Taroo-sae [tak0-0]sae tabe-ta. 
c. # Taroo-sae tako-o [tabe]sae-ta. 
d. # Taroo-sae [tako-o tabe]sae-ta. 
e. %% [Taroo<-sae> tako-o] sae tabe-ta. 
f % [Taroo<-sae> tako-o tabe]sae-ta. 

(A-selection) 

(W-selection) 
(W-selection) 

The chart for -sae in (132) is quite similar to that of -mo (cf. (125)) in that the subject 

target has no problem and a non-toritate-joshi-attaching string cannot be a target. Here 

are comments on (132e) and (132f) which have some difficulties in the interpretation. 

The interpretation of (132f) is hard, but in the following examples the 

interpretation with the sentential target seems to be OK. 

(133) a. Semi-sae nak-ru-no-o yame-ta. 
cicada-even sing-NONPAST-COMP-(ACC) stop-PAST 
'Even cicadas stopped going.' 

b. Taroo-sae oogoe-o hariage-ta. 
T.-even big.voice-(ACC) raise-PAST 
'(lit.) Even Taro raised (his) voice.' 

'Even Taro screamed hard.' 

The target selection in (133a) is possible with reference to other events in a day of an 

unbelievably hot summer, say, "It hasn't rained at all for a month", "People couldn't turn 

off the air conditioner", etc. Similarly, (133b) can be used in such a situation. 
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Possible cases as in (133) may be rare. Hence, it might be more consistent to 

conclude that the sentential target selection by -sae from this position is syntactically (or 

structurally) accepted, but often rejected because of interpretational (contextual) 

difficulties. 

The sentential target reading is generally possible in intransitive sentences. The 

adverbial phrases are inserted in the examples below to show that it is not a matter of 

length of a sentence, or an intervention by a phrase between the subject and the 

predicative. 

(134) a. [Hanabi<-sae> (gooseeni) agar]sae-ta. 
firework-even (splendidly) rise-PAST 

'(lit.) Even fireworks rose (splendidly).' 
—> 'Even fireworks were displayed (splendidly).' 

b. [Gomi<-sae> (sukosizutu) her]sae-ta. 
garbage-even (gradually) decrease-PAST 

'Even [the amount of] garbage decreased (gradually).' 

(134a) is possible when the interpreter listens to the speaker talk about experiences on 

July 4 in the U.S.; and (134b) will be possible when the interpreter listens to the speaker 

discuss environmental changes in the recent years, for example. 

Japanese speakers will feel that (132e) is just impossible. The author's first 

impression was so, too. Considering that it is used with a reference to Hanako-ga ika-o 

(tabe-ta) 'Hanako (ate) octopus', this target selection may be successful, though not as 

natural as examples with -mo (cf (127e)). 
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This interpretation involves much more interpretational interaction than syntactic 

influence. Some more observation is needed for this S+V target reading. Structurally, we 

can just say that the syntax will not prohibit selecting it. 

5.3 S-O-sae-V-TENSE 

Third, we consider -sae 'even' attached to the object. 

(135) 

(136) 

Taroo-ga tako-sae 
T.-(NOM) octopus-even 
'Taro also ate octopus.' 

a. # [Taroo-ga]sae 

b. Taroo-ga 
c. # Taroo-ga 
d. Taroo-ga 
e. %% [Taroo-ga 
f. % [Taroo-ga 

tako-sae 
[tako]sae-sae 
tako-sae 

[tako<-sae> 
takojsae-sae 

tako<-sae> 

tabe-ta. 
eat-PAST 

tabe-ta. 
tabe-ta. 

[tabe]sae-ta. 
tabe]sae-ta. 
tabe-ta. 
tabe]sae-ta. 

(A-selection) 

(W-selection) 
(A-selection) 
(W-selection) 

This naturalness/acceptability pattern is quite similar to that o f - m o  attaching to the object 

(cf. (119)). The only difference is (136e), in which the target selection of S+0 is much 

harder (which is similar to the subject attaching -sae). Some comments on the difficulty 

in the interpretation of (136e) and (136f) are noted below. 

The sentential target interpretation, (136f), is actually hard to get for the same 

reason that (127f) (- -mo counterpart) is hard to get. Using the same example and same 

context for it that made this target selection by -mo natural (cf (70) and (72)), we can 

dramatically reduce the difficulty. 
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(137) a. (Sono siai-de) Taroo-ga toorui-sae kime-ta. 
(that game-in) child-(NOM) steal-even succeed-PAST 
'(In the game) Taro even succeeded in stealing.' 

b. Kodomo-ga hyoosyoo-sae uke-ta node, (uresikatta). 
child-(NOM) award-even receive-PAST because (was.happy) 
'Because my child received an award, even, ([I was] happy).' 

This also resembles the -mo pattern. 

The 'atypical' A-selection, (136e) is extremely hard to get, or simply impossible. 

It is marked "%%", rather than "#", because the replacement of the predicative improves 

the naturalness/acceptability very much. 

(138) (%) [Taroo-ga tako]sae-sae mituke-ta. (cf. (36a)) 
T.-(NOM) octopus-even find-PAST 
'Taro also find octopus.' 

This further resembles the -mo pattern. 

5.4 Possible target selections by -sae 'even' 

To summarize, the placement and target selections of-wo from various positions are as 

given in (139) below. 

As discussed in Section 3 above, (136e) is much more naturally obtained if the subject is omitted or 
marked by -wa when it appears. 
^ The element -TENSE is omitted from the chart to save space. 
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(139) a. S-O-V-sae(-TENSE) 

ISL-
s -

s -

s -

[S -
IS -

o 

[O] 

o 

[O 

O] 

o 

V 
V 

[V] 

-sae 
-sae 
-sae 

V] -sae 
V -sae 
V] -sae 

(subject) 
(object) 
(verb) 
(0+V: VP) 
(S+0) 
(sentence) 

b. S-sae-O-V(-TENSE) 

[SI-sae 
# S -sae 
# S 
# S 

%% [S 
[S 

-sae 
-sae 
<-sae> 

<-sae> 

O - V 
[01 - V 
o - [VI 

[O - VI 
O] - V 
O - V] 

c. S-O-sae-V(-TENSE) 

# [S] 
s 

# s 

s 

%% [S 
% [S 

O -sae 
[O] -sae 
O 

[O 

O] 

O 

-sae 
-sae 
<-sae> 

<-sae> 

V 
V 

[V] 
V] 
V 
VI 

(subject) 
(object) 
(verb) 
(O+V: VP) 
(S+0) 
(sentence) 

(subject) 
(object) 
(verb) 
(O+V: VP) 
(S+0) 
(sentence) 

[Controversial] 

[Controversial] 
[Controversial] 

The toritate-joshi -sae 'even' basically shows the same pattern as -mo 'also' 

6. Target selections by -dake 'only' 

The toritate-joshi -dake 'only' exhibits a slightly different target selection pattern from 

-mo or -sae. This is largely because of the histories of the toritate-joshi. While -mo and 

-sae were originally joshi, -dake developed from the noun take 'length' (see Chapter 4, 

Section 3.1.2). 
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6.1 S-0-V-TENSE-^/<3A:E 

First, we consider -dake 'only' in the predicative complex. Remember that the most 

natural placement of -dake in the predicative complex is simply attaching to a tense 

morpheme, rather than between a verb and a tense morpheme, which involves a couple of 

morphosyntactic formations as seen in the placement of -mo or -sae. It has also been 

previously noted (Chapter 5, Section 2.4) that -dake in this position is normally followed 

by a declarative morpheme such as -da, -datta, etc. In this subsection, however, the 

appearance or 'omission' of it does not influence the naturalness/acceptability of 

judgments; and therefore, we mostly consider sentences without the morpheme after 

-dake for simplicity's sake. The tense morpheme is included in the target, but this is also 

for simplicity's sake.^' (See Section 2.5 above for brief discussions on tense in the 

target.) 

(140) Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta-dake. 
T.-(NOM) octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST-only 
'Taro only ate octopus.' 

(141) a. % [Taroo-ga]dake tako-o tabe-ta-dake. (S-selection) 
b. % Taroo-ga [tako-o]dake tabe-ta-dake. (S-selection) 
c. (%) Taroo-ga tako-o [tabe-ta]dake-dake. (A-selection) 
d. (%) Taroo-ga [tako-o tabe-ta]dake-dake. (A-selection) 
e. (%) [Taroo-ga tako-o]dake tabe-ta-dake. (S-selection) 
f [Taroo-ga tako-o tabe-ta]dake-dake. (A-selection) 

In fact, they are all possible, but every target selection but (141f) includes some difficulty 

in interpretation. We will examine them below. 
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(141a) through (141 d) are cases when the appearance of the non-target brings 

about the interpretation difficulty that we discussed in Section 3.2 above with examples 

with -mo 'also'. Similar difficulties are observed, though A-selections, (141c) and (141d), 

seem better than N-selections, (141a) and (141b). The "full" sentences in (141) make the 

target selection harder. In (141a), the appearance of the object there makes the target 

selection hard. Without it, or topicalizing it, the interaction is just fine. 

(142) a. % [Taroo-ga]dak;e tako-o tabe-ta-dake. (=(141a)) 
b. [Taroo-ga]dake tabe-ta-dake. 
c. Tako-wa [Taroo-ga]dake tabe-ta-dake. 

It is worth noting that this target selection is naturally obtained if the verb is intransitive, 

i.e. if there is no intervention by an object phrase. 

(143) a. [Taroo-ga]dake ki-ta-dake. 
T.-(NOM) come-PAST-only 
'Only Taro came.' 

b. [Taroo-ga]dake oyog-ta-dake. 
T.-(N0M) swim-PAST-only 
'Only Taro swam.' 

It may be possible to have the subject target reading with the appearance of the object if 

the context is more restrictive. Suppose the situation is one in which many people would 

complain (about something). Then, the interpretation in (144) below is natural. 

Another reason is that -dake can actually be placed between the verb and the tense morpheme like -mo or 
-sae: tabe-dake-si-ta. To contrast with this construction, we include the tense in the target here. 
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(144) [Taroo-ga]dake monku-o iw-ta-dake. 
T.-(NOM) complain-(ACC) say-PAST-only 
'(lit.) Only Taro said complaint.' 
—> 'Only Taro complained.' 

Omission or topicalization works perfectly in the other three examples. 

(145) a. % Taroo-ga [tako-o]dake 
b. [Tako-o]dake 
c. Taroo-wa [tako-o]dake 

(146) a. (%) Taroo-ga tako-o 
b. 

(147) a. (%) Taroo-ga [tako-o 
b. [Tako-o 
c. Taroo-wa [tako-o 

tabe-ta-dake. 
tabe-ta-dake. 
tabe-ta-dake. 

[tabe-ta]dake-dake. 
[Tabe-ta]dake-dake. 

tabe-ta]dake-dake. 
tabe-ta]dake-dake. 
tabe-ta]dake-dake. 

(=(141b)) 

(=(141c)) 

(=(141d)) 

Since (141c) includes two omissible phrases (subject and object), there are many other 

constructions that can have a predicative-only target. 

(148) a. (%) Taroo-ga tako-o [tabe-ta]dake-dake. 
b. Tako-o [ tabe-ta] dake-dake. 
c. Taroo-ga [tabe-ta]dake-dake. 
d. Tako-wa [ tabe-ta] dake-dake. 
e. Taroo-wa [ tabe-ta] dake-dake. 
f Taroo-wa tako-o [ tabe-ta] dake-dake. 
g- Taroo-ga tako-wa [tabe-ta]dake-dake. 

(=(141c)) 

Omission of either one increases the naturalness as in (148b) and (148c). It is better if the 

single non-target phrase is marked by -wa as in (148d) and (148e). If the sentence is 

"ftill", marking either one of the non-target phrases with -wa makes the target selection 

easier. 
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The interpretation of (141e) itself is somewhat hard to process. Logically 

speaking, it should mean that the (ordered) pair of <Taroo, tako> is the only one that 

substitutes for X in eat(^, where X is a (ordered) pair that contains the agent and theme 

(in this order). Then (141 e) could mean something like "as for the action of eating, Taro 

undertook the action against octopus, and that's it". If the interpretation of (141e) is so, it 

is possible, say, in the situation that there were many people and there was a variety of 

food, but only octopus was consumed by a single (= cardinality of 1) person named Taro. 

Considering it in this way, the actual target selection of (141e) may be (149) below.^^ 

That is, each NP is under the influence of -dake, independently. 

(149) [Taroo-ga]dake [tako-o]dake tabe-ta-dake. 

It may be the case that the actual target selection is sentential, i.e. (141 f) which is 

naturally obtained, but we cannot tell the difference between the two. We leave those 

issues open. 

6.2 S-dake-O-V-TENSE 

Next, we consider -dake 'only' attached to the subject. 

(150) Taroo-dake tako-o tabe-ta. 
T.-only octopus-(ACC) eat-PAST 

'Taro only ate octopus.' 

Or maybe something like below: 
(xi) [ [Taroo-ga]dake [tako-o]dake ]dake tabe-ta-dake. 

to show the uniqueness of the pair (of <Taro, octopus>). 
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a. [Taroo]dake-dake tako-o tabe-ta. (A-selection) 

b. # Taroo-dake [tak0-0]dake tabe-ta. 
c. # Taroo-dake tako-o [tabe-ta] dake* 
d. # Taroo-dake [tako-o tabe-ta]dake-
e. # [Taroo<-dake> tak0-0]dake tabe-ta. (W-selection) 
f. %% [Taroo<-dake> tako-o tabe-ta]dake. (W-selection) 

The variety seen in the interactions of -mo 'also' and -sae 'even' is not available with 

-dake. The naturalness of (151b) and the difficulty or impossibility of (151c), (151d), and 

(151e) are expected from the examples with -mo and -sae. 

The target of S+0 by W-selection, which was obtainable with -mo and might be 

possible with -sae in a very rich context, is completely out with -dake. The interpretation 

we managed to get (see the last comments in 6.1 above) is out of reach. 

The sentential target, (15If), is in fact very hard to get. However, the sentential 

target is easily obtained if the verb is intransitive (cf (134)).^^ 

(152) a. [Hanabi<-dake> (gooseeni) agar-ta]dake-
firework-only (splendidly) rise-PAST 

'(lit.) Fireworks rose splendidly only.' 
—> 'Fireworks were displayed (splendidly) [and that's it].' 

b. [Gomi<-dake> (yatarato) hue-ta]dake-
garbage-only (excessively) increase-PAST 

'Just [the amount of] garbage multiplied (excessively).' 

The interpretation of (152a) can be obtained when the speaker is talking about his 

experience on the day July 4 in the U.S.; and (152b) when the speaker is describing the 

In (152a), but not in (152b), a semantic oddness is observed if we try to get the sentential target reading 
with -bakari. It is related to the "plurality of -bakari" that we discussed extensively in Chapter 4, Section 
3.2. 
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result of someone's (his own) doing handicraft.®'* 

It may be possible for a transitive sentence to have the sentential target reading in 

a subordinate clause (the technique we used in Section 2.3.2 above, cf (72)). 

(153) a. Taroo-dake tako-o tabe-te, (owar-ta). 
T.-only octopus-(ACC) eat-CONJ (end-PAST) 
'Taro only ate octopus, and ([e.g. the party] ended).' 

b. Taroo-dake miyage-o kaw-te, (shuppatsusi-ta). 
T.-only souvenir-(ACC) buy-CONJ (leave-PAST) 
'[As soon as] Taro bought some souvenir, and [we] left [the place].' 

This still seems hard, or requires a really rich context, however. 

6.3 S-O-dake-V 

Third, we consider -dake 'only' attached to the object. 

(154) 

(155) 

Taroo-ga tako-dake tabe-ta. 
T. -(NOM) octopus-only eat-PAST 
'Taro only ate octopus.' 

a. # [Taroo-ga]dake 

b. Taroo-ga 
c. # Taroo-ga 
d. Taroo-ga 
e. # [Taroo-ga 
f. # [Taroo-ga 

tako-dake 
[tako]dake-dake 
tako-dake 

[tako<-dake> 
tako-dake]dake 
tako<-dake> 

tabe-ta. 
tabe-ta. 

[tabe-ta]dake-
tabe-ta] dake-
tabe-ta. 
tabe-ta]dake-

(A-selection) 

(W-selection) 
(A-selection) 
(W-selection) 

^ The interpretation is much more natural if-dake is followed by -wa in those examples. Perhaps the form 
-dakewa is grammaticized. 
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Only the typical A-selection (target: attaching element) and the typical W-selection 

(target: the unit ranging from the attaching element through the predicative) are available. 

Other target selections are unavailable. 

Some (e.g. Hando 1998) do not agree that the VP-target is possible as in (155d), 

but this judgment is, we feel, derived from some pragmatic difficulty. The target selection 

itself is actually quite natural, especially when the subject is 'separated' by omission or 

topicalization. 

(156) a. Taroo-ga ha-dake migak-ta. 
T. -(NOM) tooth-only polish-PAST 
'(lit.) Taro only polished teeth.' 
^ 'Taro only brushed his teeth.' 

b. Taroo-ga [ha<-dake> migak-ta]dake-

c. [Ha<-dake> migak-ta]dake-

d. Taroo-wa [ha<-dake> migak-ta] dake-

Suppose the situation is the one in which a little Taro is preparing for school in the 

morning and many things need to be done. If (156c) or (156d) was uttered in the situation, 

the target is definitely the VP, rather than only the attaching element. That is, 'others' in 

the interpretation are "eating breakfast", "changing clothes", etc., rather than (polishing) 

"shoes", "table", etc. 

Different from examples with -mo or -sae, the sentential target reading, (155f), is 

extremely hard with -dake in this position. Even the restricted situation or a trick 

(squeezing in a subordinate clause) we used for similar examples with -mo ((70) and 

(72)) and -sae (137) do not help. 
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(157) a. # (Sono siai-de) Taroo-ga toorui-dake kime-ta. 
(that game-in) child-(NOM) steal-only succeed-PAST 

'(In the game) Taro succeeded in stealing, and that's it.' 

b. # Kodomo-ga hyoosyoo-dake uke-ta node, (uresikatta). 
child-(NOM) award-only receive-PAST because (was.happy) 
'It was just Because my child received an award, only, ([I was] happy).' 

6.4 Possible target selections by -dake 'only' 

To summarize the discussion in Sections 6.1 through 6.3, the placement and target 

selections of -dake from various positions are as given in (158) below. 

(158) a. S-O-V-TENSE-dake 
% [SJ - O - V -TENSE -dake (subject) 
% S - [O] - V -TENSE -dake (object) 

(%) S - O - [V -TENSE] -dake (verb) 
(%) S - JO - V -TENSE] -dake (0+V: VP) 
(%) [S - O] - V -TENSE -dake (S+O) 

[S - O - V -TENSE] -dake (sentence) 

S-dake-O-V-TENSE 

IS]-dake - 0 - V -TENSE (subject) 
# S -dake - [0] - V -TENSE (object) 
# S -dake - 0 - [V -TENSE] (verb) 
# S -dake - [O - V -TENSE] (0+V: VP) 
# JS <-dake> - 0] - V -TENSE (S+O) 

%% JS <-dake> - 0 - V -TENSE] (sentence) 

S-O-dake-V-TENSE 

#  [S] -  0  -dake  - V -TENSE (subject) 
S - 10] -dake - V -TENSE (object) 

# S - O -dake - IV -TENSE] (verb) 
S - [0 -dake - V -TENSE] (O+V: VP) 

# [S - O] <-dake> - V -TENSE (S+O) 
# ]S - O <-dake> - V -TENSE] (sentence) 

[Controversial] 
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6.5 Further notes on possible target selections by -dake 'only' 

Since -dake can occupy more slots than -mo 'also' or -sae 'even', there are more target 

selections to consider. We briefly discuss two of them below. 

One is -dake in an adjectival modifier discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5. 

(159) a. atu-i hon 
thick-NONPAST book 
'thick book' 

b. atu-i-dake-no hon 
thick-NONPAST-only-(GEN) book 
'thick-only book' 

c. [atu-i]dake-dake-no hon 
d. [atu-i<-dake>-no]dake hon 

The meaning of (159b) is 'The book is just thick; non-sophisticated, useless, 

uninteresting, etc.'), which is not obtained in the English gloss. The target of -dake in this 

position seems to be only the whole adjectival, though it is unknown whether the 

possessive marker -no is included or not ((159c) or (159d)).^^ An element outside of the 

adjectival phrase is never selected. 

(160) Taroo-ga atu-i-dake-no hon-o kaw-ta. 
T.-(NOM) thick-NONPAST-only-(GEN) book-(ACC) buy-PAST 
'Taro bought a thick-only book.' 

We conventionally employ the latter expression below. 
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a. # [Taroo-ga]dake atu-i-dake-no hon-o kaw-ta. 
b. # Taroo-ga atu-i-dake-no [hon-o]dake kaw-ta. 
c. # Taroo-ga atu-i-dake-no hon-o [kaw-ta]dake-

d. # Taroo-ga [atu-i<-dake>-no hon-o]dake kaw-ta. 
e. # Taroo-ga [atu-i<-dake>-no hon-o kaw-ta]dake-

etc. 

Elements inside of the adjectival phrase must be included. (A simple lineup of multiple 

adjectival modifiers as in (162) is fine, but not so natural. The conjunctive construction as 

in (163) is most natural.) 

(162) taka-i, atu-i-dake-no hon 
expensive-NONPAST thick-NONPAST-only-(GEN) book 
'thick-expensive-only book' 

(163) a. [taka-i, atu-i<-dake>-no]dake hon 
b. # taka-i, [atu-i<-dake>-no](iake hon 
c. # [taka-i]dake, atu-i<-dake>-no hon 

(164) takaA:w-te atu-i-dake-no hon 
expensive(C0Nj)-C0NJ thick-NONPAST-only-(GEN) book 
' thick(-and)-expensive-only book' 

(165) a. [takaA:M-te atu-i<-dake>-no]dake hon 
b. # takaA:w-te [atu-i<-dake>-no]dake hon 
c. # [takaA:w-te]dake atu-i<-dake>-no hon 

This is simply because of the contradiction brought about by the conjunction of the two 

modifiers and the exclusive function of -dake. 

The other construction with -dake we consider is the difference in interpretation 

brought about by relative position with another joshi.^^ 

Numata (1986: 194, 2000: 183) says that this issue is already mentioned in Yamada (1908), and Morita 
(1971) in the recent framework. 
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(166) a. tyuusya-dake-de nao(-ru) 
injection-only-by be.cured(-NONPAST) 
'cured only by an injection' 

b. tyuusya-de-dake nao(-ru) 
injection-by-only be.cured(-NONPAST) 
'cured only by an injection' 

While (166a) is ambiguous, having the two potential readings of (167a) and (167b) below, 

(166b) has only the latter reading. 

(167) a. An injection is sufficient for curing (though there are other options 
available), [target; injection] 

b. An injection is the sole treatment for curing (and so, no other options 
effective), [target: by-injection] 

There will be some explanations for this/^ but the real mystery is that this difference 

seems to appear only in the combination of -dake and -de of means, materials, causes, etc. 

With (an)other joshi, such interactions are not observed. 

(168) a. Kyoto-dake-ni ik(-ta) 
K.-only-by go(-PAST) 
'went only to Kyoto' 

b. Kyoto-ni-dake ik(-ta) 
K. -by-only go(-PAST) 
'went only to Kyoto' 

For example, the "nominality" of -dake (as noted at the beginning of Section 6, -dake is developed from 
a noun) may have forced the toritate-joshi to stay 'inside' of the joshi {-de) attachment (166a). The joshi 
attaching -dake, as in (166b), has been developed later to erase the ambiguity in the process of becoming a 
toritate-joshi. 
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Although the two give different impressions, the interpretations are the same. We leave 

this issue open because we do not discuss 'competition' between joshi in general in this 

thesis.^^ 

7. Summary of the target selections by toritate-joshi 

Finally, let us make general comments on the sentential toritate-joshi interactions (target 

selections) we have considered. 

(169) Toritate-joshi in the verbal complex^' 
S-O-V-mo(-TENSE) 

S-0-V-sae-(TENSE) 

S-0-V-(TENSE)-dake 

[S]-0-V (subject) 
S-[0]-V (object) 
S-0-[V] (verb) 
S-[0-V] (0+V: VP) 
[S-0]-V (S+0) 
[S-O-V] (sentential) 

a. Basically all the combinations are possible. 
b. But some difficulty may be experienced with -dake. 
c. The target selection of [S-0] actually requires more careful discussion. 

See Numata (2000: 183) for recent references in this topic. 
The element -TENSE is omitted from the chart for convenience. 



(170) Toritate-joshi attaching to the subject 
• S-mo/sae/dake-0-V(-TENSE) 

[S]-0-V (subject) 
# S-[0]-V (object) 
# S-0-[V] (verb) 
# S-[0-V] (0+V: VP) 

[S-0]-V (S+0) 
[S-O-V] (sentential) 

a. The subject must be included in the target. 
b. The target selection of [S-O] requires more careful discussion. 
c. The target selection of [S-O-V] is sometimes hard. 

(171)  Tor i ta te - josh i  a t taching  to  the  object  
• S-O-mo/sae/dake-V 

[S-O-V] (sentential) 
# [S]-0-V (subject) 

S-[0]-V (object) 
# S-0-[V] (verb) 

S-[0-V] (0+V; VP) 
# [S-0]-V (S+O) 

a. The object must be included in the target. 
b. The target selection of [S-O] requires more careful discussion. 
c. The target selection of [S-O-V] is sometimes hard. 
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CHAPTER 7: PLACEMENT AND TARGET SELECTIONS OF ENGLISH 
FOCALIZERS 

In English, focalizers are independent morphemes (words), while in Japanese focalizers 

are dependent morphemes. Despite the difference, the focalizers in the two languages 

often show interesting parallelism in terms of their placement and the interactions 

triggered by their placement. 

In this chapter, the expressions pre- and post-, such as 'preverbal', 'postnominal', 

etc. are employed to mean that the item in question functionally belongs to a linguistic 

unit by preceding it or by following it, respectively. These expressions do not describe 

the relative position of an element. 

Again, for simplicity, we restrict the discussion to the focalizers only, even, and 

1. Placement of English focalizers — basic discussion 

Given a simple transitive sentence, which consists of the three words, S(ubject)-V(erb)-

O(bject), there are four potential positions that a focalizer can occupy in the sequence. 

also. 

(1) (John) (ate) (octopus) 
Subject Verb Object 

T 
© 

only 
even 
also 

T T 
(D ® 

only only 
even even 
also *also 

even 
also 

T 
® 

only 
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Those four positions are considered first one by one. Prosodic strategies involved with 

their placement, if any, will also be noted there. 

1.1 Position ® 

It seems that all three focalizers can occupy this slot. 

(2) a. Only John ate octopus. 
b. Even John ate octopus. 
c. Also John ate octopus. 

However, there is a clear contrast between the only-even class and the also class in their 

usage. 

In order to make (2c) acceptable, there must be prosodic prominence on the 

focalizer.' A pause is required after also as well. If (2a) and (2b) are uttered in the same 

way (prominence on the focalizer and a pause after that), they sound odd. When (2a) or 

(2b) is uttered, there will be no pause after the focalizer and the following noun {John, 

here) will get prosodic prominence. If (2c) is uttered in the same way, it sounds odd. See 

also the discussion in 1.3 for ftirther support for this distinction.^ 

' In fact, the focalizer also always gets prosodic prominence. A stress is probably assigned to also lexically 
so that the focalizer gets prosodic prominence in every position. 
^ Another support for the constituency of [[onlyleven] [a noun (phrase)]] is seen in the agent phrase in a 
passive sentence. A noun (phrase), such as John, can appear along with even and only, but not with also 
there. 

(i) * Octopus was eaten by also John. 
(ii) Octopus was eaten by even John. 
(iii) Octopus was eaten by only John. 
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The observations above suggest that only and even are associated with the 

following noun while also is separated from the remaining part of the sentence. (In (3) 

below, the square brackets show constituency rather than the target of a focalizer.) 

(3) a. [Only John] ate octopus. 
b. [Even John] ate octopus. 
c. # [Also John] ate octopus. 

(4) a. # Only [John ate octopus]oniy 

b. # Even [John ate octopus]even-
c. Also [John ate octopus]aiso-

Focalizers in this position show complementary distribution of their target selections. 

Now, it becomes clear that only and even target the following noun and also the 

following sentence. Let us examine the other options. The target of only is restricted to 

the following noun.^ No prosodic means can change the unacceptability of a different 

target, e.g. putting stress on ate for (5b). 

(5) a. Only [John]oniy ate octopus. (= (3a)) 
b. # Only John [ate]oniy octopus. 
c. # Only John ate [octopus]oniy. 

d. # Only John [ate octopus]oniy 

e. # Only [John ate]oniy octopus. 
f. # Only [John ate octopus]on!y (= (4a)) 

Analogously, the target of even must be the following noun. 

^ We exclude the use of only as in the following dialog. 
A: Everyone got food poisoning from the chicken. 
B: Only, John ate octopus! 

This is because this only does not seem to have a toritate/focalizer focus function, but only to mean 
'however'. Many thanks to Heidi Harley (p.c.) for providing me with the example. 
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(6) a. Even [John]even ate octopus. (= 

b. # Even John [atejeven octopus. 
c. # Even John ate [octopusjeven-
d. # Even John [ate octopusjeven-
e. # Even [John atejeven octopus. 
f # Even [John ate octopusjeven- (= 

The target selection by also varies. 

(7) a. Also [Johnjaiso ate octopus. (= 

b. Also John [atejaiso octopus. 
c. Also John ate [octopus]aiso-
d. Also John [ate octopusjaiso-
e. Also [John atejaiso octopus. 
f Also [John ate octopusjaiso-

(=(3b)) 

(=(4b)) 

(=(3c)) 

(=(4c)) 

(7f) will be the dominant interpretation. However, in an appropriate context, and with 

proper prosodic prominence,"* all of them are not bad. For example, if the conversation 

was about John's actions on octopus such as, he 'caught' it, 'cut' it, 'boiled' it, etc., an 

utterance can be interpreted as in (7b). It is not impossible to have 'others' (references) 

such as 'Mary punched' (octopus), 'Sue painted' (octopus) in mind, to have the (7e) 

interpretation. 

Summary 
• Prenominal use: only and even-yes; also-no. 
• Prenominally, the target is always the following noun. 
• Sentence-initial use: also—yes; only and even-no. 
• Sentence-initially, the targets vary. 
• Hypothesis: Placed in the position from which a focalizer can have a sentential 

target, the focalizer can have any continuous sequence as its target, 
(cf. Summary of Sections 1.2 and 1.4 below) 

'' (Part of) The target must get a prosodic prominence. This is discussed in Chapter 2. 
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1.2 Position ® 

This position is the most natural one for focalizers. 

(8) a. John only ate octopus. 
b. John even ate octopus. 
c. John also ate octopus. 

Placed in this position, all three focalizers may have any constituent as their targets (see 

also Jackendoff (1972; 247f), Rooth (1985: 88f), etc.).^ 

It is quite mysterious why this position allows the most flexible target selection 

despite the fact that focalizer is sometimes inside its target unit as in (9e) and (9f).® Note 

that the element(s) inside the angle brackets are not included in the target, i.e. (9f) 

represents the case that a focalizer has a sentential target from that position, and (9e) the 

unit of [subject]-[verb] (cf. (7e)). 

(9) a. [John]oniy/even/aiso only/evcn/also ate octopus. 
b. John only/even/also [atejoniy/even/aiso octopus. 
c. John only/even/also ate [octopus]oniy/even/aiso-

d. John only/even/also [ate octopus]oniy/even/aiso-

e. [John <only/even/also> ate]oniy/even/aiso octopus, 
f [John <only/even/also> ate octopus] oniy/even/aiso-

It is unclear whether this position is 'preverbal' (to ate), 'postnominal' (to John), or pre-

verb phrase (pre-VP). However, considering that focalizers in that position can have 

various targets, it will be more natural to take the position as 'preverbal'. It is the verb 

' JackendofF(1972; 250) claims that the target selection of (9a) by only is impossible, while even is 
possible. However, my consultants agree that only can have this target selection. 
' But see also the discussion on W-selection of Japanese toritate-joshi in Chapter 6. 
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that has influence over the whole sentence (e.g. tense is included in the verbal unit both in 

English and Japanese), not a noun. In the previous subsection, we saw that a focalizer 

paired with a noun, though it preceded the noun, had the narrowest target selection. 

Another reason is that similar target selections are maintained if the focalizer is 

'embedded' in an auxiliary complex, which we will see in Section 3.1 below. The denial 

of the 'postnominal' position will be presented in Section 1.4. 

Summary 
• In the preverbal position, a focalizer can have any linguistic unit as its target. 
• There is no postnominal position (?). See Section 1.4. 
• Hypothesis: Placed in the position from which a focalizer can have a sentential 

target, the focalizer can have any continuous sequence as its target, 
(cf Summary of Sections 1.1 above and 1.4 below) 

1.3 Position ® 

This position is available for only and even (though the latter is slightly less natural, while 

the former is quite natural), but unavailable for also. 

(10) a. John ate only octopus. 
b. John ate even octopus. 
c. * John ate also octopus. 

The contrast is parallel to the 'prenominal' position of ®, which we discussed in 1.1. It 

strongly suggests that the position is prenominal rather than postverbal. In fact, there are 

many properties shared with the cases in 1.1. The main reason is the restricted target 

selection from that position. Only the following noun can be the target of a focalizer. 
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(11) a. # [John]oniy/even ate only/even octopus. 
b. # John [ate]oniy/even only/evcn octopus. 
c. John ate only/even [octopus]oniy/even-

d. ^ John [ate]only/even/also Only/CVCn [OCtOpUSjonly/even-

e. ^ [John ate]only/even/also Only/cvcn [oCtOpUSjonly/even-

f. # [John ate]only/even only/cven octopus. 

Assuming that position (D is prenominal, we can maintain the generalization that the 

target of a prenominal focalizer is the following noun. 

Other properties are shared with the 'prenominal' position of ® as well. 

Prosodically speaking, a pause between the focalizer and the object makes (10a) and 

(10b) sound odd. In addition, the following noun, i.e. the target, requires prosodic 

prominence. Syntactically speaking, topicalization as in (12) is possible with the focalizer 

as given in (13). Although expressions like those in (13) sound unfamiliar to many 

English speakers, they are not labeled as ungrammatical. 

(12) a. John ate octopus, 
b. Octopus, John ate. 

(13) a. Only octopus, John ate. 
b. Even octopus, John ate. 

Remember that only and even do not have a sentence initial use, as we saw in Section 1.1 

above. This hints that only and even in (13), as well as in (10), form a constituent with the 

following noun. 

As above, there is much support for the idea that the position (D is prenominal, 

but no evidence is found to conclude that it is a 'postverbal' position. 
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Summary 
• Prenominal use; only and even-yes; also-no (cf. Section 1.1) 
• Prenominally, the target is always the following noun (cf. Section 1.1) 
• There is no 'postverbal' position of a focalizer. 

1.4 Position ® 

It appears that this position can be filled by any of these focalizers. 

(14) a. John ate octopus only. 
b. John ate octopus even. 
c. John ate octopus also. 

One question is whether this position is postnominal, VP-final, or sentence-final. 

Prosodic information gives us some hints that the focalizer is actually separated from the 

preceding string. Although there are variations in the utterance of a focalizer, it is certain 

that every focalizer in this position must follow a pause or fall of pitch that signals the 

end of a unit.^ 

Let us check the target selections by these focalizers to finalize our decision about 

their position. 

' Normally only or even in this position must be added without prosodic prominence, but many native 
speakers accept it with prosodic prominence. 

(iv) John ate octopus, ONLY. 
(v) John ate octopus, EVEN. 

The common reaction of native speakers is: (iv) is fine, but (v) sounds odd. However, one of the 
consultants said just the opposite: (v) is fine but (iv) is not. On the other hand, there is consensus that also 
in this position must be uttered with prosodic prominence. 

(v) John ate octopus, ALSO. 
This is probably due to the lexical stress assignment to also. See also fn. 1 above. 
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(15) a. # [Johnjoniy ate octopus only 
b. John [ate]oniy octopus only 
c. John ate [octopusjoniy only 
d. John [ate octopus]oniy only 
e. [John ate octopus]oniy only 
f. [John atejoniy octopus only 

(16) a. [John]even ate octopus even. 
b. John [atejeven octopus even. 
c. John ate [octopusjeven even. 
d. John [ate octopusjeven even. 
e. [John ate octopusjeven even. 
f. [John ate]even octopus even. 

(17) a. [John]aiso ate octopus also. 
b. John [ate]also octopus also. 
c. John ate [octopus]aiso also. 
d. John [ate octopusjaiso also. 
e. [John ate octopusjaiso also. 
f. [John ate]aiso octopus also. 

The target selections of even and also vary as in the cases of sentence-initial position 

(discussed in Section 1.1) and preverbal position (discussed in Section 1.2). Considering 

the variety of target selections by those focalizers in this position, there is no reason to 

take it as postnominal using the same logic used in Section 1.1 above; nouns do not affect 

the whole sentence. It is more likely that these focalizers {even and also) occupy the 

sentence-final position. 

On the other hand, the unacceptability of (15a) indicates that only is 'out of reach' 

of the subject position, i.e. occupying the VP-final position. The reason for this 

asymmetry is totally unclear. In fact, considering that the preverbal position, the edge of 

the verb phrase, can have various target selections, it may be more reasonable to regard 
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this position as VP-final for all the focalizers above.^ We will further discuss this issue 

later in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 

Summary 
• Placed sentence finally, a focalizer selects any of the various targets. 
• The sole exception is only, being unable to select the subject. 
• Hypothesis: Placed in the position from which a focalizer can have a sentential 

target, the focalizer can have any continuous sequence as its target, 
(cf Summary of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 above) 

1.5 Summary of Section 1 

The interactions of focalizers are summarized below.® 

First, their placement is limited to the following four positions: sentence initial, 

sentence final, preverbal, or prenominal. 

^ Things are actually more complicated when we consider the topicalized construction below. 
(vii) # Octopus only, John ate. 
(viii) Octopus even, John ate. 
(ix) Octopus also, John ate. 

It seems that (viii) and (iv) are not totally impossible. Similarly in the passive sentences: 
(x) # Octopus only was eaten by John. 
(xi) Octopus even was eaten by John. 
(xii) Octopus also was eaten by John. 

The oddity of a sentence with only is probably for lexical reasons, rather than structural ones. Interpreters 
have easy access to the productive expression of X-only such as staff-only. 
' In fact, we did not discuss one more possible target selection pattern, S+0 (acceptability judgments 
unspecified in the examples). 

(xiii) Only/Even/Also [John]only/even/aIso [^^topusjoniy/even/also-

(xiv) [John]only/even/also Only/even/alsO ate [oct0pus]„„|y/even/also-

(xv) [John]only/even/also ^te Only/eVCn/alsO [octopusjonly/even/also* 

(xvi) [JohiiJoQiy/gygj]/a|go ate [octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/evcn/also. 
This is because my consultants occasionally got burned out, and I have no intuition as a non-native speaker 
of English. General agreements are: (xiii) is possible with also, but not with only or even, (xiv) is possible 
with also or even, but not with only, (xv) is impossible with any focalizer; and (xvi) is possible with also or 
even, but not with only. Similar to the Japanese cases, only seems to have less flexibility in target selection. 
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(John) (ate) (octopus) 
Subject Verb Object 

T T T T 
® (D (D ® 

® Prenominal: only even * also 
Sentence initial: * only * even also 

(D Preverbal: only even also 
*Postnominal: 

(D Prenominal: only even * also 
*Postverbal: 

® *Postnominal: 
Sentence final: * only even also 

(but VP-final) 

Thus, once these possible positions are assumed, there are just two restrictions on 

focalizer placements ((19b) and (19c) below). 

(19) Focalizer placement (Section 1) 
a. Generally speaking, a focalizer can occupy the prenominal position, preverbal 

position, or either edge of the sentence. 
b. Also: does not have a prenominal use. 
c. Only and even: do not have a sentence initial use. 
d. Besides b and c, the placement of focalizers is free (though the issue of 

"sentence-final or VP-final" remains unsolved). 

Finally, we test these cases with intransitive sentences. 

(20) Sentence initial 
a. Only [Johnjoniy ran. 
b. # Only John [ranjoniy 

c. # Only [John ran]oniy. 

d. Even [John]even ran. 
e. # Even John [ranjeven-

f # Even [John ranjeven-
g. # Also [Johnjaiso ran. 
h. Also John [ranjaiso-
i. Also [John ranjaiso-
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(21) Preverbal 
a. [John]oniy only ran. 
b. John only [ran]oniy. 

c. [John]oniy only [ran]oniy. 

d. [John] even evcn ran. 
e. John even [ran]even-
f [John]even evcn [ranjeven 
g- [John]aiso also ran. 
h. John also [ranjabo-
i. [John]aiso also [ran]aiso. 

(22) Sentence final 
a. # [Johnjoniy ran only. 
b. John [ran]oniy only. 
c. [John ranjoniy only. 
d. [Johnjeven ran even. 
e. John [ran] even even. 
f. [John ran] even even. 
g. [John]aiso ran also. 
h. John [ran]aiso also. 
i. [John ran]aiso also. 

The generalization made above is maintained in the intransitive cases as well. 

2. Other cases 

Other patterns raise further questions, which do not point to a solution to focalizer 

interaction problems. In this thesis we simply point out those puzzles and questions and 

leave the issues open to further study. 

First we explore the cases when a focalizer precedes an adverb. 

(23) a. John ate octopus only reluctantly. 
b. John ate octopus even enthusiastically. 
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Next, we explore the cases when a focalizer precedes a preposition or pre-prepositional 

phrase (pre-PP). Depending on its syntactic role, two types of prepositional phrases are 

usually distinguished in syntax. They are "adjunct" and "argument". The former is an 

optional modifier in a sentence, and the latter plays an important role in showing 

grammatical relations in a sentence. 

(24) a. John ate octopus only/even/also in Japan. ("adjunct") 
b. John gave the octopus only/even/also to Mary. ("argument") 

The two classes will be discussed separately. 

The two topics above will provide some important points to consider with regards 

to the sentence and sentence structure. We also briefly mention the behavior of focalizers 

in an auxiliary complex and nominal complex. 

2.1 Preadverb 

The focalizers can precede an adverb. 

(25) a. John ate octopus only reluctantly. (= (23a)) 
b. John ate octopus even enthusiastically. (= (23b)) 
c. John ate octopus also reluctantly/enthusiastically. 

Note that the preadverb position overlaps with ©. Hence, there can be one reading of 

(25) in which those adverbs are simply added to the end of (14a) or (14b). In that case, 

the adverbs will be read after a pause and both the focalizer and the adverb will be 

pronounced without prosodic prominence as they are additional to the sentence. If the 
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sentence is read in that fashion, the various target selections seen in Section 1.4 above are 

maintained whatever the adverb modifies. 

(26) a. # [John]oniy ate octopus only reluctantly. 
b. John [atejoniy octopus only reluctantly. 
c. John ate [octopusjoniy only reluctantly. 
d. John [ate octopusjoniy only reluctantly. 
e. [John ate octopusjoniy only reluctantly. 
f. [John atejoniy octopus only reluctantly. 

(27) a. [Johnjeven ate octopus even enthusiastically 
b. John [atejeven octopus even enthusiastically 
c. John ate [octopusjeven even enthusiastically. 
d. John [ate octopusjeven even enthusiastically. 
e. [John ate octopusjeven even enthusiastically. 
f. [John atejeven octopus even enthusiastically. 

(28) a. [Johnjaiso ate octopus also reluctantly/enthusiastically 
b. John [atejaiso octopus also reluctantly/enthusiastically 
c. John ate [octopusjaiso also reluctantly/enthusiastically 
d. John [ate octopusjaiso also reluctantly/enthusiastically 
e. [John ate octopusjaiso also reluctantly/enthusiastically 
f. [John atejaiso octopus also reluctantly/enthusiastically 

We do not repeat the discussion of this pattern which is discussed in Section 1.4 above. 

What is important to remember here is that focalizers can maintain their function if 

followed by an adverb. This suggests that adverbs are some "different" kind of elements 

in a sentence which can be added to the "core", and focalizers affect the "core" part on 

the border. 

Let us move on to the other pattern of the above. The other pattern will be 

distinguished from the one above by the way of uttering the adverb. In the previous case, 

the adverb must be uttered without prosodic prominence. However, the pattern in 

question requires prosodic prominence on it. We take this case as 'preadverb' because the 
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targets of those focalizers are obviously the following adverbs. This is actually the most 

natural interpretation when one sees (25a) and (25b), and reads them as in (29a) and 

(29b) below, respectively. 

(29) a. John ate octopus only [RELUCTANTLY]oniy. (cf. (25a)) 
b. John ate octopus even [ENTHUSIASTICALLYJeven- (cf (25b)) 

Also does not have this function. 

(30) # John ate octopus also [RELUCTANTLY/ENTHUSIASTICALLY] also* 

We, therefore, consider only this pattern with only and even below. These focalizers do 

not seem to have any target other than the adverbs in that position. 

(31) a. # [Johnjoniy ate octopus only RELUCTANTLY. 
b. # John [atejoniy octopus only RELUCTANTLY. 
c. # John ate [octopusjoniy only RELUCTANTLY. 
d. # John [ate octopus]oniy only RELUCTANTLY. 
e. # [John ate octopus]oniy only RELUCTANTLY, 
f # [John ate]oniy octopus only RELUCTANTLY. 

(32) a. # [John]even ate octopus even ENTHUSIASTICALLY. 
b. # John [atejeven octopus even ENTHUSIASTICALLY. 
c. # John ate [octopusjeven even ENTHUSIASTICALLY. 
d. # John [ate octopusjeven even ENTHUSIASTICALLY. 
e. # [John ate octopusjeven even ENTHUSIASTICALLY, 
f # [John atejeven octopus even ENTHUSIASTICALLY. 

Considering that putting a pause before the focalizer does not change the interpretation, 

or even clarify the interpretation, it is more natural to assume that the focalizer 

accompanies the adverb in that position, as in the prenominal cases. 

An adverb can actually be placed preverbally or sentence-initially. 
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(33) a. John ate octopus reluctantly. 
b, John reluctantly ate octopus. 
c. Reluctantly John ate octopus. 

The preadverb target selection seems available in preverbal position as well, but not 

sentence initially. 

(34) a. John ate octopus [only reluctantly]. (= (30a)) 
b. John [only reluctantly] ate octopus. 
c. * [Only reluctantly] John ate octopus.'" 

(35) a. John ate octopus [even enthusiastically]. (= (30b)) 
b. John [even enthusiastically] ate octopus. 
c. * [Even enthusiastically] John ate octopus. 

This effect does not change if the sentence is intransitive. 

(36) a. The officer works reluctantly. 
b. The officer reluctantly works. 
c. Reluctantly the officer works. 

(37) a. The officer works [only reluctantly], 
b. The officer [only reluctantly] works. 

[Only reluctantly] the officer works. * 

(38) a. The officer works [even enthusiastically]. 
b. The officer [even enthusiastically] works. 
c. * [Even enthusiastically] the officer works. 

In order for this word order to be grammatical, the light verb do must be inserted to form an 'inversion 
construction'. 

(xvii) Only reluctantly did John eat octopus. 
This is a construction only possible for only. 

(xviii) * Even reluctantly did John eat octopus. 
Apparently, this construction involves more than simple word ordering; and therefore, we do not discuss 
this issue in this thesis. 
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Time adverbs, such as today, yesterday, tomorrow, etc. exhibit different patterns. Time 

adverbs are different from those adverbs above in that they rarely appear preverbally. 

(39) a. John ate octopus yesterday. 
b. * John yesterday ate octopus. 
c. Yesterday John ate octopus. 

(40) a. The officer works today. 
b. * The officer today works. 
c. Today the officer works. 

Focalizers can 'accompany' time adverbs in these two positions without affecting 

grammaticality or acceptability. 

(41) a. John ate octopus [only/even yesterday]. 
b. * John [only/even yesterday] ate octopus. 
c. [Only/Even yesterday] John ate octopus. 

(42) a. The officer works [only/even today]. 
b. * The officer [only/even today] works. 
c. [Only/Even today] the officer works. 

Summary" 
• If a focalizer is followed by an adverb, focalizers can maintain a 'sentence final' 

{even, also) or 'VP-final' {only) use. 
• If a focalizer is placed in preadverb position, its target is most likely the adverb. 
• Also does not have this preadverb use. 
• The preadverb position is imavailable sentence initially unless the adverb is a 

time adverb. 

" We did not discuss the complex target selections as in the following. 
(xix) John ate [octopus <only/even/also> reluctantly]oniy/even/aiso-

(xx) John [ate octopus <only/even/also> reluctantly]oniy/even/aiso-

(xxi) [John ate octopus <only/even/also> reluctantly]„niy/even/aiso-

This is because of judgment difficulties. Lacking native intuition, I will omit discussion of these complex 
cases. 
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2.2 Pre-PP 

Another sentential position of a focalizer is the pre-preposition phrase or pre-PP. It 

appears that the position is good for all the three focalizers. (Examples below are 

identical to (24) above.) 

(43) a. John ate octopus only/even/also in Japan. ("adjunct") 
b. John gave the octopus only/even/also to Mary. ("argument") 

The main purpose of this subsection is an exhibition of the mysterious similarity between 

the two structures in focalizer interactions. 

In Section 2.1 above, we saw that a preadveb focalizer most naturally selects its 

following adverb as the target with prosodic prominence on it. This is dominant in the 

examples above, too. The only difference is that also can have this target selection easily. 

(44) a. John ate octopus only/even/also [in JAPANJoniy/even/aiso-
b. John gave the octopus only/even/also [to MARY]oniy/even/aiso-

Our curiosity is about the other case, i.e. when examples in (43) are uttered with a pause 

before the focalizer and the PP is added without prosodic prominence. 

Let us consider the 'adjunct PP' cases such as (43a) first. The PP is an adverbial 

in the sense that it provides additional information to the core structure (of SVO here). 

Thus, a focalizer in this position shows similar effects to the preadverbial cases which we 

discussed in Section 2.1 above. If the focalizer only and even get no prosodic prominence 
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and the PP is added after a pause, the position is considered to be overlapping with ®, 

which we discussed in Section 1.4. Thus, the target selection varies as given below. 

(45) a. # [Johnjoniy ate octopus only in Japan. 
a'. [John]even/aiso ate octopus even/also in Japan. 
b. John [ate]oniy/even/aiso octopus only/eveii/also in Japan. 
c. John ate [octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/cven/also in Japan. 
d. John [ate octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/eveu/also in Japan. 
e. [John ate] only/even/also octopus only/even/also in Japan. 
f. [John ate octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/even/also in Japan. 

This 'sentence final' (or 'VP-final') effect is identical to the cases we saw in Section 2.1. 

The (effect of the) position ® is maintained if the focalizer is followed by an adverb or 

an adjunct PP, i.e. any adjunct. These facts support the view that adjuncts have some 

special status, being out of the 'core' of the sentence. 

Everything looks identical to the cases in Section 2.1 except that also selects the 

PP target. The reason is unknown. Perhaps it is related to the fact that also cannot break 

into the position between a preposition and the following noun phrase (See Section 3.3. 

below for discussions). 

Let us move on to the cases in which the PP is an argument rather than an adjunct. 

A surprising fact is that target selections like ® are observed in the cases in which a 

focalizer is followed by an adjunct (adverb or PP). That is, the argument PP is 

syntactically no different from adjuncts as far as the position of a focalizer is concerned. 
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(46) a. # [John]oniy gave octopus only to Mary. 
a'. [John]even/also gavc octopus cven/also to Mary. 
b. John [gave]oniy/even/a!so octopus only/evcn/also to Mary. 
c. John gave [octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/cven/also to Mary. 
d. John [gave octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/even/also to Mary. 
e. [John gave] only/even/also octopus only/cven/also to Mary. 
f. [John gave octopus]oniy/even/aiso only/even/also to Mary. 

It is a consensus that argument PPs like those in (46)—the indirect object for the 

ditransitive verb—are included in the VP. For instance, the '"do-so test" supports the idea 

that the PP is included in the VP shell. 

(47) a. John gave octopus to Mary, 
b. Bill did so, too. 

In (47b), what did so represents is the VP in (47a)—gave octopus to Mary. However, the 

target selection like that in (46), especially (46f), strongly suggests that the main division 

comes between the direct object and indirect object. When we explore the position of 

focalizers, this fact must be included as well. 

Whether a PP is an argument or an adjunct does not matter for target selections by 

a focalizer. When the focalizer gets prosodic prominence, the position is considered to be 

'pre-PP', and the PP is the sole target. When a pause is inserted before the focalizer, it 

ensures the target selection. When the PP gets prosodic prominence, the focalizer selects 

it as its target. This is all parallel to the adjunct PP cases observed above. 
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Summary 
• An argument PP is identical to an adjunct PP as far as the target selection of a 

focalizer is concerned. (All PPs are identical.) 
• PPs as well as adverbials are 'out of the main sentence components. (PPs and 

adverb(ial)s are identical.) 
• Also lacks a pre-adverbial use, but has a pre-PP use. The PP can be either an 

adjunct or an argument. (PPs are different from adverb(ial)s.) 

3. In a phrasal complex 

3.1 The auxiliary complex 

As we saw in Section 1.2 above, the preverbal position is the most natural position for 

focalizers in general, and in that position the focalizer can have various targets. 

(48) a. John only ate octopus. 
b. John even ate octopus. 
c. John also ate octopus. 

If an auxiliary verb appears, a focalizer can either immediately precede the auxiliary or 

the main verb. 

(49) a. John only would eat octopus, 
b. John would even eat octopus. 

Focalizers may immediately precede any kind of verb including auxiliary verbs. Hence, 

logically, as more auxiliary verbs appear, more places are available for a focalizer. 
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(50) a. John 
b. John 
c. John 
d. John 

(51) a. John 
b. John 
c. John 
d. John 

(52) a. John 
b. John 
c. John 
d. John 

The variety of target selections in the preverbal position is maintained in those positions 

with one restriction (the target selection chart is omitted). A focalizer cannot select the 

subject as its target, skipping over three auxiliary verbs. 

(53) a. [John]oniy would have only been eating octopus. 
b. * [Johnjoniy would have been only eating octopus. 
c. [John]even would have even been eating octopus. 
d. * [Johnjeven would have been even eating octopus. 
e. [Johnjaiso would have also been eating octopus. 
f. * [Johnjaiso would have been also eating octopus. 

Jackendoff (1972: 251) notes that "even after the second auxiliary is unacceptable with subject focus [our 
'target selection'], although other foci are possible". Note that he regards the "preverbal" only cannot select 
the subject as its target (see fh. 5 above). The following are his examples ((xxii) is his (6.97) and (xxiii) and 
(xxiv) are his (6.96). 

(xxii) John will have even given his [DAUGHTERJeven a new bicycle. 
(xxiii) [JOHN]even (even) will (even) have (*even) given his daughter a new bicycle. 
(xxiv) [JOHN]even (even) will (even) have (*even) given his daughter French lessons. 

While even after the second auxiliary can select the following element (in VP) as its target as in (xxii), it 
cannot select the subject as in (xxii) and (xxiii). 

However, my consultants agree that a focalizer after the second auxiliary is still able to select the 
subject as its target, though a focalizer after the third auxiliary is impossible, as shown in (53) below. 
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The unacceptability of only targeting the subject from the sentence final position, noted in 

Section 1.4 above, may be one of these 'distance restrictions'. 

There are more issues involving the positioning of a focalizer relating to the verb, 

especially when the verb be is involved. Those issues will not be treated in this thesis. 

Summary 
• In the (auxiliary) verb complex, a focalizer still behaves like it does in the 

preverbal position seen in Section 1.2. 
• One exception is that a focalizer cannot be separated from the subject target by 

three (or more) auxiliary verbs. 

3.2 The nominal complex 

Although we have only discussed examples in which a focalizer selects a nominal target 

which is a single word, the target can in fact be a nominal "phrase". Hence, 'prenominal' 

means the focalizer is preceding a "noun phrase". 

(54) a. Only [NP the policeman on duty] ate octopus. 
b. Even [NP the woman who wore a blue shirt] ate octopus. 
c. John ate only [NP fully cooked octopus]. 
d. John ate even [NP uncooked octopus that was alive]. 

Recall that also does not have a prenominal use. 

A nominal complex, which will be equated with "noun phrase", is not easy for a 

focalizer to break into, unlike the case of an auxiliary complex. However, it is sometimes 

possible to break into the constituent of [(adjectival)-(noun phrase)]. Here, 'adjectival' 
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means the morphemes that modify a noun. Hence, it includes adjectives, participles, 

quantifiers, nouns, and so forth. 

Interestingly, adjectives and participles (which are often hard to distinguish from 

adjectives) allow the break-in, with special prosodic prominence. (55b) and (56b) can 

have the same interpretation as (55a) and (56a) (which have prosodic prominence on the 

(head of) the noun phrase), respectively. 

(55) a. John ate only [boiled octopusjoniy. 
b. John ate [BOILED <only> OCTOPUSjoniy 

(56) a. John ate even [raw octopus]even. 
b. John ate [RAW <even> OCTOPUSJeven-

1 
However, others do not. 

(57) a. John read even three books. 
b. * John read three even books. 

(58) a. John prepared only white xerox paper. 
b. * John prepared white xerox only paper. 
c. * John prepared white only xerox paper. 

Thus, an element inside such a complex is selected by a focalizer which is placed outside 

of the complex.'"^ 

We are not considering the possibility of the licit compounds white-only and xerox-only (or white-xerox-
only) in (58). 

Some may feel (59a), and (57a) itself, strange. The important point here, however, is the 
ungrammaticality of (57b), i.e. a focalizer cannot interrupt the NP string, while (55b) and (56b) are possible. 
Even those who do not like (57a) will agree that (57b) is ungrammatical and that the following are the way 
to get the target selection of (the element of) the object NP. 

(xxv) John even read [NP three [booksjeven]-

(xxvi) John even read [>jp [threejeven books]. 
(xxvii) John even read [NP [three booksjeven]-

This NP string is unbreakable. 
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(59) a. John read even [NP [three booksjeven]-
b. John prepared only [NP white [xerox paperjoniy]-

One might claim that a focalizer can break into [(determiner)-(noun phrase)] as in 

(60) below. 

(60) John was the only person who ate octopus. 

However, it must be treated as a fixed expression the only for the following reasons. First, 

the focalizer is restricted to only. 

(61) a. * John was the even person who ate octopus, 
b. * John was the also person who ate octopus. 

Second, the determiner is restricted to the. 

(62) a. * John was this only person who ate octopus, 
b. * John was that only person who ate octopus. 

Possessives are possible (with only). 

(63) a. John's only mother 
b. her only dog 

These are productive. 

(64) a. John's only octopus 
b. her only house 
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In any case, only seems to have more flexibility than other focalizers in interacting with 

(elements of) a nominal complex. This is similar to the Japanese case (See Chapter 5, 

Section 5). 

Summary 
• There are two classes of adjectival modifiers: one class allows the break-in of a 

focalizer between the modifier and a noun (adjectives, participles, 
possessives), and the other does not ([some] determiners, numerals). 

• Only is more flexible than other focalizers in interacting with (elements of) a 
nominal complex. 

3.3 The PP complex 

It is acceptable for a focalizer to break into the constituent of [(preposition)-(noun 

phrase)], (cf Konig 1991; 22) 

(65) a. John ate octopus only/even at that restaurant. 
b. John ate octopus at only/even that restaurant. 

(66) a. John introduced Mary only/even to the blond guy. 
b. John introduced Mary to only/even the blond guy. 

However, again, also does not seem to fall into this class of focalizers. 

(67) a. John ate octopus also at that restaurant. 
b. * John ate octopus at also that restaurant. 

(68) a. John introduced Mary also to the blond guy. 
b. * John introduced Mary to also the blond guy. 

When a focalizer can be placed between a preposition and a noun phrase, the 

interpretation is identical to the 'pre-PP' position. That is, the interpretations of (65b) and 
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(66b) are identical to the pre-PP reading of (65a) and (66a), respectively.'^ It is true that 

(a) and (b) in (65) and (66) give some contrastive impression for each, but the 

'difference' is not logico-semantic based. These are just observations. No precise 

explanations for these are available (as in the discussions above). 

Summary 
• A pre-PP focalizer can break in between a P and NP. 
• But this is not possible for also. 

" Remember that the position in (65a) or (66a) overlaps with the 'sentence-fmar/'VP-final' position. See 
Section 2 above for discussion. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1. Summary of each chapter 

1.1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces previous analyses of Japanese focalizers or toritate-joshi and 

English focalizers, and similarities and differences between them are displayed. The most 

important terms throughout this thesis, 'self and 'others', are introduced. An outline of 

this thesis is also provided in this chapter. 

1.2 Chapter 2; Untangling focalizer studies 

This chapter emphasizes the importance of studying focalizer analyses independently 

from general focus analyses. In addition, it is noted that neither a prosodic perspective 

nor a syntactic perspective are sufficient to fully understand focalizer interactions or the 

interpretation of focalizers. 

1.3 Chapter 3: Representations of the interpretation 

This thesis adopts the basic two-way representation proposed in both Japanese toritate-

joshi and English focalizer analyses, to represent the interpretation of focalizers. 

However, this chapter suggests the separation of'declaration' and 'indication', rather 

than other well-known separations such as "presupposition" and "assertion". For a better 
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understanding of the separation, an important distinction, "interpretation" (which is 

contextual) from "meaning" (which is lexical and potential), is also illustrated. 

1.4 Chapter 4: Additional 'indications' 

This chapter discusses additional 'indications' (to the basic one), which make different 

interpretations between focalizers or within a focalizer. It is revealed that these 

'indications' depend largely on how 'others' are referred to for the interpretation. For 

example, the famous "scalar value" itself is relative to context. Generally speaking 

toritate-joshi are interpreted in a wider variety of ways than English focalizers. 

1.5 Chapter 5: Placement of toritate-joshi 

This chapter illustrates the morphology of toritate-joshi. The placement of toritate-joshi is 

relatively free, but some "competitions" are observed between joshi (particles). The 

placement of toritate-joshi in the verbal complex requires "^'/-support", which is similar 

to English i/o-support. 

1.6 Chapter 6: Target selections of toritate-joshi 

This chapter displays (but does not analyze) the possible target selections of toritate-joshi. 

Three types of target selections (Adjacent, Skipping, and Wrapping selections) are 

described, abandoning dislocation analyses. The effect of "omission" or "topicalization" 

is also discussed. 
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1.7 Chapter 7: Placement and target selections of English focalizers 

This chapter illustrates (but does not analyze) possible placements and target selections of 

English focalizers. Unlike cases of toritate-joshi, which are dependent morphemes, the 

placement of English focalizers is not clearly determined without observing the 

interactions of target selections. Hence, the observation of target selections and 

placement of them are carried out simultaneously. 

2. For future study 

This thesis was originally intended to discuss one of the classic issues of Japanese, the 

distinction of -wa from -ga. I believe that the different readings both between the two 

(such as categorical judgment vs. thetic judgment, Kuroda 1972) and within each joshi 

(such as -wa: topic, contrastive, "at least", etc.; -ga: neutral description, exhaustive listing, 

etc.) must be accounted for in the relation with contextual information (e.g. strength of 

'indications'), rather than by different lexical entries (e.g. -wa\. topic, -wa2: contrastive, 

...), "like toritate-joshi". Then I realized that toritate-joshi or focalizer analyses have not 

been done satisfactorily to incorporate into my -wd-ga analysis. This is why this thesis 

extensively discusses the interpretation of focalizers. 

I am happy with having done it, but disappointed with the fact that I could not 

return to discuss my original interest. Hence, I would really like to discuss -wa and -ga 

using (and improving) the framework displayed in this thesis in the near future. At the 
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same time, however, I left issues of focalizers or toritate-joshi untouched, so I need to 

return these as well. 

In addition, this thesis spends much space for the observation of sentences with 

focalizers. Some theoretical backup will be desired. This happened because there actually 

was a need for detailed observation of what is really going on in interactions of focalizers. 

Now they are provided to some degree, and hopefully I can move on. 
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